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PREFACE 

The northern area of Pakistan occupies a unique position on 
the cultural and historical map of the world. Its cultural diversity 
and ethnic richness make it one of the most fascinating areas for 
researchers and scholars. It is, however, its multi-lingual 
character that concerns the present study. 

These five volumes of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 
Northern Pakistan are devoted to the study of its multi-lingual 
features. It is slightly more ambitious than the usual studies of 
this nature: it attempts to study the various languages and 
dialects of this area from a synchronic descriptive approach with 
regard to the issue of language versus dialect. In order to verify 
the diversity and similarity within these languages and dialects, 
linguistic and sociolinguistic data has been used to throw some 
light on the relative levels of diversity within and between the 
identified varieties. This has been done particularly in the cases 
of Gujari with Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat varieties of 
Kohistani and Shina with its linguistic neighbours. 

At a macro level, this work is definitely an improvement 
over Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India and the subsequent 
studies by various scholars. However, though ambitious in scope, 
the study does not claim to be exhaustive and comprehensive in 
every respect. The study also discusses the impact of external 
linguistic families on the linguistic evolution of this area. The 
unmistakable imprint of Tibeto-Burman languages, the Iranian 
languages, the Indo-European family and the Indo-Aryan family 
testify to the fact that the northern areas of Pakistan serve as a 
bridge between South Asia, Central Asia, China, and Iran. 

Another dimension has also been added to the study of so 
many languages and dialects in close proximity: degree of 
proficiency in the neighbouring languages. This has been done 
through interviews, questionnaires, tests, and observations. The 
patterns associated with the proficiency of the neighbouring 
languages and the national language, Urdu, are treated in terms 
of inter-ethnic contacts, the regional dominance of certain 
linguistic groups, and the impact of education and media. It is  
 



quite visible that the old generation of these linguistic groups did 
try to preserve the originality of their culture and civilization. But 
communication links and the availability of modern techniques 
and instruments have their own impact upon the people of these 
areas. The new generation of these areas, showing a trend 
towards advancement and modernization, may in the long run be 
affected, and the preservation of centuries old culture and 
civilizations can become a difficult task. 

It is hoped that this survey will inspire some studies of this 
unique multi-linguistic region of the world. The scholars deserve 
congratulations for this painstaking work, which could not have 
been completed without requisite enthusiasm, expertise and skill. 
This study, of course, will open new avenues for future 
researchers. The important point to be kept in mind for future 
researchers is, however, to find ways and means of preserving 
this centuries old culture and civilization. 

Work of such a magnitude is not possible without 
cooperation and devotion on the part of scholars and experts in 
this field. The National Institute of Pakistan Studies, Quaid-i-
Azam University, Islamabad acknowledges with gratitude the 
assistance and cooperation of many who helped the team to 
conduct this survey. The Institute acknowledges the commitment 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (the co-sponsors of this 
project), the Ministry of Culture – Government of Pakistan, and 
the National Institute of Folk Heritage for providing all sorts of 
help to complete this study. The Institute feels honored for 
having such association with these institutions as well as the 
scholars of repute who devoted their precious time and expertise 
in preparing this important study. 

The National Institute of Pakistan Studies will feel happy in 
extending maximum cooperation to the scholars interested in 
exploring further studies in the field. 

Dr. Ghulam Hyder Sindhi 
Director 

National Institute of Pakistan Studies 
Quaid-i-Azam University 

Islamabad, Pakistan 
 



 



 



 



 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Northern Pakistan is a land of geographic and ethnic 
diversity, one of the most multilingual places on the face of the 
earth. Spectacular mountain ranges and mighty rivers segment 
the area, providing natural barriers which often serve as 
isoglosses separating linguistic varieties. Centuries of people 
movements across this crossroad of South and Central Asia have 
left a complex pattern of languages and dialects, fertile ground 
for sociolinguistic investigation. 

Twenty-five named languages from within northern 
Pakistan are dealt with in the volumes of the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan. Most languages of the region have 
been classified as part of the large Indo-Aryan (or Indic) family. 
Two of these have been called members of the “Central Group” 
according to the scheme established in Grierson’s Linguistic 
Survey of India: Gujari, subgrouped with other Rajasthani 
languages, and Domaaki, not even mentioned by Grierson, but 
classified as Central by Fussman (1972) and Buddruss (1985). A 
third named language, Hindko, was originally included within 
the Northwestern Group of Indo-Aryan, among those varieties 
which were given the label “Lahnda” (LSI VIII.1). The various 
forms called Hindko have been particularly difficult to classify 
(Shackle 1979, 1980), showing a wide geographic range, much 
linguistic divergence, and some convergence with Panjabi, which 
has been classified in the Central Group. 

The largest number of Indo-Aryan languages dealt with in 
these volumes belong to the Northwestern Group, Dardic branch: 
Shina, and its historical relations, Phalura and Ushojo; Indus 
Kohistani, and its smaller neighbors, Chilisso, Gowro, and, 
presumably, Bateri (which has not been classified); the Swat 
Kohistani varieties, Kalami and Torwali; the Chitral group of 
Khowar and Kalasha; and the Kunar group, including Dameli 
and Gawar-bati. The Nuristani branch accounts for some 
languages spoken on the northwestern frontier; within Pakistan 
that group is represented by Eastern Kativiri and 
Kamviri/Shekhani. This classification outline for members of the  
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Dardic and Nuristani branches is based on several scholarly 
contributions (Fussman 1972, Masica 1991, Morgenstierne 
1932), but primarily follows Strand (1973). 

There are also members of the larger Iranian family 
(classification following Payne 1987). Some come from the 
Southeastern Iranian group, the major example being Pashto, but 
also including the more divergent Wan 4eci. Others are from the 
Southeastern Iranian Pamir subgroup: Wakhi and Yidgha. 
Ormur 4i has been classified as a Northwestern Iranian language 
but shows the influence of being surrounded by Pashto. 

Finally, a few linguistic relics remain from outside the 
larger Indo-European family, notably the westernmost Tibeto-
Burman language, Balti, and the isolate, Burushaski. 

The distinction between language and dialect is always a 
fuzzy one, but particularly so in this part of the world. Scholars 
have long acknowledged the immense dialect continuum which 
characterizes the South Asian region, particularly among the 
Indo-Aryan varieties. The difficulties in drawing language 
distinctions are compounded by the terminological confusion 
found when local speakers use identical names to label their very 
different spoken varieties (e.g., Kohistani) or apply the name of a 
larger and more prestigious language to cover a very wide range 
of speech forms (e.g., Panjabi). 

Rather than focussing on linguistic classification or on the 
historical relationships between languages, the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan has taken a synchronic descriptive 
approach to this issue of language versus dialect. Linguistic and 
sociolinguistic data to verify the diversity and similarity within 
the varieties have been collected for all twenty-five named 
languages. These data include a consistent 210-item word list 
from several locations within a language group. In addition, oral 
texts have been recorded and transcribed from many locations; 
often these texts have been used to assess the intelligibility of 
spoken forms among speakers of divergent dialectal varieties. 
Word list comparisons have been made across named languages 
in some cases (e.g., Gujari with Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat 
varieties of Kohistani, Shina with its linguistic neighbors), to 
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give some perspective on the relative levels of diversity within 
and between named varieties. These comparisons of linguistic 
data are balanced by information gathered through interviews 
and orally-administered questionnaires regarding ethnic 
identification, dialect group contacts, and perceived linguistic 
similarity and difference. Although few sharp boundaries are 
evident, groupings of relatively similar varieties can be 
demonstrated according to the criteria of lexical similarity, 
indications of intelligibility, patterns of within-group contact, and 
dialect perceptions of the speakers themselves. 

The investigation of local language names has provided a 
perspective on the linguistic identification of its speakers. Where 
it is possible to use the locally preferred name without ambiguity, 
those local names have been chosen to designate the linguistic 
varieties described in these volumes. Where further clarification 
is necessary, language names have included regional 
designations or have incorporated the labels given by previous 
scholars even though they were not found to be used by the 
speakers themselves. 

In addition to questions of diversity within languages, there 
are higher levels of sociolinguistic variation which are evident in 
the prevalence of multilingualism throughout the area. In 
general, it seems that members of most language groups in 
northern Pakistan exhibit pragmatic attitudes toward adoption of 
languages of wider communication. With so many languages in 
close proximity, it is commonplace for persons to acquire one or 
more of their neighboring languages to some degree of 
proficiency. Some studies included tests of proficiency in the 
national language, Urdu, or in a regional language of wider 
communication such as Pashto or Hindko. Other reports have 
investigated reported proficiency and use of other languages 
through interviews, orally-administered questionnaires, and 
observation. The patterns associated with the use of other 
languages are related to such social phenomena as inter-ethnic 
contacts, the regional dominance of certain groups, and the 
promotion of Urdu through education and the media. A few 
language groups indicate signs of declining linguistic vitality and 
the preference for more dominant neighboring languages among 
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the younger generations within those groups (e.g., Domaaki, 
Chilisso, Gowro, Yidgha). But, for the present, most of the ethnic 
languages of northern Pakistan are well-maintained by their 
mother-tongue speakers as the most frequently used and 
apparently valued means of communication. 

A major contribution of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 
Northern Pakistan is the collection of the standard 210-item word 
list; combining the lists from all twenty-five languages yields a 
sum of 127 regional speech forms represented. The phonetically 
transcribed lists for the reports covered in each volume are 
presented in the relevant appendices. Story texts for the 
languages represented are presented as well, with a rough word-
for-word gloss and a free translation. In total, there are forty-nine 
transcribed texts in these volumes. This fieldwork has not 
undergone thorough grammatical and phonological analysis; it is 
included to support the conclusions presented in each report and 
as data for future scholarship. 

In terms of methodology, this research makes a contribution 
as well. A multipronged approach was utilized in each study, 
combining some or all of the following: participant observation, 
interviews and orally-administered questionnaires, testing of 
second language proficiency, testing of comprehension of related 
varieties, and the comparison of word lists by a standardized 
method measuring phonetic similarity. Overall, the data show 
great internal consistency, with many types of self-reports from 
questionnaires and interviews corresponding well with more 
objective measures such as test results and lexical similarity 
counts. 

Each report reflects a slightly different focus. Some 
emphasize interdialectal variation and intelligibility (e.g., Balti, 
Burushaski, Pashto, Shina, Wakhi); others include this focus, but 
concentrate more than the rest on assessing the proficiency and 
use of other languages (e.g., the reports on the languages of 
Indus and Swat Kohistan, Gujari, Hindko). The high 
concentration of languages in the Chitral region make 
multilingualism and ethnolinguistic vitality a primary concern in 
that volume. Issues of declining vitality are of critical concern for  
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Domaaki. One language included in this research has not been 
previously described or reported: Ushojo, a variant of Shina 
located in the Chail Valley of Swat District. 

It has been a privilege to work with representatives of each 
of these ethnolinguistic groups in carrying out this survey 
research. These volumes are offered in the hope that they will 
provide a wholistic overview of the sociolinguistic situation in 
northern Pakistan and will stimulate further such work in the 
years to come. 

Clare F. O’Leary 
Series Editor 
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1. Setting 

Northern Pakistan is justly famous as a mountainous area 
where the Hindu Kush, the Himalayas and the Karakorams form 
a knot. At the southern edge of that mountain mass, about 
equidistant between the eastern and western borders of Pakistan, 
lies a region popularly called Kohistan — a Land of Mountains. 
This area includes the upper valleys of the Swat and Panjkora 
Rivers and the valley of the Indus as it turns finally southward in 
its rush toward the plains. 

Kohistan is the home of several ethnic groups. The 
predominant group is the Kohistani people, who speak a variety 
of dialects and languages, sometimes given distinct local names 
but often called simply Kohistani. 

These Kohistani dialects were said by Grierson to be part of 
a sub-group of the Indo-European family of languages called 
Dardic. Grierson (LSI VIII.2:7-8) states that “the Dardic 
languages possess many characteristics which are peculiar to 
themselves, while in some other respects they agree with Indo-
Aryan, and in yet other respects with Eranian languages.” This 
Dardic group is said to form a linguistic link between the Indic 
languages, which are located largely to the east, and the Iranian 
languages, located largely to the west. In Grierson’s arrangement 
the Kohistani languages are linked in the Dardic group with 
Shina and Kashmiri and more distantly with Khowar and some 
languages of lower Chitral and Nuristan (LSI VIII.2:2). 
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Morgenstierne, however, doubts the distinctiveness of the 
Dardic grouping and would group these languages with the Indic 
languages to the east. He states (1961 quoted in Strand 
[1973:298]) that, “There is not a single common feature 
distinguishing Dardic, as a whole, from the rest of the IA 
languages … Dardic is simply a convenient term to denote a 
bundle of aberrant IA hill languages.” In this view he is followed 
by most recent scholars, such as Gerard Fussman (1972:12), 
Ruth Laila Schmidt (1983:17), and Richard Strand (1973:297) 

A third position is taken by Kachru (1969:286) and Zograph 
(1982:113-15), who feel that a lack of information about the 
languages involved makes it premature to make such 
classificatory judgments. 

This study focuses especially on language use in the Swat 
Valley — and tangentially the upper Panjkora Valley, or Dir 
Kohistan — as opposed to the Indus Valley to the east, where a 
number of related linguistic varieties are spoken1. Within the 
Swat Valley it focuses on the Kohistani-speaking communities as 
opposed to their Pashto-, Gujari- or Khowar-speaking neighbors. 

Others have written about some aspects of the structure of 
these languages and of their historical development within the 
Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European languages. Many 
involved in these descriptive and historical studies agree that 
much remains to be done.2 It is the purpose of this study, 
however, to focus on sociolinguistic issues rather than on 
language description and history. 

                                                      
1 See Hallberg, this volume. 
2 “The writer … proposes to invite attention of our learned scholars to the 

great need of studying the languages of this country. Arabic and Persian, being 
the repositories of the common cultural heritage of Pakistan, would continue to 
be studied by the Pakistani scholars. But the languages spoken by our own 
people, being the primary media for expressing their thoughts and feelings, 
provide the basis for our rich cultural variety and the very foundation of our 
national literature. Of these languages, the less known dialects need our special 
attention because of their philological and anthropological importance in the 
local folklore and literature.” (Baloch 1966:45). 

Commenting more specifically on the need for further research into the 
Dardic and Nuristani languages, Strand (1973:304) warns that “our knowledge 
of the Dardic and Nuristani languages is certainly in a retarded state.” 
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The Swat Valley is located in District Swat in the northern 
part of North-West Frontier Province (map 3). The valley can be 
divided both geographically and ethnically into Swat Kohistan 
and the remainder of the valley. The broad, more gently sloping 
lower part of the valley is populated almost entirely by Pashto-
speaking people. The sizable village of Madyan can be 
considered as the upper limit of this lower part of the valley. The 
more rugged and narrow upper section of the valley is the home 
of the Kohistani people. 

The upper valley of the Swat River is roughly Y-shaped 
with one stream coming from the west and joining at Kalam 
town with another coming from the northeast and flowing 
southward to the lower valley. Meltwater from the nearby snow-
capped peaks, which feeds the Swat River, supplies the extensive 
system of irrigation canals that support agriculture in the narrow 
river valley, on terraces on the mountain slopes, and plateaus 
overlooking the river. 

 

2. Mother Tongues 

The Kohistani spoken in the Swat and Dir valleys is 
characterized by considerable dialect differentiation.3 In general, 
however, the linguistic varieties at the southern end of Swat 
Kohistan, called Torwali, are quite distinct from those spoken in 
the northern end and in some communities in Dir Kohistan. The 
spoken dialects of this northern group do not have a commonly 
recognized name. They were called Garwi by Grierson (LSI 
VIII.2:3). The similar terms Garwa, Gaawro, Gowri have also 
been used, but such terms are regarded by some speakers as 
pejorative. They seem to prefer to call their language simply 
Kohistani, or more commonly Kohistana. The dialects of this 
area were called Bashgharik by Biddulph (1880:158) and 
Bashkarik by Morgenstierne (1940:106). However, research in 
the course of the present study follows that of Barth (1956:52),  
 
                                                      

3 Grierson (LSI VIII.2:507), in discussing the various dialects of 
Kohistani, put it this way: “They are all closely connected together, and have 
numerous dialects, almost every little side-valley possessing its peculiar ‘jib’.” 
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who found that the speakers “were unfamiliar with this term as 
applied to themselves, insisting it means … a Chitrali.” In this 
study these speech forms will be called Kalami Kohistani, a term 
which seems to be acceptable to the speakers themselves and 
makes reference to the principal town where the linguistic variety 
is spoken. 

2.1 Kalami/Dir Kohistani 

The communities where Kalami is spoken usually also 
include other linguistic groups, such as speakers of Pashto, 
Gujari, Khowar or other Kohistani languages. However, the 
Kalami speakers are usually in the majority. Dialects of Kalami 
are spoken by all the Kohistani clans of Kalam tehsil and also in 
Thal, Lamuti, Biar, and Birikot villages in Dir Kohistan (map 3). 
Comparison of word lists, observation of interaction between 
speakers of these varieties and their personal testimonials all 
indicate that the minor phonological and lexical differences that 
distinguish these varieties of Kalami do not hinder 
communication in any significant way.4 

The variety spoken in Rajkot/Patrak,5 the western-most 
village in Dir Kohistan, while generally considered to be allied to 
Kalami, seems to differ more substantially than other local 
varieties of that language. Comparison of word lists, as well as 
personal reports from inhabitants of Dir Kohistan, indicate that 
there are enough lexical and pronunciation differences in Rajkoti 
to make it difficult for unfamiliar speakers of other Kalami 
varieties to understand. 

Dashwa is a dialect spoken by some members of the 
Akarkhel clan in Kalam tehsil.6 In general, members of that clan  
 

                                                      
4 Reflecting his experience with a few speakers of the language here 

termed Kalami, Morgenstierne concluded that “Bashkarik appears to be 
uniform, and without any important sub-dialects.” (1940:208). 

5 Rajkot is the traditional name for this village, but in recent times it is 
more commonly referred to as Patrak, a name given by the majority Pashtoons 
in the area. 

6 Members of this clan report that they originally came to Kalam from 
Rajkot/Patrak in Dir Kohistan. Investigation in the course of the present survey 
found no current references to Dashwa within Rajkot/Patrak. 
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seem to have assimilated their speech to that of the majority, 
although individuals do allude to certain speech forms that are 
distinctive. 

The linguistic variety spoken in the village of Kalkot in Dir 
Kohistan seems to be quite distinct from that spoken in the 
surrounding villages of Dir Kohistan and in Kalam, although it is 
obviously related. Ten men from Dir Kohistan, including two 
from Kalkot, stated that Kalkotis understand Kalami but that 
Kalami speakers do not understand Kalkoti. One young man 
from Kalam who visited Kalkot verified that he could understand 
only a little of Kalkoti speech. It seems that, in general, old 
Kohistani men of Kalam can understand and speak a little 
Kalkoti, but the young men can not. Before the highway up the 
Swat Valley to Kalam was built, men used to travel regularly 
across the high mountain passes between Kalam and Dir 
Kohistan. All of this points to the fact that those Kalamis and 
Kalkotis who understand each other’s speech do so mainly 
because of dialect learning through contact. This matter will be 
explored further in sections 2.3 and 2.4. 

Conditions in the upper Dir Valley do not presently permit 
the collection of all the data needed to clarify the dialect 
questions entirely. Nevertheless, the evident linguistic diversity 
of Dir Kohistan seems to present the classic picture of a 
linguistically variegated heartland from which settlers have gone 
out to form the linguistically more homogeneous colonies in 
upper Swat Kohistan. 

In Kalam there are three patrilineal descent groups: (1) the 
Drekhel, (2) the Nilor or Niliyor, and (3) the Jaflor or Jafalor. 
The Drekhel are further divided into the Kalamkhel, the 
Akarkhel and the Chinorkhel. Each of these is further divided 
into several sub-groups, only a few of which will be mentioned 
here: The Kalamkhel, who claim to be the first inhabitants of 
Kalam and to have descended from an apparently mythical 
ancestor called Kal, are said to incorporate also descendants of a 
refugee from Chitral. The Akarkhel lived originally in 
Rajkot/Patrak, which was formerly a power center for seven 
towns of Dir Kohistan. A part of the Akarkhel moved from Dir to  
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Kalam, but others remained behind. That process of relocating in 
the Kalam area is still going on today, with some Kohistanis 
from Dir leaving their homeland to escape the blood feuding in 
the Dir Valley. The Chinorkhel are said to have come from the 
Lower Swat Valley. The constituent clans of the Nilor/Niliyor 
and Jaflor/Jafalor are said to have migrated to Kalam, some from 
lower Swat and some from Thal, driven to the Kalam area by the 
Afghan invasions at the time of Mehmood of Ghazni.7 

Barth presents another perplexing strand of information 
concerning another possible location of Kalami-speaking people. 
In 1956 he reported the following: “According to several 
informants in Kalam, a related people is also found in the 
Chinese Central Asian area, at a place called Khata Khotan. This 
had formerly been unknown to the Gawri, but pilgrims from 
Khata Khotan had recently been observed by a Gawri in Karachi 
on their way to Mecca, and were recognized by their clothing 
and language.” (Barth 1956:53) 

Another clan of Kalam, the Mullakhel, should be mentioned 
at this point. They are Pashtoons from Lower Swat who trace 
their founding ancestor back to Kabul in Afghanistan and who 
migrated to the Kalam area two or three hundred years ago. The 
majority of this group can speak and understand Kalami and 
seem to have no hesitation to speak or to be identified with that 
language, yet maintain Pashto as their first language and speak it 
in their homes. Members of a clan by the same name in Dir 
reportedly do not speak Kohistani, nor want to. 

                                                      
7 “Bushkar is the name given to the community which inhabits the upper 

part of the Punjkorah Valley, whence they have overflowed into the upper part 
of the Swat Valley, and occupied the three large villages of Otrote, Ushoo, and 
Kalam … The three villages of the Swat Valley pay tribute to Yassin, and the 
three northernmost villages in the Punjkorah Valley pay a double tribute to 
Yassin and Chitral. Birkot, Biar, and Rashkot pay a double tribute to Chitral 
and Dir, and the five Bushkar villages below Rashkot pay tribute solely to Dir. 
Rashkot is better known under its Pushtoo name of Patrak.” (Biddulph 
1880:69). 
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2.2 Torwali 

The speakers of Torwali live in the main Swat Valley and in 
the tributary Chail Valley. These two valleys join at Madyan, a 
Pashto-speaking town, and thus the two clusters of Torwali-
speaking communities are not directly linked geographically 
because of the Pashto area lying between them. The Torwali-
speaking villages in the Swat valley begin at Asret, just south of 
the Gujari-speaking area around Peshmal, and continue 
southward to Satal, just north of Madyan. In the Chail valley the 
Torwali-speaking villages begin just east of Madyan and 
continue up to Bishigram, where Pashtoons predominate and 
Ushojo8 and Gujari speakers begin. As one progresses up the 
valley above the Ushojo-speaking communities, one encounters 
settlements of Kashkari immigrants from Chitral, who now speak 
Torwali. At the higher elevations are found exclusively Gujari-
speaking communities. 

Biddulph (1880:69) reported that Chail was the center of the 
Torwali population, but that place has now been taken by 
Bahrain (Biddulph’s Branihal [1880:69]), located as it is along 
the highway in the main valley, where tourism and government 
functions have brought considerable growth. 

There are various theories concerning the place from which 
the Torwali people have come. Biddulph suggests that the 
Torwali people, because of their large number, must have “once 
occupied some extensive valley like Boneyr” [Buner in Lower 
Swat] (1880:69), from where they were pushed up into the hills 
by the Afghans. 

Jettmar (1980:72) believes that the main body of Torwalis 
came from Patan in Indus Kohistan. This is not inconsistent with 
the suggestion of Biddulph (1880:69) that the linguistically 
distinct Chiliss clan of Indus Kohistan is an “offshoot” of the 
Torwali. However, word list comparisons between the Kohistani 
languages of Swat and Indus Kohistan do not indicate a close 

                                                      
8 See Decker, this volume. 
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relationship between Torwali and either Chilisso or any other 
Indus Kohistan variety.9 

Grierson reported that a Torwali folktale collected by Sir 
Aurel Stein indicates that “the Torwal country itself was once 
inhabited by Kafirs that were conquered by Torwals coming 
from Badakhshan.” (1929:2). This view, of course, is consonant 
with widespread beliefs that the Dardic peoples migrated to what 
is today northern Pakistan from the northwest across the Hindu 
Kush. 

2.3 Language Similarity 

As noted above, Kohistani is characterized by considerable 
dialect differentiation. In this research the extent of the dialect 
differences was investigated specifically in terms of lexical 
differentiation. A word list was collected in each location where 
a distinctive variety was reported, and the lists were then 
compared to determine lexical similarity or difference. These 
word lists are presented in appendix B.1. The methodology for 
elicitation and analysis of word lists is discussed in appendix 
A.1. In particular, the criteria used for determining lexical 
similarity are presented, noting that the focus of analysis is the 
determination of phonetic similarity between lexical items, not 
an historical cognate count. 

After pairs of items on two word lists had been determined 
to be phonetically similar or not, the percentage of items judged 
similar was calculated. The procedure was repeated for each pair 
of word lists. 

Word lists were collected in this way from the following 
linguistic communities: Torwali Kohistani from Bahrain and 
Chail; Dashwa10 and Kalami Kohistani from Kalam; and 
                                                      

9 Lexical similarity counts between Swat and Indus Kohistani varieties 
range between 25 and 29 percent. See Hallberg, this volume. 

10 It was difficult to find speakers of Dashwa since very few seem to 
remember their ethnic group language and most have adopted the local Kalami 
speech. The elicitation of the word list included here was difficult and, thus, the 
data may be somewhat less reliable. Although the Dashwa word list is included 
in appendix B.1 and the lexical similarity percentages are displayed in figure 
(1), Dashwa has been excluded from subsequent discussion of dialect 
groupings. 
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additional Kohistani varieties from Ushu, Thal, Lamuti, 
Rajkot/Patrak, and Kalkot. 

The percentages of phonetically similar items from the 
various Kohistani word lists are presented in (1). 

 
(1) Percentages of shared phonetically similar items 

in Kohistani word lists 
Bahrain Torwali 
89 Chail Torwali 
47 45 Dashwa Kohistani 
44 44 77 Kalami Kohistani 
44 43 77 93 Ushu Kohistani 
44 43 80 91 88 Thal Kohistani 
43 43 75 91 90 88 Lamuti Kohistani 
43 43 75 75 78 75 75 Rajkoti Kohistani 
44 44 68 69 69 69 70 73 Kalkoti Kohistani 

 

From (1) it can be readily seen that 89 percent of the items 
of the Bahrain and Chail word lists meet the matching criteria 
and that these varieties can be considered to be quite similar in 
vocabulary. Similarly, Kalam, Ushu, Thal and Lamuti all have 
between 88 and 93 percent matching items, and these can also be 
considered similar speech forms.11 

On the other hand, the percentages of phonetically similar 
items that emerge when comparing between pairs of languages 
from Bahrain-Chail (Torwali), Kalam-Ushu-Thal-Lamuti 
(Kalami), Rajkoti, and Kalkoti clusters show that these four 
groups are rather distinct. The average percentages of similarity 
between members of the four groups is shown in (2). 

                                                      
11 Interview participants from Thal and Lamuti confirm that their speech 

is basically the same as that in Kalam. Also, more than once respondents to the 
questionnaire from these two villages referred to their speech as “our own Thal 
and Lamuti language”, demonstrating that they consider the language of their 
two villages to be the same. 
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(2) Average Percentages of Similarity among 
Torwali, Kalami, Rajkoti, and Kalkoti Dialect Clusters 

Torwali cluster 
67 Kalami cluster 
43 76 Rajkoti 
44 69 73 Kalkoti 

 
From (2) it can be seen that the Kalami and Rajkoti clusters 

of Kohistani dialects are most similar to one another, followed by 
the Rajkoti and Kalkoti varieties. The Kalami cluster is nearly 
equally distinct from both the Torwali and Kalkoti clusters. The 
Torwali varieties show the greatest differentiation, with very low 
similarity to Rajkoti and Kalkoti in particular. 

These patterns of similarity agree with the testimonials by 
speakers of Torwali and Kalami, that their varieties of Kohistani 
are distinct. It also agrees with speakers of Rajkoti, who claim 
that their speech is close to that of the Kalami cluster. Speakers 
from Thal and Lamuti describe a greater difference between their 
speech and that of Kalkot than that of Rajkot. 

 

2.4 Dialect Intelligibility 

Linguistic similarity, including lexical similarity, between 
two dialects influences to a considerable extent inter-dialect 
comprehension. It is not, however, the only contributor. Degree 
of previous contact between speakers of those dialects, previous 
experience in understanding other languages whether related or 
not, and attitudes of speakers of one dialect toward (the speakers 
of) the other dialect also affect their ability to understand the 
other dialect. 

The extent to which speakers of Kohistani dialects 
understand one another — without attempting to sort out the 
various contributing factors — was studied by means of tape-
recorded texts. The degree to which speakers of one Kohistani 
dialect could understand a narrative text in another dialect and 
answer questions about the content of that text was taken as an  
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index of their comprehension of that dialect. The rationale and 
methodology of these recorded text tests is detailed in appendix 
A.2. 

Recorded text testing was performed using a Torwali 
Kohistani text from Bahrain and a Kalami Kohistani text from 
Kalam. Testing was performed with subjects from Bahrain and 
Shanku (Chail) in the Torwali area and Kalam in far northern 
Swat Kohistan. The scores of the testing are presented in (3). 

 

(3) Recorded text test scores among Kohistani dialects 
n=number of subjects, sd=standard deviation 

Text played Location 
of testing Torwali Kalami 

Bahrain & 
   Shanku 

97% 
n=14 
sd=7.3 

46% 
n=14 
sd=16.0 

Kalam 60% 
n=10 
sd=15.6 

 

 

From the scores in (3) it can be seen that there would be 
poor comprehension between most speakers of the Torwali and 
Kalami varieties. The distribution of scores shows that most 
Torwali-speaking subjects (9 of the 14) scored at either the 40 or 
50 percent level, with two receiving lower scores and three 
performing at higher levels. The scores of Kalami speakers on 
the Torwali text indicate similar dispersion, centering around a 
somewhat higher mean of 60 percent. Such results suggest low 
inherent intelligibility between these two varieties. This agrees 
very well with the lexical difference indicated by the word list 
comparisons. These results are further confirmed by the claims 
of speakers of Kalami, who say that they must have contact with 
Torwali Kohistani over a period of several years before they can 
understand it well. In general, when Kalami speakers 
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communicate with Torwali speakers, they do it by speaking 
Pashto. 

It was not possible to accomplish standard recorded text 
testing between Kalami and any of the Dir Kohistan dialects. It 
was possible, however, to play a speech sample from both Rajkot 
and Kalkot to Kalami speakers and obtain their opinions 
regarding ease of comprehension. The responses by these Kalami 
speakers indicated that they understood most of the Rajkot text, 
but had marked difficulty understanding the Kalkot text. In fact, 
when listening to the Kalkot text, some of the men in Kalam 
looked puzzled and asked what kind of language it was. 

Questionnaire respondents from Dir Kohistan generally 
expressed the opinion that Rajkoti was basically the same 
language as that spoken in Thal and Lamuti, but that it was a 
quite different dialect; that is, vocabulary and pronunciation 
differences were significant enough to hinder understanding 
among people who had not had much contact with it. Kalkoti, on 
the other hand, was generally considered to be a different 
language altogether, although obviously a related one, with a 
good deal of shared vocabulary. It may be that its grammar is 
quite different from that of the neighboring Kohistani varieties. 
This was not a focus of the present study, but would be a worthy 
topic of further linguistic research. If it proves to be true, it could 
help explain why people in Kalam expressed such difficulty with 
understanding the Kalkoti recorded text, while appearing to 
understand most of the Rajkoti text. 

A few men from Thal and Lamuti listened to the texts from 
Kalam, Rajkot and Kalkot and gave their opinions about ease of 
comprehension. They indicated that they had little difficulty 
understanding all three texts.12 As mentioned above, the word 
lists from Thal and Lamuti demonstrate a high percentage of 
similarity with those from Kalam and Ushu. Respondents to the 
questionnaire from Thal and Lamuti confirmed that their speech 
was the same as that of Kalam, but also said that their speech  
 
                                                      

12 Two men from Kalkot listened to the texts from Kalam and Rajkot and 
gave their opinions of ease of comprehension. They apparently were able to 
understand most if not all of both texts. 
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was similar to that of Rajkot. Further questioning revealed that 
there is much travel between the villages of Dir Kohistan and 
much contact between speakers of all the different varieties of 
Kohistani spoken there. Additionally, there is an historical travel 
route over the pass to Kalam, and respondents indicated that they 
often travel there. This type of extensive contact would help 
explain the apparent ease speakers from all the dialects in Dir 
Kohistan have in understanding Kalami, as well as the other 
varieties of Dir Kohistani. It also helps to explain the contrasting 
difficulty the Kalami speakers expressed in understanding the 
Dir varieties since there is little reported travel from their side to 
Dir. 

Questionnaire respondents from Kalkot reported that Kalkot 
has a mixed population of which slightly more than half speak 
Kalkoti, while the remainder speak the same language as is 
spoken in Thal and Lamuti, called Daragi in Kalkot. Men who 
speak Kalkoti as their mother tongue are reported to be able to 
understand Daragi as well, and use it when speaking to people 
from Thal and Lamuti. Many, but not all, Kalkoti-speaking 
women and children are also said to be able to understand the 
Thal/Lamuti language. 

In conclusion, it appears that because of patterns of contact 
as well as linguistic similarity, speakers of the speech varieties 
found in Dir Kohistan are able to understand each other to a great 
extent. This is particularly true for men. These speakers from Dir 
also apparently understand the Kalam variety of Kohistani better 
than people from Kalam understand the Dir varieties. This could 
be largely due to the non-reciprocal patterns of contact between 
Kalam and Dir. On this basis, it could be suggested that the 
dialect of Kalam is the more widely understood dialect of the 
northern Kohistani area. 

As demonstrated through recorded text testing and 
underscored by reports, the Torwali and Kalami varieties of 
Kohistani are not inherently intelligible. Only speakers who have 
learned to comprehend each other’s variety seem able to 
adequately understand the speech form which is non-native to 
them. This confirms the division of Swat Kohistan into two  
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language communities, the Kalami to the north and the Torwali 
community to the south. 
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3. Other Tongues 

Pakistan is a land of many languages and many multilingual 
people. Most people in Swat Kohistan call upon other languages 
in addition to their mother tongue to carry on their full range of 
activities. There are Pashtoons who live in many Kohistani-
speaking communities, and many Kohistanis have learned to 
communicate with these and speakers of other languages, most 
commonly in Pashto.13 Others have learned to communicate in 
the language of their Gujari- or Khowar-speaking neighbors or in 
related Kohistani dialects or languages. Still others have learned 
the national language, Urdu, to one extent or another. 

Inherent intelligibility between related language varieties 
due to shared linguistic features is rather evenly distributed 
throughout a speech community since the ability in the second 
language does not result from learning. However, the ability to 
speak or understand another language which has been learned 
through formal or informal means is usually quite unevenly 
distributed. The proficiency of different groups, and ultimately of 
individuals, in the community must be studied separately. 

Accordingly, this study of bilingualism in Swat Kohistan 
proposed not only to discover generalized levels of proficiency in 
Pashto and Urdu, the languages of wider communication most 
often used in the region, but also to learn how proficiency in 
those languages is distributed through various groups in selected 
Kohistani communities. The communities in the vicinity of 
Bahrain and Kalam were selected as representative of the 
Torwali and Kalami areas, and a series of interviews was 
conducted with representatives of many households. Through the  
 

                                                      
13 Barth and Morgenstierne (1958:120) reported that “All male Torwali 

and Gawri-speakers are fluent Pashto-speakers.” 
In his discussion of the location of the Swat Kohistani communities 

Grierson (LSI VIII.2:507) made this comment on the relationship between 
Kohistani and Pashto: “The linguistic boundary between these [Kohistani] 
languages and Pashto is very ill-defined, for all over the Kohistans of the three 
rivers the inhabitants are bilingual, and speak Pashto in addition to the dialect 
peculiar to each tract. All are much mixed, not only with that language but also 
with the Indian languages immediately to the south.” 
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interviews, information was gathered concerning factors which 
commonly affect proficiency in the languages of wider 
communication of the area. 

 

3.1 Sociolinguistic Profile of Kalam 

Initially, interviews were conducted with leaders of the 
community, who are in a position to know about social factors 
and movements in the community of Kalam.14 Interviews were 
conducted with the tehsildar, the government forest ranger, 
several school teachers, a university student, a hotel owner, 
workers in a local development project, and others. From these 
interviews, considerable information was gleaned concerning 
population figures, the ethnic make-up of the community, 
education, commerce, and winter migration patterns and other 
kinds of travel. 

Then, representatives from thirty-five households were 
interviewed in order to learn about levels of education of 
members of their households as well as about the other 
significant social factors that emerged from the interviews with 
community leaders. 

 

3.1.1 Composition of households 

The total size of the household was not investigated in each 
interview. The man who was interviewed was only asked about 
the number of his children and his siblings living in the 
household. 

However, three households were studied from the 
standpoint of total household composition. All of these 
households were joint families. Twenty-two people lived in the 
first household: four couples, twelve children, one single man 
and one single woman. In the second household there were five  
 
                                                      

14 The total population of Kalam town is estimated at about twelve 
thousand. The larger population of the Kalam, Ushu and Utror valleys is 
estimated at about forty thousand. 
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families, represented by “five fireplaces”, thus, five married 
women. In the third household, again, five families were 
reported. 

The men interviewed had an average of 3.5 children. Five 
nuclear families each were reported in the second and third 
households studied. If each of those families had an average of 
3.5 children, the total population of the households would be 
twenty-seven or more in each. However, apparently the three 
joint families studied are larger than average for Kalam. The 
entire group of thirty-five households studied had an average of 
eight members per household. 

A socioeconomic survey of the Ushu Valley (Elahi, et al. 
1986:46) reports an average of 8.5 members per family. 
However, that study reported that there are 4.6 children per 
family in the Ushu Valley. In the community of Ushu eighteen of 
the families studied were joint while twelve were nuclear. 
Interestingly, however, a trend was reported toward increasing 
numbers of nuclear families, noting that only the wealthier 
families tend to have joint households. 

 

3.1.2 Education 

Educated people are a small but increasing segment of the 
population in Kalam. Government schools were started there in 
1968. By 1978 about twenty students were being graduated from 
high school each year, and by 1986 about forty. 

The sampling of Kalam that was interviewed includes 145 
people. Of these, twenty-four (seventeen percent) have received 
some education. On the other hand, only five percent of the 
population is estimated to have completed matriculation. 

Education in Kalam is restricted largely to males. There is 
only one school for girls, and about fifteen girls attend. The 
estimate that seventeen percent of the total population has 
received some education suggests that perhaps one-third of the 
males of Kalam have been educated to some extent. 
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The educational levels of the population of Kalam can be 
summarized as follows: completed matriculation, five percent; 
less educated, twelve percent; not educated, eighty-three percent. 

Regarding education in Dir Kohistan, it is reported that 
there is a primary school in each of the villages. Schoolboys in 
Thal are said to be able to speak Pashto as a result of their 
schooling. Rajkot/Patrak and Kalkot have high schools, but the 
other communities reportedly do not. 

3.1.3 Winter migration 

Another factor that significantly affects proficiency in 
Pashto and Urdu is the migration during the essentially 
snowbound months of the winter. Kalami Kohistanis travel to the 
Mingora area, Mardan, Peshawar, or the Panjab in search of 
work that will supplement their annual income. They stay in 
these warmer areas and work for four to six months; it is difficult 
to travel back to Kalam during the winter because of the snow 
and slides. 

In Kalam town it is considered prestigious if the family does 
not need to send even one member to migrate to warmer areas 
for the winter. The families in which all members remain in 
Kalam for the entire winter are generally those which own land 
and are more prosperous. 

It is estimated that approximately one third of the 
population of Kalam migrates to lower elevations each winter. In 
the course of the interviews, ninety-two percent of the men 
interviewed stated that they had traveled outside of the 
Kohistani-speaking area for more than one month. Only two men 
reported that they had never traveled outside Kalam, but it was 
reported that many women had not. Therefore, since about one-
third of the total population migrates each winter and more 
women than men stay, it may be estimated that perhaps half of 
the men of Kalam travel during any given winter to areas where 
Pashto and/or Urdu is widely spoken (questionnaires are 
presented in appendix B.3). 

A factor operative in Dir Kohistan is a related contact 
phenomenon, viz., proximity to Pashto-speaking villages. 
Residents of villages at the upper end of the valley have long  
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distances to travel to reach the villages near the town of Dir, 
where they can speak Pashto on a regular basis.15 It requires a 
nine-hour bus ride over poor roads to travel from Thal to Dir. On 
the other hand, those who live in Rajkot have frequent contact 
with Pashto speakers who live in their own or in neighboring 
villages. Accordingly, people from Rajkot reportedly speak 
Pashto better than those from Thal. 

There are two other factors in Swat Kohistan which clearly 
affect bilingual proficiency: the sex and the age of the individual. 
These, however, did not figure directly in the household 
interviews. It can be assumed that approximately half of each 
household was male and half female. However, the male 
researchers, who collected nearly all of the information about 
households, were not able to interview women, nor were they 
generally free to collect much information about female 
members of the households. Most of the information collected 
pertains to the male members of the households, and most of the 
subjects who participated in the testing were male. For this 
reason, a separate program of interviewing women had to be 
developed (see sections 3.6 and 3.12). 

Age was generally estimated by the research team rather 
than asked directly in the interview. The estimates were based 
partly on appearance and partly on information concerning the 
ages of children (e.g., no children, young children, 
grandchildren, etc.). 
 

3.2 Bilingualism in Kalam 

Bilingualism in the community of Kalam was studied 
through involvement as a participant-observer16 and by 
administering two kinds of tests to a sample of the male members 

                                                      
15 Nevertheless, bilingualism in Pashto is reported to be quite high among 

men in Thal and Lamuti, but much lower among women. Also, in Kalkot 
virtually all the men are reported to be able to speak Pashto as well. Women in 
Kalkot are said on the whole to speak Pashto well, whereas it is estimated that 
only five percent of the women in Thal speak Pashto. 

16 See James L. Stahl. 1988. Multilingualism in Kalam Kohistan. 
Arlington, Texas: University of Texas at Arlington, unpublished Masters thesis. 
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of the community and, on a supplementary basis, to female 
members of the community. 

Subjects were asked to listen to recorded text tests in Urdu 
and Pashto, similar to those administered in investigating 
intelligibility between Torwali and Kalami Kohistani. They were 
also asked to repeat a calibrated set of sentences in Urdu and 
Pashto. This latter test, a sentence repetition test, was designed to 
reveal levels of second-language proficiency by the accuracy 
with which the subject could repeat the sentences. The detailed 
description of the methodology and rationale of recorded text 
tests is presented in appendix A.2; that for the sentence repetition 
test is presented in A.3. 

 

3.2.1 Urdu recorded text testing in Kalam 

An Urdu-speaking university lecturer recorded a narrative 
text, which was developed into a comprehension test by 
developing an appropriate set of questions. The text was found to 
be a clear and representative sample of standard Urdu as 
validated by Urdu-speaking subjects, who had little difficulty in 
answering the questions. 

Before the Urdu recorded text test (RTT) was administered 
to non-mother tongue speakers of Urdu, each subject was asked 
to listen to a text in his own local Kohistani variety and answer 
questions about it. In this way it was ascertained that the subject 
understood the testing process sufficiently and also that he was 
indeed a speaker of the language of the community being tested. 

The Urdu recorded text test was administered to thirty-five 
subjects in Kalam. These represent a range of age and education 
categories. The profile of these subjects, including the percentage 
of the test sample each category represents, is given in (4). 

From (4) we can see that the subjects used for recorded text 
testing in Urdu represent a range of age and education categories. 
Those listed as educated have completed five or more years of 
schooling. Those listed as less educated have completed four 
years of schooling or less. 
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(4) Kalam: education and age groups for male Urdu RTT 
subjects 

  
educated  

 
less educ. 

total by 
age groups 

  
n 

sample 
% 

 
n 

sample 
% 

 
n 

sample 
% 

age groups       
12-20   6 17%  5 14% 11  31% 
21-30   6 17  4 12 10  29 
31-45   4 11  3   9   7  20 
46+   3  9  4 11   7  20 

total by 
ed. groups 

19 54 16 46 35 100 

n=number of subjects 

 
 

The results of the Urdu recorded text testing in Kalam are 
presented in (5). 

 
(5) Scores of Kalam subjects on Urdu RTT 

scores in percent correct 
 educated less educ. total by 
age groups n av sd n av sd age groups 
12-20 6  88 9.8 5 78 21.7 84 
21-30 6  90 6.3 4 73 19 83 
31-45 4 100 0 3 83   5.8 93 
45- 3 100 0 4 63 44 79 
total by 
educ.groups 

 93   74  84 

n=number of subjects 
sd=standard deviation 

 
 
After listening to the Urdu text, many potential subjects said 

that they did not understand Urdu. One man even indicated that 
he thought he was listening to another Kohistani language. (On 
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the other hand, most subjects had no trouble in recognizing the 
Pashto text nor in answering the questions about it.) 

From (5) it can be seen that education has a marked 
influence on the performance of subjects on the Urdu recorded 
text test. The mean scores for educated men are approximately 
twenty percentage points higher than their non-educated fellows. 
Inasmuch as schooling is the principal means of learning Urdu, 
this is hardly surprising. 

The more telling statistic in these results, however, is the 
measure of dispersion, the standard deviation. The standard 
deviations for the less-educated groups are high in almost every 
group. In every case they are higher than those for the educated 
groups. This suggests that the less-educated groups learn Urdu 
by various means other than through education. These other 
means do not provide the uniform exposure to Urdu that the 
schools do. A man working in the tourist industry in Kalam or 
one employed by an Urdu-speaking employer in the Panjab will 
certainly have greater exposure to Urdu than will one working 
entirely in agriculture in Kalam. 

 

3.2.2 Urdu sentence repetition testing in Kalam 

A sentence repetition test is based on the premise that 
people’s ability to repeat sentences in a second language is 
limited by the level of their mastery of the morphology and 
syntax of that second language. The greater proficiency they 
have in that language, the better able they are to repeat sentences 
of increasing length and complexity. A sentence repetition test is 
developed separately for each language to be tested. The 
sentences selected are calibrated against an evaluative instrument 
called the Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE). The half-
levels of the RPE describe increasing levels of proficiency in a 
second language. These range from RPE 0+, which describes a 
level of very minimal proficiency, to RPE 1+, which describes a 
limited, basic proficiency, to RPE 2+, a good, basic proficiency, 
RPE 3+, very good, general proficiency, and the highest RPE 4+, 
which describes a level approaching native speaker proficiency. 
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The development and calibration of sentence repetition tests17 as 
used in the present study is detailed in appendix A.3. 

The Urdu sentence repetition test as calibrated to RPE levels 
was administered to thirty-five subjects in Kalam. This is the 
same test group to whom the Urdu recorded text test was 
administered. The scores of the subjects in the various age and 
education groups are displayed in (6). 

 
(6) Kalam: scores of male subjects on Urdu SRT 

 
 educated  less educated 
age 
groups 

 
n 

ave SRT
score 

RPE level 
equiv. 

 
n 

ave SRT 
score 

12-20 6 32 3 5 insig. 
21-30 6 37 3+ 4 insig. 
31-45 4 39 3+ 0  
45+ 3 40 3+ 4 insig. 
total by 
educ.groups 

36  3   

n=number of subjects 
ave=average 
insig.=insignificantly small score 

 
From (6) it can be seen that education has a very strong 

impact on subjects’ performances on the Urdu sentence 
repetition test. This seems to have been true even more than in 
the case of the Urdu recorded text test. Some of the uneducated 
men could not score any points at all on the sentence repetition 
test, and withdrew completely from the testing. Clearly, the 
sentence repetition test is more demanding than the recorded text 
test in that the SRT requires performance in the second language 
in addition to comprehension. 

                                                      
17 The Urdu and original Pashto sentence repetition tests were used in this 

study. They were both calibrated up to RPE level 3+; see appendix A.3 for 
more details. 
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The averaged scores of the educated men were all above 
RPE level 3, indicating a good general proficiency in Urdu, with 
the ability to use it and understand it in almost any situation. 

It is also of interest to note that the mean scores of the 
educated men on both the Urdu recorded text test and sentence 
repetition test show a slight increase with age. This suggests that 
educated young men, who develop Urdu proficiency in school, 
may have the confidence to take advantage of opportunities to 
continue speaking Urdu and, thus, increase their proficiency over 
the years after leaving school. 

 

3.2.3 Pashto recorded text testing in Kalam 

A recorded text test in the Pashto language was 
administered to the same set of thirty-five subjects in Kalam who 
had received both the Urdu recorded text test and sentence 
repetition test. Their scores are presented in (7). 

 
(7) Kalam: male subjects on Pashto RTT 

age educated less educ. total by 
groups n ave sd n ave sd age groups 
12-20   6  93 12   5  98   5 95 
21-30   6  95   5.4   4 100   0 97 
31-45   4  98   5   3 100   0 99 
45+   3 100   0   4  90 12.9 94 
total by 
educ.groups 

19  96  16  97  96 

n=number of subjects 
ave=average score in percent correct 
sd=standard deviation 

 

The results of Pashto recorded text testing in Kalam permit 
some interesting observations. First of all, educational 
differences seem not to affect levels of proficiency in Pashto. 
Although Pashto is used as a medium of instruction in the earlier 
years of schooling before shifting into Urdu, education is not the  
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only, and probably not even the principal domain in which 
Pashto is learned. Although the standard deviations are not high 
in general, it can be noted that they are about the same for the 
more educated and less educated groups. This further suggests 
that the men of Kalam have learned Pashto to a rather uniform 
extent which is not significantly influenced by differences in 
education. 

More importantly, it should be noted that the Pashto 
recorded text test scores are noticeably higher than the Urdu 
recorded text test scores, especially so for the less educated men. 
Whereas the educated men scored rather well on both Urdu and 
Pashto recorded text tests, the performance of the less educated 
men on the Pashto recorded text test was strikingly better than on 
the Urdu. 

3.2.4 Pashto sentence repetition testing in Kalam 

The Pashto sentence repetition test was administered to 
forty-two men in Kalam. This group of subjects was different 
from that to which the other three second-language proficiency 
tests were administered. However, the same age and education 
groupings were preserved in analyzing the scores. The average 
scores of the subjects from Kalam on the Pashto SRT are 
presented in (8). 

 
(8) Kalam: male subjects on Pashto SRT 

 
  

educated 
 
less educated 

total by 
age groups 

 
age 
groups 

 
 
n 

ave 
SRT 
score 

RPE 
level 
equiv. 

 
 
n 

ave 
SRT 
score 

RPE 
level 
equiv. 

ave 
SRT 
score 

RPE 
level 
equiv. 

12-20 7 40 3+  9 34 3 36 3 
21-30 8 41 3+  5 37 3+ 39 3+ 
31-45 1 37 3+  7 37 3+ 37 3+ 
45+ 0   5 33 3 33 3 
total by 
educ.groups 

16 40 3+ 26 35 3 37 3+ 
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The scores on the Pashto sentence repetition test seem to 
suggest that education affects proficiency in Pashto since the 
educated men on the average scored nearly five points higher 
than the men with less education, resulting in a half-level higher 
RPE equivalent. This conclusion, however, is not supported by 
the Pashto recorded text test results. Although education is not 
the primary means of learning Pashto in Kalam, Pashto is the 
medium of instruction in the lower grades. It also may be that 
educated men are more likely to travel and be in situations where 
Pashto can be learned and where it is important. The five men of 
the test group who stated that they regularly migrate to lower 
elevations in the winter have on the average 6.4 years of 
schooling; their mean score on the Pashto SRT was 39 points, 
which is equivalent to RPE level 3+, indicating a very good, 
general proficiency in Pashto. This might further suggest a 
connection between education and travel to places where more 
Pashto is spoken. 

There is one other way in which education favors higher 
performance in sentence repetition testing. Educated men seem 
to be unaffected by the testing situation. However, in some 
situations the performance of less-educated men seems to be 
affected by it. In those cases the ones who are uneasy about the 
testing situation or the test administrator receive lower scores 
than those who are not. 

The scores for Kalami men on the Pashto SRT were 
generally RPE level 3 and above, indicating a good, general 
proficiency in the language, the ability to speak it and understand 
it in almost any situation. 

 

3.2.5 Bilingualism evaluation among women of Kalam 

Female members of the research team made two field trips 
to Kalam in order to interview and test women. As expected, no 
small amount of time was required to gain the permission of the 
men of the households for the women to be interviewed and to 
wait until the women had time free from household tasks. The 
daily routines of the women usually left them about a two-hour 
period between 2:30 and 4:30 in the afternoon when they were  
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free from food preparation or other chores. The month of 
Ramazan was also found to be a suitable time for interviewing 
women since the women seemed to have more of the daylight 
hours free from food preparation. 

Women were also in general less confident than the men 
concerning their ability to take a test which would assess their 
ability to speak a second language. This further reduced the 
number of women willing to take part in the study. 

Some male members of the research team had spent a total 
of several months in Kalam at the time of the work with female 
subjects, and the friendships they had established with the men of 
the community were indispensable in gaining permission for 
interviews to be carried out among women in some of the 
households. 

One of the women researchers spoke Urdu, and that was 
especially helpful in interviewing women with some education, 
i.e., who could speak some Urdu, and in communicating with 
men of the household who could speak Urdu. Another of the 
women researchers spoke Pashto, and that seemed to make the 
Kohistani women more willing to invite the female research team 
into their homes. On some occasions, also, the researcher who 
spoke Pashto was able to form an informal evaluation of the level 
of Pashto spoken by a woman who was either not able or not 
willing to take any of the bilingualism tests. 

A man from Kalam reported to one of the male researchers 
that about twenty-five percent of the women of Kalam can speak 
good Pashto. Many others agreed that the group of women who 
know Pashto is just a minority. They also stated that perhaps half 
the women of Kalam can understand Pashto but cannot speak it 
well. 

Four out of the thirty-two women interviewed in Kalam 
were educated, which is doubtless a higher percentage of 
educated women than is found in the general population. Only 
four Kohistani women of the Kalam area are known to have 
completed primary schooling, and two of these were part of the 
sample. The numbers of educated women of course may be  
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changing. A girls’ primary school has been in operation in Kalam 
for the past four years, and fifteen girls now regularly attend. 

Few women of Kalam know Urdu since that language is 
largely associated with education. The Urdu recorded text test 
was administered to only three women, all educated. They scored 
an average of 83 percent correct. That places them somewhat 
below the educated men of Kalam, who have higher levels of 
schooling and greater opportunity to use Urdu; men scored an 
average of 93 percent correct on the Urdu recorded text test. 

Those three women obtained scores of 29, 30 and 32 on the 
Urdu sentence repetition test. The first two scores are equivalent 
to RPE 2+ and the third to RPE 3. The sentence repetition test, 
which seems generally to discriminate better the levels of 
proficiency in Urdu than the recorded text test, places these three 
women, with an average of 30 points, somewhat behind the 
educated men of the test group, with an average of 36 points. It 
shows them, however, to be greatly advanced over the less-
educated men, who were not able to score any significant number 
of points on that sentence repetition test. 

Pashto is clearly the only effective second language for 
Kohistani women of Kalam. Four women of the test group 
completed the Pashto recorded text test. Three of them had been 
educated, and the fourth had lived outside of the Kohistani 
language area for a significant period of time. All of these 
answered all of the questions on the Pashto recorded text test 
correctly. 

Ten women completed the Pashto sentence repetition test. 
The scores and evaluations are displayed in (9). 
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(9) Scores of women from Kalam on Pashto SRT 
 

 educated 
lived out- 
side Kalam 

uneducated 
lived out- 
side Kalam 

 
lived only 
in Kalam 

age 
groups 

SRT 
score 

RPE 
level 

SRT 
score 

RPE 
level 

SRT 
score 

RPE 
level 

15-30 40 3+ 34 3+  0 below scale 
   37 3+ 20 1+ 
   40 3+ 21 1+ 

31-45   10 0+  9 0+ 

45+     19 1+ 
 
 
The scores ranged from the equivalent of RPE 3+ and above 

(one woman), to no proficiency at all, indicating the wide 
dispersion in Pashto proficiency that would be expected due to 
differing amounts of contact with the language. Living outside of 
the Kohistani-speaking area of Kalam, presumably in a Pashto-
speaking area of lower Swat or the Peshawar area, seems to be a 
potent factor in facilitating the learning of Pashto for women. 
Half of the women tested had lived outside of the Kalam area, 
and all but one demonstrated RPE level 3 or 3+ proficiency. 
These women were also in the youngest age group and one of 
them was the only female subject who had received education. 
One woman who had lived outside Kalam performed at a low 
level on the Pashto test, demonstrating proficiency of 0+, or 
minimal proficiency. The explanation for her performance may 
be in differences related to age, since she was older than the 
others, or in the type of contact with Pashto speakers she had 
while living outside Kalam. On the other hand, the half of the 
women tested who had lived only in Kalam scored at RPE levels 
ranging from 0 to 1+, indicating, at best, limited, basic 
proficiency in Pashto. 

The Pashto-speaking interviewer was able to engage fifteen 
other women in conversation in an informal interview in order to  
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determine whether they had some conversational ability in 
Pashto even though they did not take the sentence repetition test. 
Even this inexact means of evaluation produced results 
consistent with the patterns in the Pashto SRT data. Of the 
women evaluated in this informal way, all three who had lived 
outside of Kalam demonstrated basic conversational ability in 
Pashto. Of the twelve Kalami women who had lived only in 
Kohistan, only half demonstrated some Pashto conversational 
ability; all four of the younger women living only in Kohistan 
showed some Pashto ability. 

Thus, it seems that age plays a part in the picture of 
multilingualism among the women of Kalam. Older women, 
those above forty-five years of age, generally do not speak 
Pashto. However, it is not unusual in this age group for women 
to be able to speak Gujari or the Kandia variety of Kohistani 
from the Indus Valley. That is not true of younger women, who 
usually regard Pashto as the language for inter-ethnic 
communication. Whatever factors may have promoted the use of 
other local languages by women when communicating with other 
language groups in the past apparently are now fading, and 
among the younger women, these second languages are being 
replaced entirely by Pashto. 

 

3.2.6 Summary — multilingualism in Kalam 

In observing various aspects of multilingualism in the 
Kalami Kohistani community, the importance of formal 
education is evident. Educated men achieved an average score of 
36 on the Urdu SRT. The range of their scores would be 
equivalent to various RPE proficiency levels, but this average 
score is equivalent to RPE 3. This level should be adequate for 
most everyday purposes on ordinary topics, primarily in 
conversation and narrative forms of discourse. The educated men 
would probably be somewhat handicapped in communication on 
abstract or culturally unfamiliar topics. 

Men in Kalam generally learn to communicate in Pashto. 
Apparently, those with less education are able to communicate in 
Pashto at about the level of proficiency as that shown by their 
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educated fellows in Urdu. The minority of men who are educated 
also seem to be more fluent in Pashto than the uneducated ones. 

The few young women who have been educated or who 
have resided outside of the Kalami Kohistani-speaking area seem 
to have learned to communicate rather well in Pashto. The other 
women, who are the overwhelming majority, apparently are quite 
limited in their ability in Pashto and do not speak Urdu. 

 

3.3 Sociolinguistic Profile of the Torwali Area 

Over one hundred years ago Biddulph estimated the Torwali 
to have “upwards of 20,000 souls” (1880:69). The number of 
speakers now is probably well over twice that number. The 1981 
government census indicates that 15,676 (8.7 percent) of the 
households in District Swat speak languages other than Pashto, 
Hindko, Panjabi or Urdu (1981 Census Report of Pakistan). If 
one estimates eight people to a household, those households 
included 125,000 people. This group of people may be estimated 
to include 40,000 Kalami Kohistanis, 20,000 Gujars, 60,000 
Torwalis, and 5,000 speakers of other languages. 

The largest groups of Torwali speakers are found in the 
main Swat valley. However, considerable numbers are also 
found in the Chail valley along a stream that flows westward and 
joins the Swat river at Madyan (map 3). 

Interviews were conducted in Bahrain gathering information 
concerning the various factors at work in the area which 
influence the use of Torwali and the languages of wider 
communication used in the area, Pashto and Urdu. Information 
on age and education was gathered for 291 males of all ages. 
Two hundred ten of those included in this aspect of the study live 
in the Swat valley and eighty-one of them live in the Chail 
valley. The distribution of the entire group of 291 males 
according to age and years of schooling is presented in (10). 
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(10) Distribution of Torwali males 
according to years of age and education 

 
Age Years of education 
Groups  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11+ Total 
0- 4  25             25 
5- 9  19 7  9  5 2         42 
10-14  6 1  1  9 6 12 2 3      40 
15-19  9   2  4 4  6 4 4 5 1  2   41 
20-24  8    1   6 4 1 4 3  4 2 33 
25-29  10   1    2 1 1 1 2  5 3 26 
30-34  10      2 1  3   1 17 
35-39  11   1  1   3   2   1  19 
40-44  8           2 1 11 
45-49  4      1 1  1    7 
50-54  6           1 7 
55+  23             23 
Total 139 8 14 20 12 32 13 9 16 6 14 8 291 

 
 
This information was analyzed to determine the percentage 

of the sampled population in each of the different age and 
education categories. In formulating this demographic profile for 
sampling purposes, only the adult men of the community were 
included. The group included 181 men fifteen years of age and 
above, 131 from Bahrain and 50 from Chail. The group with four 
years of schooling or less (less educated) was distinguished from 
a group with five or more years of schooling (educated). They 
were further divided into three age groups: younger men (15-24), 
middle aged men (25-39) and older men (40 and above). 

Information concerning age and education factors among 
these 181 men in both valleys is combined and displayed for the 
entire Torwali-speaking area in (11). This grouping serves as the 
basis for the test samples. 
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 (11) Torwali adult male community profile: 
age and education groups 

 
 educated  less 

educated 
total by 
age groups 

age 
groups 

 
  n 

% of 
men 

 
  n 

% of 
men 

 
  n 

% of 
men 

15-24 45 25%  28 16%   73   40% 
25-39 27 15  33 18   60   33 
40+   7   4  41 23   48   27 
total by 
ed. groups 

79 44 102 56 181 100 

 
 
It appears that the proportion of educated men is larger for 

the younger group than for the two older groups. This is probably 
due to two factors: (a) education is more available for the young 
men of today than it was ten to twenty years ago, and (b) some of 
the educated men of the older age groups have left the area to 
seek employment elsewhere. 

More than two-thirds of this partial census of the male 
members of the community live in the main valley; only twenty-
eight percent live in the side valley. This is probably rather close 
to the actual population distribution. 

Further, it should be noted that both education groups are 
nearly of the same size in the main valley. However, in the side 
valley, the less educated group is more than twice as numerous 
as the more educated. This is probably due not only to the 
distribution of educational facilities but also to the greater 
demand for educated people in the employment opportunities of 
the main valley. 

3.4 Bilingualism in the Torwali Area 

In the course of this survey, the primary researcher lived for 
a time in Bahrain and repeatedly visited other communities of 
Torwali people over a period of several months. This extensive 
contact provided the researcher considerable opportunity as a 
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participant-observer to study the ways in which various 
languages were used in the Torwali area. In addition, the same 
recorded text tests and sentence repetition tests in Urdu and 
Pashto used with Kalami Kohistanis were also used in the 
Torwali-speaking area (see appendices A.2 and A.3). 

 

3.4.1 Urdu recorded text testing in the Torwali area 

The number of Torwali male subjects to whom the various 
tests were administered varied somewhat from test to test. The 
Urdu recorded text test was administered to forty men, the 
smallest group of subjects for any of the tests. The results of the 
Urdu recorded text testing in the Torwali area are presented in 
(12). 

 
(12) Torwali area: male subjects on Urdu RTT 

 
age 

 
educated 

less 
educated 

total by 
age group 

groups n av sd n av sd av 
15-24 13  87% 18.9  8 56% 30.7 75% 
25-39  5  90 12.2  7 64 27.0 75 
40+  2 100   0  5 88 21.7 91 
all age 
groups 

20  89%  20 67%  78% 

 
The effect of education on the performance of subjects on 

the Urdu recorded text test is clearly seen in the Torwali area, as 
it was in Kalam. The more educated subjects scored on the 
average more than twenty percent higher than the less educated 
subjects. The scores also improved slightly with each successive 
age group, indicating not only that Urdu proficiency in the 
younger men is established through schooling but that it seems to 
improve over the years through use. 

It is also worth noting that the standard deviations for the 
less educated men are consistently higher than those for the more 
educated men, reflecting the fact that there is a greater variety of  
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primary contexts in which the less educated men learn Urdu. 
Also, their opportunities for learning Urdu vary to a greater 
extent. Generally speaking, almost all educated men 
demonstrated a basic proficiency in Urdu, whereas the less 
educated men, apart from some men in the oldest group, did not. 

 

3.4.2 Urdu sentence repetition testing in the Torwali area 

The Urdu sentence repetition test was administered to forty-
four male subjects in the Torwali area. The scores of these 
subjects are displayed in (13). The scores are stated in terms of 
RPE levels (appendix A.3). The number of subjects of each age-
education group who achieved a score equivalent to each RPE 
level is indicated. 

 
(13) Urdu RPE levels for male Torwali speakers by age and 

education groups 
 SRT Scores in RPE Levels 
more educated 0+ 1 1+ 2 2+ 3 3+&up total 

younger   1  2 1 1  2   8 15 
middle    1  1   4 6 
older    1     1 2 

less educated  
younger   5  2 1     8 
middle   5    1    1 7 
older   2  1  3   6 

total 13  4 3 3 4 3 14 44 
 
From (13) it can be seen that the Torwali men are not 

distributed evenly through the range of RPE levels on the Urdu 
SRT. Of the total, one large group was rated at RPE 0+; all but 
one of these men were in the less educated group. A second large 
group was rated at RPE 3+ and up; all but one man 
demonstrating this highest level of proficiency were from the 
more educated subgroup. Smaller groups of men at intermediate 
levels of proficiency were distributed in between these extreme 
points. This bimodal distribution pattern reflects the wide 
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divergence in Urdu proficiency between the educated and less 
educated groups. 

The group of subjects reflects in a general way the 
community profile developed for the Torwali area. For example, 
the six middle aged educated men who served as subjects 
represent fourteen percent of the forty-four subjects. That group 
(middle aged educated men) constitutes fifteen percent of the 
men of the community profile. In the case of this age-education 
subgroup, the number of subjects reflects rather accurately the 
proportion of that group within the total population. 

However, it is notoriously difficult in certain kinds of field 
data collection to gain the cooperation of groups such as older 
uneducated men. Such shy groups are often under-represented in 
the group of subjects. The six older uneducated men who served 
as subjects constitute fourteen percent of the group of subjects. 
However, the older uneducated men are twenty-three percent of 
the men of the community profile. Not surprisingly, then, there 
would need to be about ten older uneducated male subjects in the 
test sample if their number were to be proportional to the size of 
their group within the total population. 

In (14) can be seen the actual number of the subjects in each 
category and their distribution over the range of scores on the 
Urdu sentence repetition test. However, the subjects do not quite 
accurately reflect the proportion of the men in the various age 
and education categories. The scores of the subjects can be 
weighted according to the percentage of the population that they 
represent in order to give a more accurate estimate of proficiency 
levels for the community as a whole. This weighted distribution 
of the forty-four subjects, which adjusts the sample number to 
represent the corresponding proportion of the population, is 
presented in parentheses under the actual number of men in the 
sample in each category of performance at a given RPE level of 
proficiency. 
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(14) Actual and weighted distribution of Torwali males 
at each RPE proficiency level (from Urdu SRT) 

reflecting proportions of community profile 
 0+ 1  1+ 2  2+ 3  3+&up total 
more educated  
younger 1 2 1 1  2 8 15 
 (.7) (1.5) (.7) (.7)  (1.5) (5.9) (11) 
middle    1  1 4  6 
    (1.1)  (1.1) (4.4) (6.6) 
older    1   1  2 
    (.9)   (.9) (1.8) 
less educated 
younger 5 2 1      8 
 (4.3) (1.7) (.8)     (6.8) 
middle 5    1  1  7 
 (5.7)    (1.1)  (1.1) (7.9) 
older 2  1  3    6 
 (3.3)  (1.7)  (5.0)   (10) 
total 13 4 3 3 4 3 14 44 
 (14) (3.2) (3.2) (2.7) (6.1) (2.6) (12.3) (44) 

 
It is interesting to observe that both the middle age group of 

educated men and the older uneducated men had six subjects in 
the actual test. However, the first group accounts for fifteen 
percent of the men in the community profile while the second 
group accounts for twenty-three percent. In other words, the 
second group was under-represented vis a vis the first. 
Accordingly, if the subjects were to be distributed 
proportionately throughout the sample, there would be 6.6 
subjects representing the middle age group of educated men 
while there would be ten subjects representing the older 
uneducated men. These weighted numbers of subjects will be 
utilized later, as in figure (19), to project Urdu proficiency from 
the sample to the population. 

3.4.3 Pashto recorded text testing in the Torwali area 

The Pashto recorded text test was administered to a group of 
forty-eight Torwali men representing the usual age and education 
categories. The averaged scores are presented in (15). 
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(15) Torwali area: male subjects on Pashto RTT 
by age and education groups 

 
 
age 

educated less educated total by 
age groups 

groups n ave sd n ave sd  
15-24 17  95% 12.8  9 89% 12.7 93% 
25-39   7  96   5.3  7 90 18.3 93 
40+   2 100   0  6 95  5.5 96 
total by 
ed. groups 

26  95%  22 91%  93% 

 

Only a small and perhaps insignificant difference is noted 
between the scores of the educated and less educated groups of 
subjects. However, once again the slightly higher mean scores of 
the older men should be noted. Previously it was observed that 
the group of three older educated men in Kalam scored perfectly 
on the Urdu and Pashto recorded text tests. So, it should be 
pointed out here that the group of two older educated men in the 
Torwali area also scored perfectly on the Urdu and Pashto 
recorded text tests. Although the number in both groups is small, 
it does seem to be further evidence of the powerful combination 
of education and years of experience in promoting facility in a 
second language. 

 

3.4.4 Pashto sentence repetition testing in the Torwali 
area 

The Pashto SRT was administered to eighty-seven men in 
the Torwali area, a much larger test group than was involved for 
any of the other tests. Levels of bilingual proficiency are of 
considerable interest in the Kohistani communities of Swat 
Kohistan. Pashto is clearly the second language in which greater 
proficiency has developed. Since the sentence repetition test 
discriminates a wider range of levels of second-language 
proficiency than the recorded text test, a larger group of subjects 
was sought so as to produce as revealing a profile of Pashto 
proficiency in the Torwali area as possible. 
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The scores of the Torwali male subjects on the Pashto 
sentence repetition test stated in terms of RPE levels are 
displayed in (16). The number of subjects of each age-education 
group who achieved a score equivalent to each RPE level is 
indicated. 

 
(16) Pashto RPE Levels of Torwali-speakers by age and 

education groups 
 SRT Score in RPE Levels 
 0+ 1  1+ 2  2+ 3  3+&up total 
more educated  
younger       1  5 12 18 
middle    1  1  7  8 17 
older        1  2  3 
less educated  
younger  1     3  1  8 13 
middle      2  9 12 23 
older    1  4   8 13 
total  1   2 11 23 50 87 

 
From (16) it can be observed that the Torwali men are 

grouped toward the upper end of the RPE level scale. The 
distribution is unimodal, unlike the bimodal distribution of scores 
on the Urdu SRT. 

More than ninety-six percent of the men received a score 
rated above RPE level 2. More than half of them were at the very 
highest level, 3+ and above. This indicates a widespread 
command of Pashto among the men of the sample. All but one 
subject demonstrate RPE level 2 proficiency, representing an 
adequate, basic proficiency; more than half test at the highest 
proficiency level, indicating very good, general proficiency, 
equipping them to function well in Pashto in almost any 
situation. 

As observed previously, the subjects for the various tests do 
not quite accurately reflect the proportion of the men in the 
various age and education categories. The scores of the subjects 
can be weighted according to the percentage of the population 
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that they represent in order to give a more accurate picture for 
the community as a whole. 

In (17) the actual numbers of subjects in each of the age-
education groups distributed among the RPE levels is again 
presented. Beneath each of those numbers is the number from the 
weighted group of subjects that would represent the age-
education groups of the community profile on a proportional 
basis at each RPE level. 

 
 
(17) Actual and weighted distribution of Torwali males 

at each RPE proficiency level (from Pashto SRT) 
 reflecting proportions of community profile 

 SRT Score in RPE Levels 
 0+ 1  1+ 2  2+ 3  3+&up total 
more educated  
younger       1  5 12 18 
     (1.2) (6) (14.4) (21.6) 
middle    1  1  7  8 17 
    (.8) (.8) (5.3) (6.1) (13) 
older        1  2  3 
      (1.1) (2.3) (3.4) 
less educated  
younger  1     3  1  8 13 
 (1)    (3.1) (1) (8.3) (13.4) 
middle      2  9 12 23 
     (1.4) (6.2) (8.3) (15.9) 
older    1  4   8 13 
    (1.5) (6.1)  (12.2) (19.8) 
total  1  0 0 2 11 23 50 87 
 (1.2)   (2.3) (12.6) (19.6) (51.6) (87) 

 
 
Figure (11) gave the percentages of men in each age-

education group of the community profile. Figures (12) through 
(17) gave the scores of the sample of the population selected to 
take the Urdu and Pashto bilingualism tests. The scores of the 
subjects in each category can be weighted according to the 
percentage of the population that they represent as depicted by 
the community profile (as in figures (14) and (17)). This 
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weighting, then, allows the scores to be extrapolated to project a 
picture of the Urdu and Pashto proficiencies of the male 
community as a whole. 

The following two figures present the projections for the 
recorded text tests and the sentence repetition tests. An 
examination of these figures gives a better understanding of the 
significance of the scores for the wider community. Figure (18) 
displays projections for recorded text test scores on a 
community-wide basis. 

 
(18) Projections for male Torwali community 

scores from Urdu and Pashto RTTs 
in percent projected at each level 

 
Score on RTT Urdu RTT Pashto RTT 
 % of men % of men 
0-10%     0%     0% 
 20%     4     0 
 30%     7     0 
 40%     2     0 
 50%     6     4 
 60%     5     0 
 70%   12     4 
 80%     4     3 
 90%   21   29 
100%   39   60 
Total 100% 100% 

 
 
Figure (19) projects levels of proficiency in both Urdu and 

Pashto based on sentence repetition test scores from the sample. 
Projected proficiency is expressed in terms of RPE levels (see 
appendix A.3). 
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(19) Projections for male Torwali community 
RPE levels from scores on Urdu and Pashto SRTs 

in percent projected at each level 
 

RPE Proficiency Urdu SRT Pashto SRT 
Level % of men % of men 

0+   32     1 
1     7     0 
1+     7     0 
2     6     3 
2+   14   15 
3     6   23 
3+&up   28   59 

Total 100% 100% 
 
 
In examining these community-based projections, again it is 

seen that the sentence repetition tests for both Pashto and Urdu 
provide a finer discrimination of the population than do the 
recorded text tests. The bimodal distribution of Urdu ability with 
one-third of the men having no ability and a similar group with 
well developed ability is again seen. Similarly, the greater overall 
proficiency in Pashto is highlighted, with ninety-six percent of 
the men at RPE level 2+ or above, indicating at least a good, 
basic proficiency in Pashto. 

Fifty-nine percent of the men scored at the highest level at 
which the Pashto sentence repetition test discriminates (RPE 3+ 
and up). The level RPE 3+ should be adequate for most everyday 
communication purposes but perhaps not for communication that 
involves overly abstract or culturally foreign concepts. Of 
course, it is possible that some of the men actually have a 
proficiency level of RPE 4 or even RPE 4+, but this cannot be 
determined since this test does not discriminate these higher 
levels. About forty-two percent of the men are between RPE 
levels 2 and 3. Their Pashto abilities would be more suited to 
straightforward kinds of communication, ranging from an 
adequate, basic proficiency to a good, general proficiency. 
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3.4.5 Bilingualism evaluation among women in the 
Torwali area 

The Pashto sentence repetition test was administered to 
twenty-six women in Bahrain. In connection with the testing 
there was considerable opportunity to gather information 
concerning language use among women. 

Apparently the majority of Torwali women have some 
ability in Pashto. Several women said, “We can understand 
Pashto; we just can’t speak it.” In every household visited there 
was at least one woman who could converse with the researchers 
in Pashto. There were usually also women who never entered 
into any conversation in Pashto; it is not known whether they 
were simply shy with strangers or whether they are unable to 
converse in Pashto. 

A young man in one of the households, who is pursuing a 
B.A. degree program in statistical economics, offered the figures 
presented in (20), which he may have gained from a previous 
study: 

(20) 50% of Torwali women do not know Pashto 
 30% of Torwali women have a limited knowledge of 

Pashto 
 10% of Torwali women speak good Pashto 
 10% of Torwali women are educated (have at least five 

years of education) and can speak good Pashto 
and also Urdu. 

 
The female researchers visited Shanku, a village in the side 

valley of Chail, but were not able to test or even meet any 
Kohistani women. They were told by Pashto-speaking women 
that the Kohistani women of that area could not speak Pashto. 
These Pashtoon women further clarified that the Kohistani 
women usually understood when they were addressed in Pashto, 
but they responded in Kohistani. This confirms the opinions 
expressed in Bahrain that Torwali women can understand some 
Pashto but they do not speak it readily. One can assume that such 
conversations, in which each partner in the conversation is 
listening to a language she does not speak, are limited to a rather 
rudimentary level. 
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In addition to the twenty-six women from Bahrain to whom 
the Pashto SRT was administered, there were five women who 
either declined to listen to the tape, saying that they had 
insufficient ability in Pashto, or else listened to one or two 
sentences but were unable to repeat the sentences. 

The scores of the female subjects of the Pashto sentence 
repetition test in the Bahrain area are presented in (21). The 
number of subjects of each age-education group who achieved a 
score equivalent to each RPE proficiency level is indicated. The 
scores are stated in terms of RPE levels. 

 
(21) Torwali area: female subjects on Pashto SRT 

with corresponding RPE proficiency levels 
 Scores in terms of RPE levels 
 0  0+ 1  1+ 2  2+ 3  3+&up total 
more educated 

younger       1 1 2 
less educated 

younger  3 1 5 4 1  1 15 
middle  1  2 1 1   5 
older 1 1 1 1     4 

total 1 5 2 8 5 2 1 2 26 
 
 
Education seems to be a major factor that might facilite 

proficiency in Pashto among women. Although education of 
women is not widespread, schooling is made available to some. 
There is, for example, a school for girls in Panjigram. 

The only two women in the group to complete five years of 
schooling achieved high scores on the Pashto sentence repetition 
test (40 and 34). Surprisingly, the only other woman with 
schooling (four years) scored only 13 points. There was one 
young woman with no education, who had lived in Nowshera 
with Pashto-speaking relatives, who also scored 40 points. All 
other scores were 30 points (RPE 2+) or less; the median 
proficiency level was at RPE 1+, indicating limited, basic 
proficiency. 
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Youth seems to have been a favorable factor since the two 
younger groups scored considerably better than the older group. 
However, that may simply be a reflection of education for some 
and greater opportunities for learning Pashto, which have 
probably come more recently. 

In view of the comparatively low scores of the men on the 
Urdu tests, no attempt was made to administer Urdu tests to 
women. However, quite a few of the women could converse in 
Urdu with an ability that varied from very little to quite fluent. 
Out of the limited group of women introduced to the female 
research team, five had lived in Karachi, Rawalpindi or 
Nowshera and spoke Urdu. At least three women in another 
family were educated up to the fifth class and so knew Urdu and 
spoke it with Urdu-speaking relatives in the plains. In still 
another family at least three women had not traveled nor were 
they formally educated, but their father and brothers had made 
sure that they learned to speak Urdu and to read and write it. The 
presence of electricity and with it Urdu videos (and television in 
Mingora) and other types of media have brought greater 
exposure to Urdu to the people of Bahrain in recent years. The 
many tourists who come to Bahrain from the Panjab and Karachi 
also bring some contact with Urdu-speaking people for some 
women. Furthermore, while there is not the seasonal migration to 
lower elevations during winter as there is in Kalam, the people of 
Bahrain do visit the sizable groups of Torwalis settled in the 
large cities of Pakistan. For those who travel, that may be the 
most potent factor in promoting the learning of second languages 
among Torwali women. 

 

4. Language Use and Attitudes 

It has already been observed that people in Swat Kohistan in 
most cases have more than one language at their command. It is 
of some interest to know the factors which motivate people to 
learn languages other than their mother tongue and also to know 
the situations in which people use one language or another. 
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Biddulph long ago anticipated the replacement of the Swat 
Kohistani languages by Pashto (1880:158). 

The process of the disappearance of a language 
seems to be that the tribe first becomes bilingual, as is 
the case at present … in the Swat, Kooner, and 
Punjkorah Valleys, where many of the Dard tribes speak 
Pushtoo in addition to their own dialects. In the course 
of time, increased intercourse with the outer world 
causes the more widely-spread of the two languages to 
be preferred, and finally altogether adopted, to the 
exclusion of the native tongue, which falls into disuse. 
Such a process must be accelerated by the absence of 
writing. 
The course of linguistic acculturation, however, is much 

influenced by language attitudes of the speakers. In many ways 
now, one hundred years later, those same Kohistani languages 
are in vigorous use alongside Pashto largely because of the 
strong positive attitudes of the Kohistani people toward their own 
languages, as reported in this section. 

Two approaches were used in gathering information 
concerning the patterns of language use. At the outset of the 
study in Swat Kohistan, the principal researchers spent one 
month in Bahrain and Kalam in initial language learning and in 
making observations about language use patterns. Much of the 
visiting and friendship-making that was an important and 
enjoyable part of that first month’s activities revealed the basic 
patterns of the interplay between mother tongue and second 
language in the daily life of Swat Kohistan. The process of 
observation, of course, continued throughout the succeeding 
periods of field work. This approach was supplemented by the 
use of questionnaires and interviews. In general, the 
questionnaires were short, and the questions, while not 
completely open-ended, did encourage the respondent to offer 
more than a simple, short answer. (The questionnaires are listed 
in appendix B.3.) 
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4.1 Language Use in Kalam 

In Kalam the questionnaire was orally administered to 
thirty-two respondents. The questions asked about the 
language(s) used in inter-ethnic communication and also in the 
home. If the home language was not said to be Kalami, the 
situation was explored further. If the response was Kalami, the 
question of whether Pashto was also used at times was discussed. 
Language use in domains other than the home were not explored 
by questionnaire but rather by observation and informal 
conversations. 

Kalami is the only language used in the home for the 
overwhelming majority of the population of Kalam. The 
languages of the Kohistani homes of Kalam according to the 
responses to the language-use questionnaire are displayed in 
(22). 

 
(22) Kalam: reported language use in Kohistani homes 

Kalami 85% 
Kalami and Torwali   6 
Kalami, Torwali and Pashto   6 
Kalami and Pashto   3 

 
Three respondents reported using Pashto at times in the 

home. One of them was a school teacher in Kalam. In another, 
the mother tongue of the wife is Torwali. In the other the parents 
of the male respondent are mother-tongue speakers of Torwali; 
Torwali is probably his mother tongue, although he is a long-
time resident of Kalam. 

Four respondents reported using some Torwali in the home. 
One of them is the Torwali respondent mentioned above. The 
second is the man married to a Torwali woman. The mother of 
the third man is a Torwali. The wife of the elder brother of the 
fourth man is a Torwali. Because of her important position in the 
household, Torwali is used in some discussions of family affairs. 

The shops of the Kalam bazaar are perhaps the most neutral 
linguistic domain. If both speakers know Kalami, then Kalami is  
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the language of interaction. If not, Pashto is the dominant 
language of inter-ethnic communication. Urdu is used for 
communicating with Pakistani visitors from the Panjab or Sind, 
and English is used with foreign visitors. Of course, far from all 
shopkeepers in Kalam control both of the latter two languages. 
However, it is considered important that either the shopkeeper 
himself know Urdu or have an employee who does. 

Pashto is used in the mosque when many Pashtoons are 
present, especially during the warmer months of the year. In the 
winter, when those Pashtoons who do not understand Kohistani 
have largely left, Kalami Kohistani is often used in the mosque. 

At school Pashto is the medium of instruction during the 
lower grades, while Urdu dominates in the higher grades. 
However, some of the school teachers come from Kalam and use 
Kalami in the classroom for explanation of new material. 
Kalami-speaking teachers also use Kalami while communicating 
with one another while at school. Kohistani is also often used 
during play activities, and this is an important context in which 
Mullakhel children learn to speak Kohistani. 

Pashto is the primary language used in government offices. 
In fact, the first impression of the primary researcher was that 
Pashto was the only language used for government purposes in 
Kalam. However, some of the officials are Kalami men. They 
use Kalami among themselves and when dealing with Kalami-
speaking people. 

Although a variety of languages are used in the Kalam area, 
clearly Pashto is the language which carries nearly all the 
significant second-language roles. Kohistani clearly dominates in 
the home domain. Pashto dominates in all others. However, it is 
interesting to note that Kalami Kohistani is also used in most 
other domains (bazaar, school, government, mosque), but usually 
under special circumstances. 

Pashto is the primary language of inter-ethnic 
communication. However, some respondents reported using 
other languages at times when dealing with non-Kalami 
Kohistanis. Kohistanis from the Torwali area and from Indus  
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Kohistan form sizable groups of people in the Kalam area. 
Figures (23) and (24) display the languages that Kalami 
respondents reported they use when communicating with Torwali 
and Indus Kohistanis, specifically those from the Kandia Valley. 
(See map 2 for Indus Kohistan.) 

 
(23) Kalam: reported language use with Torwali Kohistanis 

Pashto 53% 
Torwali 29 
Pashto and Torwali 12 
Kalami   3 
Pashto and Kalami   3 

 
 

(24) Kalam: reported language use with Kandia Valley 
Kohistanis 

Pashto 85% 
Pashto and Kalami   9 
Kalami   3 
Kandia Kohistani   3 

 
It is interesting to note that a large percentage (41 percent) 

of the respondents reported that they at least sometimes use 
Torwali when communicating with Torwali speakers. This 
contrasts with the much less frequent report for use of Kandia 
Kohistani with those from Indus Kohistan; only one respondent 
reported speaking Kandia Kohistani. When we combine this 
forty-one percent reported for inter-ethnic communication with 
the information that twelve percent report using Torwali at times 
in the home, we see a picture that Torwali is a rather significant 
language for some Kalami Kohistani speakers. 

Some Kalami speakers use Torwali at times in their homes. 
Some use it with mother tongue Torwali speakers in other 
situations. Recorded text testing indicates that, on average, the 
sample of Kalami speakers understood Torwali somewhat better 
than Torwali speakers understood Kalami (see section 2.4), 
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though neither community evidenced uniformly high 
comprehension in the other Kohistani variety. As will be shown 
later, some Kalami respondents evidenced rather positive 
attitudes toward Torwali. 

This special position for Torwali on the part of Kalami 
speakers does not seem to be matched by a similar situation in 
the Torwali area. The lower mean score on the Kalami recorded 
text test indicates that Torwali speakers may understand Kalami 
speakers less well than vice versa. No Torwalis mentioned to the 
researchers that they had learned Kalami (although there may be 
some who have). In other words, Kalami does not seem to be in 
focus for Torwalis in a way that Torwali is for Kalamis. 

For Kalamis, Torwali seems to be in a position intermediate 
between that of Thal-Lamuti Kohistani and the Kandia Valley 
variety of Indus Kohistani. The dialects of Thal and Lamuti are 
so similar to that of Kalam that one hundred percent of the 
Kalamis asked reported that they just speak their own dialect 
with speakers of those dialects without reporting any effort to 
adjust their speech. On the other hand, the Indus Kohistani 
variety from the Kandia Valley is even more distinct from 
Kalami than is Torwali; word list comparisons indicate only 
twenty-eight percent lexical similarity between Kandia and 
Kalam.18 Thus, learning Kandia Valley Kohistani requires 
greater effort. Furthermore, contact with speakers from Kandia 
who have not learned Kalami is certainly less frequent than 
contact with Torwalis, thus providing less opportunity or need 
for Kalamis to learn the Kandia variety of Indus Kohistani. In 
addition to greater lexical difference and less opportunity for 
learning Kandia Kohistani, there seems to be a factor of prestige. 
Some Indus Kohistani speakers in Kalam have learned Kalami. 
When Kalamis meet those who have not, they use Pashto.19 
However, when Kalamis meet Torwalis who have not learned 
Kalami, some of them communicate with the Torwalis in 
Torwali. 

                                                      
18 See Hallberg, this volume. 
19 A doctor in Kalam who has learned some of each of the languages used 

in Kalam seems to be an exception. He reports communicating with Kandia 
speakers in Indus Kohistani. 
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Some women now in Kalam have experienced an abrupt 
shift in language use patterns at the time that they married. Some 
of these women were Torwali speakers, some Khowar speakers. 
Generally, the wife learns the language of her husband but often 
teaches her mother tongue to her children and to other women in 
the household. In a few cases Pashto is also used in the home as a 
result of such an interlingual marriage. 

Apparently second-language use patterns among women 
have changed somewhat during recent decades. If young women 
know a second language, it is almost universally Pashto and 
rarely Urdu. The older group of women are not generally 
bilingual in Pashto. It is not unusual, however, for them to report 
that they have learned Gujari or Kandia Kohistani, languages 
now not generally known by either women or men in Kalam.20 

Finally, the question may be raised of how women learn 
other languages. Those who have learned Urdu have done so 
almost entirely in school. Those who have learned Torwali have 
done so in the home, usually because of Torwali women living in 
the household. 

The learning of Pashto comes about in a greater variety of 
situations. Women who live in villages with many Pashtoon 
residents in some cases learn Pashto from their neighbors. One 
effective form of learning comes through the winter migrations 
to areas where Pashto dominates. However, a few women who 
have not lived outside of Kalam have learned to speak Pashto 
well through education. Some women, when they were young, 
accompanied their fathers or older brothers to the bazaar area 
frequently and thus learned some Pashto. 

Some of the households in the Kalam area are arranged such 
that guests or agricultural workers from outside the area may be 
accommodated in the home. Especially if women are part of the  
 

                                                      
20 One elderly woman reported that she spoke these languages with 

people who used to work for her father in the days before the road linked them 
with southern Swat. In those days, there was more foot traffic over the pass to 
the Kandia valley than there is now. 
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visiting party, the women of the household often succeed in 
learning a bit of a second language from the guests. 

4.2 Language Use in the Torwali Area 

Two questions regarding language use were studied in the 
Torwali area: (a) which language is selected when multilingual 
people communicate and (b) how and why Kohistanis learn other 
languages and non-Kohistanis learn Torwali. 

These issues were studied both through observation and 
through three orally administered questionnaires which focused 
especially on language use in the home: a longer one used while 
testing men in late 1986, a short one used while testing women in 
July 1987, and another short one used while testing men with the 
Pashto sentence repetition test in August 1987. (Questionnaires 
are presented in appendix B.3.) 

Some languages are restricted to limited environments and 
thus do not figure in the usual communication patterns of daily 
living in the Torwali area. Arabic is used for religious purposes. 
English is used for government documents (and for dealing with 
guests from outside of the country). Urdu is used for education 
(and for dealing with guests from outside of the province). 

Torwali and Pashto are the two languages in relatively 
unrestricted use in daily pursuits. The choice of language is 
usually determined by the identity of the speakers and their 
language repertoire. 

Torwali Kohistani is usually used between people raised in 
the immediate area, but Pashto is used when a Torwali is 
speaking with a person not raised in the area, i.e., originally from 
another part of the province. Almost without exception a Torwali 
speaks Torwali with another Torwali. The principal researcher 
reported that he never observed two Torwali Kohistanis speak to 
each other in Pashto. A Kohistani will address a mixed group of 
Kohistanis and non-Kohistanis in Pashto, but if he turns to 
address a specific Kohistani, he will speak in Kohistani. 
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A group of forty-one Kohistanis was asked which language 
they use when speaking at home or with members of various 
linguistic groups. One question asked the language used “With 
Torwalis from same valley”. Another question concerning “With 
Torwalis from other valley” was asked in the Swat Valley 
concerning those from the Chail Valley and vice versa. The 
question concerning “With local Pashto speakers” was asked 
about those Pashto speakers who had been raised in the Torwali 
area. The number of individuals offering each response is 
displayed in (25). 

 

(25) Language use by Torwali speakers 
at home and with speakers of various languages 

in number of responses given 
  

Kohistani 
Kohistani 
& Pashto 

 
Pashto 

At home 24 4  0 
With Torwalis 

from same valley 20 2  0 
With Torwalis 

from other valley 38 0  0 
With local Pashto 

speakers 27 7  3 
With other Pashto 

speakers  3 2 31 

 
From (25) it can be seen how overwhelmingly Torwali 

speakers report using Torwali at home and with all others raised 
locally, including Pashto speakers. It is only with Pashto 
speakers not raised in the Torwali area, who could not be 
expected to understand Torwali, that they report speaking Pashto. 
Four indicated that they use some Pashto and Kohistani at home, 
and two others said that they speak some Pashto and Kohistani 
with other Kohistanis from their same valley. Three reported that 
they speak Kohistani with Pashto speakers from elsewhere, and 
two others reported that they use both Kohistani and Pashto. It 
may be that these individuals feel themselves to be so limited in 
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Pashto that they must use Kohistani primarily or exclusively in 
dealing even with those who cannot be expected to know 
Kohistani.21 

In summary, then, Torwali Kohistanis generally speak 
Kohistani to all who can speak Kohistani and only to the rest do 
they speak Pashto. 

Kohistanis regularly speak Kohistani and Pashto. Many of 
them also speak one or more of the following languages: Urdu, 
Arabic, Persian, English, or another Kohistani language. Urdu is 
the language par excellence that is learned in the Torwali area 
through formal learning. Pashto is taught in the early grades of 
schooling. Arabic, Persian and English are also taught in local 
schools. On the other hand, other Kohistani languages are always 
learned informally. Pashto, Urdu, and English are often learned 
or enhanced by informal learning locally. Arabic is learned 
informally by those who have gone to work in the Persian Gulf. 
As is usually the case, languages learned informally are the 
instrumental ones and are often the ones in which greater 
proficiency is achieved. 

There is considerable variety in the extent to which Torwali 
is learned by those speakers of other languages who come into 
the area. The more significant variables are length of stay in 
Swat Kohistan, age at arrival in the area, and mother tongue. The 
longer the stay and the younger the age at time of arrival, the 
more likely the person is to learn Kohistani. 

The mother tongue of the non-Kohistani is also significant. 
Most Pashto-speaking people do not learn Kohistani even after 
having lived in the area for several years unless they were young 
when they came to the area. However, children from Pashto-
speaking homes usually learn Kohistani quite well. The fact that 
the principal researchers learned to communicate on basic 
matters in Kohistani evoked some interesting reactions. Some 
educated Pashto-speakers expressed some embarrassment to the 
researcher over their not having learned to speak Kohistani even 
after having lived in the area for several years. However, the  
 

                                                      
21 Or perhaps these respondents misunderstood the question. 
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more common reaction was puzzlement as to why the researcher 
would bother to learn a language of such limited geographic 
scope. 

Speakers of other local languages are more likely to learn 
Torwali than are Pashtoons. Some Gujars, Chitralis, and Kalam 
and Kandia Kohistanis who have moved into the Torwali area 
have all learned to speak Torwali.22 Interestingly, a group of 
Chitralis (generally known in Swat Kohistan as Kashkaris) that 
has settled in Gurnal in the main valley is reported to be bilingual 
in Khowar and Kohistani. However, a group of Chitralis that has 
settled above Bishigram in the side valley is reported to have 
abandoned Khowar entirely in favor of Torwali. 

In spite of the widespread multilingualism of the Torwali 
area, the use of Kohistani is well entrenched. Adult Kohistanis 
speak their Kohistani language to all who can understand them. 
Apart from a few exceptions caused by interlingual marriages, 
Kohistanis also speak their language to their children to the 
extent that many Kohistani children begin school knowing only 
Kohistani. In one primary school the lower grades are taught by a 
Kohistani and the upper ones by a Pashto speaker. When asked 
about the arrangement, the Pashto speaker replied, “My language 
doesn’t reach them.” 

 

4.3 Language Attitudes in the Kalami Kohistani Area 

Speakers of Kalami Kohistani exhibit uniformly positive 
attitudes toward their own language. Its function as a language of 
solidarity is important to them, and in the upper end of Swat 
Kohistan it is also an effective language. As one old man told the 
principal researcher, “We need Kohistani to talk to each other 
and to make us distinguished from other communities. It’s fun to 
talk in Kohistani.” 

Although Kalami is used for essentially oral communication 
only, Kalami people exhibited positive attitudes toward using the 
                                                      

22 One particularly interesting example is a speaker of Kandia Kohistani 
(from Indus Kohistan), who not only has learned Torwali, Pashto, and Urdu, 
but also learned some Persian while working for an Afghan hotel manager. 
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language in written form. When asked, all but one of the 
respondents stated that they would like to see Kalami written.23 
One Kohistani man has written an alphabet book in Kalami, 
using a modification of the Nastaliq script. A teacher in the 
primary school in Kalam commented that Kalami should be 
written so that the form of the grammar would be standardized. 
A doctor in Kalam has been thinking of writing a grammar of 
Kalami, in which he would include a section on Kohistani 
culture. He feels that such a book would encourage others to 
write in Kalami. He told the researcher, “It would be good to 
have a text in our own language. Kalam people would be 
encouraged by that.” 

There are some mildly negative attitudes that are reflected 
among Kohistanis concerning other Kohistani dialects and 
languages. Some people of Kalam avoid using certain Ushu 
words, stating that they find them “awkward”. Ushu Kohistanis 
also expressed some negative feelings about the speech of 
Kalam. Similarly, some Torwali people exhibit negative attitudes 
toward Kalami people which are projected onto their language. 
They think of Kalami people as “wild” and less civilized. This is 
probably not surprising in view of the blood feuding that has 
taken place, especially in the past, some of it antedating the 
arrival of the Pashtoons in the Swat Kohistan area. 

Interestingly enough, some Kalamis exhibit positive 
attitudes toward Torwali. Through the questionnaire a small 
group indicated that they would like to know more Torwali, that 
it is pleasant to listen to, and that they would like their children 
to learn it. Positive attitudes were also expressed toward a 
number of non-local languages: Pashto, Urdu, Farsi, Arabic and 
English. 

Questions designed to reveal attitudes about languages used 
in the area were interspersed among the bilingualism tests 
administered in the Kalam area (questionnaires listed in appendix 
B.3). The responses to the question about the languages the 
subject would like to know better are displayed in (26). The 
responses are presented in terms of the percentage of respondents  
 

                                                      
23 The response of one man was rather indifferent to the matter. 
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who expressed a preference for a given language or group of 
languages. 

 
 (26) Kalam: languages they would like to know better 

in percent of responses 
 

Urdu 29% 
English 19 
Urdu and English 14 
Pashto 10 
Torwali 10 
Arabic and English 10 
Arabic, Farsi and English   5 
No response   3 

 
A total of forty-three percent expressed an interest in 

knowing Urdu better. This probably reflects the fact that they 
know Pashto better than they do Urdu. Many tourists come to 
Kalam from outside the North-West Frontier Province, and a 
knowledge of Urdu or English facilitates communication with 
them. Hence, the fact that forty-eight percent mentioned a desire 
to know English better. Arabic is of value for religious functions 
and in recent years for communication purposes for those who go 
to work in the Persian Gulf region. 

In another question subjects were asked which language(s) 
they would like their children to learn. Respondents were asked 
to respond, whether or not they had children at the time. So, for 
some it was a hypothetical situation. Their responses are 
presented in (27). 

It was interesting that only five percent of the subjects stated 
that they would like their children to learn Kalami, since such 
positive attitudes had been expressed concerning Kalami. When 
asked about this low percentage, the respondents replied that it 
was assumed that their children would learn Kalami Kohistani 
and, thus, did not need stating. 
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(27) Kalam: languages they would like their children to learn 

in percent of responses 
Urdu and Pashto 20% 
Pashto 15 
Urdu and English 15 
English 10 
Urdu, English and Arabic 10 
Urdu   5 
Arabic   5 
Torwali   5 
Urdu, English and Pashto   5 
Torwali and Pashto   5 
Kalami   5 

 
Subjects were also asked which language was “sweetest” to 

them, i.e., which was most pleasant to listen to. This question, 
deliberately metaphorical, was designed to evoke an emotional 
response. The responses are displayed in (28). 

 
(28) Kalam: languages they prefer to listen to 

in percent of responses 
Urdu 45% 
Kalami 10 
Arabic 10 
Urdu and Arabic 10 
Pashto   5 
Torwali   5 
Urdu and Pashto   5 
Urdu, English and Arabic   5 
Kalami and Pashto   5 

 
From (28) it can be seen that Urdu was the popular response 

to this question. It was included in sixty-five percent of the 
responses. One respondent explained that this relates to the 
popularity of listening to Urdu songs on the radio or on tape  
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recordings. The cinema may also be a contributing factor. For 
some, Urdu poetry may have been a factor. In any case, it 
appears that the responses here reveal attitudes concerning 
affective rather than effective roles of language. 

Finally, subjects were asked about their knowledge of 
speakers of Kalami who had married speakers of other 
languages. All indicated that they knew of such cases, but the 
overall number was small, perhaps ten or eleven. No negative 
feelings were expressed regarding such exogamous marriages. 
This seems to reflect a general feeling of appreciation for all 
languages used in the area, with the exception of some attitudes 
toward other varieties of Kohistani. In other words, the strong 
appreciation of Kalami is not reinforced by negative attitudes 
toward other languages. Rather, Kalami fits into a general 
scheme of language ecology in which all languages have useful 
roles. 

4.4 Language Attitudes in the Torwali Kohistani Area 

In the Torwali area also there is an appreciation of every 
language used in the area. They see that the larger a person’s 
linguistic repertoire, the greater the variety of people with whom 
he is able to communicate. 

Pashto is valued as the provincial language, useful for 
business and for travel throughout the province. Some also 
expressed an emotional attachment to Pashto. One man described 
it as the symbol of “our code of life”. This is no doubt a 
reference to the Pakhtunwali code of behavior since many 
Torwalis view themselves as being Pakhtun even though Pashto 
is not their mother tongue. 

Urdu is appreciated as the national language, important for 
communication outside the province. One man termed it the 
“international” language of Pakistan. Its role in education and 
writing further enhances its status. 

Kohistanis exhibit a strong attachment to Arabic as a 
symbol of their faith. Persian is also viewed positively. Some 
Kohistanis, on learning that the researcher could speak Persian, 
took opportunities to communicate with him at times in that 
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language. English is valued for its role in higher education and in 
government service. 

At the same time, Torwali Kohistanis reflect strong 
attachment to their mother tongue. This includes both written and 
oral forms of the language. There is a local group which is 
producing and publishing literature in Torwali Kohistani. Some 
felt that the effort was not worthwhile because of the limited 
geographic scope of the language. Many, however, expressed 
appreciation for this endeavor. One man expressed the belief that 
efforts to develop the area should begin with efforts to develop 
their language. 

Even more widespread were the expressions of attachment 
to the spoken language. Some view it as a symbol of their 
identity, appreciating the fact that through their own language 
they are able to communicate with “insiders” without being 
understood by “outsiders”. 

When asked about the benefit of speaking Kohistani, one 
man explained, “It is our language.” Another replied more 
simply, “I’m Kohistani!” 
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USHOJO 

Sandra J. Decker 

 

1. Introduction 

In the years between 1986 and 1990, members of the 
Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan became aware of the 
possible existence of a previously unrecorded language called 
Ushojo in the Swat Valley of the North-West Frontier Province. 
The previously known and predominant languages of this part of 
Swat are Pashto and Torwali; further north is Kalami. 

The primary purpose of this study is to document this 
language in terms of geographic location, historical setting, 
linguistic affiliation, current social factors, and sociolinguistic 
situation. 

Due to cultural constraints, nearly all the data were collected 
by Mr. Ken Decker, Mr. Imtiaz Afridi, and Mr. Rahmanullah 
Shinwari. Mr. Afridi and Mr. Shinwari are mother-tongue Pashto 
speakers who also speak Urdu and English. The data were 
collected in three different trips, one in the summer of 1989 and 
two in the summer of 1990; a total of twelve days were spent in 
the area collecting data. Much of the data was collected in very 
informal interviews with approximately twelve respondents. 
Each respondent gave different bits of information; they were not 
all asked a standard questionnaire. 

As Barth put it so well, “In the brief time at my disposal, it 
was not always possible to control the information given — the 
following must be regarded as preliminary, to be superseded in 
the event of intensive field work in the area.” (1956:6) 
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2. Geographic Location 

About half-way up the Swat Valley in northern Pakistan, at 
the town of Madyan, the Chail River joins the Swat River. (See 
map 3.) The Chail River Valley, to the east of the main Swat 
Valley, is also known as the Bishigram Valley (Keiser 1991). 
There is a dirt road from Madyan to Shanku; the first Ushojo 
village, Bishigram, is two miles from the end of this road. 

Ushojo is spoken by an estimated 2,000 people in twelve 
villages. The names of the villages which are predominantly 
Ushojo are as follows: Bishigram, Shepiza, Kas, Derai, Nalkot, 
Karial, Sore, Tangai Banda, Kappal (Kafir) Banda, Moghul Mar, 
Tukai, and Danda. Each Ushojo village has Torwali speakers 
living in it and Bishigram also has speakers of Pashto living 
there. Keiser reported that Bishigram had Gujari and Khowar 
speakers too (1991:12,13). 

 

3. Literature Review 

In the published research concerning the peoples and 
languages of the the NWFP, references to Ushojo are 
conspicuously absent. Scholars have previously described the 
history of the Swat Valley, including the arrival of the Pashtoons 
in the sixteenth century (e.g., McMahon 1901, Barth 1959). 
Pashto is exerting an influence on Ushojo that will be discussed 
more fully in §7.1.1, §8 and §9. McMahon states that the Torwal 
and Garhwi [Kalami] were likely the original inhabitants of Dir 
and Swat and were driven further up the valleys by the Pashtoon 
conquests (1901:17). Barth (1959) notes that there are still non-
Pashtoon peoples living in the uppermost section of the valley 
and mentions they speak two distinct languages. He also states 
that “they have a tradition that they formerly occupied the more 
fertile areas to the south …” (1959:8) The two languages referred 
to were probably Torwali and Kalami. 

The only previous publication which may make a veiled 
reference to the existence of the Ushojo language is an article by 
W.H. Hay in which he says, “The majority in the Swat Valley  
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employ a dialect which is known as Torwali, but the inhabitants 
of one side-valley use Khilliwal, the language of the Indus 
Kohistan, while there is at least one village in the extreme north 
of the main valley which speaks Khowar, the language of 
Chitral” (1934:240). Barth (1956:15) says Khilliwal merely 
means ‘villager’ and is not a proper name. He said that these 
people said their language was called /kohistFi/, or Kohistani. 
Though the respondents in this present study never mentioned 
the name Khilliwal, they did report having come from the Indus 
Kohistan, specifically Palas and/or Kolai. 

In the only work specifically mentioning the ethnolinguistic 
group referred to in this paper, Keiser (1991) mentions a group in 
the Chail Valley called the Gekis who speak a language called 
Ushuji. He reports that they came “from Koli in Indus Kohistan 
via Ushu, a community in Northern Swat Kohistan” (1991:12). 
The name Gekis was never encountered in this study, but it 
would appear to be the same people group. 

 

4. Self-reported History 

According to the oral histories related by respondents in this 
study, several centuries ago ancestors of the present-day Ushojo 
speakers began coming over into Swat from the Kolai area in the 
Indus Valley. As recently as nineteen years ago people from 
Kandia would cross over into the Chail Valley to Madyan for 
supplies. The stories tend to vary somewhat, but generally 
speaking, tradition has it that long ago two or three brothers of 
the Kali Khel1 moved to the Chail Valley because they had 
enemies in Kolai. There are reportedly 300 to 400 homes that are 
descendents of those brothers. A folk tale relating the migration, 
why they came, and that they came via Kalam (near Ushu, as 
reported by Keiser) is found in Appendix C.3. The major 
migration probably did occur long ago; comparison of word lists  
 

                                                      
1 There is some confusion regarding the words qom and khel. Barth 

(1956:28,70) and Keiser (1991:8-9) try to make some distinctions. Khel is 
perhaps more of a Pashto term. Our respondents only mentioned khels, so that 
is the word I will use. 
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from the two locations indicates that though there is some 
similarity, the present day languages are quite divergent (see 
Table 1). There are still people of the Kali Khel found in Kolai in 
the Indus Kohistan (see Hallberg this volume). There apparently 
are two Ushojo speaking khels in the Chail Valley: Kali Khel and 
Bara Khel. 

 

5. Socioeconomic Factors 

5.1 Availability of Education 

There are two primary schools within Ushojo territory; one 
in Bishigram (built in 1970) and one in Bela (1988), but there is 
no teacher for the school in Bela. There is one middle school in 
Chail, built in 1953. The middle school teacher is a Torwali 
speaker and said the teaching is done in Pashto and Urdu. He 
reported sixty to seventy students coming from Bishigram, 
however, it is not clear how many are Ushojo speakers. 

Generally, men over twenty years of age do not report 
having any education; some of those under twenty have some 
education. A few have gone on to FA and BA levels in 
Faisalabad and Gilgit. No women were reported to have 
education. 

 

5.2 Economy and development 

During the summer the men are involved in subsistence 
agriculture, growing corn, spinach, tomatoes, walnuts, and 
apples. Walnuts are grown as a cash crop. 

As noted by Barth (1959:8), settlements in Swat above 5000 
feet [1538 meters] in elevation are too high to grow two 
successive crops in one year. This is true for all Ushojo villages, 
the lowest of which, Bishigram, is at 5500 feet [1700 meters]. 
Keiser (1991:6) notes that Shanku (5000 feet) is too high for 
winter wheat. So in the winter a number of men, from Shanku 
and higher elevations, leave the valley for work elsewhere, 
mainly in the Panjab and Sind. Some men have gone as far away 
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as Saudi Arabia for several years at a time. The young men begin 
going elsewhere for work when they are fifteen or sixteen. 

Women always stay in the village, except if they become 
sick, when they go to a small hospital in Madyan. 

There is a dirt road going from Madyan to just before 
Shanku. This road apparently was built after 1984, as Keiser 
reports no road in the area (1991:3). There is intermittent bus 
service up and down the road. The bus goes whenever full; the 
ride is about forty-five minutes long. The people of Karial 
expressed a need for the road to go all the way to their village. 

Electricity is not available in any Ushojo village. The town 
of Madyan does have electricity. Keiser reports that the village of 
Chail has electricity (1991:4). 

 

6. Linguistic Affiliation 

In Section 4 it was mentioned that the Ushojo speaking 
people migrated from the Kolai area of Indus Kohistan. People 
on the Kolai side of the Indus River speak a language called 
Shina, whereas on the opposite side of the Indus people speak 
Indus Kohistani. Shina is spoken not only in Indus Kohistan, but 
also upstream along the Indus valley to the north and east. 
Kohistani is a general term that means ‘mountain land language’ 
and there are several different varieties. The Torwali and Kalami 
spoken in Swat are also referred to as Kohistani (Swat 
Kohistani). Strand (Keiser 1991:12) postulated that Ushuji was a 
dialect of Shina, a Dardic language in the Indo-Aryan group. 
Initial inspection of the Ushojo data does indicate a close 
resemblance to Shina. Ushojo is surrounded by Torwali, also a 
Dardic language. 

It seemed reasonable to compare Ushojo with Shina, 
Torwali, Kalami and other linguistic varieties from Indus 
Kohistan. Phalura is a Shina group language found in Chitral 
District of Pakistan. It is considered an archaic form of Shina 
(Morgenstierne 1941:8-9); comparison of Ushojo with Phalura 
may give some indication of the age of Ushojo. Lexical  
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similarity was determined by comparison of a 210-item wordlist 
taken in each location2. The procedure for counting similarity is 
based on pair by pair phonetic comparison between lexical items, 
not on the principles of historical cognicity. It is described more 
fully in Appendix A. Percentages of phonetic similarity between 
word lists from each location are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Lexical Similarity Percentages 
Ushojo 
35 Chail Torwali 
23 30 Kalami 
22 27 48 Kalkoti 
42 16 15 17 Gilgiti Shina 
50 21 20 19 63 Kolai Shina 
48 18 19 18 64 91 Palas Shina 
31 25 27 32 29 29 31 Biori Phalura 
31 31 27 27 27 40 38 33 Kandia Kohistani 
28 29 26 24 27 38 35 30 90 Seo Kohistani 
27 31 28 27 24 31 30 30 58 61 Bateri 
20 15 15 13 15 16 16 19 16 16 17 Urdu 
15 14 11  9  9 16 14 12 17 17 15  12 Pashto 
 
The lexical similarity percentages clearly indicate that 

Ushojo is quite distinct from Swat and Dir Kohistani (Torwali, 
Kalami, and Kalkoti), Indus Kohistani (Kandia, Seo), Bateri, 
Phalura, and Shina. Ushojo is most closely related to Shina, 
specifically that spoken in Kolai and Palas (Kohistani Shina). 
Interestingly, the lexical similarity with Biori Phalura, also a 
Shina-related language, was no higher than that with some of the 
Indus and Swat Kohistani varieties, a very low 31 percent. No 
intelligibility testing was done to determine how well speakers of 
                                                      

2 The 210-item word list is included in Appendix C.1. A supplementary 
word list is included in Appendix C.2. As many words as possible were 
checked with Turner’s A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan 
Languages. Kalami, Torwali, and Kalkoti lists are taken from Rensch (this 
volume). Shina word lists are taken from Radloff (1992). The Phalura word list 
is from Decker (1992). The Kohistani and Bateri word lists are from Hallberg 
(this volume). 
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Ushojo would understand other Shina-related linguistic 
varieties.3 A comparison of a few short sentences also reveals a 
similarity with other Shina group varieties. 

 
Example 1 

 
Ushojo mà }o  hàno 
 I good am 
 ‘I am fine.’ 
 
Gilgiti Shina mà miS7to hVnUs 
 I good am 
 ‘I am fine.’ 
 
 

Example 2 
 

Ushojo goT S7o  à}poe kàrà di} hàni 
 house white horse saddle place is 
 ‘In the house is the saddle of the white horse.’ 

 
Shina from gotero }eio à}pei tilen hàno 
Grierson house white horse saddle is 
(1919:232)4 ‘In the house is the saddle of the white horse.’ 

 

                                                      
3 One man who recently moved from Kolai to Bishigram thought the 

Ushojo people in the Chail Valley had lost their language and were speaking 
Torwali. Perhaps this man’s mistaken impression that the language being 
spoken must be Torwali can be explained by the lexical similarity count 
between Ushojo and Kolai Shina which is a low fifty percent. Ushojo is surely 
distinct enough for him to realize that Ushojo is not the same language he 
speaks and he thinks it must be Torwali. 

4 Grierson’s phonetic transcriptions have been adapted to our phonetic 
system. 
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Example 3 
 

Ushojo ànà  àse goT hàni 
 this our house is 
 ‘This house is ours.’ or ‘This is our house.’ 

 
Phalura from  ànu ghoS7T àsi hinu 
Morgenstierne this house ours is 
(1941:18) ‘This house is ours.’ 
 

 
Example 4 

 
Ushojo so tuti kItàb dono 
 we you-to book give 
 ‘We will give you the book.’ 

 
Phalura from be kitàb tusàm diyà 
Morgenstierne we book you-to give 
(1941:18) ‘We will give you the book.’ 
 

 
The proposed classification for Ushojo, following the 

system for Dardic languages presented by Strand (1973:302), 
would be Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan (Indic), 
Northwestern group, Dardic, Shina group. 

7. Phonology 

7.1 Sound System Charts 

The following charts are a listing of the phonetic sounds 
found in the Ushojo data. A complete phonological analysis has 
not been done. Sounds with question marks have very few 
occurrences and may be due to idiolectal pronunciations or 
transcription errors. These remarks should be interpreted as 
preliminary hypotheses, requiring more extensive field work 
before phonological conclusions can be confidently proposed. 
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7.1.1 Consonants 

   Alveop./ Retro.- 
 Bilabial Dental palatal flexed  Velar Glottal 
 
Stops ph th  Th kh `? 
 p t  T k 
 b d  D g 
  dh?   gh? 
  dw?   gw? 
    Ty? 
Fricatives f? s } S7 x h 
  z { Z7 G? 
Affricates   ch? C7h 
  t_s c C7 
  d_z j J 
Nasals m n n3?  K 
  nw?  N 
Laterals  l  L 
Flaps  r  R 
  rw? 
Trills  r†? 
Semi- w  y 
  vowels 

 
 
The [L] is not a common feature of Dardic languages 

(Masica 1991:97). 
The lack of aspiration on voiced sounds is a notable feature 

in the Dardic family of languages. Grierson (1929:12) stated that 
Dardic languages had no voiced aspirates, though Torwali did 
have a few examples. Masica (1991:203) records: 

In most Dardic, including Kashmiri, the voiced 
aspirates have lost their aspiration. That this is a recent 
development is shown by the retention of voiced 
aspirates in Kalasha, Phalura, and some dialects of the 
Kohistani group (Maiya2#, Kanyawali, Torwali), and by 
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some older respondents or in earlier accounts of Tirahi, 
Gawarbati, and Bashkarik [Kalami]. 
The presence of voiced aspirates is barely noticeable in 

Ushojo, if they exist at all. The examples that do occur were 
given by respondents ages sixteen to sixty. With the apparent 
lack of voiced aspirates, Ushojo does not appear to be as ancient 
as Phalura or Torwali. 

There is a feature of labialization occuring, as indicated 
above. It is doubtful that this is distinctive. Neither Schmidt 
(1981) nor Bailey (1924) comment on the feature in their 
descriptions of Palasi Shina and Gilgiti Shina. These sounds 
occurred in words elicited in isolation and in stories. Seven 
different respondents, all over the age of thirty, had this feature 
in their speech. Several of these men have some facility in 
Pashto, the dominant language of the area. Pashto does have the 
feature of labialization, described by Penzl as initial clusters 
(1955:15-16). The labialization appearing in Ushojo is likely due 
to the influence of Pashto. 

 

7.1.2 Vowels 

 
 Front Central Back 
High i Œ† ië    u u3 uë 
 I      U? 
  ei? 
Mid e e3 eë Vi?   o o3 oë 
 E E3 Eë V V3 
Low Q?   ài? 
    à à3 àë Oë? 
 
It may be hypothesized that Ushojo has a six vowel system, 

centering on [i, e, V, à, u, o] with a certain amount of 
phonetic variation recorded for most of these six. A nice pattern 
occurs in that nearly each one has a full complement of 
nasalization and length which may be distinctive based on a 
parallel with Schmidt’s analysis of Palas Shina (1981). 
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There also appears to be a great deal of free fluctuation 
between some of the vowels. It was difficult at times to 
distinguish between [i] and [e], [à] and [V], and [u] and [o]. 
Schmidt (1981:160) and Bailey (1924:1) make note of this in 
Shina and Grierson (1929:8) mentions a similar feature in 
Torwali. 

7.2 Tone 

An analysis of tone in Ushojo was not attempted. Use of 
Computerized Extraction of Components of Intonation in 
Language (CECIL) (Hunt 1990) indicates there is some sort of 
tone factor at work in Ushojo. Based on the work of Schmidt, 
who has identified three tonemes in Palas Shina (Schmidt 
1981:170), it would seem possible that tone is distinctive. 

 
8. Multilingualism 

In evaluating Ushojo speakers’ use of other languages, three 
languages are of interest: Torwali, Pashto, and Urdu. No 
language proficiency testing was actually done, so these 
comments are based purely on observation, self-reporting, and 
the opinions of our co-workers who were mother-tongue Pashto 
speakers. 

As mentioned earlier, each Ushojo village also has Torwali 
speakers living in it. In addition, the first village, Bishigram, has 
Pashto speakers in it. Madyan is the nearest town with a bazaar 
and most of the shopkeepers speak Pashto. The Ushojo people 
therefore must learn Pashto to do any business in Madyan. 
Contact with these neighboring languages impacts the use of 
Ushojo to varying degrees. 

Respondents did not say much about Torwali. The men 
from Karial were the only ones who mentioned being able to 
speak Torwali; men from Bishigram did not mention it. We were 
not aware of anyone speaking Torwali in our presence. 

Nearly all of our communication with the Ushojo speakers 
was done in Pashto, because that was the language they felt most 
comfortable with. When Urdu was tried, preference was 
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expressed for the use of Pashto. Our co-workers felt that the 
Ushojo speakers’ ability in Pashto was “very good”. In 1989, 
while in the village of Karial sitting in the hujira5, most of the 
conversation was in Pashto. This may have been due to our 
presence, though at one point an old man came into the hujira 
and then the conversation switched to Ushojo. 

It was reported that Ushojo women also speak Pashto and 
Torwali, though this seems doubtful, at least in regards to Pashto. 
Among women from other Swat Kohistani language groups, the 
Sentence Repetition Testing method (Radloff 1991) was used to 
assess Pashto proficiency (see Rensch this volume). Regarding 
Kalami-speaking women, it was found that they are quite limited 
in their ability in Pashto. It was reported that Torwali women 
living in Shanku (the village where the road ends, just before 
Bishigram) did not speak Pashto, though they could understand it 
a little bit (see Rensch this volume). Based on these findings, it 
would be quite surprising to find that the Ushojo women were 
fluent in Pashto, particulary since their villages are even more 
remote from Pashto areas. However, it would seem advisable to 
investigate the situation further. 

This researcher spent two hours with some women in an 
Ushojo home in the village of Bishigram, the only village with 
Pashto speakers living in it. These women gave a few phrases in 
Ushojo, but the majority of the conversation was in Pashto. This 
was quite surprising due to the above findings with Kalami and 
Torwali women. It is likely that these women were mother-
tongue Pashto speakers who married into the Ushojo family, 
though it was not possible to definitely determine that this was 
the case. An old woman who came to visit was identified as a 
relative who only spoke Pashto. It had been reported that the 
Ushojo do intermarry with Pashtoons. Again, it would be fitting 
to speak with women in higher villages to get an impression of 
their Pashto proficiency. 

In regards to Urdu, most men reported that they learned it 
when they went to other places for work. The usual way Urdu is  
 

                                                      
5 a room for entertaining male guests 
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learned is in school, but none of these men had been to school. 
The men did not seem to know Urdu as well as Pashto and 
preferred to speak in Pashto. It seems likely that women would 
have little or no ability in Urdu since they do not leave the 
village nor attend school. 

Nothing conclusive can be said regarding the extent of 
bilingual proficiency for the Ushojo community in any of these 
languages, except that more observation and perhaps some 
testing in this situation may be appropriate. 

 

9. Language Vitality 

As mentioned in the introduction, no formal questionnaires 
were administered. These comments are based purely on 
observation and self-reporting, and as such, must be considered 
preliminary. 

The vitality of Ushojo may be somewhat threatened by the 
use of Pashto, the dominant lingua franca of the Swat region. 
There are some differences between Bishigram, which is closest 
to Madyan and the Pashto-dominated Swat Valley, and Karial, 
which is more remote and has no Pashtoon families living in it. 
However, indicators of language vitality are quite mixed from 
both locations. 

An old man from Bishigram reported that the young people 
there know Ushojo but speak Pashto, and said this is because 
they live close to a Pashto-speaking area. Presumably, this means 
that they understand Ushojo, but are better at and/or prefer 
speaking Pashto. This may be further corroborated by a situation 
in Bishigram in which some teenage boys were asked to give 
some stories. They said they did not remember Ushojo very well 
and refused to give any stories. These boys had been living 
elsewhere for schooling and so probably did not use Ushojo as 
frequently as if they were living in the village. Eventually a 22 
year old man gave a text, but he was prompted through the whole 
narration by an older man. A 35 year old man from Bishigram 
gave several texts with some initial prompting. The man who 
was over 60 quite freely gave texts. These hesitancies and  
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difficulties evidenced by young Ushojo men in relating stories in 
the language of their ethnic group contrast with situations 
encountered in researching other languages of Northern Pakistan. 

Even in Karial, Pashto was often heard in the hujira (though 
again, our presence may have been the determining factor). 
When checking the word list, the men appeared to have difficulty 
deciding which words were really Ushojo, versus Pashto or 
Torwali. Confusion with Torwali seemed more of a concern here 
than in Bishigram. Generally, there was less difficulty eliciting 
stories in Karial, where no one said they did not remember 
Ushojo. Jirgas6 there are still held in Ushojo. However, in the 
mosque Pashto is used as the maulvi7 in Karial is a Pashtoon. 

Despite the above factors, it appears that attitudes toward 
Ushojo may be fairly positive. Respondents from both locations 
felt that Ushojo will not die out. Older men said that people 
would not stop using Ushojo. Children are reportedly still 
learning Ushojo in their homes; not mixing their languages, but 
speaking Ushojo purely. The younger men said they wanted their 
children to learn Ushojo first (they also want them to learn 
Pashto and Torwali); they also expressed a preference for Ushojo 
wives. 

A few Torwali-speakers have been known to learn Ushojo. 
Women who marry into Ushojo families are expected to learn 
Ushojo. In regards to marriage patterns, the Ushojo will 
intermarry with Pashtoons, Torwali, and Kashkari8, but not with 
Gujars. 

Indicators of language vitality are thus somewhat varied. 
Subjects evidenced difficulty in isolating Ushojo words (versus 
Pashto or Torwali) during word list elicitation. Some subjects 
needed prompting to express things without using Pashto or 
Torwali, others refused to give stories because of fear of too 
much language mixing or claims of forgetting Ushojo. While 
sitting around, it was observed that the main language being  
 

                                                      
6 tribal council 
7 leader of a mosque 
8 These are people whose ancestors came from Chitral. 
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spoken was Pashto, but this may have been due to our presence. 
The greatest difficulties in speaking Ushojo were experienced by 
the younger educated men from Bishigram. This is not too 
surprising given that Bishigram has Pashto speakers living in it. 
It is also the only village with a functioning primary school 
where there is more exposure to Pashto and Urdu. If these 
evidences of increased use of Pashto at the expense of Ushojo are 
substantiated by further research and if the intrusion of Pashto 
further up the Chail Valley is documented in the future, then the 
long term prognosis for continued maintenance of Ushojo will be 
bleak. 

 

10. Conclusion 

The previously unrecorded language of Ushojo is spoken by 
approximately 2000 people. It is found in the Chail Valley, off 
the main Swat Valley in the North-West Frontier Province of 
Pakistan. The oral history of the Ushojo is that several centuries 
ago their ancestors began migrating to Swat from the Kolai area 
of Indus Kohistan. The socioeconomic status of the Ushojo is 
quite depressed — there are no roads or electricity and the only 
cash crop is walnuts. It is not possible to grow successive crops 
in one year due to the high elevation of the villages. Their 
socioeconomic status has improved somewhat as the men have 
begun travelling elsewhere for winter work. 

Linguistically, Ushojo should be classified as Indo-
European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan (Indic), Northwestern group, 
Dardic, Shina group according to the classification system 
presented in Strand (1973:302). It is most closely related to the 
variety of Shina spoken in Kolai of Indus Kohistan. 

In regards to second language use, Pashto is the main 
language of interest. Madyan is the nearest town with a bazaar 
and most of the shopkeepers speak Pashto. The Ushojo people 
therefore must learn Pashto to do any business. Our co-workers, 
who were mother-tongue Pashto speakers, said that the Ushojo 
men in Bishigram and Karial spoke ‘very good’ Pashto, though 
no language proficiency testing was actually done. Torwali has  
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less of an impact on Ushojo, though there was some confusion at 
times as to what was Ushojo and what was Torwali. Urdu was 
learned in the places where men go to work in the winter, but 
was not a preferred language. The actual extent of proficiency in 
a second language remains to be tested. 

Some subjects had difficulty isolating Ushojo words, versus 
Pashto or Torwali. There was also some difficulty eliciting 
narrative texts. These problems were more evident in the 
younger, educated men from Bishigram, the first Ushojo village 
which is closest to Madyan, has Pashtoons living in it and has the 
only functioning primary school. It would be interesting for 
someone to study Ushojo for a longer period of time to find out if 
these problems are indicative of a loss in language vitality. 

However, attitudes toward Ushojo seem to be positive. No 
one expressed embarrassment at speaking Ushojo. People felt 
that Ushojo would not die out. Younger men said they want their 
children to learn Ushojo first, though they saw a need for them to 
learn Pashto and Torwali as well. It would seem that the future of 
Ushojo is in the hands of the younger generation. If they see an 
importance to teaching it to their children, Ushojo may indeed 
continue to be vital. 
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THE LANGUAGES OF INDUS KOHISTAN 

Daniel G. Hallberg 

 
Chapter 1 

A General Introduction to Indus Kohistan 

 

Purpose 

This study of the languages and dialects of Indus Kohistan 
is the result of a number of brief research trips into District 
Kohistan over a period of time between the end of 1986 and the 
beginning of 1991. The purpose of this study was to explore the 
dialect and sociolinguistic situation which characterizes four 
languages in the District of Kohistan, Pakistan. These four are 
Indus Kohistani (Maiya2#), Chilisso, Gowro, and Bateri. Indus 
Kohistani is the major language on the west bank of the river in 
District Kohistan, while Chilisso, Gowro, and Bateri are three 
smaller language groups on the east bank of the Indus River in 
District Kohistan. Shina, the major language on the east bank, 
will be discussed in a peripheral way in this report, since the 
scope of Shina is much larger than District Kohistan. Discussion 
of the Shina language will be largely reserved for a separate 
report. (See Radloff 1992.) 

The main objective of chapter 1 will be to examine some 
general characteristics of the environment in which these 
languages co-exist. Chapter 2 will explore the dialect and 
sociolinguistic situation surrounding the Indus Kohistani 
language, which in the literature is often identified by the name 
Maiya2#. This is the language that is spoken by most people on the 
west bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan. Chapter 3 will  
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be given to a discussion of the sociolinguistic situation 
surrounding the Chilisso language. Chapter 4 will focus on 
Gowro, and, chapter 5 will examine Bateri. 

 

1.1 Language Classification 

The languages of Indus Kohistan have been traditionally 
classified as Dardic languages. According to Grierson (1919:1), 
this term has its roots in the word Dard, which is the name given 
to the speakers of languages in this group. According to 
Biddulph, the origins of the name Dard are not known precisely 
(1880:157). On a higher level, Kohistani languages have been 
classified as being from the Northwestern group of Indo-Aryan 
(Indic) languages (Strand 1973:302). This differs from languages 
like Pashto, which is classified as an Iranian language, not an 
Indo-Aryan language. On the highest levels, the languages of 
Kohistan as well as Pashto have been classified as Indo-Iranian 
and Indo-European languages. 

 

1.2 Existing Literature 

Relatively little has been written about the people and 
languages of Indus Kohistan. Concerning the Indus Kohistani 
language (Maiya2#), Gerard Fussman writes, “Maiyan is the least 
known of all the Dardic languages” (1989:49). Those who have 
written anything very extensive about the Kohistan area and 
languages are few indeed. G. W. Leitner, in his book Dardistan, 
was perhaps the first to actually document the Indus Kohistani 
language as that spoken on the west bank of the Indus River in 
Kohistan. In that volume he gives the name Shuthun to this 
language (Leitner 1893:10-8). 

The first, however, to record a general description of the 
area, peoples, and languages of Indus Kohistan would appear to 
be Colonel Biddulph in his 1880 book, Tribes of the Hindoo 
Koosh. In this volume he mentions, and gives word list data for, 
the languages Gowro and Chiliss, both of which are found in the 
Indus Kohistan area on the east bank of the Indus River. (See 
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chapters 3 and 4 for more detailed discussion of these two 
languages.) He also mentions the village of Batera, which is on 
the east bank of the Indus River as well, and says that a language 
peculiar to this village alone is spoken, but he did not obtain any 
sample of the language. In the same way he says, “… the people 
along the right [west] bank of the river — that is to say, those of 
Bunker, Doobeyr, Puttun, Seo, and Kandia — speak a separate 
language”. He also says, however, that he did not succeed in 
obtaining a sample of this language (Biddulph 1880:12). It is 
interesting that he was able to collect data from two relatively 
smaller language groups, Gowro and Chiliss, and did not succeed 
in obtaining data from Indus Kohistani, the major language 
spoken on the west bank of the Indus River in the Kohistan area. 

After Biddulph and Leitner, the next person to give any 
great attention to this area would seem to be Sir George 
Grierson, both in the Linguistic Survey of India (LSI VIII.2) and 
in his work entitled The Pisaca languages of North-western 
India. Particularly in the LSI, Grierson offers a grammatical 
sketch for the language he calls Maiya2# (that is, Kohistani) along 
with a word list. In this same work he also gives some discussion 
to dialect differences within this language type. The main 
distinction of importance here is the difference between the 
Duber-Kandia variety and the Seo-Patan-Khayal-Jijal-Bankar 
variety of Indus Kohistani. (This distinction is discussed in more 
detail in chapter 2, §2.2) In the LSI, Grierson also includes 
Biddulph’s Chilisso and Gowro word lists for comparison with 
Maiya2#. 

Following Grierson, there is a gap of time in which it would 
seem that very little was recorded about this area. Concerning the 
Maiya2# language (Kohistani), Fussman says in his 1972 Atlas 
Linguistique des parlers Dardes et Kafirs that the only language 
data we have is reported by Grierson in LSI (1919:522-49). He 
also says that some Kohistani words appear in the 1958 article, 
Vocabularies and Specimens of Some S. E. Dardic Dialects by 
Barth and Morgenstierne. The only other article mentioned by 
Fussman is a 1959 article entitled Kanyawali: Proben eines 
Maiya 2#-Dialektes aus Tangir (Hindukusch) by Georg Buddruss, 
in which Buddruss explores the language spoken in the village of 
BaKkaRi in the Tangir Valley. In this article, Buddruss speculates  
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that the language spoken in this village is the same as that spoken 
in the villages of Seo, Patan, etc., along the main course of the 
Indus River. (See §2.2.5 below for further discussion of 
Kanyawali.) 

Along with these articles, there are at least two others which 
contain important information about Indus Kohistan.1 One is 
Indus and Swat Kohistan: An Ethnographic Survey by Barth, 
which was published in 1956. Barth’s article, however, deals 
mainly with ethnographic issues, not with language. The other 
article of importance is a 1983 work by Jettmar entitled Indus 
Kohistan: Entwurf einer historischen Ethnographie. Contained in 
this article is a short section of general discussion about the 
languages of Indus Kohistan along with a somewhat specific 
discussion about two slightly different varieties of Indus 
Kohistani and where they are spoken. (See §2.2.1 in this present 
work for further discussion of these two varieties of Indus 
Kohistani.) 

Although works such as those just mentioned have been 
written about Indus Kohistan, it would appear that few of the 
more recent articles offer much new information about the 
languages of the area. Most simply reiterate what past articles 
have already said. One exception, however, is a 1985 article by 
Fitch and Cooper entitled Report on a Language and Dialect 
Survey in Kohistan District. Although this article is brief, it 
would seem that it is a valuable first attempt at a comparative 
study of the languages of Kohistan. This article will be discussed 
more fully in section 2.2.7 below. 

 
1.3 Geography 

As the name Kohistan suggests, the area is very 
mountainous. Even today many parts of Kohistan are virtually 
inaccessible to those from outside the area. If it were not for the 
Karakoram Highway, which cuts through the center of District 

                                                      
1 Zarin and Schmidt (1984) also present valuable information about Indus 

Kohistan, but the main concern of their work is on certain ethnographic issues 
which characterize the Shina-speaking peoples on the east bank of the Indus 
River in District Kohistan. In contrast, this present study does not focus on the 
Shina people of Kohistan, but instead on other language groups in the area. 
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Kohistan today, very few outsiders would have the opportunity 
or the stamina required to visit the area. The Karakoram 
Highway was finished in 1979 and took twenty years to 
complete. Even so, the area is rugged and the existing road is 
subject to frequent rock and mud slides. A ready crew of workers 
is normally able to clear a slide within a few days or less, but it is 
not unusual for travellers to be stuck at some midpoint for that 
length of time. 

In spite of the difficulties that remain, it should be noted that 
the Karakoram Highway has served to greatly open up the 
Kohistan area. Numerous transport trucks travel back and forth 
daily hauling goods from various points along the road as well as 
to and from China. While at one time it may have meant several 
days on foot to obtain supplies, goods can now be purchased 
fairly readily from bazaar areas along the highway. 

Travel into the side valleys is on foot for the most part, with 
the exception of those few valleys which are accessible by jeep 
along a dirt road running part way up the valley. Such roads have 
made life somewhat easier for those living in these side valleys, 
but even now the remoteness of many of the villages and 
difficulty of travel in the area serves to somewhat isolate those 
who live there. 

It is also important to note that the Indus River itself has 
served as a natural boundary for centuries, separating those 
living on either side. In the District of Kohistan even today, the 
Indus is a natural barrier between Indus Kohistani on the west 
bank and Shina on the east bank. However, since the completion 
of the Karakoram Highway which snakes through the Indus 
Valley, there are several bridges which have served to give more 
free access back and forth. Along with these bridges, there is also 
passage back and forth by raft (jala) and cable car (zango). Even 
so, aside from contact in the bazaar areas along the Karakoram 
Highway, the people on either side of the river have limited 
interaction. 
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1.4 Education 

In general, it can be said that the level of education in 
District Kohistan is relatively low when compared with that in 
the surrounding areas. This is no doubt partially due to the fact 
that the area is remote and very rugged. It is also partially due to 
the fact that the area is viewed as a difficult place to live. Those 
who go there to teach face a certain amount of hardship, 
something to which such outsiders are not always accustomed. 

In spite of these facts, there are several high schools and a 
number of primary schools in the district today. However, 
according to the headmaster of one of the high schools, 
attendance at school is sporadic and dedication to learning is 
poor. Evidence also suggests that those in the area who have 
received education are generally men below the age of thirty. 
This would suggest that public schools have existed in the area 
only in more recent times.2 

It should also be noted that public education for girls in 
Kohistan is virtually non-existent. A schoolmaster at one of the 
boys’ high schools in Kohistan reported that at one time there 
were over 100 girls’ schools built in the district, but that only 
four were in use. The veracity of this statement was not 
confirmed, but the decided absence of girls’ education in the area 
was evident. One village where boys’ education was rather 
prevalent was said to have made the formal decision that girls 
would not be allowed to attend school.3 

                                                      
2 Data collected in a partial community profile of Seo village, in the heart 

of Indus Kohistani territory, indicate that generally most Indus Kohistani men 
over thirty years of age in Seo have no education. (See §2.3.2 for a display of 
the community profile data for Seo.) It is important to note here that a high 
school does exist in the village of Seo and that in comparison to some more 
remote parts of Kohistan, Seo might be considered somewhat progressive in the 
area of education. 

3 A partial community profile of Seo village in Kohistan reveals that none 
of the females reported in the profile were said to have any formal education. 
(See chapter 2, §2.3.2 below.) 
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1.5 Population 

According to the 1981 census figures provided by the Rural 
Development office in Kohistan, there are 468,365 people in 
District Kohistan. The population broken down by Union 
Council indicates that roughly half of this total number live on 
each side of the river. There are those who have cast doubt on the 
accuracy of the official figures, but if they are somewhat 
accurate, this means there are more than 200,000 Indus Kohistani 
speakers (west bank of Indus River) and more than 200,000 
speakers of the Kohistan variety of Shina (east bank of Indus 
River). Also, these figure indicate that there may be between 
20,000 and 30,000 speakers of Bateri/Batera Kohistani (east 
bank of Indus River). 
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Chapter 2 

Indus Kohistani (Maiya2#) 

 
2.0 Introduction 

Indus Kohistani is a language that is spoken mainly on the 
west bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan.4 As mentioned 
above, according to the 1981 census figures supplied by the local 
government office in Komila, there are more than 200,000 
individuals living in this region, most of whom are Indus 
Kohistani speakers.5 Some sources from the literature also 
suggest that there may be some speakers of this language on the 
east bank of the Indus River, although no one encountered in this 
present study offered such information.6 In an attempt to draw 
some conclusions about the general dialect and sociolinguistic 
situation amongst the Indus Kohistani people, word lists were 
collected from five locations on the west bank of the Indus River 
in District Kohistan. In addition, word lists were collected from 
surrounding language communities and compared with these five 
Indus Kohistani lists. Also, mother tongue Indus Kohistani  
 

                                                      
4 Little is known about the precise history and origins of those who speak 

the Indus Kohistani language. Barth (1956:28-31) offers some information 
linking the Eastern Group (Seo, Patan, Jijal) of Indus Kohistani speakers with 
the Torwali of the Swat Valley, but beyond this, the picture is somewhat 
unclear. Although there may, in fact, be a relationship between Indus Kohistani 
and Torwali, it should be noted that word list data collected in this present study 
indicate that Indus Kohistani and Torwali have a rather low degree of shared 
lexical similarity (26 to 28 percent). 

5 Official census figures from 1981 indicate that there may be more than 
200,000 speakers of this language. However, it has been suggested by a few 
from that area that these figures are inflated. Whatever the case may be, simple 
observation shows that there are many thousands of speakers of this language. 

6 In Jettmar’s 1983 article on Indus Kohistan he argues against the 
usefulness of Barth’s (1958) labels East dialect (Seo-Patan-Jijal) and West 
dialect (Duber-Kandia). According to Jettmar, Barth made the false assumption 
that the East dialect is also spoken on the east side of the Indus River and thus 
should be given the label East dialect. Jettmar says that according to his own 
information, the East dialect is not spoken on the east side of the Indus River. 
Thus it would be misleading to give it this label. 
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speakers were tested on their ability to understand stories in 
several of the surrounding languages/dialects. Indus Kohistani 
speakers from a sample community were also tested as to their 
bilingual ability in both Urdu and Pashto. In addition, more than 
fifty Indus Kohistani individuals were formally interviewed in 
order to gather information on the topics of dialect opinion, 
language attitudes and use, bilingualism, language vitality, etc. 

 

2.1 Language Names 

Kohistani (Kohiste3 is the indigenous pronunciation) is the 
name most commonly used for the major language spoken on the 
west bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan. It should be 
noted, however, that the term Kohistani is a general term which 
is also used for other mountain languages in the North-West 
Frontier Province (e.g., Torwali, Kalami, etc.). In order to 
differentiate this language from others, the term Indus Kohistani 
will be used throughout this report. 

As mentioned in chapter 1, perhaps the first to document 
samples of this language was G. W. Leitner in his book entitled 
Dardistan. Although he too uses the general name Kohistani to 
refer to this language, he also calls it Shuthun. In the book 
Dardistan, he gives several pages to discussion of those who 
speak this language along with ballads, proverbs, riddles, and 
dialogues recorded in this language. He also gives three pages to 
a list of Shuthun words (1894:5-18). It should be noted that the 
origins of the name Shuthun are not known to this author. No one 
interviewed in this present study offered this as a name for their 
language. 

Another name which has been attributed to this language in 
some of the literature is Maiya 2#. In the course of this present 
study, no one from the Indus Kohistani group was found who 
used this name for their language. Mother tongue Kohistani 
speakers who were asked about this name usually looked a bit 
confused and said that it is a word used to mean “another’s” by 
the people of the Kandia Valley. Although the exact origins of 
this name being applied to the Kohistani language are not known,  
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one can imagine that it could have been wrongly applied to it at 
some point in the past. If, however, it was at one time correctly 
applied to the language, it would appear that time has changed 
the language labeling situation. Buddruss in his 1959 article on 
Kanyawali and Barth and Morgenstierne in their 1958 article 
entitled Vocabularies and Specimens of Some S.E. Dardic 
Dialects mention that they were also unable to confirm the use of 
the name Maiya2# as a language name in the Indus Valley. 

This Indus Kohistani language is also referred to by more 
localized names. This is a fairly common phenomenon. For 
example, the Kandia Valley is known as Khil and the language 
spoken in Kandia is sometimes referred to by the name Khiloch. 
In addition, the people of Seo village, for example, refer to their 
language as Seois. The people in both Seo and Kandia speak 
Indus Kohistani; Khiloch and Seois are simply more specific, 
localized names for one and the same language. Kohistani 
appears to be the most common general term used to identify this 
language. 

 

2.2 Indus Kohistani Dialects and Comparison with 
Neighboring Linguistic Varieties 

In the course of this present study of Indus Kohistani, word 
lists were collected from five locations on the west bank of the 
Indus River in District Kohistan. Word lists from surrounding 
language groups were also collected and compared with those of 
Indus Kohistani. Also, recorded text testing was carried out, 
testing Indus Kohistani speakers on their ability to understand 
other language varieties found in District Kohistan. In addition, 
dialect opinion information was gathered in the course of 
interviewing more than fifty mother tongue speakers of Indus 
Kohistani. 

 
2.2.1 Comparison of Indus Kohistani Word List Locations 

Indus Kohistani word lists were collected in the following 
five locations on the west bank of the Indus River: Kandia, 
Duber, Seo, Patan, and Jijal (See appendix A.1 for an 
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explanation of word list collection methodology and appendix 
D.1 for a complete display of the Kohistani word lists collected 
at each site.) The resulting similarity counts indicate that there is 
little lexical variation throughout this language community. All 
word list counts, with only one exception, were at least 90 
percent similar with each of the others. The one exception was 
88 percent similarity between the sites of Jijal and Kandia. 

 
(1) Indus Kohistani Word List Percentages Matrix 

Kandia 
98 Duber 
90 91 Seo 
91 92 100 Patan 
88 90  95 95 Jijal 

 
Although there is little overall variation, the word list 

similarity counts support the opinion that there are two slightly 
different varieties of Indus Kohistani. One is that spoken by the 
people in the valleys of Kandia and Duber, and the other is that 
spoken by those living along the main course of the Indus River 
in villages such as Seo, Patan, and Jijal. The word lists from 
Kandia and Duber share 98 percent lexical similarity between 
themselves and around 90 percent similarity with Indus 
Kohistani word list locations along the Indus River (i.e., Seo, 
Patan, Jijal). The word list locations along the Indus River share 
from 95 to 100 percent similarity amongst themselves. Although 
the Duber-Kandia and Seo-Patan-Jijal varieties are identifiably 
distinct in some ways, having a few lexical distinctions and some 
slight phonological differences, it is clear that all five locations 
share a high degree of lexical similarity. It can also be seen from 
questionnaire responses obtained from mother tongue speakers 
that the people in both areas are identified as speaking one and 
the same language. (See also appendix D.2 for example texts in 
Indus Kohistani from Seo, Duber, and Kandia.) 

One further point that should be noted is that the name Mani 
has been attributed to the variety of Indus Kohistani spoken in  
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the Seo and Patan areas, and the name Manzari has been 
attributed to the variety spoken in the Duber and Kandia Valleys 
(Jettmar 1983, Fussman 1989:49). According to individuals 
interviewed in this present study, these are not names which local 
people use to refer to the language, but are instead names of two 
descent groups who settled in these two respective areas. In 
support of this, Leitner in his book Dardistan says that the name 
Mani refers to the people of Patan and the name Banzari (a slight 
variation on Manzari) refers to the people of Kandia. These 
terms are not ones which appear to be used for local dialect 
names.7 

 

2.2.2 Comparison of Kohistani Word Lists with Other 
Languages of the Area 

In the course of this research, word lists were also collected 
from other language areas surrounding the west-bank, Indus 
Kohistani area. Comparison of these word lists with those from 
the Indus Kohistani area indicate quite clearly that Indus 
Kohistani is distinct from most linguistic varieties around it. This 
can be seen in the highlighted percentages in figure (2). 

                                                      
7 In his 1983 article entitled Indus Kohistan: Entwurf einer historischen 

Ethnographie, Jettmar attributes the name Mani to the Seo/Patan/Bankar 
variety of Indus Kohistani and Manzari to the Duber/Kandia variety. He also 
criticizes Leitner’s assertion that these are ethnic, not language names. In this 
present study, no mother tongue Indus Kohistani speaker was found who 
offered one of these as a name for their language. Instead, every indication 
pointed to the fact that these terms are, in fact, ethnic designations. However, it 
is not hard to imagine that there are Indus Kohistani individuals that might use 
one of these terms to refer to their language. The use of language names in 
Kohistan does not appear to be a fixed issue. For example, the name Kohistani 
is used by many to refer to their language, but quite often more specific village 
or area names, such as Seois (Seo) or Kiloch (Kandia), are used for language 
names instead of the more general term Kohistani. In the same way, it is easy to 
believe that an Indus-Kohistani speaker might use the name Mani or Manzari 
for his language if it were deemed necessary to emphasize this ethnic 
distinction. However, as already stated, no one was found in this present study 
who offered that they use either of these names to specify their language. 
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(2) Languages Of District Kohistan 
Word List Percentages Matrix 

 
Kandia 
98 Duber 
90 91 Seo Indus Kohistani 
91 92 100 Patan 
88 90  95 95 Jijal 
71 70  71 71 71 Chilisso (Jalkot) 
69 69  71 71 71 87 Chilisso (Mahrin) 
61 61  63 63 62 65 68 Gowro 
58 59  61 61 60 55 54 60 Bateri 
40 40  37 37 38 56 49 41 30 Jalkot (Shina) 
38 38  36 36 37 55 48 40 29 100 Palas (Shina) 
40 41  38 38 39 53 52 43 30  97 97 Kolai (Shina) 
28 28  27 26 27 25 26 24 27  16 15 16 Kalami 
28 27  28 27 27 27 26 25 29  17 17 19 44 Torwali 
17 17  18 18 18 17 16 18 18  16 15 15 15 12 Urdu 
14 14  12 12 12 11 12 11 12  12 11 13   7   9 11 Pashto 

 
Chilisso, a linguistic variety spoken by a relatively small 

number of people (perhaps a few thousand) on the east bank of 
the Indus River in District Kohistan, shares 69 to 71 percent 
lexical similarity with most Indus Kohistani word list locations. 
Of all the languages compared to Indus Kohistani, the lexical 
similarity with Chilisso was the highest. (See chapter 3 for 
further discussion of Chilisso.) 

Gowro, another language found in District Kohistan on the 
east bank of the Indus River, is also spoken by a relatively small 
number of people (perhaps only 200 or less). Lexical similarity 
counts between this language and that of Indus Kohistani were 
61 to 63 percent. (See chapter 4 for further discussion of Gowro.) 

Bateri or Baterawal, another linguistic variety spoken in 
District Kohistan on the east bank of the Indus River, is spoken 
by perhaps as many as 20,000 or 30,000 people. Similarity 
counts between Bateri/Baterawal and Indus Kohistani word list 
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locations were generally around 60 percent. (See chapter 5 for 
further discussion of Bateri.) 

Shina (the Kohistan variety) is the major language spoken 
on the east bank of the Indus River. In every case, Shina has 41 
percent or less shared lexical similarity with the five word lists 
collected from Indus Kohistani sites. 

In addition to the above language varieties, which are all 
found in the Indus Valley, the five Indus Kohistani word lists 
were also compared with both a Torwali word list and a Kalami 
word list. Kalami and Torwali are language varieties found in the 
Swat Valley, the next major valley west of the Indus River 
Valley. In Swat, these languages are known as Kohistani. (See 
Rensch in this volume for further discussion of Kalami and 
Torwali. See also appendix B.1 for a display of Kalami and 
Torwali word lists.) In all cases, similarity counts between these 
two language varieties and Indus Kohistani word lists were 
below 30 percent. 

 

2.2.3 Phonological Characteristics — One Indicative 
Dialect Distinction 

The scope of this report does not cover the phonology of 
Indus Kohistani. But, there is at least one phonological variation 
which is worth mentioning since it serves to point directly to a 
distinction between the variety of Indus Kohistani which is 
spoken in Duber-Kandia and that spoken in Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. 
In short, the Duber-Kandia people tend to use a palatal 
pronunciation of certain sounds in certain words whereas the 
Seo-Patan-Jijal people tend to use an alveolar pronunciation in 
those same words. For example, in the Kandia and Duber 
Valleys in certain words the sounds [c] and [{/j] are used, 
whereas in those same words in the Seo-Patan-Jijal area the same 
segments would be pronounced [t_s] and [z] respectively. Some 
examples from the word lists are presented in figure (3). 
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(3) Gloss Duber-Kandia Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. 
 19. skin cam t_sam 
 35. axe cao t_sa 
 95. dog kucuru kut_suru 
 140. near kVc kVt_s 
 154. four caur t_saur 
 10. tongue {ib / jib zib 
 96. snake jan zan 
 123. today aj / a{ az 
 155. five pà3{ pà3z 

 
No doubt there are other phonological differences between 

these two slightly different varieties of Indus Kohistani, but since 
phonology is not the subject of this report, no further distinctions 
will be discussed here. However, it is worth mentioning that as 
data were collected in this present study, instances occurred 
where this distinction alone was sufficient to indicate in which of 
the two areas individuals lived. It should also be noted that 
although the distinction between the Duber-Kandia variety and 
the Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. variety has been mentioned previously in 
other literature, very little has been said about specific 
characteristic differences between these two varieties of Indus 
Kohistani. The above items have been presented as clear 
examples of one of these differences. (See discussion of 
Kanyawali in §2.2.5.) 

 

2.2.4 Comprehension of Recorded Speech 

In this present study, a personal experience narrative was 
collected (tape recorded) from an Indus Kohistani speaker from 
the village of Seo, on the west bank of the Indus River in the 
heart of Kohistan. (See appendix D.2 for a transcription of this 
Indus Kohistani text as well as sample Indus Kohistani texts 
from both Kandia and Duber.) This story was then developed 
into a recorded text test by the method described in appendix 
A.2. In this particular study, this Seo story test was used as a 
hometown test for screening. That is, test subjects from Seo 
listened to this story first. If they scored well on this test, the 
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assumption was that they understood the test methodology and 
could go on to listen to recorded text tests which had been 
developed in other languages of the area. Tests were also 
developed in Chilisso, Gowro, and Bateri. (See appendix D.2 for 
a display of each of these texts.) By then comparing the average 
hometown score on the Seo story, which was 95 percent (with a 
standard deviation of 5), with the average score on the other 
language/dialect tests, one has an indication of how well Indus 
Kohistani people comprehend these other language varieties. As 
is discussed further below, Indus Kohistani subjects did score 
very well on their own hometown test, and, on average, did not 
score as well on tests which were developed in other 
languages/dialects of the area. 

Comprehension tests of related linguistic varieties, such as 
the languages of Indus Kohistan, can be used as an indicator of 
the degree to which one variety is intelligible to speakers of 
different varieties. However, the results of such testing require 
some interpretation. If test subjects have had contact with the 
variety in the recorded text, they may have become familiar with 
that speech form; thus their comprehension of a recorded text 
may be more a product of learning than of the inherent similarity 
between varieties that would make the text intelligible to subjects 
even with no previous contact. Therefore, one of the 
requirements for an accurate measure of the inherent 
understanding test subjects may have of a second language or 
dialect is that those test subjects have little prior contact with the 
second language. (See appendix A.2 for a more thorough 
description of recorded text test methodology.) 

In this present study, testing was done in the direction of 
least expected contact, that is, testing Indus Kohistani subjects on 
how well they comprehend the linguistic varieties of Chilisso, 
Gowro, and Bateri, since each of these language varieties is 
spoken by a small number of people relative to the number who 
speak Indus Kohistani. The reverse assumption, which is 
supported by all the evidence, is that many individuals from 
these smaller language groups have had considerable exposure to 
the Indus Kohistani language, since it is the main language used 
on the west bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan. Thus, to  
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test in this direction would not likely be an accurate indicator of 
the inherent limitations on intelligibility between Indus Kohistani 
and one of these smaller language varieties. 

The results of this testing show the uniqueness of these 
other language varieties. Indus Kohistani speakers generally had 
at least some difficulty understanding stories that they listened to 
from both the Bateri and Gowro-speaking groups. The average 
score of 11 subjects on the Bateri story was 51 percent with a 
standard deviation of 12. On the two Gowro stories, two different 
sets of 11 subjects each scored an average of 78 percent and 65 
percent with standard deviations of 8 and 9 respectively. The 
difference in average scores here may be due to a difference in 
the subject matter of the two stories or possibly to some other 
unknown factor(s). Test subjects (10 in number) seemed to have 
less difficulty understanding the Chilisso story (average score of 
87 percent, standard deviation 10). This may be due to the fact 
that Indus Kohistani appears to be more similar to Chilisso than 
to other language varieties in the area; lexical similarity counts 
between the two were near 70 percent. People from the Chilisso 
language group seemed to feel generally that their language is 
only a little different from that of the Indus Kohistani group. The 
higher scores on this Chilisso story might, however, also be 
attributed to some unknown factor(s). 

 

2.2.5 The Case of Kanyawali 

The language known in the literature as Kanyawali deserves 
some mention since it is the object of study in the widely 
recognized article entitled Kanyawali: Proben eines Maiya 2#-
dialektes aus Tangir (Hindukusch) by Buddruss (1959). In this 
article, Buddruss identifies Kanyawali as being a language which 
is spoken in the village of BaKkaRi in the Tangir Valley (a Shina-
speaking area). He says that this language represents the most 
northeastern branch of the Maiya2#2# language.8 He also speculates 

                                                      
8 As has been noted, Buddruss did not find anyone in this area who used 

Maiya2# as a name for their language. He apparently uses Maiya2# because it is a 
name that has been used in past literature. Its exact origins are not known to this 
author. 
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that this variety of Maiya2#2# probably originated in the Seo-Patan 
area (1959:7–8). 

On this last point, the evidence gathered in this present 
study tends to be supportive. As discussed above, there are at 
least a few consistent phonological manifestations which are 
characteristic of the Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. variety of Indus 
Kohistani. Those same manifestations are also present in the 
word list samples displayed in this article by Buddruss. It would 
seem, in fact, that Buddruss himself had a notion of this 
characteristic distinction between [c] and [t_s]. In his listing for 
the Kanyawali word ‘fourteen’, [t_sàu3de}], he includes the line 
“Kandia càndà} (c!?)” (1959:48), which might be interpreted as 
some recognition of this distinction. 

It should also be noted that in this present study a mother 
tongue speaker of Indus Kohistani from Seo went carefully 
through the Kanyawali word list presented in Buddruss’ article 
and found that a high percentage of the words listed there were 
the same as the words used in his village, Seo. However, this 
mother tongue speaker did identify some lexical and 
phonological differences, so it seems that the Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. 
variety of Indus Kohistani and Kanyawali are not exactly 
identical. 

2.2.6 Dialect Opinion 

In the course of the study of Indus Kohistani, three dialect 
opinion questions were included in the interviews. These 
questions were designed to explore whether or not mother tongue 
opinion about dialects coincides with other data on the subject. 
These questions asked subjects where people speak the same as 
they themselves speak, where people speak a little differently, 
and where people speak very differently. The results of this 
questioning can be summed up by saying that dialect opinion did 
coincide closely with both the recorded text test results and the 
word list results; mother tongue speaker opinion helps confirm 
the idea that there are two slightly different varieties of Indus 
Kohistani, but the difference between the two is not perceived as 
being very great. The two are thought to be one and the same 
language. These data also point out that Indus Kohistani speakers 
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feel both Shina and Bateri are quite different from their own 
language. 

 

2.2.7 Cooper and Fitch: Report on a Language and 
Dialect Survey in Kohistan District 

One significant article published in 1985 is Report on a 
Language and Dialect Survey in Kohistan District by Cooper and 
Fitch. Some aspects of this article are worth mentioning here 
since this present research is a similar type of study. In Cooper 
and Fitch’s study they, too, gathered word lists and dialect 
opinion information. Although the number of respondents was 
small, the findings from their dialect opinion data show that 
Indus Kohistani speakers recognize the difference that exists 
between the Seo-Pattan-etc. dialect and the Kandia-Duber 
dialect. As discussed above, this present study also shows this in 
a more extensive and explanatory way. 

It should also be noted that Cooper and Fitch’s word list 
comparisons show that Indus Kohistani is distinct from both 
Shina and Bateri. They were unable to find Chilisso and Gowro 
speakers and, thus, were unable to collect any data on these two 
language varieties. However, one point which needs to be 
mentioned about Cooper and Fitch’s data is that it would appear 
that the word list data they collected from Duber may not really 
be representative of the Duber-Kandia variety of Indus 
Kohistani. Their similarity count between Duber and Kandia is 
only 82 percent; one would expect a higher percentage of 
similarity since the two are thought to be the same. In Cooper 
and Fitch’s study, dialect opinion indicates that Duber and 
Kandia people think of the two as being identical. Also, in this 
present study, the lexical similarity count between the two was 
98 percent, much closer to what one would expect in light of the 
opinions that mother tongue speakers seem to have. 

There is at least one possible explanation for the fact that 
Cooper and Fitch have a relatively low similarity count between 
Duber and Kandia. In this present study it was found that since 
the Duber Valley joins the main Indus Valley, people from the 
Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. variety intermingle with people from the 
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Duber Valley. In fact, at least some who live in the lower Duber 
Valley (in the area of Ranolia) speak a variety of Indus Kohistani 
that is more like the Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. variety than the Duber-
Kandia variety. Thus, if a word list were collected from an 
individual who does not live far enough up the Duber Valley, 
one may not really be getting representative Duber-Kandia 
language data. In this present study, care was taken to collect 
word list data from an informant from Duber Bala (upper Duber), 
which is about an hour or so up the Duber Valley by Suzuki 
(small vehicle). In Cooper and Fitch’s study it would appear that 
an individual from the lower Duber Valley may have given the 
word list. 

 

2.2.8 Dialects — Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, it can be said that there are basically two 
varieties of Indus Kohistani, that of Duber-Kandia and that of 
Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. However, these two would appear to be only 
slightly different from one another. (See appendix D.2 for 
examples of Seo, Duber, and Kandia texts.) In addition, Indus 
Kohistani is distinct from those languages which surround it, 
although it would appear to share a higher degree of similarity 
with Chilisso than it does with other linguistic varieties in the 
area. It can also be concluded with some degree of certainty that 
Kanyawali is a form of Indus Kohistani which is similar to the 
variety spoken in Seo-Patan-Jijal-etc. 

 

2.3 Proficiency in Other Languages — Bilingualism 

Concerning the second language proficiency of Indus 
Kohistani speakers, it is apparent from the data at hand that 
proficiency in Urdu, Pashto, and English is neither generally 
high, nor universal within the Indus Kohistani speaking 
community. 
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2.3.1 Interview Data 

Generally, interview subjects from the Indus Kohistani 
group indicated that not all men could speak or read Urdu, and 
even fewer women and children had any ability in Urdu. Since 
levels of education tend to be low among the Indus Kohistanis 
and since education is one of the primary vehicles for learning 
Urdu, it is not surprising that ability in Urdu is also low. Many 
subjects said that no women can speak or read Urdu — not a 
surprising revelation since all the evidence indicates that few 
women or girls in District Kohistan have opportunity to attend 
school at all.9 Nor do these women travel much, particularly not 
to areas where they may be exposed to the regular use of Urdu. 
Questionnaire responses indicate that Indus Kohistani people do 
not marry outside of their language community very often and so 
would not have natural opportunities to be immersed in another 
language. 

With respect to Pashto, the same proficiency patterns are 
also found. Many men indicated that they could speak at least 
some Pashto, but responses show that Pashto is not the dominant 
language of use in any of the domains examined in this study, 
although it is said to be taught as a subject in school. 
Respondents also said that very few women or girls had any 
ability in Pashto. 

Regarding English, general knowledge of the area along 
with personal experience strongly suggests that few Indus 
Kohistani people have much opportunity to learn and become 
proficient in English. For many interviewees, it was named as 
one language they wished they knew. 

2.3.2 Community Profile: An Indus Kohistani Community 

In order to get an accurate picture of community-wide 
bilingualism amongst the Indus Kohistani community, a  
 
                                                      

9 The results of a partial community profile of Seo village, in the heart of 
Kohistan, indicate that a large percentage of the population has little or no 
education. The women in particular are said to have no education. But even 
among the men of Seo, education levels are generally low — it would appear 
that men over 40 years of age generally have no education. 
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representative sample of the population must be identified and 
tested. In this study, the goal was to obtain such a sample from 
the Indus Kohistani speaking community of Seo, in the heart of 
Kohistan. Seo can be thought of as representative of other Indus 
Kohistani villages in the area. 

A partial demographic profile for Seo was obtained by 
having a member of the Seo community specifically identify the 
members of as many households as possible along with the 
particulars of those individuals’ age, education, sex, etc.10 In this 
case the individual who carried out this task was a working 
member of the research team as well as being a member of the 
Seo community. In the end, the partial community profile was 
based on 371 individuals from 47 different households in Seo. In 
this group, 201 of the 371 total were identified as being male, 
170 were female; 297 out of 371 were judged to be illiterate and 
308 out of the total were identified as having no education. 
Although this is only a partial community profile, it can be 
assumed that these figures are representative of the population 
breakdown of Seo as a whole. (According to informal estimates, 
Seo has a total population of around 4000.) These partial 
community profile figures can be summarized as in (4). 

 
(4) Partial Community Profile of Seo Village: 

Population by Gender 
(Population of 47 households in Seo village) 

Gender Count 
Male 201 
Female 170 
n = 371 

                                                      
10 It should be noted that this may be one of the most accurate ways to 

gather community profile information in a very conservative Islamic area such 
as Kohistan. It is difficult to imagine obtaining accurate information about the 
members of specific households, especially where women are concerned, by 
going door to door and asking questions. 
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Figure (5) gives a summary of age stratification for the 
female population of Seo. All 170 women were uneducated, and 
none were reported to be literate. Since testing women was 
deemed to be an improbable task under the circumstances, and 
since all other evidence indicates that women are more or less 
monolingual in their own language, they were eliminated from 
the desired test group. 

 
(5) Partial Community Profile of Seo Village: 

Female Population by Age 
Age Categories 
  1-12 yrs  55 
13-19 yrs  23 
20-29 yrs  33 
30-39 yrs  17 
40-49 yrs  14 
  50+ yrs  28 

n = 170 
 
The statistics for the partial community profile of the male 

population are presented in figure (6). 
 

(6) Partial Community Profile of Seo Village 
by Age and Education 

 
Years of Formal Education Age 

Groups 0 yrs 1-5yrs 6-10yrs 11+yrs 
Total by 
age group 

 n % n % n % n %  n % 
13-19   4  3%   7  5%   8  5%  0 —   19 13% 
20-29 26 19   2  2 17 13  6 5%   51 39 
30-39 17 13   3  2   0 —  3 2   23 17 
40-49 12  9   1  1   1  1  0 —   14 11 
50+ 27 20   0 —   0 —  0 —   27 20 
Totals by 
ed.group 

86 64 13 10 26 19  9 7 134  
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It should be noted that the total male population for 47 
households in Seo village was 201. However, 67 of those 
individuals were below the age of 13. Since the desired test 
group was to be 13 years of age or above, these 67 individuals 
were eliminated from that total. The age and education 
breakdowns of the remaining 134 men were then used to figure 
the desired breakdown in the test group. An attempt was made to 
select a final test group which would match the above profile 
percentages as closely as possible. The final test group statistics 
are presented in figure (7). 

 
(7) Seo Test Sample Distribution: Age and Education Table 

Years of Formal Education Age 
Groups 0 yrs 1-5yrs 6-10yrs 11+yrs 

Total by 
age group 

 n % n % n % n %  n % 
13-19 2  3% 3  5%  3  5% 0 —  8 13% 
20-29 10 17 2  3  7 12 2 3 21 35 
30-39 7 12 2  3  1  2 2 3 12 20 
40-49 5  8 2  3  2  3 0 —  9 14 
50+ 10 16 0 —  0 — 0 — 10 16 
Total by 
ed.group 

33 56 9 15 13 22 4 7 59  

 
Although this test sample was taken from one Indus 

Kohistani speaking village in the heart of Kohistan, for the 
purposes of this study, it can be considered to be representative 
of other Indus Kohistani speaking villages in general. In 
particular, the levels of education throughout District Kohistan 
are low, as is exemplified in Seo. It is entirely realistic to assume 
that more than half of the total Indus Kohistani male population 
has no education. It is also realistic to assume that, amongst the 
male population who do have any degree of education, most are 
between the ages of 20 and 40. It would appear that most Indus 
Kohistani men over the age of 40 generally have no education at 
all. 
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2.3.3 Sentence Repetition Testing for Bilingualism 

In addition to interview information, the sample group from 
the Indus Kohistani community of Seo was tested on their second 
language proficiency in both Urdu and Pashto. The test method 
used was the sentence repetition test (SRT). This methodology 
requires test subjects to listen to tape-recorded sentences of 
increasing length and difficulty and to repeat them. The final 
score for each subject is based on how precisely he can repeat the 
total of fifteen sentences. The results are interpreted in terms of 
Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) levels, which verbally 
describe how well an individual ought to be able to function in a 
particular second language. As mentioned, in this study the two 
second languages in question were Urdu and Pashto.11 (See 
appendix A.3 for a more complete description of SRT 
methodology and RPE levels.) 

Following the identification of a representative test group, 
the actual testing was carried out. Analysis of the test results 
indicates that most of the fifty-nine subjects who made up the 
final test group (all men) had medium to low proficiencies in 
both of these languages (under RPE level 3). Subjects who had 
opportunity to go to school, especially those who were able to 
complete nine school years, scored significantly better on both 
the Urdu and Pashto tests than those with either very little or no 
education.12 This is illustrated in figures (8) and (9). 

                                                      
11 The revised Pashto SRT, as described in Appendix A.3, was used in 

this study of bilingualism in Pashto within the Indus Kohistani community. 
12 Some of those in the uneducated group scored better than might 

normally be expected on the Urdu SRT, since Urdu is a language acquired 
through education. Using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to evaluate the effect 
of the amount of time spent in an Urdu-speaking area on Urdu SRT scores, a 
significant effect was demonstrated with better than 95 percent certainty. 
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(8) Histogram of Urdu RPE Levels 
and Mean Urdu SRT Score by Education 

 
Urdu 
RPE Level Uneducated 4-6 yrs ed. 9 yrs+ ed. 
0+ 5 ***** 0 0 
1 3 *** 0 0 
1+ 5 ***** 2 ** 0 
2 5 ***** 0 1 * 
2+ 6 ****** 6 ****** 3 *** 
3 7 ******* 1 * 4 **** 
3+ 2 ** 1 * 8 ******** 
 n=33 n=10 n=16 
Urdu SRT 
mean = 21 27 35 
sd = 11   7   7 

 
 

(9) Histogram of Pashto RPE Levels and Mean Pashto SRT 
Score by Education 

Pashto 
RPE Level Uneducated 4-6 yrs ed. 9 yrs+ ed. 
0+  0 0 0 
1  3 *** 0 0 
1+ 14 ************** 5 ***** 2 ** 
2 11 *********** 5 ***** 4 **** 
2+  3 *** 0 6 ****** 
3  2 ** 0 4 **** 
 n=33 n=10 n=14 
Pashto SRT 
mean = 13 12 20 
sd =  7  4  7 

 
 
Using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to evaluate the effect 

of education on SRT scores, a significant effect was 
demonstrated for both languages with better than 99 percent 
certainty. This is not surprising since Urdu is the main language 
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of education and Pashto is reported to be taught as a subject in 
school. But even with education playing a significant role here, 
the distribution of scores within the male test group demonstrates 
that there are medium to low levels of ability in both of these 
languages for the majority of the community. A relatively small 
percentage of the male population has had any opportunity to 
attend school to a great degree. Perhaps as few as 30 percent or 
less of the male population have had six or more years of 
education. The number of adult Indus Kohistani women with any 
education at all is negligible.13 Thus it can be said that there is a 
relatively small percentage of the population as a whole with a 
high degree of Pashto or Urdu ability. 

For cultural reasons no women were tested. However, from 
all indications, women would appear to be more or less 
monolingual in the Indus Kohistani language and would 
therefore, without doubt, score much lower than the men, who 
have many more opportunities for language contact through 
education and travel. Interview data as well as general 
knowledge of the area point to the fact that the women of 
Kohistan do not travel often, nor do they have very extensive 
contact with individuals from outside of their own language 
group. 

 

2.3.4 Recorded Text Testing for Shina Bilingualism 

Thirty Indus Kohistani men from the villages of Patan and 
Seo were tested on their ability to understand a story told in the 
Kohistan variety of Shina. The two languages, Indus Kohistani 
and Shina, have a fairly low degree of lexical similarity (36 to 41 
percent), so one would not expect that inherent similarity would 
allow for easy understanding. Results of the recorded text testing, 
however, reveal that many testees understood the Shina story 
rather well. Test subjects scored an average of 84 percent with a 
standard deviation of 14 on the Shina test, after scoring an 
average of 94 percent with a standard deviation of 7 on their own 
Indus Kohistani hometown test. Responses to interview  
 
                                                      

13 In the village of Seo in particular, a decision was made that girls would 
not be allowed to attend school. 
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questions asked in the Seo village reflect the community 
perception that many men from their community can understand 
and to some degree speak the Shina language. The main 
explanation given for this is that the two groups share common 
bazaar areas and have much contact in business. It should be 
stated, however, that probably due to varying degrees of contact, 
bilingual ability in Shina was not uniformly high among those 
tested, nor do attitudes suggest that anyone from the Indus 
Kohistani community would prefer speaking Shina rather than 
their own language. Also, questionnaire responses along with 
general observation strongly indicate that very few women from 
the Indus Kohistani community are likely to have much ability in 
the Shina language. This would be expected since few women 
travel outside of their own village and most marriages take place 
within the Indus Kohistani community itself. As Barth puts it 
when speaking about the descent groups within the Indus 
Kohistani community, “Let it be emphasized that these groups 
are not exogamous; there is on the contrary a general preference 
for endogamy” (1956:28). 

 

2.4 Language Use and Attitudes 

Formal interviews were conducted with more than fifty 
individuals from the Indus Kohistani community. Individuals 
were asked questions which pertained to language use and 
attitudes. These data, along with a good deal of personal 
observation, indicate that Indus Kohistani speakers have a 
strongly positive attitude toward their language. This is reflected, 
in part, by the fact that in most domains explored in this present 
study, many subjects reported Kohistani as the only language 
used. The only domain, where another language was said to be 
used to any great degree was in the school domain where Urdu is 
the reported medium of instruction and Pashto is reported to be 
taught as a subject. Those who have had some opportunity to go 
to school, therefore, often have at least some ability in Urdu and, 
perhaps to a lesser degree, Pashto. As mentioned above, a 
relatively small percentage of Indus Kohistani people goes to 
school and, thus, most people have little if any opportunity to 
learn or become proficient in either of these languages. 
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It should also be noted that Indus Kohistani is broadcast 
from Peshawar on the radio. Although given little air time 
relative to the major languages of Pakistan, the simple fact that it 
is broadcast at all reflects the relative importance given to this 
minority language.14 

A strongly positive attitude toward Indus Kohistani is also 
reflected in responses to more direct questions about the 
subject’s feelings. Nearly every Indus Kohistani subject 
responded that the main advantage in speaking Kohistani is that 
it is their mother tongue or own language, reflecting at least 
some pride in ownership. Almost every subject also expressed 
that if their language was used as the medium of instruction in 
local schools, they would be interested in sending their children 
to such schools. Virtually everyone felt that their children will 
speak Indus Kohistani more than any other language when they 
grow up. Also, nearly all said that if books were produced in 
their language, they would be interested in buying them.15 Nearly 
everyone asked expressed the opinion that all Kohistanis should 
learn to read and write in their language. Responses to other 
language attitude and use questions reflect this same positive 
attitude toward Indus Kohistani. 

Responses to interview questions indicate that Indus 
Kohistani speakers also have a generally positive attitude toward 
several other languages. When asked which languages they 
wanted their children to learn, many interview subjects 
mentioned Urdu, Pashto, English and/or Arabic. Most subjects 
also said they wanted to learn more Urdu and Pashto. In the cases 
of Urdu, Pashto, and English, it is apparent that people felt these 
languages were important for travel and for communication with 
people from outside the Kohistan area. It is likely that many feel 
that knowledge of these languages is a vehicle for upward 
mobility. In the case of Arabic, it is obvious that this language  
 

                                                      
14 Two of the Indus Kohistani broadcasters assisted in this present 

research. One of these, Javed Iqbal of Seo village, was particularly instrumental 
in helping to collect the language and sociolinguistic data required to complete 
this study. 

15 Many Indus Kohistani interview subjects reported that there is one 
religious book which has been written in the Seo variety of Indus Kohistani. 
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plays a central role in Islam and is thus very important to them. 
Most subjects also named Urdu as being the best language for 
written material, often giving the reason that it is easy or it is the 
national language. No doubt this response reflects the fact that 
Kohistanis who receive education are trained in Urdu and that 
few individuals have had the experience of reading in any other 
language. In no way did this generally positive attitude toward 
other languages seem to overshadow the positive feelings Indus 
Kohistani speakers have for their own language. Multilingualism 
seems to be an accepted fact of life in Indus Kohistan, as it is in 
most of Pakistan. 

 

2.5 Language Vitality 

At present, it is quite clear that Indus Kohistani is a very 
vital language. Without exception, Indus Kohistani interview 
subjects claimed that all Indus Kohistanis maintain the use of 
their ethnic group language and that none have shifted away 
from its use. All subjects also claimed that Kohistani was the 
language spoken in their home when they were children and that 
it still is today. Vitality is further supported by the fact that Indus 
Kohistani is reported as the language used in most other domains 
as well. There is also a brief daily radio broadcast in Indus 
Kohistani, which would seem to promote it at least in some small 
way. 

It should be noted that both Urdu and Pashto may be slowly 
encroaching on the Indus Kohistani area, although current 
evidence shows no tendency to shift from the continued use of 
Kohistani among those who have acquired proficiency in either 
language. It has already been stated that most subjects considered 
Urdu to be the best language for written materials. It is also the 
official medium of instruction in the schools, although Indus 
Kohistani was reported to be used by many of the teachers in 
primary school. At present, this emphasis on Urdu appears to 
have had little effect on language use in most other domains. The 
use of Indus Kohistani remains high. However, the advantages 
which may be offered to those who know Urdu (i.e., better jobs,  
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ease of travel, etc.) may have a noticeable effect over time on the 
general use of Kohistani. 

Pashto may also pose some threat to the use of Indus 
Kohistani over time. Pashto is the main regional language in 
Pakistan’s North-West Frontier Province, and it has long been a 
major second language for many. Since the days of the Wali of 
Swat’s rule, Pashto has had a major influence in the Indus 
Kohistan area. Today, Pashto is the major language to the west 
and south of District Kohistan. There are reportedly at least some 
pockets of Pashto speakers living within District Kohistan 
itself.16 This might be taken as one example of the slow 
encroachment of Pashto influence in this area. 

 

2.6 Further Study 

Some further attention could be given to documenting the 
slight pronunciation and lexical differences that exist between 
the Indus Kohistani that is spoken in the Duber and Kandia 
Valleys and the Indus Kohistani spoken along the main course of 
the Indus River. Present evidence suggests that the differences 
between the two are only slight. 

Recorded text testing was done in the direction of assessing 
how well Indus Kohistani speakers can understand other 
language varieties in the area. Further exploration could also be 
done into how well some of the other language groups in the area 
can understand Indus Kohistani. 

                                                      
16 Interview subjects from the Duber Valley and Ranolia reported that the 

village of Jarg in the Duber Valley is Pashto-speaking. This village is in the 
midst of Indus Kohistani territory. Biddulph mentions this village in his book 
Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, but he does not specify the language spoken in 
Jarg (1880:9). Barth discusses this group in more detail in his 1956 article about 
Indus and Swat Kohistan. He mentions that the people of that village are indeed 
Pashto-speaking and that the “Pathans of Jag [Jarg] are regarded as inferior in 
status” to the Kohistani people in the area (1956:49-51). 
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2.7 Summary and Conclusions Concerning 
Indus Kohistani 

In summary, Indus Kohistani (Maiya2#) is a language that is 
distinct from all other linguistic varieties which surround it. 
However, it does share a higher degree of similarity with 
Chilisso than with any other linguistic variety in the area. Within 
the linguistic confines of Indus Kohistani itself there are also two 
slightly different recognized varieties — that of Seo-Patan-Jijal 
and that of Duber-Kandia. Although this distinction is readily 
recognized by mother tongue speakers, it is quite clear that the 
two varieties are only slightly different from one another; mother 
tongue speakers view them as one and the same language. 

It is also evident that, in general, most Indus Kohistani 
speakers do not possess a high degree of proficiency in any 
second language. Urdu is the prescribed medium of instruction in 
school and Pashto is taught as a subject, but relatively few Indus 
Kohistani people have had opportunity to attain education to any 
great degree and therefore have limited ability in either of these 
languages. This is especially true for Kohistani women, who 
have had almost no opportunity for education. Those in the Indus 
Kohistani community who have had more opportunity for 
education would appear to be younger males under the age of 
thirty. 

It is also true that Indus Kohistani speakers have fewer 
opportunities to learn a second language due to the fact that 
travel outside of Kohistan is limited. Men travel outside of the 
area for business or work, but with the exception of those who 
have lived outside of the area for a long period of time, this 
exposure would seem insufficient to give most individuals a high 
degree of proficiency in any second language. 

Within the confines of Kohistan itself, it would appear that 
at least some Indus Kohistani men have some passive 
understanding of Shina, the major language on the opposite side 
of the Indus River. In Kohistani communities such as Seo, it is 
not surprising that individuals would have such passive  
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understanding, since they live near Shina-speaking people and 
share a common market area with them. 

Concerning language attitudes and use in the Indus 
Kohistani community, it is quite evident that language use 
patterns along with real expressed feelings reflect that Indus 
Kohistani speakers have a strongly positive attitude toward their 
language. As might be expected in a multilingual society, the 
importance of learning Urdu, Pashto, and English is also 
recognized, but this does not appear to have diminished the 
desire that Indus Kohistani people have to learn their own 
language. 

The positive attitude that Indus Kohistani speakers have 
toward their own language plays a part in assuring that, at 
present, Indus Kohistani is a vital language. Although there may 
be pressure from outside languages of wider use, such as Urdu 
and Pashto, this pressure does not appear to be great enough to 
seriously threaten the language in the near future. 

As mentioned earlier, in addition to Indus Kohistani there 
are three smaller languages which also exist within the confines 
of District Kohistan, Chilisso, Gowro, and Bateri. All of these 
three, in addition to Shina, have been compared with Indus 
Kohistani and discussed briefly in this chapter. In chapters 3 
(Chilisso), 4 (Gowro), and 5 (Bateri), a more detailed discussion 
of each of these three can be found. 
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Chapter 3 

Chilisso 

 

3.0 Introduction 

Chilisso is a language spoken by a relatively small number 
of people in scattered locations on the east bank of the Indus 
River in District Kohistan.17 These individuals live right in the 
midst of the majority Shina-speaking population. The name 
Chilisso comes from Chiliss Khel, which is the clan name of 
those who speak this language.18 Estimates by mother tongue 
speakers suggest that there may be only a few thousand active 
speakers of this language at best. Most of these would appear to 
be in the Jalkot area. Chilisso people are also found in the Kolai 
area in the village of Mahrin, but according to interview data 
collected in this present study, there may be only fifteen to 
twenty actual speakers of the language there, at best. Not all 
people from the Chiliss Khel speak the language today. 

In the course of this study of the Chilisso language, Chilisso 
word lists were collected from two sites, Jalkot and Mahrin, both  
 

                                                      
17 Biddulph (1880:69) speculates that the Chiliss are “an offshoot of the 

Torwalik [Torwali], and take their name from Chahil [Chail], the principal 
village of Torwal.” He makes this speculation largely because of the tradition 
he ascertained that the Chiliss came from Boneyr in the Swat Valley (1880:10). 
However, Biddulph also says that the separation of the Torwali and the Chiliss 
has “produced considerable differences in the dialects now spoken” (1880:69). 
In this present study, those from the Chiliss Khel who were interviewed did not 
seem to know where they came from before their presence in the Indus Valley. 
It should also be noted that word list data collected in this study indicate that 
Torwali and Chilisso have a rather low degree of lexical similarity between 
them (just over 25 percent). One might imagine that there would be a higher 
degree of lexical similarity today if, as Biddulph says, the Chiliss and Torwali 
are two branches of the same tribe. 

18 Chilisso should not be confused with the language spoken in Chilas, 
farther north in District Diamer. Shina (the Chilas variety) is the language that 
is spoken in Chilas, not Chilisso. The two are quite different. (See, for example, 
Radloff 1992.) 
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on the east bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan.19 Also, a 
Chilisso story was collected from Jalkot; speakers of Indus 
Kohistani (chapter 2) were tested on their ability to understand it. 
In addition, fourteen individuals from the Chiliss Khel were 
formally interviewed in order to obtain information on language 
use and attitudes, language vitality, bilingualism, etc. It was 
difficult to find individuals from this community since there are 
few of them relative to the larger Shina-speaking population in 
the area. 

The only hard data on the Chilisso language, which existed 
before this present study are the comparative word list provided 
by Biddulph in Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh. This word list is also 
displayed in Grierson’s LSI VIII.2 for comparison with word lists 
from other languages in the Kohistan area. Aside from the very 
brief mention of the Chiliss people provided by Biddulph, no 
other source provides any new information about them. It is 
hoped that this present study will be a helpful addition to what is 
already known about the Chilisso language and the people who 
speak it. 

 

3.1 Comparison with Related and Neighboring Languages 

3.1.1 Word Lists 

As mentioned above, Chilisso word lists were collected 
from two separate locations in District Kohistan, one from Jalkot 
and one from Mahrin (in Kolai). (See appendix D.1 for a display 
of the Chilisso word list data.) These two word lists share 86 
percent lexical similarity. Perhaps one reason why they are not 
more similar is that some distance (perhaps thirty miles or so) 
separates the two areas, and it would appear that there is limited  
 

                                                      
19 The most frequently mentioned villages in Jalkot where Chilisso was 

reported to be spoken were: Gujar Banda, Ajalgat, Pashot, and Dader. Other 
villages or areas mentioned were: Pashkare, Zharo, Bara, Mashoane, Shilu, 
Baro Ga, Bak, Dotch Ba, and Tial. 
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contact between the two. (See map 2 at the beginning of this 
volume.) 

 
(10) Languages Of District Kohistan 

Word List Percentages Matrix 
Kandia 
98 Duber 
90 91  Seo 
91 92 100 Patan 
88 90  95 95 Jijal 
71 70  71 71 71 Chilisso (Jalkot) 
69 69  71 71 71 87 Chilisso (Mahrin) 
61 61  63 63 62 65 68 Gowro 
58 59  61 61 60 55 54 60 Bateri 
40 40  37 37 38 56 49 41 30 Jalkot (Shina) 
38 38  36 36 37 55 48 40 29 100 Palas (Shina) 
40 41  38 38 39 53 52 43 30  97 97 Kolai (Shina) 
28 28  27 26 27 25 26 24 27  16 15 16 Kalami 
28 27  28 27 27 27 26 25 29  17 17 19 44 Torwali 
17 17  18 18 18 17 16 18 18  16 15 15 15 12 Urdu 
14 14  12 12 12 11 12 11 12  12 11 13   7   9 11 Pashto 

 
Comparison of the two Chilisso word lists with word lists 

collected from the other languages of District Kohistan indicates 
that Chilisso is quite distinct from these other language varieties. 
The percentages of similarity are highlighted in figure (10). The 
two Chilisso word lists have from 69 to 71 percent lexical 
similarity with the five Indus Kohistani word lists. (See chapter 
2; Indus Kohistani is the major language on the west bank of the 
Indus River in District Kohistan.) The two Chilisso word lists 
also have from 48 to 56 percent lexical similarity with the three 
Kohistan Shina word lists. (Shina is the major language on the 
east bank of the river in District Kohistan. See Radloff 1992, in 
this series, for a display of the Shina word list data.) Also, these 
Chilisso word lists share 65 and 68 percent similarity with the 
word list collected from the Gabar Khel (Gowro) and 54 and 55 
percent similarity with Bateri. (Both Gowro and Bateri are 
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languages spoken by smaller groups of people on the east bank 
of the Indus River in District Kohistan. See chapters 4 and 5 for a 
more detailed discussion of each of these language varieties.) In 
addition, the two Chilisso word lists have 25 to 27 percent 
similarity with Kalami and Torwali, two languages spoken in the 
Swat valley. (See Rensch in this volume for further discussion of 
Kalami and Torwali. See also appendix B.1 for a display of 
Kalami and Torwali word lists.) 

3.1.2 Comprehension of Recorded Speech 

Recorded text testing was done testing speakers of Indus 
Kohistani on how well they could understand a story told in the 
Chilisso language.20 (See appendix A.2 for a description of 
recorded text test methodology and appendix D.2 for a 
transcription of the Chilisso text.) Results indicate that the 10 
Indus Kohistani subjects who were tested, on average, had a fair 
understanding of this story. They scored an average of 87 percent 
with a standard deviation of 10.21 By comparison, these same 10 
Indus Kohistani subjects scored an average of 96 percent on their 
own hometown story with a standard deviation of 5. The fact that 

                                                      
20 In order to obtain results which reflect comprehension based on the 

inherent similarity between two language varieties, it is important to test 
individuals from one language variety who have had little contact with the other 
language variety. In the case of Chilisso, it is likely that many Chilisso speakers 
have had considerable contact with Indus Kohistani, the major language on the 
west bank of the Indus River. In contrast, it is not very likely that Indus 
Kohistani speakers have had much contact with Chilisso since the use of 
Chilisso seems to be more confined to the Chilisso-speaking community itself. 
In light of these facts, in this study recorded text testing was done in the 
direction of least likely contact — testing Indus Kohistani subjects on their 
ability to understand Chilisso. 

21 Nine Chilisso subjects from Jalkot scored an average of 99 percent with 
a standard deviation of 2 on their own story. This average score is based on the 
11 final questions which were selected for testing with other language groups 
(i.e., Indus Kohistani); the original test had 17 questions, 6 of which were 
eliminated because they were found to be inadequate or unnecessary. 

It should also be noted that all of the hometown Chilisso test subjects 
claimed to be from the Chiliss Khel. However, not all claimed to be active 
speakers of the Chilisso language. In spite of this, these subjects were tested 
because they claimed to understand the language and because there was an 
apparent scarcity of Chilisso subjects to test. The Chilisso-speaking population 
is quite small when compared with the much larger Shina-speaking population. 
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most of these subjects scored rather well on the Chilisso story 
may have been due to the subject matter of the story, to contact 
between speakers, or to some other unknown factor(s). But it is 
also probable that since Chilisso and Indus Kohistani share from 
69 to 71 percent lexical similarity, they are enough alike that 
understanding between the two is enhanced by their inherent 
similarity. 

3.1.3 Dialect Opinion 

In the course of interviewing individuals from the Chiliss 
Khel, several questions were asked which pertain to dialect 
opinion. Nearly all the subjects seemed to feel that the Chilisso 
language is much more like the Indus Kohistani language than it 
is like the Shina language. This opinion is supported by the word 
list findings as summarized above. 

Another point that was revealed was that those who were 
interviewed in Jalkot seemed to be somewhat unaware that 
Chilisso is also spoken in Mahrin, further to the south. When 
asked in which villages their language is spoken, Jalkot subjects 
named villages in Jalkot only. However, several of these same 
individuals said that they felt their ancestors had come from the 
Kolai area, which is where Mahrin is situated. In spite of the fact 
that Chilisso-speaking individuals in Jalkot do not seem to be 
fully aware of those in Mahrin, word list data support the idea 
that the two are one and the same language. 

3.2 Other Language Ability — Bilingualism 

In this present study, little information was gathered 
concerning the state of bilingualism amongst the Chiliss people. 
However, from the interview data which were collected, it can be 
said that those who speak Chilisso most likely also speak the 
Kohistan variety of Shina. Many interviewees claimed that all 
who speak Chilisso also speak Jalkoti (Shina) or the Kolai 
language (Shina). For many subjects, in fact, it is very much a 
question as to which of these two languages really is their first 
language. Also, from general observation during the course of  
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data collection, it seemed as though some were uncertain about 
which language to call their own. Chilisso is one form of identity 
marker, but it would appear that many of those who identify 
themselves as from the Chiliss Khel do not now speak Chilisso in 
their home. 

Concerning the state of Urdu and Pashto bilingualism 
amongst the Chilisso-speaking population, little direct 
information was gathered in this study. More extensive 
investigation in this area, however, was done amongst the Indus 
Kohistani population on the west bank of the Indus River in 
District Kohistan, a group whose circumstances are much the 
same as the Chilisso-speaking group. The results of this 
investigation into Urdu and Pashto bilingualism revealed that, 
generally, most Indus Kohistani speaking men had medium to 
low ability in both. (See chapter 2, §2.3.3. above.) From 
interview data collected from this same community, it can be 
concluded that Indus Kohistani speaking women generally have 
very little to no ability in either language. There is little doubt 
that this picture reflects the situation amongst the Chilisso-
speaking population as well. 

 

3.3 Language Use and Attitudes 

From the evidence at hand it would appear that there is 
neither a strongly negative nor a strongly positive attitude toward 
Chilisso. Although most interviewees identified Chilisso as their 
language, their responses were elicited mainly in the context of 
discussing Chilisso as a language; if Chilisso had not been 
discussed, it may be that people would have identified their 
language as Jalkoti (Shina) or the Kolai language (Shina). It 
should be noted that most of the interviewees claimed that they 
do not speak Chilisso in their homes now, but instead speak 
Shina, the major language on the east bank of the Indus River. 
Most also felt their children would likely speak Shina most of the 
time when they grow up. A few said that both Chilisso and Shina 
would be used. Some also said that if forced to choose, they 
preferred that their children learn Jalkoti (Shina) instead of 
Chilisso. Chiliss people and Shina-speaking people do 
intermarry, and in such cases it was reported that Shina is often 
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the language spoken in the home. The majority also felt it was an 
advantage to speak Shina since the Shina-speaking people are in 
the majority on the east side of the Indus River. 

 

3.4 Language Vitality 

As stated above, it seems apparent from interviews with 
Chilisso speakers that there is not a strongly positive attitude 
toward maintaining the Chilisso language. Nearly everyone 
interviewed claimed that there are Chiliss Khel people who no 
longer speak the language. In the village of Mahrin it was 
suggested that there may be only fifteen to twenty of the older 
people who still speak it. In Jalkot it would appear that there are 
still a number of people who speak the language to some degree; 
most mother tongue estimates were under 1600. But even there, 
it seems that many have shifted from speaking Chilisso in favor 
of Shina, the major language on that side of the river. Interviews 
also revealed that people of the Chiliss Khel do intermarry with 
Shina-speaking people, and in such cases it is often Shina that is 
spoken by the children in the home. A few respondents said that 
in such cases a mixture of the two languages would be spoken by 
the children. One question that exists for many of these people is 
which language really is their first language. Although Chilisso 
might be thought of as the first language for some, there are no 
doubt many from the Chiliss Khel who grow up primarily 
speaking Shina. Even if Chilisso is used primarily in some 
homes, Shina is the major language of use in the wider 
community. 

It should also be noted that most of those interviewed 
thought it possible that one day their language would cease to be 
actively spoken. Although this by itself does not prove that it will 
in fact one day cease to exist, it does serve as an indicator of 
declining vitality. It would not be typical for the people from this 
area to make such a statement about a language they identify as 
their own, if it did not have some basis in their perception of 
reality. 

A point that further underscores the idea that language shift 
is taking place in this community is the fact that of the thirteen 
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individuals who were asked, four said that they spoke Chilisso in 
their home as a child but speak Shina in their home today. 

3.5 Further Study 

It is recommended that more investigation be done amongst 
the Chilisso population in both Jalkot and Kolai to determine 
more accurately how many speakers of this language there really 
are. The highest estimate obtained in this study was around 3000 
for Jalkot; most estimates were much lower. 

More investigation could also be done into just how 
different this language is from (Indus) Kohistani; they share 
around 70 percent lexical similarity. 

Further investigation is recommended exploring the 
question of how many people from the Chiliss Khel presently 
speak Chilisso as their first language. The evidence suggests that 
many have left the language completely in favor of Shina. 
Current evidence also suggests that bilingual ability in Shina may 
be virtually complete amongst the Chilisso population. Since, 
however, present data are limited, more investigation is 
necessary to confirm the actual levels of Shina bilingualism 
within the Chilisso community. In addition, because Chilisso 
may be in danger of falling into disuse at some point in the 
future, it would be desirable to collect language samples and as 
much information as possible before it reaches that point. 

3.6 Summary and Conclusions Concerning Chilisso 

Chilisso is a language spoken by at least some members of 
the Chiliss Khel, an enclave of people who live scattered in 
various communities amongst the majority Shina-speaking 
community on the east bank of the Indus River in District 
Kohistan. The Chilisso language is distinct from all other 
linguistic varieties around it, although it does share a certain 
similarity with Indus Kohistani and, perhaps to a lesser degree, 
Gowro. 
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The state of bilingualism within the Chilisso community 
would seem to be one where most, if not all, Chilisso speakers 
are bilingual in Shina. For many, there is a question as to which 
of the two languages really is their first language since Chilisso 
speakers readily mix with and intermarry with the larger Shina-
speaking population. 

Concerning language use, attitudes, and vitality, it would 
appear that Chilisso speakers have neither a strongly positive nor 
a strongly negative attitude toward their language. This is 
reflected by patterns of language use as well as expressed 
feelings about the future of their language. Many of those 
interviewed in this study said they do not speak Chilisso in their 
home now and seemed to feel that their language may cease to 
exist at some point in the future. A number of these interviewees 
also expressed their preference for the Shina language over 
Chilisso. At this point, Chilisso seems to still be maintained in 
some homes, but with the pressure that presently exists from 
other languages, especially Shina, it would seem that the future 
viability of Chilisso is questionable. 
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Chapter 4 

Gowro (Gabar Khel language) 

 
The Gabar Khel language, also known in the literature as 

Gowro22, is spoken by a relatively small number of people on the 
east bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan.23 It would 
appear that the main place it is spoken is in the village of Mahrin 
by people from the Gabar Khel, a particular clan in that village.24 

                                                      
22 The name Gowro is believed by this researcher to be a quickly spoken 

rendering of Gabaro. 
23 Gowro should not be confused with Gawri which is another name for 

Kalami, a language spoken in the Swat Valley. The name Gabar Khel should 
likewise not be confused with other places in the Indus Valley which are given 
the name Gabar. To the knowledge of this researcher, people from the Gabar 
Khel do not live in these other places, nor is Gowro spoken there. 

24 Two subjects also reported that there are a few homes of Gowro 
speakers in Helo, which is said to be near Batagram. One interview subject (a 
Gowro speaker) now living in Mahrin also reported that he himself was born in 
Helo. Since it was not possible at the time to actually make a trip to Helo, the 
fact that there may be Gowro speakers living in Helo today was not confirmed. 
It should also be noted that three subjects reported that the Gabar Khel people 
previously lived in Alai, near Thakot. One individual, however, said that there 
are no Gowro speakers now living in Alai. Since no trip was actually made to 
Alai, this information also was not confirmed. It is possible that Gowro 
speakers originally came from Alai since this is consistent with Biddulph’s 
description of events written some 100 years ago in his book Tribes of the 
Hindoo Koosh: 

One branch of the Alai Valley stretches up towards the head of the 
Palus [Palas] Valley, which is separated by a low pass. Increase of 
population and the scarcity of land cause the men of Alai to cast 
longing eyes on the Palus [Palas] land, and disputes are already 
beginning to arise concerning settlers from Alai, who have found 
their way across the pass (1880:6). 

It should also be noted that one Gabar Khel interview subject from 
Mahrin reported that there are a few homes of Gabar Khel people in Tawa and 
Jabri, which he said are near Besham. This information was not confirmed, and 
it was not clear whether the inhabitants of Tawa and Jabri are speaking Gowro 
today. 

More than 100 years ago, Biddulph reported that there were supposedly 
Gowro speakers in the villages of Pato and Bhimkot. In this present study, it 
was learned that the present recognized pronunciation of these two villages is 
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In this present study, it was difficult to find members of the 
Gowro language community because they are few in number 
relative to the Shina-speaking population of the area as a whole. 
The large majority of the population of Mahrin village is Shina-
speaking. Mother tongue speaker population estimates suggest 
that there may be only 200 or fewer actual speakers of Gowro, as 
opposed to more than 200,000 speakers of the Kohistan variety 
of Shina. Also, the people of the Gabar Khel live far from the 
road in the higher regions of the village of Mahrin. Travel to this 
upper portion of the village is on foot up a very steep mountain 
trail requiring no small effort. Also, enmity is very prevalent in 
the village, making travel for some in the community hazardous. 
For these, and no doubt other reasons, the Gowro people do not 
frequent the bazaar areas which are closer to the valley bottom, 
near the Karakoram Highway. 

In spite of the fact that it was difficult to find members of 
this language community, some valuable data were obtained. In 
the course of this study, a Gowro word list was collected and 
checked. Also, two Gowro stories were tape recorded, 
transcribed, and translated. Members of the Indus Kohistani 
language community on the west bank of the Indus River were 
tested on their ability to understand these two stories. In addition, 
a small number of individuals were interviewed in an attempt to 
obtain information about language attitudes and use, language 
vitality, etc. 

                                                                                                          
Tato and Bhinkot. These two locations are reportedly very small villages nearby 
one another on the east bank of the Indus River across the river from a place 
called Chakai, which is perhaps twenty to thirty minutes north of Besham by 
Suzuki (small vehicle). Personal observation confirmed that these two villages 
are indeed small. The important point to note here is that all interview subjects 
who were asked reported that there are no Gabar Khel people presently living in 
either of these two villages. Those who were asked clearly stated that only Kali 
Khel people live there. 

Biddulph (1880:10) also reports that Gowro speakers have a tradition that 
they came from Rashung in Swat. However, Gowro speakers interviewed in 
this present study did not seem to be aware of this tradition. Also, it should be 
noted that in this present study both Torwali and Kalami, spoken in the Swat 
Valley, have a rather low degree of shared lexical similarity with Gowro (24 to 
25 percent). 
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4.1 Relationship to Related and Neighboring Linguistic 
Varieties 

4.1.1 Word Lists 

As mentioned above, a Gowro word list was collected and 
checked. (See appendix A.1 for a description of word list 
methodology and appendix D.1 for a display of the Gowro word 
list data.) This word list was then compared with word lists 
collected from other language communities in the Districts of 
Kohistan and Swat. These comparisons reveal that Gowro is 
quite distinct from these other language varieties. The 
percentages of similarity are highlighted in figure (11). 

 
(11) Languages Of District Kohistan 

Word List Percentages Matrix 
Kandia 
98 Duber 
90 91  Seo 
91 92 100 Patan 
88 90  95 95 Jijal 
71 70  71 71 71 Chilisso (Jalkot) 
69 69  71 71 71 87 Chilisso (Mahrin) 
61 61  63 63 62 65 68 Gowro 
58 59  61 61 60 55 54 60 Bateri 
40 40  37 37 38 56 49 41 30 Jalkot (Shina) 
38 38  36 36 37 55 48 40 29 100 Palas (Shina) 
40 41  38 38 39 53 52 43 30  97 97 Kolai (Shina) 
28 28  27 26 27 25 26 24 27  16 15 16 Kalami 
28 27  28 27 27 27 26 25 29  17 17 19 44 Torwali 
17 17  18 18 18 17 16 18 18  16 15 15 15 12 Urdu 
14 14  12 12 12 11 12 11 12  12 11 13  7  9 11 Pashto 

 
Gowro shares 61 to 63 percent lexical similarity with the 

five Indus Kohistani word lists which were collected from sites 
on the west bank of the Indus River in District Kohistan. It also 
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has 60 percent similarity with the Bateri word list and 65 and 68 
percent similarity with the two Chilisso word lists. Gowro also 
has from 40 to 43 percent lexical similarity with the three Shina 
word lists that were collected from the east bank of the Indus 
River in District Kohistan. In addition, Gowro has 24 percent 
similarity with Kalami and 25 percent similarity with Torwali, 
both of which are spoken in the Swat Valley. (See Rensch in this 
volume for further discussio1n of Kalami and Torwali. See also 
appendix B.1 for a display of Kalami and Torwali word lists.) 

 

4.1.2 Comprehension of Recorded Speech 

In this study, limited recorded text testing was carried out. 
However, some testing was done among Indus Kohistani 
speakers on their ability to understand two different Gowro 
stories.25 (See appendix D.2 for a full display of these two Gowro 
stories.) Average scores for 11 Indus Kohistani subjects on these 
two stories were 78 percent (Gowro Hunting Story) and 65 
percent (Gowro Enmity Story) with standard deviations of 8 and 
9 respectively. Although these averages do differ somewhat, both 
reflect that Indus Kohistani speakers did not fully understand 
either of these two stories.26 This is further underscored by the 
fact that a mother tongue Indus Kohistani speaker who was 

                                                      
25 The testing in this case was not conventional recorded text testing. It 

was not possible to hometown test the two Gowro stories because of the 
apparent scarcity of speakers. However, a mother tongue Indus Kohistani 
speaker attempted to translate as much of each story as possible so it was 
somewhat clear where Indus Kohistani speakers would likely have difficulty 
understanding the text. The stories were then translated more fully with the help 
of a mother tongue Gowro speaker. Results indicate that it was indeed at points 
where the Indus Kohistani translator had trouble translating the two stories that 
Indus Kohistani test subjects had the most difficulty understanding these two 
Gowro texts. 

26 One prime example of a point where comprehension broke down was 
where the Gowro word gu, meaning ‘home/house’, occurred in the Gowro 
Enmity story. The story begins with a man’s home (his gu) being torn down by 
another hostile group. For Indus Kohistani speakers this caused some confusion 
because in their language a similar sounding word, gu3, means ‘wheat’, not 
‘home’. Several Indus Kohistani individuals responded at this point in the story 
by saying that the man’s wheat had been pulled up or destroyed. (See appendix 
D.2 for a full display of the two Gowro stories used in this study.) 
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trained in the skill of transcribing text from tape could neither 
fully translate nor transcribe either of the two Gowro stories. 

 

4.1.3 Dialect Opinion 

Based on the few interviews obtained, it appears that there 
are no perceived differences in the way that Gowro is spoken 
from place to place. 

 

4.2 Other Language Ability — Bilingualism 

Concerning bilingualism amongst Gowro speakers, it is 
likely that most, if not all, Gowro speakers are also able to speak 
Shina. One individual said that all know the Kolai language 
(Shina). The village where they live is mainly Shina-speaking; 
thus, those from the Gabar Khel must use Shina in order to 
communicate in the wider community. For many of these 
individuals Shina may, in fact, be their first language since at 
least some Gabar Khel people no longer speak Gowro. 

Proficiency in languages of the area other than Shina is most 
likely not high. Since Gowro speakers share a bazaar down on 
the Indus River with speakers of Indus Kohistani, it is likely that 
Gabar Khel men have at least some understanding of the Indus 
Kohistani language. However, because of limited contact, their 
proficiency is probably not high. It is also possible that some 
Gowro speakers have some understanding of the Chilisso 
language, the other clan language spoken in Mahrin. (See chapter 
3.) But since it appears that very few Chiliss individuals in 
Mahrin today actually speak the Chilisso language, it is not likely 
that Gowro speakers would have any high degree of proficiency 
in that language through sustained contact. 

Concerning the larger languages of Urdu, Pashto and 
English, there are no doubt individuals in the Gowro community 
who have some ability in one or more of these languages, but it 
is unlikely that very many possess any high degree of 
proficiency. The village of Mahrin, where the Gabar Khel people 
live, appears to be less developed in most every way than Seo, 
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the Indus Kohistani community on the west bank of the Indus 
River where more extensive bilingualism testing in Urdu and 
Pashto was carried out. In the Indus Kohistani community of 
Seo, most men had moderate to low abilities at best in these two 
languages. Although testing was not done amongst the women, 
interview data suggest that Indus Kohistani women have very 
low, or no, ability in Urdu and Pashto. There is little question 
that the Gowro speakers in Mahrin exhibit similar or even lower 
levels of Urdu and Pashto proficiency. In Mahrin, like Seo, 
women have very little opportunity to travel, and according to 
interviews, no opportunity to attend school. Although no formal 
bilingualism testing in English was carried out in District 
Kohistan, observation confirms that there are very few 
individuals who possess any high degree of ability in this 
language. 

 

4.3 Language Use and Attitudes 

Limited information was collected from the Gabar Khel 
people concerning language use and attitudes. However, six 
individuals from the Gabar Khel were interviewed. Only four of 
these six claimed to actually still speak the Gowro language. In 
addition, at least three children present at various of these 
interviews were also said to speak the language. Although the 
number of interviews was not great due to the apparent scarcity 
of active speakers, what resulted from these interviews was 
revealing. All indications from the present data point to the 
probability that the Gabar Khel people are quite proficient in 
Shina, the major language on the east bank of the Indus River. 
One subject reported that all Gabar Khel people also learn the 
Kolai language (Shina). Indeed, for some, perhaps most from the 
Gabar Khel, Shina is actually their first language. Two Gabar 
Khel individuals interviewed in this study said they do not speak 
the Gowro language. However, another individual said that 
Gowro was spoken in his home as a child and still is today. Yet 
another subject also commented that people from the Gabar Khel 
know the Kolai (Shina) language and the Indus Kohistani 
language, but members of those two language groups do not 
know the Gabar Khel language. 
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Interview data concerning language attitudes amongst the 
Gabar Khel people suggest that there is a favorable attitude 
toward the Gowro language; however, it appears this attitude is 
not resulting in strong language use and maintenance. As 
mentioned above, this researcher encountered individuals from 
the Gabar Khel who said they could not speak the Gowro 
language. It was stated that the young people prefer speaking the 
Kolai language (Shina). One older subject exhibited a note of 
sadness that his language appeared to be waning, even saying 
something to the effect that those who leave the language are 
lazy. Two other individuals from this community, however, 
expressed their sentiment that the language would not cease to be 
actively used, which seems to suggest at least some positive 
feeling on their part. One of these individuals also said that he 
wanted his children to learn his own language (Gowro) and 
claimed that if a school existed which taught his language, he 
would send his children. 

 

4.4 Language Vitality 

On the topic of language vitality, it would seem that the 
dominance of Shina may be slowly erasing the use of Gowro. 
One interview subject reported that Gabar Khel people 
intermarry with Shina-speaking people and, in such situations, it 
is the Kolai language (Shina) that is spoken by the children in the 
home. Another subject said that a mixture of the two languages is 
spoken in such situations. One elderly subject said that he 
preferred that his children learn the Gabar Khel language, but 
that his children prefer speaking the Kolai language (Shina). This 
same older man also reported that he himself mixes the two 
languages when he speaks. He also said that he felt that one day 
the Gabar Khel language might cease to be spoken, noting that 
some people no longer use it. Another subject said that many no 
longer speak the language. In contrast to these reports, however, 
one Gowro speaker said that he thought the language would 
continue to be used and that his children would speak their own 
language (Gowro) most when they grow up. He also claimed that  
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Gowro was spoken in his own home when he was a child and 
still is today. 

4.5 Further Study 

More information should be gathered to find out just how 
many actual speakers of this language there really are. An 
attempt should be made to explore all of the localities mentioned 
above to see if there are actually speakers in each location. Also, 
more investigation should be done to determine just how 
proficient speakers of Gowro are in Shina, the dominant 
language on the east bank of the Indus River. It may be that 
many, if not most, individuals from the Gabar Khel have in fact 
shifted from actively speaking the Gowro language in favor of 
Shina. It is also important to investigate the patterns of language 
use among the young children to determine how many are 
actually hearing Gowro spoken in the home and are learning and 
speaking it themselves. Because Gowro appears to be a language 
that is in danger of falling into disuse at some point in the future, 
it would be desirable to collect language samples and as much 
information as possible before it reaches that point. 

 

4.6 Summary and Conclusions Concerning Gowro 

Gowro is a language spoken by a small enclave of people of 
the Gabar Khel who live mainly in the village of Mahrin, which 
is predominantly Shina-speaking. Gowro is a language that is 
distinct from all linguistic varieties which surround it. The state 
of bilingualism in the Gowro-speaking community is that most, 
if not all, speak Shina as well. For at least some Gabar Khel 
people, Shina might, in fact, be thought of as their first language. 
This may be partially due to the fact that Gabar Khel people were 
said to intermarry with the Shina population. The mixed variety 
of language use patterns would suggest that although attitudes no 
not seem to be negative toward Gowro, it may be in danger of 
being eclipsed in the future by Shina. Further exploration is 
needed in the future to see what effects time and pressure from 
other language groups will have on the existence of the language. 
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Chapter 5 

Bateri 

 

5.0 Introduction 

Bateri (also known as Bateri Kohistani, Baterawal, or 
Baterawal Kohistani) is a language spoken by an estimated 
twenty to thirty thousand people on the east bank of the Indus 
River in an area called Batera. This area is in the southernmost 
part of District Kohistan, just north of and across the river from 
the Pashto-speaking town of Besham.27 Although this area is 
relatively close to Besham, it is somewhat isolated due to the fact 
that the only access at present is via jala (a raft which floats on 
inflated water buffalo hides), or zango (hand-pulled cable car) 
across the Indus River. A road is presently under construction 
from south of Besham, which will greatly increase the 
accessibility of this area.28 

In the course of this present study of Bateri, a word list was 
collected, some recorded text testing was carried out, and over 
forty individuals from the Batera community were formally 
interviewed. Previous to this present study, very little has been 
said about this language group. In Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, 
Biddulph mentions the village of Batera and says that a language 
peculiar to that village is spoken there (1880:10). In addition, an 
article by Cooper and Fitch entitled Report on a Language and 
Dialect Survey in Kohistan District contains the results of a brief 
dialect survey of a number of the languages of Kohistan, 
including Bateri. In Cooper and Fitch’s (1985) study, a Bateri  
 

                                                      
27 It was also reported in interviews that there may be some Bateri 

speakers living near Srinagar, India. However, this information is unconfirmed. 
28 Based on interview data, the most often mentioned villages within 

Batera where Bateri is spoken were: Batera Pain, Batera Bala, Kuz Masham, 
Bar Masham, Kamat, Zir, Barcho, Medan, and Sadiqabad. Other villages 
mentioned were Dungel, Karfu, and Lorin. The Bateri people were also said to 
travel to higher villages in the summer time. The names of these villages were 
said to be Chansar and Dungel. 
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word list was compared with word lists from other languages of 
the area. To the knowledge of this researcher, aside from these 
two references, no new information has been published. It is the 
hope of this present author that the discussion contained in this 
chapter will be a valuable addition to what has already been 
written about Bateri. 

 

5.1 Relationship to Related and Neighboring Linguistic 
Varieties 

5.1.1 Word Lists 

A 210-item Bateri word list was collected, checked and 
compared with word lists collected from other language 
communities in the Districts of Kohistan and Swat. The 
percentages of similarity are highlighted in figure (12). (See 
appendix A.1 for a description of word list methodology and 
appendix D.1 for a display of the Bateri word list.) 
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(12) Languages Of District Kohistan 
Word List Percentages Matrix 

Kandia 
98 Duber 
90 91 Seo 
91 92 100 Patan 
88 90  95 95 Jijal 
71 70  71 71 71 Chilisso (Jalkot) 
69 69  71 71 71 87 Chilisso (Mahrin) 
61 61  63 63 62 65 68 Gowro 
58 59  61 61 60 55 54 60 Bateri 
40 40  37 37 38 56 49 41 30 Jalkot (Shina) 
38 38  36 36 37 55 48 40 29 100 Palas (Shina) 
40 41  38 38 39 53 52 43 30  97 97 Kolai (Shina) 
28 28  27 26 27 25 26 24 27  16 15 16 Kalami 
28 27  28 27 27 27 26 25 29  17 17 19 44 Torwali 
17 17  18 18 18 17 16 18 18  16 15 15 15 12 Urdu 
14 14  12 12 12 11 12 11 12  12 11 13  7  9 11 Pashto 

 
The results of the word list comparisons show that Bateri 

shares from 58 to 61 percent lexical similarity with the five Indus 
Kohistani word lists, which were collected from sites on the west 
bank of the Indus River. It also has 60 percent lexical similarity 
with the Gowro word list and 54 and 55 percent similarity with 
the two Chilisso word lists. Bateri also has from 29 to 30 percent 
lexical similarity with the three Shina word lists, which were 
collected from sites on the east bank of the Indus River in 
District Kohistan. In addition, Bateri has 27 percent lexical 
similarity with Kalami and 29 percent similarity with Torwali, 
both of which are spoken in the Swat Valley. (See Rensch in this 
volume for further discussion of Kalami and Torwali. See also 
appendix B.1 for a display of Kalami and Torwali word lists.) 

5.1.2 Comprehension of Recorded Speech 

In this study of Bateri, some recorded text testing (RTT) 
was carried out. (See appendix A.2 for a description of RTT 
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methodology.) Indus Kohistani speakers were tested on their 
ability to understand one Bateri story.29 (See appendix D.2 for a 
transcription of this Bateri text.) The average score for 11 
subjects was 51 percent with a standard deviation of 12. By 
comparison, these same 11 subjects scored an average of 94 
percent with a standard deviation of 6 on their own hometown, 
Indus Kohistani story. This indicates quite clearly that Indus 
Kohistani speakers did not fully understand this Bateri story. 
Generally, test participants seemed to think that the Bateri 
language sounded strange. (Both the Indus Kohistani and Bateri 
stories used in testing can be found in appendix D.2.) 

 

5.1.3 Dialect Opinion 

In the course of interviewing Bateri speakers, several 
questions were asked which speak to the topic of perceived 
dialect differences. Several who were interviewed reported that 
Bateri is spoken the same way in all of Batera. Also, it was 
virtually universal amongst these interview subjects that Bateri is 
more like the Indus Kohistani language (west bank of Indus 
River) than it is like the Shina language (east bank of the Indus 
River). This is also supported by word list data. 

Approaching the topic from a different angle, Indus 
Kohistani subjects were asked where their language is spoken 
differently. A number of these individuals said that Batera was 
such a place. These same subjects were also asked where their 
language is spoken badly. Most named Batera as being one such 
place. The reason most often given was that they felt the people 
of Batera speak a mixed language. Indus Kohistani subjects were  
 
                                                      

29 In order to obtain results which reflect the inherent similarity between 
two language varieties, it is important to test individuals from one language 
variety who have had little contact with the other language variety. In the case 
of Bateri, it is likely that many Bateri speakers have had considerable contact 
with Indus Kohistani, the major language on the west bank of the Indus River. 
In contrast, it is not very likely that Indus Kohistani speakers have had much 
contact at all with Bateri since the use of Bateri seems to be more confined to 
the Bateri-speaking community itself. In light of these facts, recorded text 
testing was done in the direction of least likely contact, testing Indus Kohistani 
subjects on their ability to understand Bateri. 
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also asked specifically whether or not they could understand the 
language of Batera. Virtually all who responded to this question 
claimed that they either did not understand it or understood very 
little. 

 

5.2 Proficiency in Other Languages — Bilingualism 

Some interview data pertaining to bilingualism were 
collected from the Bateri community. These data confirm the 
hypothesis that although there are individuals in the community 
with at least some ability in Urdu, Pashto, and possibly English, 
this second language ability is not universal, nor is it generally a 
high-level skill. With respect to Urdu, many interview subjects 
felt that half or more of the men could speak it, but they felt few 
children and no women could speak Urdu. Concerning Pashto, 
the opinion was that more than half of the men could speak it and 
at least some women and children. The fact that women are said 
to generally possess low or no ability in Urdu and Pashto is not 
surprising since women have limited language contact because 
they rarely travel outside of their village area. Concerning 
English, general observation and knowledge of the area strongly 
suggest that few possess any high degree of proficiency. 

Although the Indus Kohistani community of Seo (discussed 
in chapter 2) may not be exactly the same as the Bateri-speaking 
community, it is unlikely the two are dramatically different with 
respect to Urdu and Pashto language proficiency. The results of 
the testing in Seo indicate that, in general, most men of that 
community possess medium to low ability in both Urdu and 
Pashto. Those in Batera may have more contact with Pashto 
speakers since they live closer to Pashto-speaking territory, but it 
is unlikely that a high degree of ability in this second language is 
acquired simply through casual or business contact. 

From the data at hand, it seems unlikely that most Bateri-
speakers possess a generally high degree of ability in either 
Shina (the major language on the east bank of the Indus River) or 
Indus Kohistani (the major language on the west bank of the  
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Indus River). Bateri interview subjects confirmed that people in 
their community do not marry outsiders very often. Thus, there 
would not appear to be much second language acquisition due to 
intermarriage. Most interview subjects, however, reported that 
there are many men in the community who do have at least some 
ability in these two languages. This is no doubt due to the fact 
that they live in close proximity to one another and have contact 
in business. It should be noted, however, that most of those who 
were asked said that Bateri-speaking people generally have a 
higher degree of ability in Shina than in Indus Kohistani. Even 
though Bateri may be more similar to Indus Kohistani, this 
would seem logical, since the Batera area is on the same side of 
the river as the larger Shina-speaking community. 

 

5.3 Language Use and Attitudes 

Data collected on language attitudes and use strongly 
suggest that Bateri is used almost exclusively in domains within 
the Bateri-speaking community, including the home. The only 
exceptions are the school domain, where Urdu is said to be the 
medium of instruction, and the business domain when Bateri 
speakers must communicate with those outside of the Bateri 
language community. Outsiders are reported to have no 
proficiency in the Bateri language. 

The positive feeling toward Bateri is also reflected in the 
fact that interview subjects felt Bateri would be the language 
used most by their children when they grow up. Subjects also 
said they would send their children to a school where their own 
language was used as the medium of instruction and that they 
would buy books in their own language if such books existed. 
Additionaly, no Bateri speakers felt that their language would 
one day cease to exist. Most also seemed to associate some of 
their identity as a group with their language since the main 
advantage they saw in speaking it was that it is their own 
language or mother tongue. 

It should be noted that the Bateri-speaking people also 
expressed positive attitudes toward Pashto, Urdu, and English. 
Many interviewees mentioned one or more of these languages as 
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ones they want their children to learn. Nearly everyone who was 
asked seemed to feel that Urdu was the best language for written 
materials. This is most likely due to the fact that most of what 
they see in print is in Urdu, and it is Urdu that is formally used in 
the schools. Pashto, too, was seen by many as an important 
language due, most likely, to the fact that it functions as a lingua 
franca in the area. Most interviewees seemed to recognize the 
importance of both Pashto and Urdu for communication in places 
outside of Batera. 

 

5.4 Language Vitality 

Concerning the topic of language vitality, it can be said that 
Bateri appears, at present, to be a very viable language. The 
Bateri-speaking community is not large when compared to the 
much larger Pashto, Indus Kohistani, and Shina-speaking 
communities which surround it, but it would seem that very few, 
if any, from the Bateri-speaking community are giving up the use 
of their language in favor of one of the more major languages. As 
mentioned above, Bateri is used almost exclusively within the 
Bateri community, and all subjects felt their children would use 
Bateri most when they grow up. Also, the opinion of everyone 
asked was that no one from the community has shifted from 
speaking Bateri in favor of some other language. In addition, as 
mentioned above, no Bateri speakers felt that their language 
would one day cease to exist. 

 

5.5 Further Study 

More exploration could be done into the state of 
bilingualism amongst Bateri speakers. Interview subjects 
reported that many have ability in Pashto and Shina. Some are 
also said to have ability in Indus Kohistani. More should be 
known about the levels of bilingualism in these languages. It 
should be noted that the language attitudes of Bateri speakers 
appear to be strongly positive toward their own language and 
there is currently no evidence of general language shift. 
However, further study should also be done at some future point 
to examine how the new road, which is presently under 
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construction, may impact the general language situation in 
Batera. 

More might also be done to further explore the similarities 
and differences between Indus Kohistani and Bateri. The two 
appear to be fairly different lexically, although not as different as 
Shina and Bateri. What other kinds of similarities and differences 
exist between Bateri and Indus Kohistani? 

 

5.6 Summary and Conclusions Concerning Bateri 

It is quite clear that Bateri is distinct from all linguistic 
varieties which surround it. It is also evident that the Bateri 
community is relatively small when measured against the 
neighboring Indus Kohistani, Shina, and Pashto-speaking 
communities, yet Bateri speakers appear to have been able to 
preserve their language even in the face of dominance by these 
three larger groups. This might be attributed at least partially to 
the fact that Batera is not easily accessible; at present, the only 
access from the Indus River side is by cable car or raft, and 
Batera does not lie directly in the path of any major 
thoroughfare. 

Less is known about actual levels of bilingualism amongst 
Bateri speakers, but it might be assumed that many of the men 
can function in at least one second language. The nearest major 
bazaar is in Besham, which is a predominantly Pashto-speaking 
town. It can be said, however, that if bilingualism patterns are 
similar to other parts of District Kohistan, it is doubtful whether 
proficiency levels in any second language are generally high 
amongst those in the Bateri community. 

Concerning language attitudes and use, it would appear that 
Bateri-speakers have a strongly positive attitude toward their 
language. This is reflected in both language use patterns and in 
actual expressed feelings about their language. It is also 
important to note, however, that Bateri speakers also expressed a 
positive attitude toward other second languages such as Urdu and 
Pashto, no doubt reflecting that fact that these languages are also  
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important for communication with those outside of their own 
community. 

Given the circumstances at present, it would appear that 
Bateri is a vital language. All expressed attitudes toward it were 
positive and current language use patterns suggest that it is not in 
danger of being dispensed with in the near future. One must 
wonder, however, what will actually happen as access to the area 
improves and if pressure from other language groups increases. 
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Appendix A.1 

Procedure for Counting Lexical Similarity 
 

A standard list of 210 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at 
key locations for each of the languages studied in the surveys reported in these 
volumes. This list is presented at the end of this section along with the Urdu 
and Pashto words used for elicitation. A phonetic chart presenting the 
transcription conventions used in these reports precedes the elicitation list. 

In standard procedure, the 210 words are elicited from a person who has 
grown up in the target locality. The list is then collected a second time from 
another speaker. Any differences in responses are examined in order to identify 
(1) incorrect responses due to misunderstanding of the elicitation cue, (2) loan 
words offered in response to the language of elicitation when indigenous terms 
are actually still in use, and (3) terms which are simply at different places along 
the generic-specific lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each 
item of the word list. However, more than one term is recorded for a single item 
when synonymous terms are apparently in general use or when more than one 
specific term occupies the semantic area of a more generic item on the word 
list. 

An evaluation of the reliability of each word list is given according to 
three levels, from A to C. The reliability codes are assigned based on the 
following criteria: whether the word list was adequately checked through a 
second independent elicitation and/or through comparison with published data; 
whether the original elicitation was clearly tape recorded for further checking 
where necessary; whether the word list informant demonstrated full bilingual 
proficiency in the language of elicitation and clearly understood the procedure; 
and whether the list was collected on location from a speaker who 
unquestionably represented the regional variety. 

The word lists are compared to determine the extent to which the 
vocabulary of each pair of speech forms is similar. No attempt is made to 
identify genuine cognates based on a network of sound correspondences. 
Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half of the 
segments compared are the same (category 1) and of the remaining segments at 
least half are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight 
segments in length are compared, these words are judged to be similar if at least 
four segments are virtually the same and at least two more are rather similar. 
The criteria applied are presented in (1). 
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(1) 
Category 1 

a. Contoid (consonant-like) segments which match exactly 
b. Vowels (vowel-like) segments which match exactly or 

differ by only one articulatory feature 
c. Phonetically similar segments (of the sort which 

frequently are found as allophones) which are seen to 
correspond in at least three pairs of words 

Category 2 
All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which are 

not, however, supported by at least three pairs of 
words 

Category 3 
a. Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 
b. A segment which is matched by no segment in the 

corresponding item 
After pairs of items on two word lists had been determined to be 

phonetically similar or not, according to the criteria stated above, the 
percentage of items judged similar was calculated. The procedure was repeated 
for each pair of dialects thought to be similar enough to warrant comparison. 

Occasionally, one or more of the standard 210 lexical items were found to 
be so problematic in a particular language that consistent elicitation was 
impossible or evaluation of similarity became anomalous. In those few cases 
the problematic lexical items were omitted from the data lists presented in the 
subsequent appendices, and were excluded from the lexical similarity counts. 

The pair by pair counting procedure was greatly facilitated by the use of a 
computer program designed for this purpose: Wimbish, John A. 1989. 
WORDSURV: A program for analyzing language survey word lists. 
(Occasional publications in academic computing, 13.) Dallas: Summer Institute 
of Linguistics. 

It should be noted that the word list data and transcribed texts as included 
in the subsequent appendices are field transcriptions and have not undergone 
thorough phonological and grammatical analysis. 
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A.1.1 Phonetic Chart 

Consonants 

  
Bilabial 

Labio- 
dental 

 
Dental 

Alveop./ 
Palatal 

Retro- 
flexed 

 
Velar 

 
Uvular 

 
Glottal 

Stops p  t  T k q ` 
 b  d  D g g$  
Fricatives P f è   x  h 
 B v å   G   
Grooved   s } S7    
Fricatives   z { Z7    
Affricates   t_s c C7    
   d_z j J    
Nasals m  n n3 N K   
Laterals   M l  L    
Flaps   r  R    
Trills   r†      
Semi-
vowels 

w   y X    

Vowels 

 Front Central Back 
High i uú é ä Œ¼ u 
 I    I¼ U 
Mid e oú F  eú o 
 E  V    
Low Q Oú à  Qú O 

     
[th] aspiration [iƒ] voicelessness 
[tw] labialization [i:] extra lengthening 
[ty] palatalization [ië] lengthening 
[zV'bàn] stress [i] shortening 
[x½] fronting [Œ‡] rising tone 
[Œ†] nasalized vowel [ŒŠ] falling tone 
[i‚] retroflexed vowel [Œ7] falling then rising tone 
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A.1.2 Standard Word List Items in English, Urdu, and Pashto 
  Urdu Pashto 

1. body jIsm bàdVn 
2. head sVr sVr 
3. hair  bàl wextF 
4. face cEhrV mVx 
5. eye ek à3kh stVrgV 
6. ear  ek kàn GwVg 
7. nose nàk pozV 
8. mouth mu3h xolF 
9. teeth ek dà3t Gàx 

10. tongue zVbàn jIbV / {IbV 
11. breast chàti sinà 
12. belly peT xeTV / geDV 
13. arm/hand bàzu làs 
14. elbow kohni sVKgVl 
15. palm hVtheli tVle 
16. finger UKgli gotV 
17. fingernail nàxUn nukh 
18. leg TàK xpà 
19. skin jIld sàrmVn 
20. bone hVDëi àDuke 
21. heart dIl zVRF 
22. blood xun winà 
23. urine pe}àb tV}e mutiàze 
24. feces pexànà DVke mutiàze 
25. village gàu3 kVle 
26. house ghVr/mVkàn kor 
27. roof chVt cVth 
28. door dVrwàzV wVr / dVrwàzà 
29. firewood jVlàne wàli lVkRi dV swVzedo lVrgi 
30. broom jhàRu jàru 
31. mortar màsàlà pisne gol ciz/lVKgri lVKgVrei 
32. pestle hVthëi/dVstà/hàth kà hIsëV cOtu 
33. hammer hVthORà/-i sàTVk 
34. knife càqu/churi càku / càRV 
35. axe kUlhàRà/-i tVbVr 
36. rope rVsëi pVRe 
37. thread dhàgà tàr 
38. needle sui stVn 
39. cloth kVpRà kàpRà 
40. ring VKguThi gotà 
41. sun surVj nwVr 
42. moon cànd spogmài 
43. sky àsmàn àsmàn 
44. star ek tàrà/sItàrà store 
45. rain bàrI} bàràn 
46. water pàni ubF 
47. river dVryà sind 
48. cloud bàdVl wVryVz 
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49. lightning bIjIli ki cVmVk pRVkigi 
50. rainbow qOsI qUzVh dV buDài TVl 
51. wind hVwà (tufàn nehŒ†) hàwà 
52. stone pVthëVr kàNe 
53. path ràstà làr 
54. sand ret }VgV 
55. fire àg our 
56. smoke dhuà3 luge 
57. ash ràkh irà 
58. mud kicVR xVTà 
59. dust mITëi gVRd / duRà 
60. gold sonà srV zVr 
61. tree dVrVxt/peR wVnV 
62. leaf pVtëà/-i pàNà 
63. root dVrVxt kà Ek jVR jVrVRe 
64. thorn kà3ëTà àzGe 
65. flower phul gwVl 
66. fruit phVl mewà 
67. mango àm àm 
68. banana kelà kelà 
69. wheat (husked) gehu3 / gVndum GVnVm 
70. barley bàjrà wàrbV}i 
71. rice (husked) càwVl wrije 
72. potato àlu àlu 
73. eggplant bQKVn tor bàTiKgV3R 
74. groundnut muK phVli mumpàli 
75. chili mIrc mVrcVke / mrVc 
76. turmeric hVldi kurkVmVn 
77. garlic lEhsVn ugà 
78. onion piàz piàz 
79. cauliflower phul gobi gobi / gwVl gopi 
80. tomato TVmàTVr sur bàTiKgV3R 
81. cabbage bVnd gobi bVn gobi 
82. oil tel tel 
83. salt nVmVk màlgà 
84. meat go}t (khàne ke lie) GwVxà 
85. fat (of meat) cErbi (go}t kà hissà) wàzdV 
86. fish mVchli kVb 
87. chicken mUrGi cVrgV 
88. egg ek VNDà hO / àge 
89. cow gàe Gwà 
90. buffalo bhE3s mexà 
91. milk dudh pe 
92. horns ek siKg xkVr 
93. tail dUm lVke 
94. goat bVkri bizà 
95. dog kUtëà spe 
96. snake sà3à3p màr 
97. monkey bVndVr bizo 
98. mosquito mVchëVr mà}e 
99. ant ciu3Ti mege 
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100. spider mVkRi jolà 
101. name nàm num 
102. man àdmi / mVrd sàRe 
103. woman OrVt xVzV 
104. child bVcëV mà}um 
105. father bàp plàr 
106. mother mà3 mor 
107. older brother bVRà bhài mV}Vr ror 
108. younger brother choTà bhài kV}Vr ror 
109. older sister bVRi bVhEn / bàji mV}rà xor 
110. younger sister choTi bVhEn kV}rà xor 
111. son beTà zwe 
112. daughter beTi lur 
113. husband }ohVr / xàwVnd xàwànd 
114. wife bivi xVzà 
115. boy lVRkà hàlVk / àlVk 
116. girl lVRki jine 
117. day dIn / roz wrVz 
118. night ràt / }Vb }pà 
119. morning subVh / sVwerà sVhàr 
120. noon dopVhEr GàrmV 
121. evening }àm màxàm 
122. yesterday (gUzàrà) kVl pàrun 
123. today àj nVn 
124. tomorrow (àindV) kVl sVbà 
125. week ek hVftV hàftV 
126. month mVhinà mià}t 
127. year sàl / bVrVs kàl 
128. old pUrànà (ciz ke lie) zoR 
129. new neà (ciz) nVwe 
130. good Vchëà (ciz) xF 
131. bad xVràb (ciz) xàràb 
132. wet bhigà lund 
133. dry xU}k / sukhà wVch 
134. long lVmbà ugud 
135. short choTà lVnD / cit 
136. hot gVrVm (ciz) tod / gVrVm 
137. cold ThVNDà / sVrdi (ciz) yVx 
138. right dàe3 / dàe3yà xe 
139. left bàe3 / bàe3yà gVs 
140. near qVrib / nVzdik nizde 
141. far dur lVre 
142. big bVRà GVT 
143. small choTà wVrkoTe / wàRuke 
144. heavy bhàri / wVzni drund 
145. light hVlkà spVk 
146. above upVr ucVt / pàs 
147. below nice lànde 
148. white sUfEd spin 
149. black kàlà tor 
150. red làl sur 
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151. one ek yVo 
152. two do dwà 
153. three tin dre 
154. four càr sàlor 
155. five pà3c pinzF 
156. six chE }pVg 
157. seven sàt uwF 
158. eight àTh àtF 
159. nine nVo nVhV 
160. ten dVs lVs 
161. eleven gyàrV yàolVs 
162. twelve bàrV dolVs 
163. twenty bis }Vl 
164. one hundred ek so sVl 
165. who kOn sok 
166. what kyà sF 
167. where kIdhVr / kàhà3 càrtV 
168. when kVb kVlà 
169. how many kitne somrà / so 
170. which kOnsV kVm 
171. this ye dà 
172. that wo àGà 
173. these ye (sVb) dà 
174. those wo (sVb) àGà 
175. same ek hi / bVràbVr yào }àn / yào rVK 
176. different mUxtVlIf muxtVlEf / biEl kIsVm 
177. whole mUkVmëVl / sàlIm roG / sàbVt 
178. broken TuTà màt 
179. few thoRà / kUc / kVm lVg 
180. many ziàëdV Der / ziàt 
181. all sVb Tol 
182. to eat / eat! tUm khào xoRVl / tV uxRV 
183. to bite / the dog bites 

/ bit 
kàTnà / kutëà kàTà hE cicVl / spi ocicVlo 

184. to be hungry / 
you are hungry 

bhukh lVgnà / 
tUm ko bhukh lVgtà hE 

oge kedVl / 
tF wVge ye 

185. to drink / drink! pinà / tUm pio / pi lo skVl / tF wVskV 
186. to be thirsty / 

you are thirsty 
piàs lVgnà / piàs lVgtà hE tVge kedVl / tVgei ye 

187. to sleep / sleep! sonà / tUm so jào udV kedVl / tF udV }à 
188. to lie / lie down! leTnà / tUm leT jào sVmlàstVl / tF sVmlà 
189. to sit / sit! bQThnà / tUm bQTh jào kenàstVl / tF kenà 
190. to give / give! denà / tUm de do / do wàrkàwàl / tV wàrkV 
191. burn (the wood)! jàlànà / tUm lVkRi jVlào tV làrgi oswàzVwV 
192. to die / he died mVrnà / vo mVr geà mRV kedVl / 

hàGà mVR }o 
193. to kill / 

kill the bird! 
màrnà / tUm ciRià màr do wVjVl / 

tV màrGVi uwàlà 
194. to fly / the bird  

flies / flew 
URnà / ciRià URti hài VlwVtVl / 

màrGVi wàlwàtV 
195. walk! cVlnà / tUm cVlo tF piàdV làr}à 
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196. to run / run! dORnà / tUm dORo mVnDà wVhVl / 
tV mVnDV uwà 

197. to go / go! jànà / tUm jào tVlVl / tF làr}à 
198. to come / come! ànà / tUm ào ràtlVl / tF rà}à 
199. to speak / speak! bolnà / tUm bolo wàyVl / tV uwàyV 
200. to hear / hear! / 

listen! 
sUnà / tUm sUno àwredVl / tV wàwrV 

201. to look / look! dekhnà / tUm dekho kVtVl / tà ugorV 
202. I mQ3 zF 
203. you (informal) tUm / tu tF 
204. you (formal) àp tàso 
205. he vo hàGà 
206. she vo hàGà 
207. we (inclusive) hVm (hVm Or vo) muKgV 
208. we (exclusive) hVm (hVm, vo nehŒ†) muKgV 
209. you (plural) tUm (tUm log) tàso 
210. they vo hàGwi 
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Appendix A.2 
 

Recorded Text Testing 

The extent to which speakers of related dialectal varieties understand one 
another can be studied by means of tape recorded texts. The degree to which 
speakers of one variety understand a narrative text in another variety and 
answer questions about the content of that text is taken as an index of their 
comprehension of that speech form. From this, the amount of intelligibility 
between related speech forms can be extrapolated. The recorded text test 
methodology, as used in the present surveys, is based on that described by 
Casad (1974).1 

Short, personal-experience narratives are deemed to be most suitable for 
comprehension testing of recorded texts in that the content must be relatively 
unpredictable and the speech form should be natural. An attempt is made to 
avoid folklore texts or other material likely to be widely known. A three- to 
five-minute story is recorded from a speaker of the regional vernacular, and 
then checked with a group of speakers from the same region to ensure that the 
spoken forms are truly representative of that area. This story is then transcribed 
and a set of comprehension questions2 is constructed based on various semantic 
domains covered in the text. To ensure that measures of comprehension are 
based on the subjects’ understanding of the text itself and not on a 
misunderstanding of the test questions, these questions are always recorded in 
the regional variety of the test subjects; this requires an appropriate dialect 
version of the questions for each recorded text test (RTT) for each test location. 

According to the standard procedure adopted for the recorded text testing 
in northern Pakistan, test subjects heard the complete story text once, after 
which the story was repeated with test questions and the opportunities for 
responses interspersed with necessary pauses in the recorded text. Appropriate 
and correct responses are directly extractable from the segment of speech 
immediately preceding the question, such that memory limitations exert a 
negligible effect and indirect inferencing based on the content is not required. 

                                                      
1 For more detailed information, the reader is referred to Casad, Eugene 

H. 1974. Dialect intelligibility testing. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
For elaboration on the use of recorded text tests in the study of bilingual 
communities, see Blair, Frank. 1990. Survey on a shoestring: A manual for 
small scale language surveys. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics and 
University of Texas at Arlington. 

2 A set of approximately fifteen questions is normally prepared, more 
than the minimum of ten that will be needed in the final form of the test. Some 
of the questions will prove unsuitable — perhaps because the answer is not 
evident or the question is confusing to native speakers of the test variety. 
Unsuitable questions may then be deleted from the larger set of questions 
without failing to have at least the needed ten questions. 
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Thus the RTT aims to be a closer reflection of a subject’s comprehension of the 
language itself, not of his or her memory, intelligence, or reasoning.3 

In order to ensure that the text is a fair test of the intelligibility of the 
linguistic variety in focus, other speakers of the same local variety are asked to 
listen to the text and answer the questions. If they are able to do that, it is 
assumed that the story is an adequate sample of local speech, and that the 
questions are readily answerable by those for whom this speech form is native. 
This testing of subjects in their native speech form for the purpose of test 
validation is often referred to as hometown testing. 

It is possible that a subject may be unable to answer the test questions 
correctly simply because he does not understand what is expected of him. This 
is especially true with unsophisticated subjects or those unacquainted with test-
taking procedures. Therefore, a very short (pre-test) story with four questions is 
recorded in the local variety before beginning the actual testing, in order to 
acquaint the subject with the test procedures. If he is able to answer these pre-
test questions correctly, it is assumed that he is capable of functioning as a 
suitable subject. Each subject then participates in the hometown test in his 
native speech form before participating in recorded text tests in non-native 
varieties. Occasionally, even after the pre-test, a subject fails to perform 
adequately on an already validated hometown test. Performances of such 
subjects were eliminated from the final evaluation, the assumption being that 
uncontrollable factors unrelated to the intelligibility of speech forms are 
skewing such test results.4 Thus, validated hometown tests are used for subject 
screening, in an attempt to ensure that recorded text testing results reflect as 
closely as possible the relative levels of comprehensibility of the speech forms 
represented. 

Test tapes are prepared for each location where a test is to be 
administered (test point). The hometown test tape includes (a) a short 
introduction in the local speech form to explain the purpose of the test, (b) the 
pre-test to orient and screen test subjects, (c) the hometown test text in its 
entirety followed by a repeat of the text, in short sections, with the relevant test 
questions and adequate pauses inserted in appropriate locations. 

The non-native test tapes are similar, omitting the screening elements 
from the hometown test tape. A short introduction in the local speech form 
reminding subjects of the test procedures precedes each recorded text. Then the 
recorded narrative in the non-native variety is given in its entirety, followed by 
the comprehension questions, now translated into the local speech form for that 
test point and with the relevant part of the non-native text repeated before each 
question. 

When speakers of one linguistic variety have had no previous contact 
with that represented in the recorded text, the test scores of ten subjects tend to 
be more similar — especially when scores are in the higher ranges. Such 

                                                      
3 Recorded texts and associated comprehension questions will vary in 

terms of their relative difficulty and complexity or in terms of the clarity of the 
recording. Comparisons of RTT results from different texts need to be made 
cautiously and in the context of other indicators of intelligibility. 

4 For the purposes of this research, recorded text test subjects performing 
at levels of less than 80 percent on their hometown test were eliminated from 
further testing or were excluded from the analysis. 
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consistent scores are interpreted to be reflections of the inherent intelligibility 
between the related varieties. Increasing the number of subjects should not 
significantly increase the range of variation of the scores. 

However, when some subjects have had significant previous contact with 
the speech form recorded on the test, while others have not, the scores should 
vary considerably, reflecting the degree of learning that has gone on through 
contact. For this reason it is important to include a measure of dispersion which 
reflects the extent to which the range of scores varies from the mean — the 
standard deviation. If the standard deviation is relatively low, say 10 or below 
on a test with 100 possible points (that is, 100 percent), and the mean score for 
subjects from the selected test point is high, the implication is that the 
community as a whole probably understands the test variety rather well simply 
because the variety represented in the recording is inherently intelligible. If the 
standard deviation is relatively low and the mean comprehension score is also 
low, the implication is that the community as a whole understands the test 
variety rather poorly and that regular contact has not facilitated learning of the 
test variety to any significant extent. If the standard deviation is high, regardless 
of the mean score, one implication is that some subjects have learned to 
comprehend the test variety better than others.5 In this last case, any inherent 
intelligibility between the related varieties is mixed with acquired 
comprehension which results from learning through contact.6 

Much care was taken in the recorded text testing in these sociolinguistic 
surveys, thus the results are discussed with the assumption that the effects from 
intervening factors were either negligible or were interpreted appropriately. 
However, in contrast to experimentally controlled testing in a laboratory 
situation, the results of field administered methods such as the RTT cannot be 
completely isolated from all potential biases. It is therefore recommended that 
results from recorded text tests not be interpreted in terms of fixed numerical 
thresholds, but rather be evaluated in light of other indicators of intelligibility, 
such as word lists and dialect opinions, and according to patterns of contact and 
communication. 

 
RTTs in Second Language Testing 

The procedures of recorded text testing as used for evaluating 
comprehension of a second language are similar to those used for dialect 
comprehension testing. A personal experience text is prepared by a mother 
tongue speaker of the target language. It is validated to be a clear and 

                                                      
5 High standard deviations can result from other causes, such as 

inconsistencies in the circumstances of test administration and scoring or 
differences in attentiveness or intelligence of test subjects. The researchers 
involved in recorded text testing need to be aware of the potential for skewed 
results due to such factors, and control for them as much as possible through 
careful test development and administration. 

6 Questionnaires administered at the time of testing, then, can help 
discover which factors are significant in promoting such contact. Travel to trade 
centers, radio broadcasts, and intermarriage are examples of the type of channel 
through which contact with another dialect can occur. Sample questionnaires 
are given in the appendices of the different surveys. 
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representative sample of the targeted variety of the second language by other 
mother tongue speakers of that language. 

Before the recorded text test in the second language is administered, each 
subject is screened by participating in a hometown test in his own language as 
described above. In this way, it is ascertained that the subject understands the 
testing process sufficiently and also that he is indeed a speaker of the language 
of the community being tested. 

Because second language proficiency is usually unevenly distributed in a 
community, a large sample of subjects is generally tested. To ensure 
representative sampling, attention must be paid to factors which are expected to 
potentially affect the comprehension of the second language, such as 
acquisition through schooling or through contact opportunities which are 
connected with gender, age, or economic migration patterns. Thus, where such 
independent variables are hypothesized as having an effect, sufficient numbers 
of subjects for evaluation of such effects must be included in the test sample. 
Interpretation and evaluation of test results must take these independent 
variables into consideration. 
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Appendix A.3 
 

Sentence Repetition Testing 
A sentence repetition test is based on the premise that people’s ability to 

repeat sentences in a second language is limited by the level of their mastery of 
the morphology and syntax of that second language. The greater proficiency 
they have in that language, the better able they are to repeat sentences of 
increasing length and complexity. A sentence repetition test is developed 
separately for each language to be tested. Detailed procedures for developing 
and calibrating a sentence repetition test are presented in Radloff (1991).1 The 
sentences selected are calibrated against an evaluative instrument called the 
Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE), where mother tongue raters are 
provided a detailed framework of proficiency descriptions against which to 
evaluate the proficiency of their second language speaking acquaintances.2 The 
half-levels of the RPE describe increasing levels of proficiency in a second 
language, as elaborated in (2). 

(2) RPE proficiency 
level Brief description 
 0+ Very minimal proficiency 
 1 Minimal, limited proficiency 
 1+ Limited, basic proficiency 
 2 Adequate, basic proficiency 
 2+ Good, basic proficiency 
 3 Good, general proficiency 
 3+ Very good, general proficiency 
 4 Excellent proficiency 
 4+ Approaching native speaker proficiency 

A sentence repetition test provides a rapid assessment of a person’s 
second language proficiency, suited to the purposes of a bilingualism survey. It 
is often the goal of a bilingualism survey to obtain a profile of the second 
language proficiencies in the community under investigation, that is, a picture 
of what percentage of the population can be projected to be at each of the 
different levels of proficiency. In order to obtain this, a large and representative 
sample of the population must be tested. This speaks to the need for an 
assessment instrument that is quick and easy to administer. 

A short administration time, however, is offset by careful attention to the 
development and calibration of a sentence repetition test. The SRT provides a 
general assessment, thus, the researcher must be able to place full confidence in 
the results through strict attention to the quality of each developmental step. A 

                                                      
1 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence repetition testing for studies of 

community bilingualism. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics and University 
of Texas at Arlington. 

2 RPE levels as assigned by mother tongue raters show an internal 
consistency, but have not yet been correlated with any other, more widely 
recognized, scale of second language proficiency. The rationale and 
methodology for the Reported Proficiency Evaluation is also included in 
Radloff (1991). 
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complete step-by-step methodology for developing and calibrating a sentence 
repetition test is given in Radloff (1991). 

The development and calibration of a sentence repetition test proceeds 
through several steps: A preliminary form of the test is developed through the 
assistance of mother tongue speakers of the test language. A large group of 
second language speakers of the test language have their proficiency assessed 
through a second, more descriptive proficiency standard instrument, in this 
case, the Reported Proficiency Evaluation. These people are then administered 
the preliminary form of the test. Based on their performances, fifteen sentences 
are selected, which prove to be the most discriminating of performance and also 
represent increasing complexity and length. These fifteen sentences are 
calibrated against the proficiency assessments from the RPE. This fifteen-
sentence final form of the test is used in the bilingualism survey, and the 
resulting test scores are interpreted in terms of equivalent RPE proficiency 
levels. 

During the course of the sociolinguistic survey of northern Pakistan, three 
sentence repetition tests were developed, one in the Urdu language and two in 
the Pashto language. Actually, the second Pashto SRT is a revision of the first 
Pashto SRT with the purpose of making it more discriminating; thus a 
distinction is drawn between the two by referring to the first-developed test as 
the original Pashto SRT and the second as the revised Pashto SRT. 

The calibration of a sentence repetition test results in a range of scores on 
the SRT reflecting an equivalent RPE level of proficiency. The ranges of scores 
corresponding to RPE levels for the Urdu, original Pashto, and revised Pashto 
SRTs are presented in (3). 

(3) Score ranges corresponding to each RPE proficiency level for the 
Urdu, original Pashto, and revised Pashto SRTs. 

RPE level Urdu SRT Original Pashto Revised Pashto 
equivalents scores SRT scores SRT scores 

0+   1-  8 10-13   0-  1 
1   9-14 14-17   2-  5 
1+ 15-19 18-22   6-12 
2 20-25 23-27 13-19 
2+ 26-30 28-32 20-25 
3 31-36 33-36 26-32 
3+ 37-45 37-45 33-39 
4 40-45 

In the course of calibrating the Urdu SRT and the original Pashto SRT, it 
was determined that they do not differentiate between RPE levels 3+, 4 and 4+, 
yet they do discriminate satisfactorily between all the levels from RPE 0+ to 
3+. Therefore, results of SRT testing using these two forms report scores at the 
highest end as being equivalent to “RPE level 3+ and above”. Similarly, the 
revised Pashto SRT discriminates all the RPE proficiency levels from 0+ 
through 4, but not 4 from 4+. 
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APPENDIX B 
SWAT KOHISTAN SURVEY DATA 

 

Appendix B.1 
 

Swat and Dir Kohistan Word Lists 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

TOR Torwali Kohistani, Bahrain (Swat), B 
CHL Chail Torwali Kohistani, Chail Valley (Swat), C 
DSH Dashwa Kohistani, Kukinel (near Kalam), C 
KAL Kalami Kohistani (Garwa), Kalam (Swat), B 
USH Ushu Kohistani, Ushu (Swat), B 
THL Thal Kohistani, Thal (Dir), C 
LAM Lamuti Kohistani, Lamuti (Dir), C 
RAJ Rajkoti Kohistani, Rajkot/Patrak (Dir), B 
KLK Kalkoti Kohistani, Kalkot (Dir), B 

Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from similarity count. 

 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
TOR wV'jud S7à bàl 
CHL wo'jud S7à bàl 
DSH oëjut S7iS7 bà`l 
KAL uë'juIt tos bà`l 
USH uë'juth thOs bàl 
THL 'uëjut toës bà`l 
LAM bV'dVn thoës thosàn bQ` 
RAJ ujut }i} bàl 
KLK wVjud S7iS7 bà`r0 / bàl 
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 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
TOR mu QS7i kàn 
CHL mu QS7i kVn 
DSH mukhy iS7i kyQn 
KAL mukhy EC7 kyEn 
USH mài mukh àC7 qàn 
THL mukhy EC7 kyVn 
LAM meg mukh EC7 kOn 
RAJ mukh ES7i kàn / kà`n 
KLK mukh 'iS7i kàn 
    
 7. nose 8. mouth 9. teeth 
TOR nEtkEl Q3 dàn 
CHL nOth E3 dàn 
DSH nV'zor` `O3i dVn 
KAL nà'zor `Oi dVn 
USH }u'mur0 `O3Œ† dVn 
THL nà'zor `OŒ† dVn 
LAM S7u'mur `OŒ† dVn 
RAJ 'S7umbUr oe dVn 
KLK S7u'mur0 `E3 dàn 
    
 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
TOR jib bukh dhe 
CHL jib buktyQn dhe 
DSH jib cic dàër 
KAL jib ci} dàër 
USH jib — dàër0 
THL jib cic dàër 
LAM jib — dàër 
RAJ jib sinV Der 
KLK jib cic / sinà dàr0 / Der 
    
 13. arm 14. elbow 15. palm 
TOR hàth the tel 
CHL hàth thE tEl 
DSH thEër bu'khyin til 
KAL thE`r bo'kyIn til 
USH thEr0 thiën til 
THL thEr 'bokhin til 
LAM thEr0 'bokhyIn tiël 
RAJ ter bu'kin tVli / hàs 
KLK bV'khin bVn tE'le 
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 16. finger 17. nail 18. leg 
TOR QKgi nokh khu 
CHL 'QKgi nokh ku 
DSH à'Kir0 nokhy khur0 
KAL à'Kir nEkh khur 
USH 'àKgir0 nà3kh kur0 
THL à'Kir nVkhy khur 
LAM 'àKir nVŒ†k khuër 
RAJ àKgvir / àK'gir nuk / nàk jeKg 
KLK à'Kir / VK'gir nu3Kk / nVK khur 
    
 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
TOR càm hàrokh hVi 
CHL càm hVr hVi 
DSH cVmp hàD hu'kur 
KAL cVm hàD ikuë'kur 
USH cVmp hàD i'kuëkur 
THL cVm hàD i'kur 
LAM cVmp hàëT lië'kur 
RAJ cVmp hàR kukur 
KLK càm `VD i'kur / u'kur 
    
 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
TOR Z7àët muS7 Guth 
CHL Z7àth S7uk muS7 Guth 
DSH roth muMë gà'bUth 
KAL rVth mulM guth 
USH ràth mulM guth 
THL rVth }Vg muëTh guth 
LAM rVth muM — 
RAJ rVt mul guët 
KLK ràëth chVn mut guët 
    
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
TOR gàm }ir }àn 
CHL gàm }ir }àn 
DSH 'diE} }iT }Vn 
KAL làmë }iTh }Vn 
USH làm }iTh }Vn 
THL gàu3 / lam }iTh }Vn 
LAM làmp S7iTh }On 
RAJ làm }iëT }On 
KLK dràm }ië }Vn 
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 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
TOR dVr }elà 'leGil 
CHL dVr }elà lehil 
DSH dVr }EllO gE'lVs 
KAL dVrV'wOëz }E'lV 'gElVs 
USH dàër0 }E'lV 'gVlVs 
THL dVrV'wàz }El'lV 'gElVs 
LAM dVr }El'lV 'gElVs 
RAJ dVr / dVrwàzV }àk buber / jhàrugen 
KLK dVr }àk dVŒ† / dàin 
    
 31. mortar 32. pestle 34. knife 
TOR dVrQn hEnDo kErQ / cQku 
CHL musul hEndo kElEs 
DSH lEKgERVy bVT 'càku 
KAL ce'Thu lVKëgV'rày kà'Ter / cà'khu 
USH ce'Thu lVKëgV'rày cà'khu 
THL lEKgE'RVy 'cETu kà'TEr / 'càku 
LAM 'punEs dVbV'le cà'ku 
RAJ lVKgV're muzEl càku 
KLK nVKgri muzVl càku 
    
 35. axe 36. rope 37. thread 
TOR toK pV'Re luN 
CHL thoK peRe ghun 
DSH thoŒ†K khQ'ReTh sig 
KAL Tho3K khyà'ReTh dà 
USH Tho3K khà'ReTh dà 
THL tho3yK khyà'ReTh dà 
LAM thoŒ† 'luNdàr dà 
RAJ ToKg xàreT / luNDàr dà 
KLK tho3K 'luNDàr dà 
    
 38. needle 39. cloth 40. ring 
TOR pET` tukVy / ràx QKid` 
CHL pET tukVy / ràx QKgiTh 
DSH 'silEn 'kocEr àK'usir 
KAL su3Œ† ko'cVr0 àKgu'sir0 
USH su3Œ† 'kocVr0 'àKgusir 
THL sië 'kocEr0 'àKgusir 
LAM 'suëŒ† 'kocVr0 'àKgusir0 
RAJ silin / sun kwecVr / rVxi àKgu'sir 
KLK si'lVn ko'cEr0 'àKgusir  
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 41. sun 42. moon 43. sky 
TOR si yun 'àsmàn 
CHL si yun às'màn 
DSH siër yun às'màn 
KAL sir0 yE'sun àsmàn 
USH sir0  yu'sun àsmàn 
THL siër ye'sun àsmà3n 
LAM sir0 ye'sun 'OësmOn 
RAJ sir yun àsmàn 
KLK siër yu3 / yun 'àsmàn 
    
 44. star 45. rain 46. water 
TOR tà 'àgà u 
CHL thà à'gà u 
DSH tàër0 'àGo u'à 
KAL tà`r0 'àGo u 
USH tà`r0 àGo uëg 
THL tà`r0 'àGV u 
LAM tà`r àëGV uë 
RAJ tàr bV} we` 
KLK tà`r0 / tàr 'VgV Be / wE` 
    
 47. river 48. cloud 49. lightning 
TOR nVth 'àgà bVrexu 
CHL sin à'gà àgà pVRVku 
DSH nVn 'àGo loëiKàn 
KAL nVn àGV àGV lowV'KVn 
USH nVn àGV  àGV lowV'KVn 
THL nVn 'àGV àGV 'lowEKgur 
LAM nàn àGo 'àGV 'loiKVn 
RAJ nin àgà làKgV / luKgwVR 
KLK nE` / nEn àGo àGV 'lowEKgun / 'luKgV 
    
 50. rainbow 51. wind 52. stone 
TOR 'inàën 'bElày bàTh 
CHL hinàn bElày bàTh 
DSH hidàn 'bVlëV bVTh 
KAL hi'dàn 'bàëlV bVTh 
USH hir'dàn 'bàëlV bàëTh 
THL hi'dàn 'bàlV bVTh 
LAM higdàn 'bàlà bVTh 
RAJ hedo3̀  'bàle bVT 
KLK hidràn / 

hEdràn 
'bàlo bàT 
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 53. path 54. sand 55. fire 
TOR pàn si'gVl à'K 
CHL pàn 'sigVl àKgà 
DSH pVn si'gith à'Kàr0 
KAL pVn sigith VK'gàër 
USH pVn 'sigith àK'gàër` 
THL pVn si'git VK'àër0 
LAM phVn` si'giëth VKàër` 
RAJ pVn sigit àKgàr 
KLK pàën si'git VK'gàr 
    
 56. smoke 57. ash 58. mud 
TOR di'mi pV'No 'xVtV 
CHL di'mi pV'No 'xVtà 
DSH di'mi cEë cà'min 
KAL di'mi` cië cV'kàR 
USH di'mŒ†̀  cië cà'min 
THL di'mi cIë cV'kàT 
LAM di'mi cië cQ'kàT 
RAJ dhimi ci / ce cEmin 
KLK di'mi che cV'keT / cV'kVR 
    
 59. dust 60. gold 61. tree 
TOR pizim le'gur zVr thàm 
CHL Dhir lehur zVr thàm 
DSH duD lou zVr lVm 
KAL sum 'lEw zVr tVm 
USH sum 'lVu zVr0 tàm 
THL sum 'lVu zVr tVm 
LAM sum 'lVuë zVr0 tVm 
RAJ sum lVho zVr tom / lo 
KLK sum ley zVr / zVr tVm / lo 
    
 62. leaf 63. root 64. thorn 
TOR pàS7 NO kVN 
CHL pàS7 nà kVN 
DSH pVM nàër kàNT 
KAL pVlM nàr0 khyVNT 
USH pàlM nàr0 kV3NT 
THL pVlM nàr khENT 
LAM pVM neër kyà3NT 
RAJ 'pàlo nE`r kVN 
KLK pàëth nàr0 kàN 
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 65. flower 66. fruit 67. mango 
TOR pV}u me'wV àm 
CHL po'}u me'wà àm 
DSH Po3NT 'màwV àm 
KAL pho3R màwà àm 
USH pho3D màwà àm 
THL pho3NT mà'wV — 
LAM pho3D màwà àm 
RAJ phuN mewV àm 
KLK phoN mQ'wV àm 
    
 68. banana 69. wheat 70. barley 
TOR kelà gàmo — 
CHL kelà gom ju'àër 
DSH kelV gom yow wàr'bu}i 
KAL kelV go3m jo'àr0 
USH kelV go3m jo'àr0 
THL kelV go3m — 
LAM kelà gà3m jo'àr0 
RAJ kelV gum — 
KLK kelO gVmàT / gom — 
    
 71. rice 72. potato 73. eggplant 
TOR to'nol Q'lo ki}Vn bàDigVn 
CHL tQnol à'lu ki}Vn bàDigVn 
DSH thà'lun V'lu kiS7àn bàtiKgEr 
KAL tE'lun V'lu kiS7àn bàtiK'gEr 
USH tE'lun V'lu — 
THL thE'lun V'lu kiS7àn bàtiKgEr 
LAM thE'lun V'luë kiS7àn bàteKgeR 
RAJ tV'lun à'lu ki}in bàtiKgVR 
KLK te'lun 'Vlu ki}iK bàtiKgER 
    
 74. groundnut 75. chili 76. turmeric 
TOR mumpVli mVrcekVl hQliS7 
CHL mompele mVrceke hQliS7 
DSH mompVli mVrjekVi hilil 
KAL mumpVli mVrt_sEkE hilil 
USH muKPVli mVrt_seke hilil 
THL mumpVli mVrt_sike hilil 
LAM mumphVli mVrcEkEr hiliël 
RAJ mumpVli mercVke he'lil 
KLK mumpEli mVrcike / muruc ilil 
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 77. garlic 78. onion 79. cauliflower 
TOR le}im pVlQnS7o gopi 
CHL le}im pVlQnC7o gopi 
DSH lV}im phiàz gopi 
KAL là}im phyàz phul gobi 
USH — phiyàz phu3D gopi 
THL là}im phiàz gopi 
LAM uge phiàëz` gopi à phuD 
RAJ 'uge piàz gobhi 
KLK `igV phiàz gopi 
    
 80. tomato 81. cabbage 82. oil 
TOR bàDigVn bàn gopi tel 
CHL lVhur bàDigVn bVnd gopi tel 
DSH TàmàTVr bVnd gopi tàl 
KAL TàmàTàr bVnd gopi tEl 
USH bàtiKgEr bVnd gopi tàl 
THL TàmàTVr bVnd gopi tVl 
LAM TàmàTàr bànd gopi tàël 
RAJ bàtiKgVR gobhi tel / 'tàil 
KLK TàmàTEr / bàtiKgVR bVnd gopi tàl 
    
 83. salt 84. meat 85. fat 
TOR lon màs me3 
CHL lown màës me3 
DSH lon mà3ës mà 
KAL lun mà3s mV3 
USH lon màs mV3 
THL lo3 mà3s mVE 
LAM lOën mO3ës mà3ë 
RAJ lon màs mV` 
KLK lun mà3s mE` 
    
 86. fish 87. chicken 88. egg 
TOR mà} kuGi àn 
CHL màch kVkVi àN 
DSH 'mVsin ku'kur `On 
KAL mV'sin ku'kur0 `àn 
USH màt_s ki'kir0 `àn 
THL mVs kikir `Vn 
LAM mVt_sin 'kukur `Vn 
RAJ 'mV}in kikir / kukur VN 
KLK mE`'t_sin / 'mEsin ki'kir / ku'kur `VN 
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 89. cow 90. buffalo 91. milk 
TOR gà me3S7 C7i 
CHL gàw me3} àC7i 
DSH gài 'mVieS7 C7ir 
KAL gOi mV3Œ†C7 S7ir0 
USH gOi màiC7 C7ir0 
THL gOi mViZ7 C7ir 
LAM gOi mViZ7 C7iër0 
RAJ gà` mVi} }ir0 
KLK gài / gà mE} C7ir 
    
 92. horn 93. tail 94. goat 
TOR S7in LemQT cQl 
CHL S7iK lVkVi cQl 
DSH S7iKg lu'muTh càël 
KAL S7iK` lumVTh cEl 
USH S7iK lumàTh cEl 
THL S7iK lu'meTh cel 
LAM S7iK lumà3ëND cEël 
RAJ }iKg lu'màT cil / bEl 
KLK S7iK lu'màT cel 
    
 95. dog 96. snake 97. monkey 
TOR kuyu jàn }àdo 
CHL kucu jàn }àdo 
DSH kucur0 nàikhy mV'khyEr 
KAL ku'cur0 nO3ëkhy mV'kir 
USH ku'cur0 nO3kh mV'kàër 
THL kucur0 nOkhy mV'kir 
LAM 'kucur0 nàK mVkyVr 
RAJ kU'cur nàKg }àdo 
KLK 'kucur0 nàKg mVkVr 
    
 98. mosquito 99. ant 100. spider 
TOR phith pyol gVKà'pur 
CHL phit 'piwVl jo'là 
DSH phith pi'lilM gEKEr'buTh 
KAL phith pi'lil gEKgEr'buth 
USH phith pi'lil gàKgàr'buth 
THL phit pi'lil gEKgEr'buëth 
LAM phith pi'lil gyEKgEr'puTh 
RAJ phit phi'lil gEKgEr'puT / jolà 
KLK phith pi'lil 'jolo 
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 101. name 102. man 103. woman 
TOR nàm màS7 C7hi 
CHL nVm màS7 jVpVy 
DSH nàm mi`} is 
KAL nOm mi} is 
USH nOmp mi} is 
THL nàm mi} is 
LAM nOë`m mië`} is 
RAJ nàm mi} is 
KLK nà`m / nàm me} trEër 
    
 104. child 105. father 106. mother 
TOR po / low bàb yei 
CHL low bàb yVi 
DSH po bop yëei 
KAL phoë bop yëVi 
USH phoë bOp yëei 
THL po bOp yëei 
LAM poë bàp yei 
RAJ pu bVb ye 
KLK 'puC7ur / pu'to`} bop / bob yE` 
    
 107. older brother 109. older sister 111. son 
TOR ghVn bà ghQn }u po 
CHL ghVn bhà ghQn }u puS7 
DSH gàn dài` gyEn bàn pu 
KAL gyEn jà` gyen i}po po 
USH gàn jà gEn i}po po 
THL gyàn dor gyEn i}po po 
LAM gyàn jà gyEn i}po po 
RAJ gVn dà` gyEn bEn pu 
KLK gVn drà gyEn bQn phu 
    
 112. daughter 113. husband 114. wife 
TOR seràn bwe C7hi 
CHL dhu be ci 
DSH 'tEkEr mi} is 
KAL bI'rE mi} is 
USH bI'rE mi} is 
THL bI're mi} is 
LAM bI'rE mië} is 
RAJ 'Tikir mi`} is 
KLK pe me} / 'bErV trEër 
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 115. boy 116. girl 117. day 
TOR po seràn di 
CHL po serQn di 
DSH pu 'tEkEr dos 
KAL po bI'rE dos 
USH po bI'rE dos 
THL po bI're dos 
LAM po bI'rE dos 
RAJ pu 'Tikir dos 
KLK phu pEtE`} dos 
    
 118. night 119. morning 120. noon 
TOR Z7àëd Z7àët pe3}i 
CHL Z7àth Z7Vth àrdi 
DSH ràëth sàër0 bVr'dàd 
KAL rOët sOër pi} 
USH rOët sàr` pi} 
THL ràët sàr bVrdEt 
LAM rOëth sàër piS7 
RAJ ràt sà`r Gàrmà / bVrdet 
KLK ràët sàër0 GVrmà / bVrdEt 
    
 121. evening 122. yesterday 123. today 
TOR nQ}àm bEl à} 
CHL nyQ}Vm byEl àj 
DSH nimà}àm 'lupàrà à{ 
KAL nimà'}Om jàl O{ 
USH nimà'}Om jOl oëc 
THL 'nimV}àm jàl à{ 
LAM ni'mà}Om jàl àë{ 
RAJ nimV}àm bIàl àj 
KLK 'nimà}àm biàl à{ / àj 
    
 124. tomorrow 125. week 126. month 
TOR lolo hàftà mà3 
CHL lVlo àPtV mà3 
DSH 'sàrV hVPtV yu3ën 
KAL 'rEdà hàPtà mO 
USH 'rEëtV hàPtà mO3 
THL 'rEdV àPtà mO3 
LAM rE'jàrà hàPtà mO3ë 
RAJ rE`Et hVftV mà` / yun 
KLK lo'pàr hVftà mO` 
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 127. year 128. old 129. new 
TOR kàl po'ràn nVm 
CHL kàl puràn nVm 
DSH kàl puëràn nVm 
KAL kOl lE}im nVm 
USH kOl zoTh nàm 
THL kàl zoR nVm 
LAM kàl zoëT nVm 
RAJ kàl dV'mok / lV}Vn nVm 
KLK kàl làS7in nVm 
    
 130. good 131. bad 132. wet 
TOR Gorà làS7 VS7 
CHL Gorà làS7 VS7 
DSH ràn lVM Od` 
KAL rVn lVlM àl 
USH ràn` lVlM Vl 
THL ràn lVlM à'lu 
LAM rEë`n lVM 'àluth 
RAJ rQ`n lV} / xV'ràp àt 
KLK ràn` làëtr0 àëdr 
    
 133. dry 134. long 135. short 
TOR }ugel jik khVRVn 
CHL cu'kEl Z7ig kVTVN 
DSH }i'}àl dik kETVn 
KAL }i'}àl liky cE'TVn 
USH }i'}àl ligy khV'TVn 
THL }ukhy — — 
LAM }i'}à`l lig — 
RAJ }i}à`l dik kVTVn 
KLK }i'}àl` drIg kE'TVn 
    
 136. hot 137. cold 138. right 
TOR thàth }idVl su'wVn 
CHL thàth }i'dEl so'bVn 
DSH tVth '}idEl 'dV}tim 
KAL u'S7un }i'dEl là}im 
USH u'S7un }i'dàl làC7um 
THL u'S7un '}idVl làC7im 
LAM gVrVm }i'dVl làC7um 
RAJ u}un / tVbijel }idVl 'là}in 
KLK gIrVm }i'dEl 'drVS7um 
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 139. left 140. near 141. far 
TOR àë'wVn nio3 dhu 
CHL à'bVn nV dhu 
DSH khor0 niàr dur 
KAL khoëri 'neërV dur 
USH khor nir dur 
THL khori niVr0 duër 
LAM koër nir dur` 
RAJ khor / xer niEr du`r 
KLK khor / khEër niEr0 du`r0 / dur 
    
 142. big 143. small 144. heavy 
TOR ghVn low ugu 
CHL ghVn low o'gu 
DSH gyàn loikhy u'Gur 
KAL gyEn lukuT u'Gur 
USH gVn lukuT u'Gur 
THL gyVn luku'To} u'Gur0 
LAM gyEn lukuT u'gur 
RAJ gVn lukuT u'gur 
KLK gVn lukuT u'gur 
    
 145. light 146. above 147. below 
TOR ufuR Z7Eth tEn 
CHL ofuth Z7Et tEn 
DSH 'ubuT 'ucVt tuà 
KAL u'buT rVtV tuà 
USH 'ubuT rVtV tuà 
THL 'ubuT rVtV tuà 
LAM 'ibiTh rVtV 'tuëbPVr 
RAJ 'umuT 'ujin 'tuëpVr 
KLK 'ubuT 'rVlpVr 'cepVr 
    
 148. white 149. black 150. red 
TOR u'{àl ki'S7Vn logur 
CHL o'jVl kiS7Vn lV'hur 
DSH 'pVnVr0 kiS7Vn low 
KAL 'pVnàr0 ki'S7àn lVu 
USH 'pVnàr0 ki'S7àn lVu 
THL 'pVnàr 'kiS7Vn low 
LAM 'pVnVr0 ki'S7àn lVu 
RAJ 'pVnEr 'kI}in lV`u 
KLK 'pEnEr kiS7in le'il 
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 151. one 152. two 153. three 
TOR ek du C7à 
CHL ek du C7à 
DSH Vkhy du Mà 
KAL Vykh du Mà 
USH Vkh du Mà 
THL Vikh du Mà 
LAM Vikh du Mà 
RAJ Qk du S7Mà 
KLK àykh du trà 
    
 154. four 155. five 156. six 
TOR C7ào pà3Œ† S7o 
CHL C7àw pà3n S7o 
DSH cor pà3nc S7o 
KAL cor` pVKc S7o 
USH cor` pànc S7o 
THL cor0 poKc S7o 
LAM cor` pàënc S7o 
RAJ cor pEnc }o 
KLK cor pà3nc S7o 
    
 157. seven 158. eight 159. nine 
TOR sàt` àth nom 
CHL sàt àTh noëm 
DSH sVth V}sth num 
KAL sVth VTh num 
USH sVth àC7 num 
THL sVt QC7 num 
LAM sVt àTh num 
RAJ sà`t E} nom 
KLK sàt ES7 nUm 
    
 160. ten 161. eleven 162. twelve 
TOR dV} V'gà} du'wà} 
CHL dV} VgV} duà} 
DSH dV}sth i'kàë bàë 
KAL dV} i'kyàhV0 'bàhV0 
USH dV} i'khyàh bàh 
THL dV} i'khyàh bàh 
LAM dV} ikyàë bàhà 
RAJ dE} ikà` bà` 
KLK dE} à'kà} bà} 
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 163. twenty 164. one hundred 165. who 
TOR bi} pà3n bi} kàm 
CHL bi} pà3Œ† bi} kàm 
DSH bi} pànc bi} kom 
KAL bi} pVK{ bi} khVm 
USH bi} pàn bi} kVm 
THL bi} pOKj bi} kVm 
LAM bië} pàn} bi} kom 
RAJ bi`} pEnj bi} kà3̀  
KLK bi} pànj bi} ko 
    
 166. what 167. where 168. when 
TOR kà kEth kye 
CHL kà kEth key 
DSH 'kubà khyQ kon 
KAL khE'nO 'khEnV koën 
USH khE'nO — koVn 
THL khE'nO — kon 
LAM khElO khenV koVn 
RAJ kwà` kVmbà` ko`n 
KLK go'wà khyQ` 'kErà 
    
 169. how many 171. this 172. that 
TOR kedekh Q pwe 
CHL kedekh Q pwe 
DSH kI'tIkh `Œ† à'thOK 
KAL ki'tikh `Œ† '}imà3 
USH kitikh `VŒ† VS7imà3  
THL kI'tIkh `ài à'tOn 
LAM kI'tI `àŒ† VS7i 
RAJ kVtyet ài }Œ†E3̀  
KLK kI'tek un à'tun / àr 
    
 173. these 174. those 176. different 
TOR Q pwe — 
CHL Q pwe — 
DSH 'Omi omthà3 judà 
KAL 'àmi àS7i Pàràqh 
USH 'Vmi VS7imi Pàràqh / hVrVKà 
THL 'àmi Vmtà Pàràkh 
LAM — VmS7i — 
RAJ àŒ† }Œ†  wVrQk wVrQk 
KLK u}e3 / unun àtu / àràr mUxtàlIf / phVrVkim 
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 177. whole 178. broken 179. few 
TOR ro phorel V}uT 
CHL rox phorel Q}ud 
DSH seëIp pho'TEl 'uëcut 
KAL su'wà po'Tàl uëcuTh 
USH sV'wà po'Tàlàë — 
THL su'rà Po'Tàl 'uS7ut 
LAM sV'rà pho'To u'C7uT 
RAJ ro`k phoTyEl 'ucut 
KLK roG pho'Tàl 'u}uT / àti} 
    
 180. many 181. all 182. eat! / to eat 
TOR cEr Tol khoëw 
CHL cEr Tol kVo 
DSH bà`r0 'suwà khàgi 
KAL bàr` 'sVwO khàVn 
USH bàr0̀  su'wà khàkh 
THL bà`r0 'surà khOi 
LAM bà`r se'ràë khàëkhy 
RAJ byE`r suE` khà 
KLK bà`r0 sU'wà khà 
    
 184. to be hungry / 

      you are hungry  
185. drink! / to drink 186. to be thirsty /  

       you are thirsty 
TOR biS7Q ho pu tiS7Q ho 
CHL bi}yQ ho pu ti}Q owu 
DSH buS7Og hut phu Mi'coik hut 
KAL bu'}Og hu poën Mi'}Og hu 
USH buS7Og hu pug MicOg 
THL bu'S7Og hu poën S7i'S7Og hud 
LAM bu'S7àg uth phuëg S7i'S7àëg uth 
RAJ bu}e gyE pu }i}àgo / }i}àk 
KLK bu}e gyàl pi'lil tru'}ilit / tru} 
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 187. sleep! / to sleep 188. lie down! / 
           to lie down 

189. sit! / to sit 

TOR hoGo dàr tVlu bhàyu 
CHL hupu DQr tàëlu bàyu 
DSH nin — bài 
KAL nin bV'jànt dà'yàër dith bài 
USH nin bVjànt likir gOth bài 
THL nin coi — bàiukhy 
LAM nind likyV coi bVi 
RAJ nind co / nind bIc likà bVcEt bE` 
KLK nin co / nind — bi} 
    
 190. give! / to give 191. burn (it)! / to burn 192. (he) died / to die 
TOR dŒ†o dV{u mu 
CHL diyàu dàju mu 
DSH dV dot mV'rek 
KAL dV jVluth mà'rOn 
USH dV jàl mà'rOnt 
THL dVi ju'kui mur 
LAM dV jàël mur 
RAJ dE dVjEl / jVlà mVrigà / mur 
KLK dE S7o / jàl mur 
    
 193. kill! / to kill 194. (bird) flies / to fly 195. walk! / to walk 
TOR mow }i}deo thilu 
CHL mVo '}i}dVo thilu 
DSH 'màru }Œ†} 'giruëkhy 
KAL dàmàr '}i}dit co 
USH dàmàr }i}dV co 
THL mà'roiK '}Œ†ë}dIl 'giroi 
LAM dith ithië co 
RAJ mà`r / màro }i} dàin co 
KLK bV'kàl '}i}dàl / }Œ†} co 
    
 196. run! / to run 197. go! / to go 198. come! / to come 
TOR dàŒ†dio bV{u yeo 
CHL dhà3ndio bàju yào 
DSH 'dVmin bV'cuig yàikh 
KAL dàgu bV'cOn yeiyOn 
USH dàg bVcOn yeiyOn 
THL dà'min bV'coi yài 
LAM MVb coi i'yV 
RAJ MVp co e 
KLK trVp co / beëil yE / yàl 
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 199. speak! 200. hear! / to hear 201. see! / to see 
TOR bVnu bu{u bu 
CHL bànu bu{u pà}u 
DSH mV'noykhy 'bujoikhy biS7oikhy 
KAL 'jolà buj biS7 
USH 'jolà buj biS7 
THL mV'noyk bu'jui 'birui 
LAM jolà bu{ biëS7 
RAJ jolà / mVn sun tà`r 
KLK mVn buj / 'bujin nàl / nà'lin 
    
 202. I 203. you 205. he 
TOR à thu pwe 
CHL à thu pwe 
DSH co tu 'àthà 
KAL yà tu à'S7i 
USH yV tu à'S7i 
THL yV tu S7i 
LAM yV tu 'VS7i 
RAJ mE` / u tu hi 
KLK mO tu àr0 / so 
    
 207. we 209. you (plural) 210. they 
TOR mo tho pwe 
CHL mo tho pwe 
DSH mo` tho tVm 
KAL mV tV thVmthi 
USH mV thà thVmthi 
THL mà tà tVmti 
LAM mà thV V'S7i 
RAJ mo / mà tà tom 
KLK bE tis 'tethin / tEn 
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Appendix B.2 
Swat Kohistan Texts 

 

B.2.1   Kalami Kohistani, Kalam Swat 

The Akbar Khan Story 

1. xVlVg bujà yV tOni sOxtià qisà kEron. sVn corVtVr 
people listen I my-own disappointing story describing. in 1974 
People listen to my disappointing story. In 1974 or 1975 I was in the 

2. pVcVtVr mài yV tezeràt kEroz. tVn màikhy bis pàcis hàzàr 
1975 in I commerce did In-this me-to 20 25 thousand 
commercial business. The business failed and I lost 20-25,000 rupees. 

3. rupàyà tàwàniu hu mV wàlisVbà `i mVnu `i kàrewàr zitit cor 
rupees lost became my father this said this work ? ? 
My father advised me to leave the work and hand it over to my younger 

4. log jà-kyà àwàlEkyEr. bope mVnil gint hodài bàcà tVti 
younger brother-to handed-over father’s advice gave god king this 
brother. I followed the advice of my father and got back the 20-25,000 rupees. 

5. bis pVcis hàzàr mà mài lOsàr. Oz }ukurV VlV hVm-do-lilà yV 
20 25 1000 me me-to found today thanks God’s grace I 
Today I live comfortably by God’s grace. 

6. àràmrài thu. titi cElE soxti me nO. tVti bis pVcis 
comfortably am now like problems with-me is-not that 20 25 
Now I don’t have problems like before. Due to the loss of 20- 25,000 I went to 

7. hàzàr me tàwàni hu} yV lene làhor-wO gO. làhor 
thousand with-me loss became I ? Lahore-down went Lahore 
Lahore. In Lahore I spent one year and six months as a chowkidar. 

8. màikyà à kàl te }o mà mà sukidàri mài hu. tVnti ye 
me-to 1 year and 6 months my chowkidar with-me became there I 
From there I returned. 

9. dà ugus. tVti qVrVz mVrVz hodàë bàcà làsài bànài yV hu. 
? arrived which loan ? God king success due I became 
God helped me to earn back that money. This is my sad story. 
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10. mà sVxtià }tori. tVnti bàd bopVrà lou jà kyE 
my sad story that after father-up? younger brother to 
After that my father advised me to hand over the business to my younger 

11. hàwàlEkyVr mài tàz-kyà àwàlàkyEr. mài tOni hotElà kàrewàr 
handed-over with-me him-to handed-over with-me own hotel work 
brother. I have started my hotel work. 

12. }orokEr. hudàrà `ài mO lVz xVlEkyà qàrVs màlVs àz kEl }ukurà 
started borrow ? I finished people loan ? today for thanks 
Today I am free from borrowing from people and am living comfortably by the 

13. àlV hVm-do-lilà yà àràmrà thu. `i mà sOxtià jolàik `ini-ker 
God grace I comfortably am this my sad saying this-for 
grace of God. This is my sad story which I am taping for today. 

14. Oz tep kErond. `ini-kEr mài luku jà zimindirikyà 
today tape-record doing. this-for I younger brother farming-to 
For this I prepared my younger brother for farming. 

15. pàs kid. yi `ini kEr hotelà tOni gàribi cElàn. thuku hodài 
prepare did I this for hotel-of own poorly continue then God 
Due to my poverty I’m working in the hotel. Then may God bless you. 

16. tEsà nikhà àmVle. thuku lok jà pO xOz thVkVrà nO` 
you ? bless then younger brother not much strong is-not 
My younger brother is not so strong. Such time had come that his brother 

17. i}ili tem yegum mài du mà le Mà dos jellà ked. 
such time had-come with-me 2 months and 3 days prison-in did 
was in jail for two months and three days. Nobody helped me or acted as my 

18. khànià `insàn nV yàrànO} nVi dostànO} mVgyVr 
nobody human not close-friends-were neither friends-were but 
friend then. But today these people come to me each one saying, 

19. àz tVti digyErà yVràn dostàn xVlVg digyErà àkyEro 
today which again close-friends friends people again each-one 
“I am your friend.” 

20. yeyàr dErà yo dos. mVgyVr me Es mukyà mo 
your-close-friend said your friend but my front face-of my 
But now I consider that they are not my friends. 

21. yàr dos komi nOët. titi mà yàr dos titi 
close-friend friend nobody is-not those my close-friend friend those 
My friends are my own—like—my own relatives. 
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22. mà tàni. titi sOxteV tem me mesàt dui pàs him dOt ki} sVmO 
my own those sad-of time me me-with who help gave done he my 
Those who helped him during those troubled times are his friends. 

23. tOni. kyEn me sV à dos du lVm ki} sV mO tOni. dimà nà 
own who me he 1 day 2 work done he my own moreover no-one 
Those who worked with me for 2 or 3 days are my friends. Otherwise no one 

24. yàr tu nVi dos bà àlà tEtVsà hàbibà pàrkyEr di 
close-friend is neither friend except God his prophet moreover no 
is my friend. Except for God and his prophet no one seemed like his friend. 

25. komi mà tOni nOt. piMià pul `in}Elà àpOn gyàn kErOn te àmuli 
one my own is-not uncle’s son this-like alone big do and ability 
My cousin acts boldly and shows off to me. 

26. thu. ye tVti nVilOz àkbàr khàn 
is I that poor Akbar Khan 
I am that poor Akbar Khan. 

 

Questions for Kalami Story 
(English translations) 

  1. What happened to his business? 
  2. What did his father advise him to do? 
  3. How is he living today? 
  4. Where did he go to work? 
  5. How long did he stay in Lahore? 
  6. What work did he do there? 
  7. What did he prepare his younger brother to do? 
  8. Where did his younger brother go? 
  9. Who was his friend then? 
10. What did they say to him? 
11. Who are his friends now? 
12. What does his cousin show to him? 
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B.2.2  Torwali Kohistani, Bahrain Swat 

Torwali Kohistani Story 

1. mul}um kàl }e bàd }e. màymi dost mEgEmEz thi bunu yVrà mo 
last year of past was my friend Megemez is said friend we 
It was a year ago. My friend said to me, “Friend, let’s go to Kalam.” 

2. kàlàm ge bui. dà muEm sVri-tVslim-xàm kyàlàm ge mExàG do muE 
Kalam to let’s-go ? we acceptance kalam to ? 2 we 
We accepted his proposal to go to Kalam. I was sitting in my shop early in 

3. bi. se Z7àd me à dukàn-me bhuel ne à}u ne seèe ugOth. thi 
go that morning in I store-in sitting ? was there he came he 
the morning and he came in. He made me accept his proposal to go to Kalam. 

4. mài kàlàm dVbui-si mVjbur ki. mOsVm teti }er xàràb à}u. 
me Kalam going-of compulsion he-did weather then very bad was 
The weather was very bad that day. On that day he forced me to accept his 

5. àsi biyum tisi mVjburi thi myQm mVjburi ki yàrà à 
more on-that day compulsion he ? compulsion did friend I 
proposal to go to Kalam. 

6. kàlàm-nà bwi Vthià-hu. kàlàm dE mumilà num bàyà zEt 
Kalam-in go became Kalam for ? 9 o’clock morning 
It was nine o’clock in the morning when we were sitting in the van. 

7. VvigVm nà bEC7. mi àmVntsEs fruët fruët Vm gin mo kàlàm de 
van in sitting my us-with fruit fruit also we-took we Kalam in 
We took fruit with us and started off for Kalam. 

8. reOri. kàlàm-de mo àwe de pVn ki bVrVf him mu nV miri }i wV 
? Kalam-in us ? in road ? snow snow ? not ? was and 
When we reached Kalam, there was no snow and we were fine. 

9. kàlàm-de itse sàlàmàt oui. kàlàm weO wVi tàwà gVrVm thàwà beS7te 
Kalam ? okay was Kalam ? ? ? warm ? ? 
When the wagon reached Kalam, we took our tea in a hotel. 

10. wegVn-nV weåe mwe hotel me ce phu. ce àbàd mu càkàr the ni 
wagon ? we hotel in tea drink tea after we walk to ? 
After taking our tea, we walked about on the upper road of Kalam. 

11. git moi càkàr bà`àf kàlàm se ghVn rote bEcte moi cEkEr dit. 
went we walk ? Kalam of large road ? we walk saw 
When we were walking on that road, the snow began to fall. 
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12. thEt mO cEkEr tV rVwàn idàët cin }En him }oro hi. tV mon 
there we walk ? going ? ? ? snow began became this our 
We thought that this snow would not be a heavy one. 

13. xyàlà àho yerà him à}ud à}ud }i dà i cEre nV honin. mwà 
idea was ? snow little little was but it much not become we 
We went on our walk. 

14. tonu cEkErà mo hoi. thimi mun prinsiple mwe buni geràt 
one’s-own walk our became ? our principal to-us said ? 
In the meantime our principal told us that it was time to eat, let’s eat. 

15. thwoi gilà si woxt noà thu mà gil khi. mO thu hotel liggVi te 
? food of time near was we food eat we ? hotel went ? 
We went to a hotel and asked the hotel keeper (about food) and there were 

16. hotel wàlà kE} mài gilàsi bVnu te gilàs kebàb à}i Z7it. mOi 
hotel keeper ? we food-of said ? food kebabs were ? we 
only kebabs. We ate kebabs. 

17. kebàb ko. à te hotel wàrà pàr zàs }izE te Ot Es gQn nEt ce }u te 
kebabs ate ? ? hotel ? ? ? ? ? ? ? big river ? ? ? 
Where the hotel was located we could see the river (Swat) in a better way. 

18. pàlà te }uzit. mwe gEl koe sàbme orà niàzàrà ki him si gàn 
? ? ? we food eat ? good view do snow of big 
We enjoyed the scenery of that river along with the 

19. gVn fut àzmàn ne wodut àcer se dVndVr wut te t_sher tyn koi yut. 
big flakes sky in ? much ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
falling snow and it was pleasant. When we ate our lunch, again we took 

20. dV moi gEl mEl khEl àët dà him }oro à}i gEl mel khyEl ààt 
? we food etc eat ? ? snow began was food etc eat ? 
a walk and the snow was falling. 

21. bhi omià cEkàrà the. cEkErà the pVn ni mo àik dusErà himiVm 
again ? walk ? walk doing road on we one two snow 
When we were walking we threw snowballs at each other. 

22. him-miVnO dusàt. theà mo weàwO kVribVn C7ey beyà }i mwO à wiàt 
balls throw ? we ? about 3 o’clock was we ? ? 
It was about 3 o’clock when we decided that we should 

23. mwà wàpesi theàri ekhei. wàpVsi-si theàri-se kyQ mwi wegVn-si 
we return ready ? return-of ready-of purpose we van-of 
go back. When we were coming back we waited for a van. 
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24. inthezàr ki. the me bhàrein se wegàn gOt the me wegVn-e mO 
wait do then in Bahrain of van come then in van-in we 
And then a van for Bahrain came and we sat in the van. 

25. beTh. mO rever à}i }e mu co mVn suxti bhVrein ce }it thàwà 
sit we ? were ? ? ? ? ? Bahrain ? ? ? 
On the way, we were thinking that we could reach Bahrain quickly. 

26. onin. à se mwe kàpetà yerà mun Eà thul E mEn S7iZ7à e t_sizà }ità 
become ? ? we ? friend our ? all ? ? ? ? ? ? 
It was not known that our hopes would be destroyed. 

27. nV-oåi. mO thErà ginde pu}màl mà gàrhi ne pVn de him 
not-become we ? ? Peshmal in vehicle ? road ? snow 
When we arrived in Peshmal, the roads were covered with 

28. medek hiri }i kVribVn du C7à fut. yerà mon-se gàri 
so-much deep was almost 2 3 feet friend our vehicle 
heavy snow, nearly 2-3 feet. Our vehicle absolutely could not go on. 

29. bilkul nà }iri seth. pu}màl cere muK gàrhe khàm-}à 
completely no ? ? Peshmal much our vehicle break-down 
On the steep hill to Peshmal the van stopped working, 

30. ho tsà phyàdà mwe dusrà gàrhe dyàlà mà}in mwO pyàdàl 
became that by-foot we another vehicle another car ? by-foot 
and we walked up the hill to the police station at Peshmal 

31. mwO pu}màl-se choki u-gyàd. thEt mO bweth àlà thi jàlà 
? Peshmal-of police-station arrived there we sat ? ? fire 
to get another van. We sat there for a while with a guard around the fire. 

32. }u Oldà mO te àKài beT. à gVrà-se sin koi sàt. tVkribàn 
was ? we it ? sat ? vehicle-of waiting did ? about 
And we waited for the van. It was about 9 o’clock, but no van came for us. 

33. Z7Qt-se nom bàyà hut khi gàri hu neà. mwe bàyàlà Q}i 
night-of 9 o’clock was that vehicle became not we sitting ? 
While sitting there, we drank tea and such. 

34. tim ce phià ce me phu. phi nom bàyà zIt bàët thrVk bàr 
? tea drank tea etc. drink ? 9 o’clock night ? truck ? 
At nine o’clock a truck came loaded with logs. 

35. te trVk mi mIlEt à}i. te milVt trVk me mO dipEn àS7o mo 
this truck in wood was this wood truck in we ? weren’t we 
There was no place for us inside so our principal sat in the front 
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36. prinsipVl mu}te bVT moe te mese t_sheto yàt. moe ceto gyàt thEèe 
principal front-in sat we this this-of roof ? we roof ? there 
and we sat on top of the truck. We were sitting on top of the truck and the 

37. moyà mEski ceto beT no him-se bà gàn gàn fut wuåu mo 
? this-in roof sat then snow-of above big big flakes became we 
snow was falling heavily. It was very cold and we suffered, 

38. khol làRi }i à }idEl se cer sVxtàri hàl à}i. ini si di 
all ? were that cold of much difficult condition was like of day 
though we wore our coats. The weather that day was like the day of 

39. musàmà khyàmVt à}u. mO sVx }idVl à}u mwO ek bi bilkul 
weather judgement was we hard cold were we 1 ? completely 
judgment. It was too cold out there and we were huddled together. 

40. jàk te dài à}u. mO thào tVk te tofàli Z7àt me mO kVribà3 Z7àt-si 
? ? ? were we ? ? ? stormy night in we almost night-of 
That stormy night we arrived in Bahrain 

41. duà bàyà bàhrein de àbwi. bàhrein-de àbwVi te deàl dos 
12 o’clock Bahrain to arrived Bahrain-to arrived this other friends 
around midnight. When we arrived in Bahrain, I left my other friends and 

42. miduri ài tuni }ir-te nigàt. ài }ir-te nigOt tu me tem 
left I my-own house-to arrived I house-to arrived ? in time 
went to my home. When I reached home, it was 1 o’clock. 

43. buwe e bàyO. àhàl e mi zindigi-se tUnimà ucàt te ne wO kE}. 
? 1 o’clock ? ? my life-of ? ? ? not ? ? 
This was a story I will never forget in my whole life. 
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Questions for Torwali Story 
(English translations) 

  1. How long ago did this story take place? 
  2. Where did his friend want to go with him? 
  3. What time of day was he in his shop? 
  4. What was the weather on that day? 
  5. What did they do when they reached Kalam? 
  6. Where did they walk in Kalam after drinking tea? 
  7. What happened as they were walking? 
  8. What did their principal say to them? 
  9. What beautiful thing could they see from that restaurant? 
10. What did they throw at each other? 
11. Where did they decide to go then? 
12. What happened on the hill to Peshmal? 
13. What was in the truck? 
14. Where did their principal sit? 
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Appendix B.3 
 

Swat and Dir Kohistan Questionnaires 

 

B.3.1  Kalam Questionnaires 

Personal Questionnaire 

1. Have you ever lived outside of Kalam? 
2. Where have you spent the most time outside of Kalam?  How long did you 

stay? 
3. Do you know of any Kohistanis married to Pathans, Torwalis or 

Khandiawalas or other non-Kohistanis  (from Kalam)? 
4. If so, are there any in this household? 

Language Use Questionnaire 

1. What language do you speak in your home? 
2. Do you ever use any other language in your home? 

2b. If so, which language do you speak? 
2c. And with whom do you speak it? 

3. What language do you use to speak with Gujars? 
4. What language do you use to speak with Khandiawalas? 
5. What language do you use to speak with Torwalis? 
6. Can you read or write?  In what language? 

Language Attitude Questionnaire 

1. What languages do you want to know better?  What advantages are there? 
2. What languages do you want your children to learn? daughters? sons? 
3. Which language sounds the sweetest to you, i.e., most pleasant to listen to? 
4. Would you like your language to be written? 

4b. If so, what advantage would there be to that? 
5. Do you know of any Kohistanis (from Kalam) married to Pathans, 

Torwalis or Kandiawalas or other non-Kohistanis? 
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B.3.2  Torwali Questionnaires 

Language Use and Attitude Questionnaire 

 1. Name 
 2. Father’s name 
 3. Sex 
 4. Marital status 
 5. Age 
 6. Education 
 7. Occupation 
 8. Places traveled outside area 
 9. Do you know of any (Torwali) Kohistanis who have intermarried with 

speakers of other languages? 
10. Is there any such intermarriage in your family? 
11. Do the women in your family know Pashto? 
12. Do the women in your family know Urdu? 
13. Do the women in your family know how to read? 
14. What language do you usually use in your home? 
15. What language do you usually use with other (Torwali) Kohistanis? 
16. What language do you usually use with Pashto-speaking people from 

outside of this area? 
17. What language do you usually use with Pashto-speaking people who were 

born here? 
18. What language do you usually use with people from the other Torwali-

speaking valley? 
19. What are the advantages of Pashto? 
20. What are the advantages of Urdu? 
21. What are the advantages of (Torwali) Kohistani? 
22. Some people are writing books in (Torwali) Kohistani.  Do you think this 

is a good idea? 
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Census and Language Use Questionnaire 

 1. Name 
 2. Relationship to other household member interviewed 
 3. Age 
 4. Education 
 5. Sex 
 6. Marital status 
 7. Does subject have children?  grandchildren? 
 8. Completeness of family information supplied 
 9. Language most commonly used in the home 
10. Any other language(s) used in the home 
11. Birthplace 
12. Any other place lived for six months or more 

Questionnaire Used with Women 

 1. Name 
 2. Age 
 3. Marital status 
 4. Number of children 
 5. Do you have grandchildren? 
 6. Education 
 7. First language 
 8. Other languages 
 9. Language(s) used in the home 
10. Places traveled 
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B.3.3  Dir Questionnaire 

 1. Name? 
 2. Age? 

2b. Do you farm?  If not, what profession? 
 3. Date of Interview  
 4. Education level? 
 5. Tribe?  / Family? 
 6. Where were you born? 

6b. Where did you grow-up? 
 7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 
 8. What do you call your language? 

8b. Does that have a special meaning? 
8c. Do you have other names for your language? 

 9. Do other people have a different name for your language? 
9b. What do they call it? 
9c. Who calls it that? 
9d. Does that have a special meaning? 

10. Are there any other places where your language is spoken?  Where? 
11. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 
12. Where do people speak your language just a little bit differently? 

12b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12c. Do people from there also come here? 

13. Where do people speak your language very differently? 
13b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
13c. Do people from there come to your area? 
13d. When you talk with a man from ———, how much of his language 
 do you understand? 
13e. In what way does he talk? 

14. Where do people speak your own language the most purely? 
15. Where do people speak your own language the best? 

15b. Why do you say that is the best? 
16. Where is your language spoken badly? 

16b. Why do you say that it is bad? 
17. What do you call the language people speak in Tal and Lamuti? 

17b. What do you call the people who speak that language? 
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18. Do you go there often?  How many times in a year? 
18b. Do your fellow villagers go there frequently? 
18c. For what purpose do you go? 
18d. How long do you stay there? 
18e. What language do you speak with them? 
18f. Do people understand you when you speak your own language 
there? 
18g. Do you understand their language? 
18h. Can you speak their language? 
18i. How did you learn this language? 
18j. Do your women go there? 
18k. For what purpose do they go? 
18l. Do your people marry with those people? 
18m. If not, why not? 

19. Do people from there live in your village? 
19b. If a man from there comes to your village, can everyone understand 
 his speech? 
19c. Even the women and children? 
19d. How different is their language from what you speak? 

20-22. (Questions 17-19 repeated regarding Kalkot) 
23-25. (Questions 17-19 repeated regarding Rajkot/Patrak) 
26. What do you call your own people? 

26b. Do all ——— people speak the same as you? 
26c. If not, what do they speak? 

27. Do all the people in your village speak the same as you? 
27b. If not, what other groups are there? 

28. How many people live in your village (who speak your language)? 
28b. How many people total speak your language? 

29. What other languages are spoken in your area?  (Mother tongues) 
29b. Where are they spoken? 
29c. Do you know these other languages? 
29d. Do your children know these other languages? 
29e. If so, how did they learn them? 

30. Where did your own people come from? 
30b. When did they come? 
30c. Why did they come here? 

31. Do you speak the same language as your grandfather did? 
32. What is the name of your father’s language? 
33. What is the name of your mother’s language? 
34. (If parent’s language is different from local lg.) What language did you 

speak in your home as a child with your parents? 
35. What language do you speak in your home now? 

35b. Is there someone else in your family who speaks a different 
 language? 
35c. Then what language do you speak with them? 
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36. What other languages do you speak? 
36b. How well do you speak them? 

37. What do you call the people who speak your own language? 
38. What language do you use for: 

38b. explaining things to women? 
38c. to children? 
38d. for singing? 
38e. for jokes and stories? 
38f. for religious teaching in the mosque? 
38g. who does religious teaching?  local or outsider? 
38h. for religious teaching at home? 
38i. for political talk? 
38j. for getting a job? 

39. Do you speak Urdu? 
39b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
39c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
39d. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 
39e. Can you read Urdu? 

40. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
40b. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 

41. How many of the children in your village go to school?  Percent? 
42. How many of the women in your village speak Urdu? 

42b. How many of the women in your village read and write Urdu? 
43. Do you speak Pashto? 

43b. Do you often speak Pashto? 
43c. Where do you usually speak Pashto? 
43d. With whom? 
43e. Do you find Pashto easy to speak? 

44. How many of the people in your village speak Pashto? 
44b. How many of the people in your village read and write Pashto? 

45. How many of the children in your village speak Pashto? 
46. How many of the women in your village speak Pashto? 
47. Do your people marry with Pashto-speakers? 

47b. If so, what language is spoken in home with children? 
48. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 
49. When your children grow up, what language do you think they will use the 

most? 
50. Are there books in your language?  What type? 

50b. Have you tried to read them? 
50c. Do you think your language would be easy to read? 

51. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 
51b. Would you? 

52. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
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53. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 
would you go? 
53b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children? 

54. What is the best language for writing things? 
54b. Why do you think so? 

55. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 

56. Is your language broadcast on the radio? 
56b. Do you listen to it? 

57. If you wanted to give an important message to the people in your area, 
what language would you use? Why? 
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APPENDIX C 
USHOJO SURVEY DATA 

 

Appendix C.1 Ushojo Word List 
Karial, Swat (A) 

Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from similarity count. 
 
 
1. body 'wàjuth 
2. head S7uS7 
3. hair 'bàële 
4. face mukh 
5. eye 'ES7ië 
6. ear koëN 
7. nose 'noti 
8. mouth 'à3zië 
9. teeth doën 
 
 
10. tongue jib 
11. breast bux'thiàn 
12. belly DER 
13. hand hVt 
14. elbow 'Thuëri 
15. palm 'tVle 
16. finger VK'guëli 
17. fingernail nokh 
18. leg joK / pà3 
19. skin com 
 
20. bone 'VnThi 
21. heart 'hilo 
22. blood LuL 
23. urine }I'noTo moS7 
24. feces bVRo moS7 
25. village koëT 
26. house goëT 
27. roof 'beli 
28. door dVr 
29. firewood 'kàëTe 

 
30. broom 'lVhuëli 
31. mortar cV'Tu 
32. pestle `I'ThIL 
33. hammer sV'TVk 
34. knife 'càku 
35. axe 'ThoKgo 
36. rope pVre 
37. thread 'gunDo 
38. needle su3 
39. cloth Tu'kàe 
 
40. ring VKgu'Ti 
41. sun 'suëri 
42. moon yun 
43. sky às'màn 
44. star 'tàëro 
45. rain 'VZ7o 
46. water wi 
47. river suNDu 
48. cloud 'VZ7o 
49. lightning  àsmàn 'pàlàkin 
 
50. rainbow hi'nàën 
51. wind o} 
52. stone g(h)Iri 
53. path poëN 
54. sand si'gVl 
55. fire VK'gàr 
56. smoke d(h)um 
57. ash dàl 
58. mud 'cicVl / 'xàtV 
59. dust 'pisin 
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60. gold li'olo zàr 
61. tree thoëm 
62. leaf pVTo 
63. root nià'ri 
64. thorn koN 
65. flower pu'}uru 
66. fruit me'wà 
67. mango Vm 
68. banana 'kelà 
69. wheat gum 
 
71. rice 'tànol 
72. potato 'àlu 
73. eggplant 'kino 'bàtiKVr 
74. groundnut mum'pVli 
75. chili mVr'cVke 
76. turmeric hV'lIS7 
77. garlic li'}im 
78. onion 'pàlàn 
79. cauliflower pu'}urwi 'gopi 
 
80. tomato 'TVmàTVri 
81. cabbage bVn gopi 
82. oil tEl 
83. salt 'luni 
84. meat mOës 
85. fat me3 
86. fish 'màce 
87. chicken ku'kuri 
88. egg àN'Do 
89. cow 'gào 
 
90. buffalo me3S7 
91. milk dud 
92. horns 'S7iKge 
93. tail là'kài 
94. goat 'Vi 
95. dog S7u3 
96. snake jon 
97. monkey }àë'du 
98. mosquito 'phuti 
99. ant piwVl 

100. spider jo'là 
101. name noëm 
102. man 'mànuZ7o 
103. woman jVpVi 
104. child }I'noTo 
105. father 'màëlo 
106. mother 'màëli 
108. brother Z7à 
110. sister sVs 
 
 
111. son puC7 
112. daughter phwi 
113. husband kV'mVn 
114. wife 'C7Vi 
115. boy pho 
116. girl phwi 
117. day dez 
118. night 'r†àëti 
119. morning lo'C7Eki 
 
120. noon àr†'dez 
121. evening 'niàë}àm 
122. yesterday beà'luku 
123. today àë{ 
124. tomorrow 'Do3ci 
125. week àp'tà 
126. month moëz 
127. year kàël 
128. old pu'roëno 
129. new noë / nou 
 
130. good }o 
131. bad kVcàto 
132. wet 'VZ7o 
133. dry }u'kàlo 
134. long 'Z7ugo 
135. short 'khuTo 
136. hot 'tàto 
137. cold }i'dVlo 
138. right su'bVno 
139. left à'bVno 
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140. near 'neëro 
141. far dur 
142. big 'bVRo 
143. small }i'noTo 
144. heavy u'goro 
145. light là'oko 
147. below 'kàren 
148. white }o 
149. black 'kinono 
 
 
150. red le'olo 
151. one Eëk 
152. two du 
153. three C7e 
154. four càr 
155. five po} 
156. six S7à 
157. seven sàët 
158. eight àëTh 
159. nine 'nVo3 
 
160. ten 'dàe 
161. eleven V'gà} 
162. twelve dwà} 
163. twenty bi 
164. one hundred po{ bi 
165. who 'koe 
166. what jI 
167. where koën te 
168. when kV're 
169. how many kV'càëk 
 
170. which 'kàëmIk 
171. this  à'nà(m.) / àni(f.) 
172. that 'pilà / là 
173. these (things) à'ni '}ei 
174. those (things) 'pili '}ei 
175. same (thing) Ek '}ei 
176. different 'gVDwVD 
177. whole r†oG 
178. broken pho'Tàlo 
179. few 'àëpo 

 
180. many 'làëlo 
181. all 'buTo 
182. (you) eat khà 
183. (he) bites khe 
184. (he) was hungry beS7E'làlo 
185. (he) drank pië 
186. (he) was thirsty te}E'làlo 
187. (he) slept 'suto 
188. lay down! bV'jàlà bo 
189. sit down! be 
 
190. give! de 
191. burn wood! 'kàTe 'dàe 
192. (he) died 'muëre 
193. (you) killed 'màëre 
194. (bird) flew hun 'bili 
195. walk! pi'àdà bo 
196. run! mVNDà the 
197. go! bo 
198. come! e 
199. speak! r†àz 
 
200. hear! 'S7unà 
201. see! 'C7Vke 
202. I mV / mà3 
203. you (informal) tu 
204. you (formal) so / t_so 
205. he sV 
206. she sV 
207. we (incl.) 'àso 
208. we (excl.) 'àso 
209. you (plural) so 'buTe 
210. they si 
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Appendix C.2 
 

Ushojo Supplementary Word List 

adz 'thEC7i 
almond bà'dàm 
anger kàë'Rà 
ankle 'pVRke 
apple 'pVlu 
apricot ju'lu 
arrow 'GV}e 
attach (v.pst) jV'S7ege / V'S7ege 
awake (v.) hun bilo 
 
back (small of) 'chuno Dàk 
ball 'pàNDos 
barber Dom 
bark (tree) pàTh 
bear 'iC7V 
beat (v.pst) ku'Tege / ku'Thege 
before mu'S7o 
bird cu'ruti 
blind 'S7eëlo 
blister 't_soLo / 'soLo 
bone à3Ti 
bow lin'dV 
bowstring 'guNDo 
brain mim 
bring (v.fut) V'Tono 
bury (v.prs) spà'remà 
bury (v.pst) spà'rege 
butter }e'}àn 
 
calf (leg) 'pini 
camel ox 
carry (v.fut) hà'rono 
cat 'pi}o 
centipede pi'}e 
chaf khi'àre 
chase (v.pst) S7Igà'rege 

chimney pep 
churn (n.) mVn'DàNu3 
churn (v.prs) mVn'demà 
clever u'}àro 
comb 'kuKgi 
corn jo'àr 
 
corn cob 'S7IS7o 
cornsilk jVj 
crack C7ik 
cream ji'làri / jilàRi 
crow kàg 
cut (v.fut) chi'nino 
cut (v.pst) 'chinege 
 
dagger co'RàkVi 
day before  C7e'moKgo des 
    yesterday 
deaf 'boro 
donkey 'Z7Vkun 
down 'khàre 
dream (v) 'NiS7i pVS7ini 
duck bV'thVki 
dumb (not speak) 'C7àTo 
 
earth 'dVrin 
earthquake 'dVrin phI'Tikini 
eighteen V'Tà} 
eighty cEr bi 
eyebrow 'VS7kwokhe 
 
fear (v.pst) bi'{ilo 
fever S7àl 
field C7hES7 
fifteen pe3} 
fifth po}'moKgo 
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fifty 'dege du bi 
fight 'rVbVR 
first à'wVl 
flea JVND 
flood kà'S7àr 
flour 'à3Thi 
fortnight; half 'horomos 
     a moon 
forty du bi 
 
fourteen 'càdV} 
fourth càr'moKgo 
fox lu'i 
frog sin'dVxà 
full fu'ràlo 
funeral bier {i'nàzo / ji'nazo 
fur JVT 
 
get (v.fut) gV'Tono 
grape dVS7 
grind (v.pst) pe'S7ege 
 
handle of ax 'dVnu 
heel 'khuni 
honey meà'S7i 
honeybee màS7u'li 
honeycomb DVD 
horse 'V}pi (f.) / 
  'V}po (m.) 
 
insect 'kimi 
inside 'guS7i 
internal organs 'lVRmun 
 
knead (v.prs) kI'S7emà 
knot goN 
know (v.prs) 'swEmà 
 
lamb u'ràn 
lame, dwarf 'khuTo 
laugh (v.) 'hàësi 
lentil nVs 

lip 'truTo 
louse ju3 
lung phVph 
 
markhor 'màrxor 
millstone Z7em'bVTh 
mirror moë'thàro 
mountain khon 
mustache phuKge 
 
navel 'thuni 
nineteen Vn'bi} 
ninety 'dege cEr bi 
 
owl guK'ge 
 
parrot 'tothi 
peach 'àro 
pinch (v.pst) jVku'lege 
pine cone 'S7IS7o 
plum àli'cV 
post, pillar thun 
pull (v.pst) 'Z7Igdege 
pumpkin gVNDu'li 
 
raspberry phà'gàn 
rat mu3'Z7o 
 
sap khVN 
scorpion 'lVRVm 
scratch (v.pst) kE'nege 
second du'moKgo 
sell (v.fut) kIr'nino 
 
seventeen sV'tà} 
seventy 'dege C7e bi 
shake (v.pst) phITkà'rege 
sharp 'tinu 
sheep  ili (f.) / 
  mIN'Dal (m.) 
sheep (fat tail) lV'mor mIN'Dal 
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shield Dàl 
shin bone 'juKgi à3Ti 
sickle 'uKgi 
sieve (for grain) 'pVru 
sink (v.pst?) Dug'bile 
sixteen S7eS7 
sixty C7e bi 
skin bag bV'runo 
sledgehammer 'Doko 
smooth pi'cElo 
snow him 
soft kV'mVlo 
some kV'càk 
son’s wife nuS7 
spleen 'trIxe 
sticks on rafters ko'nàle 
stool (small) 'bITi 
stupid kà'mVkVl 
sugar cane 'gVne 
sweep (v.pst) kV} tege 
 
tall 'Z7ugo 
take (v.pst) gi'nege 
tear (v.pst) t_sirege 
thief C7oR 
thigh 'mVndVl 

third C7e'moKgo 
thirteen 'C7ei} 
thirty 'dege bi 
throat 'turuR 
tree (cedar) 'LILo 
 
upward hu'nàti bVjemà 
 
very 'làëlo 
vomit (v.pst) C7à'Rege 
 
wasp hi'lV 
waterchute (mill)  tàr†'nào 
weaver jo'là 
web; nest pon 
widow 'r†INDi 
wife’s brother jVmà'C7o 
wife’s mother pVS7 
wool pVS7 
wrinkle 'gonje 
write (v.prs) lI'khonà 
 
yellow cV'noro 
yes hà3 
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Appendix C.3 
 

Ushojo Text 
Karial (Swat) 

Ushojo Folk Tale 

1. hàlim gV bVi V ràsul bVi Z7àri Vsili Ek gV sVs Vsili 
Halim and both (pause) Rasul both brothers were one and sister was 

2. sinoi hàlim gV ràsul-i xworVi Vsolo xworVi do}mVno màrege 
their Halim and Rasul-of nephew was nephew enemy killed 

3. sVsi rVzigi miànV puC7e gVTà thà sinoi rVzigi Vse sVni gVTà 
sister said my son revenge do they said we then revenge 

4. thVono ye chuke pVlu phuNDili xà mVnjà deze gVi làhàle 
will-do (pause) sour apple flower (pause) in-that days went many 

5. e wVx sVci àli likone niàje gVi sele niàji mV àli 
(pause) time truth came they hunt went were hunt from came 

6. nià}àmà sVs Vsili xVpà sisi tVpos tege Z7à rojV tVpos tege e 
evening sister was sad they asked did brother from asked did oh 

7. sVse to ke xVpà hàni rVzinu mi puC7 màrene à lino gVTV 
sister to why sad is said my son killed (pause) him revenge 

8. thà sinoi rVzigi VsV sVne gVTV thVono e Vnà chuki pVlo 
do they said we then revenge do(fut) (pause) this sour apple 

9. phuNDili xà sisi tV miyàd làhàlo Vsolo bVsondV te 
flower (pause) his-unseen to time many was spring to 

10. sisi Vne hVno phuN thonde xà bài Dàge rVzige mà 
his-unseen this is flower will-do (pause) then old-woman said I 

11. to te qànun pV}àrem ue teti thà lisi neyàrote holà là bàjul 
you to job teach water heat do? its-seen roots put it ? 

12. C7emoKgo deze phuNDono bà phunde sVb ToTkà thege se 
3rd day will-flower then to-flower all method did it 

13. C7emoKgo des te phonDili xà {àro du wVl hVrodo bVdnàm 
3rd day to to-flower (pause) brothers 2 ? lost blame 

14. hVràdi e bà rVzige Vso-yà kVlci tonà cin si tenV 
lost (pause) then said we-? lie do now will? do(prs?) 
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15. kVlcio xVtVm hVni e VsVi yVni hàno wàthVn phàto hàno 
lies finished are (pause) we this is area leaving are 

16. bRVstVni gV Vnà ginono jVgo wàthVnà te bujono e 
bedding and this take(fut) resettle area to go (pause) 

17. sVjV phVto Vsài du}mVni thVono lVdà Vso gVi Vso du jVni 
this-from after our enemy will-do this-like we went we 2 men 

18. hVni Vsi gV kVm gVN hàni VsVi du}mVni V sVjV phVto 
are we of little many are our enemy (pause) this-from after 

19. gVina sVfàr thege e tomo khon te gVi ài wVtVnà de 
went travel did (pause) here hill on went (pause) area on 

20. }VRontheyà thege àle C7e Z7àre Vsili du Z7àre Vsile C7e gV 
migrated did came 3 brothers were 2 brothers were 3 and 

21. {Vhuli Vsili du pVtote gVi C7e pVtote gVi pon dVr Z7àre 
nephews were 2 turn-back went 3 turn-back went path on brothers 

22. gV du càr Z7àre di}V te àle Vnà wVthVnV te kàlàmà te 
and 2 4 brothers place to came this area to Kalam to 

23. VbVrili sVsi rVzigi tVi Vnà xworVi gVTà ni thege V là 
reached sister said your this nephew revenge not did (pause) this 

24. ji }VtVi hisàb hVnu }unwVi rVzini VsVi kVDo di}V the thono 
what ? plan is ? said we family place to will-do 

25. sVjà pVto VsVi gVTà thVono lVdàmà thVmu jà àle kàlàmà 
that-from after we revenge will-do this-like? hope on came kalam 

26. te VbrVrili kàlàmV dVr umVr lVKgege kVcàk mondà neTà lVKgili bà 
to reached kalam in time spent some time time spent then 

27. Vji àli }àgVmV te }àgàmà dVr umVr umVr làKgege sVjà 
up came Shagram to Shagram in time time spent that-from 

28. pVto le niàjir tene sele pVke niàjir Vsile sVjà pVto VnV 
after they hunting doing doing expert hunter were this-from after this 

29. seëde pVto DVg gV3Dene Vnuno jàg bVje sene kàTe te à 
Sayed after back tieing these people went that firewood to (pause) 

30. jàko ye pVto DVlo thege rVzenà VnV mVnu{o màrà sVs màron 
people the after crowd did said this persons kill they kill 

31. te gVi àjà bVlwV wVs ni VbVrilo lVpilieto }àgVmà te VTege 
to went them-on arrest can not reached catch? Shagram to brought 
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32. }VgVmV dVr }inoi sVlV thege bVRo bVRo Z7à-i rVzigi }inoTo 
Shagram in they decision did elder elder brother-of said younger 

33. te e àdVi kàr thài là nàpohà jàk hVni seëdi hVni 
to (pause) this work do this stupid people are Sayed are 

34. à là rVzà rVzeV kVcàk jeni Vso-se pVto mVrg te 
(pause) they/he? said said how-much people our after kill to 

35. Vle sele le nàpohà jàk hVne kVtVi jàko bono 
came are this stupid people are stand-in-line people will-do? 

36. sVjà lIndV GV}Vi pàtono kVcàk jà màrege Vso tà 
that-from bow arrow will-return how-many people? killed we to 

37. mVràle hàni GVrVz VdVi hàni rVsul-i rVzigi nV` àlimà nà xun 
died are talk this is Rasul said no Halim not? murder 

38. bino Vso jumyàti V lVdàmo konàli nikhàte sili 
doing-sg we mosque (pause) this-like? woodbeam pull-out were 

39. jumyàti mà VsVi coT dono li boji tomo lo VsVi GV}Vi nikàle 
mosque from we shot will-do they went here? ? our arrow pull-out 

40. to Vso te VTVi ThoKgi ni hàrono tàC7e ni hàrono e àrà 
will? us to bring-pl axe not carry adze not carry (pause) saw 

41. ni hàrono jumàt }ed bini xàli gVi kV ni VTo bVhàtà 
not carry mosque martyr doing-pl only went if? not bring very 

42. wVs ni àbVrilo wVpVsi Vso te etlà thà tino }Vi ni 
able not arrived turn us to message do gave? thing not 

43. VTono jumàt }ed ni bVi sVjV pVto li gVi ko}i} 
will-bring mosque martyr not became that-from after they went try 

44. thege wVs ni àbVrilo wVs mà bVhVr yà hàno bà 
did able-can not reached able from out he/these? were then 

45. pVtote àli etlà dege VsV-i wVs mà bVhàr hàno }ino-i boji to 
after came message gave our able from out is they went ? 

46. kVlimV ràzigi sVjà pVto tVmo GV}Vi hVth de nikàlege wVpVs 
Kalma said that-from after own arrow hand on pull-out turn 

47. chVm te rVwàn bili o keràmàët Vsolo lino pV3o khàre 
village to walk became (pause) miracle were them foot down 

48. konàle poThili chVm Digi sili sVjV pVto seëde ànà VmVl 
beams breaking village fell-down did that-from after Sayed this action 
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49. thege VnV ji bàlài hVni Vn kV màrege là mVràli nu}o jià 
did they some demon are they if killed they killed not some 

50. wVs bino sVwà sVjV ànà gini to bà pVtote kàm 
able reach ? that-from they take(pst?) ? then again work? 

51. e wàtVnV te hVrV se wVtVn-V te hVrV Vbrà e seëde 
(pause) area to carry they? area-of to carry reach (pause) they? 

52. jà pVtote VbrVege di}V te VbrVege kVcàk mundà neTà nikVte 
from again reached place to reached some time time spent 

53. sVjV pVto lino niàjir xVtVm bili sVjV pVto li 
that-from after them hunting finished became that-from after they 

54. àle }àgàme sEër te sVjà pVto thomi chimege e Ek 
came Shagram river to that-from after trees cut(pst) (pause) one 

55. thom bràbVr àlo tho mVjà Ek àwàr lVKgilo }InoTo Z7à-i 
tree connect came it between? one cross crossed small brother-of 

56. rVzigi bVRo te tu nie thVi VS7ig Vzigi binV mà bujemà kV mV 
said big to you not your eyes ? doing I go(prs?) if I 

57. lVKgilo bà pàc toji hàth dono mà ni buj bVhVi mVsVlo thVi 
cross then ? ? hand will-give I not go after ? you 

58. bài sVjà pVto ni hVno sVjà pVto lVhàlo tà C7e càr 
then? that-from after not is that-from after very that 3 4 

59. {on{o ui ànà sEr mà làhàle Vsili sVjV pVto likoni cVr po3} 
mill water this river from very was that-from after him 4 5 

60. C7e rojà DIlteyàrege bà pVtote yV to àwàz tege Z7V-i to ni 
3 from? washed-away? then after he ? call did brother-of ? no 

61. àë xVtVrV hàni là wàrVgV thomi cinino VsigV pàrVgV thomi 
come danger is I? this-side trees will-cut you that-side trees 

62. cinino Ek des Vsolo sisi Z7à nàjoRà bilo pVtà 
will-cut one day came his-unseen brother sick became information 

63. ni gVTili lise thom cinege thom brVbVr àlo sVjà pVto 
not receive(pst?) he tree cut(pst) tree connect came that-from after 

64. là gào lisi rVzigi lVkone Derà dVr }olàle nàjuR hàno yà sVth te 
he went? he said he? belly in pain ? is he there to 

65. gVi tV belà dVr bVjàlo hàno mo{e nito bVino 
went ? rock-overhang in layed was talks cannot do(fut?) 
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66. Z7V-i ji cVl bili sV tV mo{e nito bVisilo hVthe 
brother-of what happen came he ? talks cannot do hand 

67. pV}àrege e iC7 hàlàl te Vsili sise lVRmun pVi Vsili sV 
showed (pause) bear? slaughter to did his liver cooked did that 

68. ke5ëge no5to jà e ko5no jà V3zi jà bàle Vle sili sVjà 
ate nose in (pause) ear in mouth in hair came did that-from 

69. pVto luNi pe}ege tele dege bàle kàcà }ite sVjà pVto yVni 
after salt rubbed palm gave hair from remove that-from after means 

70. moZ7o jà àlo Z7à-i Ve thVi VnV ji krom thege rVzino 
talk start came brother-of (pause) you this what work did said 

71. mà biS7-Vle gV bVrbàd bom Vsolo i{ Vlo ji pàidV 
I hunger-came? and destroy ? was bear? came nothing find 

72. ni bili sVlo myà Vnà nikàlege ke5ge sVjà pVto Z7à 
not became did I this pulled-out ate that-from after brother 

73. S7o bilo bà rVwàn bile gà gVi pilà liste pilà myàdàmà te 
good became then walk came ? went that that that Myadam to 

74. myàdàmà dVr ji moz Vpi lVhàle dezi mozi lVKgege 
Myadam in some month some many days months spent 

75. sVjV pVto gVi S7Vnku te S7Vnku mà làwàre gVi bi{gàm 
that-from after went Shanku to Shanku from that-side went Bishigram 

76. te yàdàrà buje nV sele hVlim gV rVsul sVjà pVto 
to remember went ? became/did Halim and Rasul that-from after 

77. cEntà qomi lVhàle hàni sino Vwlàd nVwàsVi gV kVRosVi sV 
now tribe many are their sons grandson’s-son and grandsons that 

78. wVxV dVr li du jVni Vsili linoi du jVno jà hàno wàtVn qVbzà 
time in they 2 men were these 2 men on are area inhabited 

79. thege xodà pàk sino qVbul thu 
did God holy they accept do 

 

Free Translation 

Halim and Rasul were two brothers. They have one sister. They have a 
nephew. Their enemy killed their nephew. Their sister said, “Revenge my son.” 
They said, “We will revenge him when this sour apple plant flowers.” After 
some time they went hunting. They came from hunting in the evening and their 
sister was sad. They asked, “Why are you sad? Oh, Sister, why are you sad? 
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What happened to you?” She said, “My son was killed and you should revenge 
him.” They said, “We will revenge your son when this sour apple plant 
flowers.” It was a long time to spring when the plant would flower. Then an old 
woman said, “I will teach you a method. Put hot water on the tree roots, then 
the plant will flower on the third day.” She used this method and it flowered on 
the third day. The two brothers were sad because they had lied to her. And then 
they said, “We lied, now the lies are finished. We should leave this area and 
resettle in another area when we have gone. After that we will fight our enemy. 
We went because we are two and our enemies are many.” 

After that they traveled from their area and they went up on a mountain. 
They were three brothers migrated. The brothers left and came to a place. They 
reached the area of Kalam. Their sister said, “You did not revenge your 
nephew.” They arrived at Kalam, they spent time in Kalam. Then after some 
time they came up to Shagram. And they spent time there in Shagram. They 
were hunting often. They were expert hunters. 

After that the Sayed prepared themselves to kill those two brothers. And 
the crowd said, “Kill these men.” They went to kill them, but could not find 
them. They decided and the elder brother said to the younger, “This is what 
we’ll do. These are stupid people. [I want to know] how many people came to 
kill us. I will tell them to stand a line. When they stand in a line I will pull the 
bow and will kill all of them, because they are killing us.” Rasul said, “No, 
Halim. Don’t do this murder. You will shoot the mosque wood beam and we 
will tell them to pull it out. And we will say they cannot use a saw, an axe, or 
an adze. But pull the arrow out by hand because otherwise the mosque will be 
desecrated. They will be not able to pull the arrow from the beam then they will 
send a message to us to please come here and pull the arrow, otherwise the 
mosque will be desecrated.” After that they did it. When they reached the 
mosque they tried to pull the arrow out. But they could not pull the arrow out. 
Then they sent the message to them to please come and pull the arrow out from 
the mosque. Then they went and said the Kalima. And they pulled the arrow out 
by hand. Then they turn back to their village. When they were walking on the 
roofs they were breaking the beams. Then the Sayed people decided they are 
not human, they are some other things like a demon or some other things. 

When they reached the Shagram river they were cutting the trees. After 
some time a tree connected. The younger brother said to the elder, “Your eyes 
don’t see, I will go. If I cross, then I will give you a hand and then cross the 
river.” When he tried there were three or four mills water and it was too much  
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for this river. He crossed the river with much difficulty. He [almost] washed 
away. After this he called, “Brother, don’t come. It’s dangerous. I will cut trees 
on this side, you will cut trees on that side.” 

One day his brother became sick. He did not receive any information. He 
cut the tree and the tree connected. After that he went there. When he went 
there he had pain in his belly. He went there and layed in the cave. He couldn’t 
talk. He asked his brother, “What happened to you, you cannot speak?” His 
brother showed him a bear that he slaughtered. He cooked the liver and ate. 
When he ate it hair came out from his mouth, nose, ears and his face and he 
could not say anything. Then he brought some salt and rubbed it in his palm. 
Because of the salt the hair was removed and he started talking. Then he told 
the whole story to his brother, “I was too hungry and then one bear came. The 
bear came and I did not find anything. I pulled this out and ate.” After that the 
brother became good. 

Then they started walking and came to Myadam. They spent much time 
in Myadam. After that they went to Shanku. From Shanku they went to 
Bishigram. There went Halim and Rasul. After that they are now a tribe with 
many of their sons. Their grandsons and great grandsons are too many but in 
that time they were just two men. These two men inhabited that area. This is 
our prayer that they accept the holy God. 
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APPENDIX D 
INDUS KOHISTAN SURVEY DATA 

 

Appendix D.1 
 

Indus Kohistan Word Lists 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

KAN Kandia Kohistani, Kandia Valley, A 
DUB Duber Kohistani, Upper Duber Valley, A 
SEO Seo Kohistani, Seo Village, A 
PAT Patan Kohistani, Patan Village, A 
JIJ Jijal Kohistani, Jijal, A 
CHM Chilisso (Mahrin), Mahrin Village, B 
CHJ Chilisso (Jalkot), Jalkot, B 
GAB Gowro, Mahrin Village, B 
BAT Bateri, Batera Village, B 

 
Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from similarity count. 

 
 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
KAN sU'rVth }I} bàl 
DUB suë'rVt / bà'dVn }i} bàlV / bàl 
SEO sU'rVt / wàjuth }i} / S7IS7 bàl 
PAT sU'rVt }i} bàl 
JIJ su'rVt }i} bàl 
CHM su'ràt }i} bàl 
CHJ su'ràt S7iS7 bàl 
GAB su'rVt S7iS7 bàl 
BAT su'rVt / wàjuth / bàdVn }i} bàl 
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 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
KAN mhu3ë à3ë'C7I / à3ëc 'kàNV 
DUB mhu3ë à3ë'C7i / à3ëc kàN 
SEO mu3ë à3ëc kàN 
PAT mu3ë à3ëci / à3ëc kàN 
JIJ mu3ë àC7i / àC7 kàN 
CHM mhu3ë à3C7 kàëN 
CHJ mu3ë àëC7 kàn 
GAB mu3ë à3S7 kàn 
BAT mu3ë à3ë} / à3C7 kàn 
 
 7. nose 8. mouth 9. teeth 
KAN nV'sur `V3Œ† dàn 
DUB nà'sur `VŒ† dàn 
SEO nà'thur `V3Œ† dàn 
PAT nà'thur `V3Œ† dVn 
JIJ nà'thur `àŒ† dàn 
CHM 'nothu0 `VŒ† dàn / dVnV 
CHJ nothiƒ `VŒ† dàn 
GAB 'nothu0 `àŒ† dàn 
BAT nV'thur0 `V3 / `V3Œ† dàn / dVn 
 
 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
KAN {ib cic 'wEri 
DUB jib cic 'wVri 
SEO zib t_swit_s 'wEri 
PAT zib t_sit_s 'wEri 
JIJ zib t_sut_s 'wEri 
CHM zib — DVher 
CHJ zib — Dher 
GAB ziph t_swit_s Dher 
BAT zib t_sut_s dV'her 
 
 13. hand 14. elbow 15. palm 
KAN hà thuK'guri tV'li / (hàtE)tVli 
DUB hà thuK'guri (hàtE)tVli 
SEO hà thuK'guri hàr'zEli 
PAT hà thuK'guri hàt`zVli 
JIJ hà / hVth TuK'guri hàzVli / hàzVl 
CHM hàth ThuKguri hà'twàë 
CHJ hàth tuK'guri hà'to 
GAB hàth thuK'guri hà'twàë 
BAT hàth 'kho3Œ† hà'tEl 
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 16. finger 17. nail 18. foot 
KAN àK'gwi nàkh khur0 
DUB àKgwi nàkh khur0 
SEO àK'gwi nàkh / nàëkh khur0 
PAT àK'gwi nàkh 'khurV 
JIJ àK'gwi nàkh khur 
CHM hà'gwi noër khur 
CHJ hà'gwi noër pà3 
GAB hàK'gwi nàkh khur† 
BAT hàK'gwi nàkh khur0 
 
 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
KAN càm hàR hàlàlyu 
DUB càm hàR / hàRV hàlà'lyu 
SEO t_sàm hàR hVlà'li 
PAT t_sàm hàR / hàRV hàlà'li 
JIJ t_sàm hàR hàlà'li 
CHM t_sàm hàR hàlà'li 
CHJ t_sàm à3Thiƒ hàlà'li 
GAB t_sàm hàëR hàlà'li 
BAT t_sàm hàR hàlà'li 
 
 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
KAN ràth mu{ bVhàr / guë 
DUB ràth mu{ bVhàr / bol 
SEO ràt mu3{ bV'hàr / bol 
PAT ràth mu{ bV'hàr / gu3u3 
JIJ ràth muZ7 bV'hàr 
CHM ràth mu{ bV'hàr 
CHJ ràth mu{ bol 
GAB ràth muZ7 bVhàr / bol 
BAT ràth mu{ guth 
 
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
KAN — bhàu }àn 
DUB gà3u3 / gà3 bVhàu / bVhà '}ànd 
SEO gà3 bà }Vn'dàl / cVth 
PAT gà3 bà }Vn'dàl 
JIJ gà3 bà }àn'dVl 
CHM 'gà3u3 / gà3 goëTh 'bEli 
CHJ gà3u3 goëth }En 
GAB 'gVu3 guë 'bVli 
BAT gà3 goTh }àn 
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 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
KAN dV'rà3u }V'là lV'huli 
DUB dV'rà3u / dVrà3 }V'là lV'huli 
SEO dV'rà3 }V'là lV'hu3li 
PAT dV'rà3 }E'là là'hu3li 
JIJ dà'rà3 }E'là lVwVl 
CHM dàr }u3ë lo'ho} 
CHJ dàr }u3ë lewà} 
GAB dVr† dVzà so3 lho} 
BAT dàr dà'zez lVkài /  lhEl 
       dà'zez so 
 
 31. mortar 32. pestle 33. hammer 
KAN doK — t_sàT'ko / t_sàTVk 
DUB doK/hi'ro musVl t_sVT'ko 
SEO — musVl t_sà'TVk / t_sàT'ko 
PAT làK'gRi 'musul t_sà'TVk / t_sàT'ko 
JIJ lVKgV'ri 'pulUk sàT'ko / sàTVk 
CHM làKgri 'muzVl sVT'ko 
CHJ — muzVl sàT'ko 
GAB làK'gri 'muzVl 't_sàTko 
BAT 'làKgRi 'musul t_sàTV'ke / t_sàTVk 
 
 34. knife 35. axe 36. rope 
KAN kV'rài chào rà'{uli 
DUB kV'rài chào / chà rà'juli 
SEO kà'rài t_shà ràz 
PAT kà'rài t_shà ràz 
JIJ kàTàër / kà'rài t_sàDu / t_sà ràz 
CHM kà'tàr khà'duà3 'ceo3ë 
CHJ curi khàduà kheo / ceo3ë 
GAB kà'TVr / kàrài / cur† gà'du 'dVu3 
BAT cur'kIl / cur ThuK dà3'wel 
 
 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
KAN gu3 swŒ† rVx 
DUB gu3 swŒ† Tukài 
SEO gu3 swŒ† 'tukài 
PAT gu3 swŒ† 'tukVi 
JIJ go3 swŒ† Tukài 
CHM gàu swŒ† tiph 
CHJ 'gu3Ri swŒ† tip / rVx 
GAB tVn swŒ† tiph 
BAT gwà3 swŒ† / swe3 tiph 
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 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
KAN àKgu'li 'suri yu3 
DUB àKgu'li 'suri yu3 
SEO àK'gulI 'suriƒ yu3 
PAT àK'gulI 'suriƒ yu3 
JIJ àK'guli surIƒ yu3ë 
CHM hàk'sàri su'ri yu 
CHJ hàk'sàri su'ri yu3 
GAB hàKgo'TVi 'surI yu3ë 
BAT hàK'Twi 'suru ju 
 
 43. sky 44. star 45. rain 
KAN às'màn tàr0 'à{o 
DUB às'màn tàr0o / tàr0 'à{o 
SEO às'màn tàr 'à{V 
PAT às'màn tàër0 'àZ7V0 
JIJ às'màn tàr 'àZ7o 
CHM às'mà3 tàër 'àZ7o 
CHJ às'màn tàër / tàëro àZ7u 
GAB às'mà3u3 tàr 'àZ7V 
BAT às'mà3 tàr0 bàS7 
 
 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
KAN we sIn 'à{o 
DUB we sin 'à{o 
SEO vi sIn à{o 
PAT vi sIn 'à{o 
JIJ wië sin àZ7o 
CHM we sIn 'à{o 
CHJ wi sIn àZ7u 
GAB vië / wië sIn 'àZ7V 
BAT pV3Œ† sin à'{u 
 
 49. lightning 50. rainbow 51. wind 
KAN 'mIli bi'{on `u}Iƒ 
DUB 'mIli bi'{oN `u}Iƒ 
SEO 'mIli bi'{on '`u}Iƒ 
PAT 'mIli bi'{on `u}Iƒ 
JIJ mIli bizwàN u}Iƒ 
CHM mIlyu bi'{on `u}I 
CHJ biC7uS7 bi{oën u} 
GAB mIli ràu3ndho bà'yàu 
BAT 'mIlyu3 ràndV'hu bàë'le 
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 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
KAN bàTh pàn 'sigVl 
DUB bàTh / bVTV pàn 'sigVl 
SEO bàTh pàn 'sigVl 
PAT bàTh pàn 'sigVl 
JIJ bàTh pàn 'sigVl 
CHM bàTh pàn si'gVl 
CHJ bàth pàn si'gVl 
GAB bàTh pàn 'sIgVl 
BAT bàTh pà3n 'sigVl 
 
 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
KAN à'gàr dhU'hà3 'nigVl 
DUB à'gàr dhu'hà3 'nigVl 
SEO àK'gàr0 dhU'hà3 'nigVl 
PAT àK'gàr0 dhu'à3 'nigVl 
JIJ àK'gàr dhu'à3 'nigVl 
CHM nàr dhuë bhàn 
CHJ nàr dhuë bhàn 
GAB nàr dhu3; swàë 
BAT à3r0 dV'hu 't_sVi 
 
 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
KAN cV'kàRV 'dVRV 'sirV zVr / suàn 
DUB cV'kàRV duRV 'sirV zVr 
SEO cVkV'Rà 'duRV sirV zVr / su'àn 
PAT cVkV'Rà 'duRV sirV zVr / su'àn 
JIJ cVkVRà 'duRV zVr 
CHM 't_sit_sVl duRV / nàs su'àën 
CHJ cV'kRà duRV / nàs su'àëN 
GAB 't_sit_sVl duRV liuë zVr 
BAT 'xVTV 'duRi rà'tu3 zVr 
 
 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root 
KAN gVi 'pàNV nVŒ† / nà3u3 
DUB gVi / giu 'pàNV 'nVi 
SEO gVi / giu 'pVNV nVŒ† 
PAT giu / 'gVi 'pàNV 'nVŒ† / nà3 
JIJ gi pàNV nà / nVi 
CHM gE3y pàTh C7i'ri} 
CHJ mu3Th pàTh C7irI} 
GAB biC7u pàTh / pàN 'zElI 
BAT biëC7 pVn zil 
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 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
KAN 'kàNDV phuNDo me'wV 
DUB 'kàNDV / kànDo phuNDo / phunDV me'wV 
SEO 'kàNDV phuNDo me'wà 
PAT 'kVNDV phuNDo me'wà 
JIJ khVNDV phu3NDu me'wà 
CHM kàNDV / kàNDo phuNDo me'wà 
CHJ kàNDV phuNDo me'wà 
GAB kVNDV phu3NDo me'wà 
BAT kàND phu3ND me'wà 
 
 67. mango 68. banana 69. wheat 
KAN àm kelV gu3 
DUB àm kelV gu3 
SEO àm 'kelV gu3 
PAT àm ke'lV gu3 
JIJ àm kelà gu3 
CHM àm kelV gàu3 
CHJ àm kelà gàu3 
GAB àm kelV gu3 
BAT àm kelà gu3 
 
 70. barley 71. rice 72. potato 
KAN yVou tà'lo3 à'lu 
DUB yVow tà'lo3 à'lu 
SEO yàu tà'lo3 à'lu 
PAT yàu tà'lo3 à'lu 
JIJ yàu tàlo3 à'lu 
CHM yàu tà'lu3ë à'lu 
CHJ yàu — à'lu 
GAB yàu tàlo3ë à'lu 
BAT jo tà'lo3 à'lu 
 
 73. eggplant 74. groundnut 75. chili 
KAN ki}u3 bàtIgV3RV mumpV'li mVrcE'ki 
DUB ki}o3 bàtiK'gVR / mumpVli mVrcE'ki 
 ki}e3 bàtiKgVRV 
SEO kI'}e3 bàti'gV3RV mumpV'li mVrcE'ki 
PAT ki'}o bVnd'gVRV mumpV'li mVrcE'ki 
JIJ ki}o bàtin'gVR mumphVli màrcIkVi 
CHM ki}e3 bVtiKgVR mumpVli mVrcEki 
CHJ ki}Œ† bVtiKgVR mumpVli màrVc 
GAB kin bVtiKgV3Re mutpVle mVrcV'kài 
BAT kàl bàtiKgVR mumpVli mVrcEkVi 
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 76. turmeric 77. garlic 78. onion 
KAN hàli{u0 'hugI piàz 
DUB hàli{u0 'hugI piàz 
SEO hà'li{ 'hugi piàz 
PAT hàli{ 'hugI piàz 
JIJ hà'li{ 'hugi phiàz 
CHM hVli{u 'hugi phiàz 
CHJ hVliZ7u hugi phiàz 
GAB hàliZ7 'hugi phiàz 
BAT hàli{ hugi piàz 
 
 79. cauliflower 80. tomato 81. cabbage 
KAN go'pi bàtVgV3RV / bàn'gV3RV bVnd gopi 
DUB gopi / phunDo gopi lho3o3 bàti'gV3RV bVnd gopi 
SEO go'pi bàti'gV3RV bVnd go'pi 
PAT gopi bàn'gVRV bVnd gopi 
JIJ 'gUpi bVtiK'gVR bVnd 'gopi 
CHM gopi 'leli bàtŒ†gVRV gopi 
CHJ gobi bàtigVRV bVnd gobi 
GAB gobi lio bàtiK'gV3Re bVnd gobi 
BAT gopi TàmàTàr / bàtiKgVR bVnd gopi 
 
 82. oil 83. salt 84. meat 
KAN til lo3ë màs 
DUB til lo3ë màs 
SEO til lu3ë mV'su 
PAT tIl lu3ë mà'su 
JIJ til lu3ë màsi 
CHM tel là3u3 màs 
CHJ tel làu3 màs 
GAB tIl lu3ë màs 
BAT tel lu3ë màs 
 
 85. fat 86. fish 87. chicken 
KAN 'miu3 'cumbà / cumbo ku3'ku3 / ku3kwi 
DUB 'miu3 cimbV / cimbo ku'ko / kukuŒ† 
SEO 'miu3 t_simo ku3'ku3 / ku'kwi 
PAT mi'o3 t_simb ku'kwŒ† / ku3'ku3 
JIJ mŒ†o3 t_sim ku'ku3ë 
CHM mŒ†ë 'cubV ku'ku3ë / ku'kwi 
CHJ wàz 'cubV ku'ku3 
GAB mŒ† mà't_si ku'ku3ë 
BAT miu3 màt_s ku'kà3Œ† 
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 88. egg 89. cow 90. buffalo 
KAN '`à3RV gVu mIhE} / me} 
DUB '`à3RV gVu / gVi mIhE} 
SEO `à3'RV gà / gVi mI'hE} 
PAT '`à3RV gà mVhE} 
JIJ à'RV gà mVhe{ 
CHM hà'No gàu / gore mV'hE} 
CHJ hà'No gàu mVhiS7 
GAB `à'Tà gàu mhES7 
BAT `à3ND / `à3R gVi mV'hE} 
 
 91. milk 92. horn 93. tail 
KAN C7ir0 '}IKgV là'wV3Th 
DUB C7ir0 }IKgV / }Ing là'wo3Thu0 
SEO cir0 '}IKgV' lV'wV3Th 
PAT cir0 '}IKgE là'wV3Th 
JIJ C7ir }IK làwV3Th 
CHM C7ir }IgV / }ugu 'làmuthIƒ 
CHJ C7ir '}iKgV làmuThi 
GAB C7ir† S7IK là'muthIƒ 
BAT C7ir }iK là'kVi 
 
 94. goat 95. dog 96. snake 
KAN càili ku'curu jàn 
DUB 'càili / t_sàil ku'curo jàn 
SEO 't_shàil ku't_suru zàn 
PAT t_sàili ku't_suru zàn 
JIJ t_shàil ku't_suro zàn 
CHM t_shàil ku't_sor zàn 
CHJ t_shàili ku't_sor zàn / jidrà 
GAB t_shàili ku't_suro sà3p 
BAT t_shEl ku't_suro zàn 
 
 97. monkey 98. mosquito 99. ant 
KAN 'mVko phu'ti pI'hŒ†lI 
DUB 'mVkV / mVko phu'thi pI'hŒ†lI / pIhŒ†l 
SEO 'mVkà phu'ti pIhI'li 
PAT 'mVkà phu'ti pIhI'li 
JIJ 'mVkV 'phu'thi pihi'li 
CHM 'moku 'phiC7u pi'bili 
CHJ 'moku 'phicu pim'bili 
GAB mV'kVu 'phiC7u 'pili 
BAT 'mVko phuth phiEl 
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 100. spider 101. name 102. man 
KAN {à'làu nà3u3 mà} 
DUB {à'làu nà3ëu3 / nà3 mà} / mà}V 
SEO {à'là nà3 mà} 
PAT {o'là nà3 mà} 
JIJ {E'là nà mà} 
CHM {o'là nom mE} 
CHJ {o'là nàu3 màS7 
GAB {o'làu nà3u3 me} 
BAT 'jolà nà3 mu3} 
 
 103. woman 104. child 105. father 
KAN ghVri'o3 mà'sum mVhàl 
DUB ghV'rio3 mà'sum mV'hàl 
SEO ghVri'o3 mà'sum mVhàl 
PAT ghVrio3 mà'sum mVhàlà 
JIJ ghà'rŒ† mà'sum mhàlo 
CHM ghVRi'u3 lEku nàTu0 (m.) /  'mhàëlu 
       noTIƒ (f.) 
CHJ ghVRio3 mà'sum mhàlëu 
GAB mu'lVi pV'lo3th 'mhàëlo 
BAT dhebi'u3 phi'Thu 'mV'hàl 
 
 106. mother 107. older brother 108. younger brother 
KAN mV'hàli 'gVhEro {à lVku {à / lVkyEro {à 
DUB mVhàli 'gVhEro {à lE'kyEro {à 
SEO mV'hàlI ghEro Z7 / gVhu3 {à lVkh {à 
PAT mVhàli ghEro {à / gVho3 {à lVk {à 
JIJ mhàli ghEëro Z7à / gho3 Z7à lVko {à / lVkyEro Z7à 
CHM 'mhàëli gVho3 {à 'lEku0 {à 
CHJ mhàëli go3ë Z7à lEku0 Z7à 
GAB 'mhàëli gVhEro Z7o po'lo3To Z7o 
BAT mVhEl gVhe3r {o phiTo {o 
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 109. older sister 110. younger sister 111. son 
KAN gVhEri bi'hu3 lEki bi'hu3 / pu3C7 
       lekiri bi'hu3 
DUB gVhEri bi'hu3 lekiri bi'hu3 puC7 
SEO gVhEri bihu3 / 'lEki bi'hu3 pu3C7 
      gVhe3 bi'hu3 
PAT gVhEri bihu3 / lEkir be3NTu / pu3C7 
      gVhe3 bi'hu3      lEk bi'hu3 
JIJ ghEri bV'hi / lVki bV'hi puC7 
      ghài bhŒ† 
CHM bVRi bIhu3 lEkIƒ bIhu3 puC7 
CHJ ghVi bhihàu lEkiƒ bhihàu puC7 
GAB gVheri bhVi po'lo3ët bhVi puC7 
BAT gV'her 'bihu3 phETe3 bihu3 puC7 
 
 112. daughter 113. husband 114. wife 
KAN dVhi xà'wàn / bVri'u gVhVrio3 
DUB dhi xàwàn / bV'riu ghVrio3 
SEO dhi xàwànd / bVriu gVhVrio3 
PAT dhi xàwànd gVhVri'o3 
JIJ dVhi xàwàn ghàrŒ† 
CHM dhi xàwàn gVhVri'o3 
CHJ dhi xàwàn ghàRio3 
GAB dhi xàwàn mu'lVi 
BAT dVhi 'bàriu nà3 
 
 115. boy 116. girl 117. day 
KAN mà'Tuë mài'Tië dis 
DUB mà'Tu mà'Tië dis 
SEO mà'Tuë mà'Tië dis 
PAT mà'Tuë mài'Tiuë dis 
JIJ màTu mVTiku dis 
CHM nàë'tu0 nàë'thi dis 
CHJ nàë'tu0 nàëthiƒ dis 
GAB mu'loThu0 mo'lethIƒ dis 
BAT nàëR nà'kuth dis 
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 118. night 120. noon 121. evening 
KAN ràl àR'dis mà'xàm 
DUB ràl àR'dis mà'xàm 
SEO ràl àR'dis no'}à3 
PAT ràl àR'dis no'}à3 
JIJ ràl àRdi no}à3 
CHM ràl àRdis / GàrmV mà'xàm 
CHJ ràl Gàr'mV mà'xàm 
GAB 'rVu — no}à3u3 
BAT rà mà'}In ne'}à3 
 
 122. yesterday 123. today 125. week 
KAN bi'yà à{ {u'mV / hàftV 
DUB bi'yà àj {u'mà 
SEO bi'làl àz {u'mV 
PAT bilàl / bi'àl àz {u'mV 
JIJ bi'làl àz {umV 
CHM biàë'lV àz {u'mV 
CHJ biàë'lV àz {u'mà 
GAB ho'riàn àz hàftV 
BAT 'biàl àz hàftà 
 
 126. month 127. year 128. old 
KAN yu3 kàl po'ro3 
DUB yu3 kàl pu'ro3 
SEO yu3 kàl po'rà3 
PAT yu3 kàl po'rà 
JIJ yu3ë kàl pu'rà3 
CHM 'mà3u3 kàl — 
CHJ mà3u3 kàl po'rà3 
GAB t_sàn kàl po'rà3 
BAT t_sàn kàl pu'ro3 
 
 129. new 130. good 131. bad 
KAN 'nVu3 màR'nài / màRV'nài à't_sVkh 
DUB 'nVu3 màRV'nài à't_sVkhu0 
SEO nVu3 màR'nVi à't_sVkh 
PAT nVu3 / nVŒ† mVR'nVi à't_sVkh 
JIJ no3u mVRV'nài à't_sVk 
CHM no3 }uth lVC7u 
CHJ no3u màrV'ne à't_sVku0 
GAB no3 màRV'nài lVS7 
BAT nV3u3 mVrVnài lVC7 
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 132. wet 133. dry 134. long 
KAN bIl'{El }I'}Elu '{Igo0 
DUB bIl'jElo }I'}Elu '{Igo0 
SEO bIl'zEl }i'}El / }I'kEl 'jIgV 
PAT bIl'zEl }i'khEl 'jIgE 
JIJ bil'zEl }i'kEl '{IgV 
CHM bilI'zElu }i'}Elu '{Igo 
CHJ bilI'zEl }i'}Elo Z7ugu 
GAB bil'zEl }i'kIl Z7ugu 
BAT cà'kuzgV / càkuzEl }i'kEl {Vg 
 
 135. short 136. hot 137. cold 
KAN khàthà3o3 tVtho0 tuë 
DUB khàthà3o3 tàtho0 'tuho 
SEO khà'Tho3 tVth tuë 
PAT khà'Tho3 tVth tuë 
JIJ kàR'To thVth tu 
CHM khàThà3o3 'tàto tuë 
CHJ 'khuthu tàto thu 
GAB khàTo3 tVth }i'li 
BAT khà'Tho3 tVth }Vl 
 
 138. right 139. left 140. near 
KAN dVC7iu3 kV'bu 'kVc 
DUB dV'ciu3 kV'bu 'kVc 
SEO dV'ciu khà'bu / khà'bwi kVt_s 
PAT dV'C7iu3 kà'bu kVt_s 
JIJ dà'cui kà'pwi kVt_s 
CHM dV'C7iu3 khà'pVt kVt_s 
CHJ dVC7u3ë khà'both ElV 
GAB dV'C7u3 khà'bVt le / lwe 
BAT sVz khVb lhe 
 
 141. far 142. big 143. small 
KAN dur gVhu3 'lVkhu0 
DUB dur0 gVhu3 'lVkhu0 
SEO dur gV'hu3 lVkh 
PAT dur gV'ho3 lVkh 
JIJ 'duru gho lVkh 
CHM dur gVho3 lu'ku0 
CHJ duër gV'ho3 lEku0 
GAB dur† gV'ho3 lu'ku0 
BAT dur0 gV'ho3 phi'To 
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 144. heavy 145. light 147. below 
KAN u'ghuru 'àcu0 'coro 
DUB u'ghuru 'àcu0 'coro / mà'nV 
SEO u'ghuru Vt_s t_sor / mu'ni 
PAT u'ghuru Vt_s t_sor 
JIJ hu'guru 'àt_s t_sor / mini 
CHM hà'guru àt_su0 cor / mine 
CHJ hà'guru àt_su0 t_sor / minV 
GAB hà'gurV o'}Vl ko'làr† 
BAT u'ghur0 uph / re t_se 
 
 148. white 149. black 150. red 
KAN pàn'DVro ki'}o3 lVmV'lu 
DUB pàn'DVro ki'}o3 lVmV'lu 
SEO pà'nVr kI'}u3 lhVmV'lu 
PAT pV'nVr kI'}o lVmV'lu 
JIJ pV'nVr ki}o lhV'mulu 
CHM pV'nàro ki'S7u3ë 'lhilu 
CHJ pV'nàro ki'S7u3ë 'lhilu 
GAB o'zVl 'kIno 'lhilu 
BAT o'zVl kàël rà'to3 
 
 151. one 152. two 153. three 
KAN Ekh du C7à 
DUB àkh du C7à 
SEO Ekh du C7à 
PAT Ekh du cà 
JIJ Vkh du C7à 
CHM ekh du C7à3 
CHJ ekh du C7à 
GAB ekh du C7wà 
BAT yVkh du C7à 
 
 154. four 155. five 156. six 
KAN càur pà3{ }o 
DUB càur pà3{ }o 
SEO t_sàur pà3z }o 
PAT t_sor / t_sàur pà3z }o 
JIJ t_sor pà3z }o 
CHM cor pà3z }wà 
CHJ cor pà3z S7o 
GAB t_sor pà3z }wà 
BAT t_sor pà3z }o 
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 157. seven 158. eight 159. nine 
KAN sàët àëTh nV3u3 
DUB sàëth àTh nVu3 
SEO sàt àëTh nV3u3 
PAT sàët àëTh nV3u3 
JIJ sàëth àTh nVu 
CHM sàët àëth nàu3 
CHJ sàët àëth nV3u3 
GAB sàëth àTh nV3u3 
BAT sàëth àëTh nàu3 
 
 160. ten 161. eleven 162. twelve 
KAN dV} E'gàlE} do'àlE} 
DUB dV} à'gàlE} do'àlE} 
SEO dV} à'gàlE} do'àlE} 
PAT dV} à'gàlE} do'àlE} 
JIJ dV} àgàlE} do'àlE} 
CHM dV} à'yà} do'à} 
CHJ dV} à'yà} do'à} 
GAB dV} à'yà} do'à} 
BAT dV} yeë} 'duà} 
 
 163. twenty 164. one hundred 165. who 
KAN bi} }Vl kàu3 
DUB bi} }Vl kàu3 
SEO bi} }ol kà3 
PAT bi} }ol kà3 
JIJ bi} }Vl kà 
CHM bi} }Vl kwe3 / kà3u3 
CHJ bi} }Vl kà3u3 
GAB bi} }àu ko 
BAT bi} }Vl kà3ë 
 
 166. what 167. where 168. when 
KAN gi go'lu 'kVlV 
DUB gi go'lu kVlV 
SEO gi go'lu kVl 
PAT gi go'lV kVl 
JIJ gi 'gulu kVl 
CHM gi golu kVlV 
CHJ gi go'lV kVlV 
GAB gi ghà3 kVlV 
BAT co3 keër kà'di 
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 169. how many 171. this 173. these 
KAN khà'tukh }u3 }e3 
DUB khà'tukh }o }e3 
SEO khà'tukh }o3 }e3 
PAT khà'tukh }u3 }e3 
JIJ khàtukh }o }e / }àŒ† 
CHM khà'tukh à'nu à'nie3 / à3no 
CHJ khà'tyu3k àndo 'ànde 
GAB khVthe ài — 
BAT kyIth o e 
 
 178. broken 179. few 180. many 
KAN }E'rElo o'guTh co 
DUB }E'rElo o'guTh / kVm coë / cei 
SEO }V'rEl liguTh / kàm t_sei / t_so 
PAT }V'rEl u'guth / kVm t_so / t_sei 
JIJ }à'rEl iguth / kVm t_so 
CHM }V'ril lu'guthu {ho3ë 
CHJ }ErEl i'guth joë 
GAB }Vril t_sor joë 
BAT '}ErgV pIkh jho3ë 
 
 181. all 182. You eat! 183. The dog bites. 
KAN buTh tu khà ku'cure cà'bVc 
DUB buThV tu khà ku'cure cà'pVc 
SEO buTh tu khà ku't_sure t_sàpigil 
PAT buTh tu khà kut_suri t_sàpVte 
JIJ buTh tu kàh kut`sEri t_sà'bVt_s 
CHM buTh tu khà kut_suro t_sà'pulo 
CHJ butho khàët_s t_sà'pVt_s 
GAB sàu3 tu kàh kut_sur t_sà'puro 
BAT buTh tu 'khàrE — 
 
 184. You are hungry. 185. You drink! 186. You are thirsty. 
KAN tu bu'T}o thu tu pho tu cI}wo thu 
DUB tu bu'co thu tu pho tu cI}o thu 
SEO tu buco thu tu phu tu cI'}o thu 
PAT tu bu'co thu tu pho tu cu'}o thu 
JIJ tu bu'co tu tu poh tu ci'}o tu 
CHM tu bu'co thu tu pho tu cu'}o thu 
CHJ tu bu'co thu tu pho cu'}o thu 
GAB tu bu'co thu to phu tu cu'}o thu 
BAT tu bu'T}o thu tu phu tu cu}o thu 
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 187. You sleep! 188. You lie down! 189. You sit! 
KAN tu 'ne{bV tu wàh tu bVhài 
DUB tu 'ne{bV tu wàh tu bVhài 
SEO tu suthbà tu luà tu bVhài 
PAT tu 'sutbà tu luV tu bhài 
JIJ sutbà tu lui tu bài 
CHM tu sutbV tu Z7Eëkh tu bVhe 
CHJ tu sutbà Z7Eëkh tu bVhe 
GAB tu sutbà tu pà'rVt tu bi} 
BAT tu 'sutbà tu cà'terbà tu 'bVi 
 
 190. You give! 191. You burn the wood! 192. He died. 
KAN tu dEh tu }Vlà3 dV{à / wo mV'rigà 
       tu lV'kài dV'{à 
DUB tu dEh tu }Vlà3 dV{à3 so mVrigV 
SEO tu dEh tu }V'là3 dVzà3 so 'mErE thu 
PAT tu dEh tu }Vlà3 dV'zà3 / so mVrV thu 
       tu lVkài dVzà3 
JIJ tu dEh tu }Vlà3 dVzà3 so mErV tu 
CHM tu dàh tu su3 dV'zà so 'mVrigà 
CHJ tu dàh tu }Vlà3 dVzà mà} màri thu 
GAB tu dàh tu }Vlà3 dVzà so mVrgV 
BAT tu dE / tu 'deri to so dVzàre / so 'mErgV 
       tu lVkVi dV'zàre 
 
 193. You kill the bird! 194. The bird flies. 195. You walk! 
KAN cà3uTo 'màrV cà3uTo pVlo i thu tu thI'lV 
DUB tu càu3To3 màrE càu3Tu pVlo hue tu thIlV bV / 
     tu thIlV / 
      tV peàdV bV 
SEO tu t_sàkulu mà'rV t_sàkulu pà'pàdEn / tu thI'lV 
    t_sVkulu pVr hunth 
PAT tu t_sVkV'lu 'màrV — tu thi'lV 
JIJ tu t_sVklu mà'rE t_sVkulu pàrhon tu tilàh 
CHM tu cà mVrE cà3 pàpàdEn tu thIlIbV 
CHJ tu cài màrE cài tordet_s thilài / tu pàig bà 
GAB tu t_sàikwi mà'rV t_sàikwi bVr hige tu thilV 
BAT tu zàKgV'le 'màr zàKgV'le pàpàdikh / tu thilà 
    zVKgVle pVpàde 
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 196. You run! 197. You go! 198. You come! 
KAN tu 'mVRV dEh tu bàh tu Eh 
DUB tu mVRV dEh / tu du'du tu bàh tu Eh 
SEO tu 'mV3RV dE / tu dudu tu bàh tu Eh 
PAT tu 'mVRV dE tu bàh tu Eh 
JIJ tu 'mVRV dE tu bàh tu Eh 
CHM tu 'dudu bV tu bàh tu yàh 
CHJ tu hEl dV tu bàh tu yEh 
GAB tu hEl dV / tu dudu tu bàh tu i'nàyà 
BAT tu mVNde / tu hEl tu bàh tu ye 
 
 199. You speak! 200. You hear! / 201. You see! / 
            Listen!           Look! 
KAN tu bV'nà tu }we3 tu nV'hàlV 
DUB tu 'bVnV tu }we3 tu nV'hàlV 
SEO tu mV'nà tu }o3ë tu nV'hàlV 
PAT tu mV'nà tu }o3ë tu nV'hàlV 
JIJ tu mV'nV tu }o tu nhàlà 
CHM tu mVnà tu }o3gV tu nVhàlà 
CHJ tu mànV — tu nVhàlà 
GAB tu àlàh tu S7wŒ† tu 'sighà 
BAT tu mVn / tu 'mendVre tu '}we3re / tu }o3 tu 'bi}re 
   
 
 202. I 203. you 204. you (formal) 
KAN mà tu tus 
DUB mà tu tus 
SEO mà3 tu tus 
PAT mà tu tus 
JIJ mà tu tus 
CHM mà tu tus 
CHJ mà tu tus 
GAB mà tu tus 
BAT mà3 tu tus 
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 205. he 206. she 207. we 
KAN so so bEh 
DUB so so bEh 
SEO so so bEh 
PAT so so bEh 
JIJ so so bE 
CHM à'so à'so bE 
CHJ àso àso bE 
GAB so — bE 
BAT so so bE 
 
 209. you (pl) 210. they 
KAN tus se3 
DUB tus se3 
SEO tus se3 
PAT tus se3 
JIJ tus se 
CHM tus à'so 
CHJ tus se3 
GAB tus sEh 
BAT tus se3
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Appendix D.2 
 

Indus Kohistani Texts 

 

D.2.1 Indus Kohistani, Seo village 

Seo Story (Indus Kohistani) 

1. be te mi màmà màco nà à3s t_so dVziri thu tVqribVn 
I and my uncle matcho name was very hunter is approximately 
I and my uncle named Matcho.... He is a very good hunter. He has killed 

2. }Vre pànz }o }ol }Vre se3 màrt_s [Question-1] Ek dis se3 mVn 
deer five six hundred deer he shot * one day he said 
approximately five or six hundred deer (in his lifetime). [Question-1] One day 

3. ce ukhVth bedo biz zVhre3 zVKgàle Ràzeq mVn à3s 
that tomorrow we-both go zahria forest-in Razaq-(name) in was 
he told me that tomorrow we will both go to Zahria. It (Zahria) was in Razaq. 

4. ber}à wVxVt à3s zVhre3 zVKgle be geh ke3 rVwàn 
Summer time was Zahria-to forest we went then start-walk 
It was summertime. Then we started walking to Zahria forest. 

5. hoge mige e3Œ†s nel }Vriz-donVliz-}Vriz tVsigV e3Œ†s pVnzDVzi be 
happened to-me was gun shotgun to-him was rifle(7MM) we 
I had a shotgun and he had a rifle. We started walking. 

6. nel hen rVwà3n hoge bVzi bVzi pVn tVl ge Ek 
rifle with start-walk became walking walking path on went one 
We were walking and walking on the path. There was also a telescope with us. 

7. durbin hom kIKge à3s sople sople bel }e kor nàhàlà 
telescope also with-us was slowly slowly went that mountain look 
We went very slowly in order to see where on the mountain 

8. kor nàhàlà begol mekVi e}Vt kVre nàhàlà ge 
mountain look where forest-goat come-will do looking walking 
the forest goat would come. We were looking and walking and we finally 

9. ge àxer zVhrià3 zVKgle se3 mVn ce }o bVri} mikh 
walking at-last Zahria forest-to he said that this summer forest-goat 
reached Zahria forest. He told me that in summer time there are many 
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10. hun zVhrià3 zVKgle mVn be tu }V zVKgle gVD hu} be 
available Zahria forest in we both this forest-in enter happened we 
forest goats in Zahria forest. We both entered the forest. 

11. sople sople muTyo so thu hà3 pVtyo mà thu [Question-2] be 
slowly slowly ahead he was and behind I is * we 
Slowly we (went), he was ahead and I was behind. [Question-2] We 

12. rVwàn hoge zVKglV wVr }e t_sor kVNde sople sople 
start-walk happened forest into like-this rustling heard slow slow 
started walking (and) we heard a rustling in the forest. We heard a slow 

13. t_sor kàNde Ek muti à}àrà kerà3 t_sor kVNde kVNde 
rustling heard one another indication did rustling heard heard 
rustling (and) we signaled to one another. We heard rustling. 

14. kVNde i Ek jito3 ke bV} hoge jitu3 dhot 
heard ? one small-mountain to appear became small-mountain edge 
A small mountain appeared. On the edge 

15. tVl goho3 bece gài e3Œ†s [Question-3] mu3D lVk tVs gài 
on big diar-(tree-name) trees were * trunk like that tree 
of that small mountain, there were big trees. [Question-3] I was behind 

16. ye kiKgi pàtyo mà thu se3 mi kerà3 e}àrVt kVregel ce tu 
of side behind I am he my for indication did that you 
the trunk of the tree (and) he gave me a signal to stop behind (the trunk). 

17. pàtu wàr de mityo3 mikhV the }Vre the me wàr dith hà3 
behind stop gave ahead deer are deer that I stop did and 
Ahead there were deer and I stopped. And it (he?) stopped. 

18. }o wàr de mVn se3 zino guzàr kVrgil [Question-4] guzàr kVrIl 
it(he?) stop did. ? he quickly fired did * fired did 
And then he fired quickly. [Question-4] Having fired, 

19. me phuTker khe3 Ek }Vro gVlVgil [Question-5] gVlil khe3 Ek }Vro 
I saw that one deer fell * fell after one deer 
I saw that one deer fell down. [Question-5] After it fell down, 

20. gil ke3 àluz so }Vro cVp ho piro3 bVzi i tVl 
fell and other that deer jumped became little-ahead went came above 
the other deer jumped out, went a little ahead, and came back 

21. oli hogV uli hund geh [Question-6] gVdV se3 dVgil hà3 me 
stand became stand became went * then he fire and I 
and stood above the first deer. [Question-6] Then he fired and I also 
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22. dVgil zVi e3s se3 kVt_s ni rigil gVdV pero cVp hoge cVp 
fired place was he near not hit then ahead jumped became jumped 
fired. The place was nearby, but he did not hit it. Then it jumped ahead 

23. ho gVdV i tVl bVheT gVdV se3 guzVr kir me guzVr kir 
became then came above sat then he fire did I fire did 
and sat on (the other deer). Then he fired again and I also fired. 

24. zài e3s t_se kVt_s hà3 gVdV ni riKgil hàsil bàl }e ce }e 
place was very near but then not hit last talk this that this-like 
The place was nearby, but again we both missed. Finally, we fired 

25. cà t_sor fer zu3 kVrgil ce t_sor wàr guzVr se3 kir me kir ni 
three four fired we did that four time fire he did I did not 
like this three or four times, but we fired four times and it was not hit. 

26. riKgil khe3 hà3 }Vro wVi-thu mu3n so3 gVn tVl weluk 
hit then but deer fell below he fallen-tree above fall 
But the deer fell down. It fell down behind a fallen tree. 

27. gVn à3s tes tVl wVi-thu ce se mVn ce }o }Vro ni thu }o 
fallen-tree was he on fell ? he said that this deer not is this 
He fell. He said, “This is not a deer. This is 

28. big bVlVi thi [Question-7] be te nV mut }o }Vro 
another evil(ghost) is * we both from another that deer 
a ghost or something.” [Question-7] We both wounded that deer and (we 

29. hoS7Vt gVhlit murdàl hoS7Vt ke3 e be tu biz 
will-become wounded spoiled will-become therefore came we you go 
should slit its throat or) it will become impure (spoiled?), so we went (toward 

30. be te se3 nVili uC7e cVp ho mVRVdes mVRVdes ke3 so3 
we both he gun took jumped became ran ran then he 
the wounded deer). We took our rifles and jumped and ran (toward the deer) 

31. dithu pi bVze zo3 tVs hVlàl kVre wVx à3s nVwVx nVwàx à3s 
went there went we he slit-throat did time was late late was 
and (the second deer) left. We went (to the first deer) and we slit its throat. 

32. ke3 zo3 S7iS7 t_siTe rVwàn hoge }i} t_siTe be rVwàn hogVle bVzige 
then we head cut walk became head cut we walk became went 
It was late. Then we cut off (the deer’s) head and began to walk. We cut its 

33. }e beRi ze3 zài e3s [Question-8] so beRi bVzi be celige 
this beR-to our place was * it BaR-to went we reached 
head off and began to walk to BaR. It was our place. [Question-8] When we 
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34. cElil khe3 wVx nVwVx à3s xVlqo mVn t_so3 gin t_sir kVrgil 
reached then time late was people said you why late did 
reached BaR, it was late. People asked, “Why are you late?” 

35. [Question-9] zu3 mVn mV} }u }ànà zo3 tVl wàqàtok pex 
* we said people this like we on one-incident faced 
[Question-9] Then we told the people that an incident had happened. 

36. hu Ek zo3 }e màrigel hà3 Ek zo3 dith dith guzàr kVre 
became. one we like-this killed and one we did did fire did 
We killed one (deer) and we fired on a second many times, but we did 

37. riKgil ne so3 de bVzigV khe3 se3 mVn ze3 tVlV ràl hogV hV3 
hit not it ? went then he said our there night became and 
not hit it (and) it went. Then he said (that) we would spend that night there. 

38. so t_siz tVl àr zo3 t_sàdVr gVle zo3 }i-}i pVth kVre wVx 
that thing on there we cover put-on we like-this left did time 
And we put a cover over the deer (and) we left it there because it was late. 

39. nVwVx à3s pVt kir khe3 ukhVt uthigVle be t_sor mà} tVlV 
late was left did then tomorrow got-up we four men from-there 
Then the next day we got up. Four men came from there (BaR) 

40. i ce à3s u}àgVle à3ej kVre [Question-10] igVle }e 
came that were quartered carried did * came like-this 
with us in order to skin (the deer) and take it. [Question-10] We walked slowly 

41. sople sople i tVlà3 celi sVs u}e3 zu3 }ero kVrVgil }ero 
slowly slowly came there reached it skin we start did start 
and arrived there and started to skin it. 

42. kàrVgVle mà bVheT gà hà3 se mVrgVlio3 tVs u}e bVrVbVr kVr 
did I sat did and those friends to-him skin equal did 
Then I sat and those friends divided the meat. 

43. à3s t_so genD bVrE}uk wVxt à3s t_so gEnD à3s [Question-11] à3 
was very hearty summer time was very hearty was * that 
It was very hearty. It was summertime. It was very hearty. [Question-11] 

44. zài nV zu3 rVwàn kVrgil ke3 se3 tVbVxVi se sith du mà 
place from we walked did then he buttocks with thigh two I 
We walked from that place. Then he and I took the hind quarters and 

45. dhVigil muth seo kVm-kVm kVre rVwàn hoge rVwàn 
took another they small did start-walk became start-walking 
they took small pieces. We started walking. After we began walking, 
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46. hon khe3 mVTyu pàndu giràn e3s kor wVr }e sople 
after then ahead way hard was mountain in like-this slowly 
the way was difficult. We walked slowly on the mountain. 

47. sople sople sople }e be rVwàn hoge igVle àr be 
slowly slowly slowly like-this we walk began came there-(to-BaR) we 
Coming slowly, we had not yet reached (our village). 

48. làcil the nài tVl muTyo zà3 pVnDi hum xVlVq ige ce S7o 
reached are not from ahead our way also people came that this 
The people came to us on the way in order to know 

49. gi rVKgà }Vro àio mVrigel pVnDi xVlVq i tVl zài nà 
what kind deer they shot on-way people came from place from 
what kind of deer we had shot. The people all came together. We took the 

50. be hVre pVr celi ju gi wàl kir ce ju muTyo thVle te 
we took there reached ? did prepare did that ? before pots and 
meat from that place. When we reached there, the pots were ready and 

51. }e tVl delà3s mVxluq jVmà à3s ju so jVmV mVxluk 
like-this put-on did people together were ? they together people 
we put the meat in and (cooked it). The people were together. Together they 

52. ju làdàgVle tVs ju khVgil xodàyà3 nà tVl buT jVm hu 
? cooked they ? ate God name on all together became 
cooked and ate. All came together in God’s name. (Each one) received 

53. juk Ek du cElil [Question-12] ju khà à zài nV xVtVm 
handful one two received * ? said that place on end 
one or two handfuls. [Question-12] At that place it (the meat) was finished. 

 

Questions for Seo Story (English translations) 

   1. How many deer did he kill? 
  2. How were they walking? 
  3. What was on the edge of the small mountain? 
  4. What did his uncle do? 
  5. When he fired, what happened? 
  6. What did the second deer do? 
  7. What did the uncle say about the second deer? 
  8. Where did they go after they cut the deer’s head off? 
  9. What did the people at BaR ask? 
10. Why did the four men go with them? 
11. What quality was the meat? 
12. How much meat did each man receive? 
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D.2.2 Indus Kohistani, Kandia Valley 

Kandia Hunting Text 

1. ek wàruk be nVhir bVige-wVi ek wàr be nVhir bVi bVi be cor 
one time we hunt went one time we hunt went went we four 
One time we went hunting. One time we went hunting. 

2. màS7 bVi ek mV à3 ek }àkbVr à3 ek pVnDVro à3 ek 
men went one I and one shakber and one pVnDVro and one 
We were four men, Shakber, Pandaro, 

3. wVlyàp nVhir bVi bVi bVi pVro S7o }VlcVi rogiu3 mV ek zàikelà 
Walyap hunt went went went there that }VlcVi place in one place 
Walyap, and me. We started to go. When we reached }VlcVi rogiu3, 

4. bVS7 hun ke3e3 pVr khiKglà }Vrà tho ghe3 ghe3 }Vrà tho wVle 
appear became then there side deer were big big deer were but 
we saw many deer, which were big. 

5. S7o gi sàt gi àThuk tho te sVi bheTe à3 mV nVhiri à3s beyà 
six or seven or eight were then they sat and I hunter was went 
There were six, seven, or eight deer. They sat there and I went after the deer 

6. ghero bVi pà se }Vru3 mV ciliyà3s nVi à3 ek {ukVm bVi 
elder went there that deer I reached not and one place went 
because I was a hunter. I had not reached the deer yet, 

7. bVS7 hun hà3 muThi khiKg ecok e bVS7 hun me ek 
appear became and front side bear came appear became I one 
and suddenly a bear appeared in front of me. 

8. guzàr kVrVce ecV là à3 ecV là xVtà kVrVce à3 ec milà 
fire did bear on and bear on missed did and bear on-me 
I fired at the bear, but I missed, and the bear came toward me. 

9. tVli ethu duŒ† guzàr me kVrVce hà }àrV ce khVbu khVbu hà 
on came second fire I did hand broke did left left hand 
I fired a second time and injured its left paw. When I injured its paw, 

10. }àrV ce ec miye cili thu à3 me cVe3 kVRVk kVrVce à3 
broke did bear to-me reach is and I third pull-trigger did and 
the bear reached for me. I pulled the trigger a third time, but the gun 

11. nàli GVl huthi à3 bete ec GàR-GàRi bVi tho GàR-GàRe bVi 
gun missed became and we bear wrestle went became wrestle went 
misfired. And the bear wrestled me. In wrestling with the bear, 
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12. mili ece mi mVni {u mVj curà ce coràli ke3e3 yà xudài 
with bear me down place in down did fell-down then Oh God 
it knocked me down. When the bear knocked me down, I was badly frightened 

13. kVre xo bhiyà sVx à3s zVi giràn me ejRV là dici à3 so 
did then afraid severely was place difficult I load on pull and that 
and called out to God. The place was very difficult. I tried to load (the gun), 

14. ghol mVj xo kàltos nikVi bVi tho à3 mut kàltus jux 
struggle in then cartridge out went was and another cartridge fit 
and in the struggle the first cartridge fell down, but another cartridge fit in. 

15. huthu à3 me S7u à3e S7Vyà ce pàrà3 mŒ† S7o muhe3 kVS7Vp 
became and I that mouth stuck did there my that face catch 
I stuck the gun in the (bear’s) mouth. The bear was trying to claw my face, 

16. kiryà3s lVl gilyà3s tVl me S7o à3e S7Vyà kVRVk 
did mouth-water flowing on I that mouth stuck pull-the-trigger 
and saliva was flowing from its mouth. I fired in its mouth 

17. kVrVce à3 ec gVl coi ec wàpVs gil ke3e3 endà mŒ† sVi mVrgVle 
did and bear fell did bear return fell then here my that friends 
and the bear fell down. After this, my friends came and they 

18. tVlV elV bàn gi cVl thu mV bàn S7u S7u qVsV huthi 
there came said what happen became I said this this story became 
asked me what happened, and I explained the whole situation. The deer 

19. te xo so }Vrà Di bViye be we we coTŒ†-dhàr mV ek 
after then that deers ran away we down down name-of-place in one 
ran away and we started to come back. When we reached to coTŒ†-dhàr, 

20. zViuk thu àxer }VrVl mŒ† tVlV }VrViTok màri tV }VrViTu zVŒ† 
place was last autumn I there small-deer killed that small-deer we 
it was autumn season. There I killed a small deer. We cooked the deer 

21. tVl dVgVle bheT tho me bàn hŒ† ethi jVRi àZ7o thu à3 
put-on did sit were I said now coming raining rain is and 
and sat there. I said, “Rain is now coming. 

22. bitus big àmVi wàpVs tà3 bhVi yà pàtu S7u sVm zVi nikVgVle 
we go our return our homes or back that good place go 
We should go back to our homes or to some safe place; otherwise 

23. bitus rVm}Vm ni hog khe3e3 bàn nVi-womà hu3i à{e te ài ni 
we disturb not became then said no now rain and that not 
we will become disturbed.” But they said, “It is not 
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24. de3to màyà à3 hu3i àj bit_sVi ràl thi munà às tVmVi wàr 
raining said and now today our night is down this dark in 
raining now and we should stay here for the night. 

25. às màs dhà cIThi bhet à3 bu hàràt à3 bow munV wàt 
this meat take upward go and up took and up down come 
It is difficult to go up and down with this meat in the dark.” 

26. giràn hoithi wVxti boi uthil khe3e3 S7e dithu hiyu3 à3 gi 
difficult became morning up get then this became snow and what 
When we got up in the morning, snow had fallen. We had a 

27. likhilVk gVroiklVk ràl àmi zà3 kirà so guzàrà lVk-huge S7u zVi 
little ? night our us for that help become that place 
little (something) that night and it helped us. 

28. be S7Vji ge wo S7Vjil S7Vjil S7Vjil so dis bVi 
we stranded became oh stranded stranded stranded that day pass 
There we were stranded for a long time—until evening 

29. bilàl dis nimVli huye xo pàn wozgàr ni hun 
evening day good-weather became then way open not became 
of that day. The weather cleared, but the way was not open. It was very 

30. giràn à3si so dis bVi bilàl zVi ràl tVlV pàdis bVi bilàl 
difficult was that day pass evening our night there next pass evening 
difficult. (We) passed that day there. 

31. zVi ràl tVlV cà ràl huin-nà3 corVŒ† ràl be ukege tà3 mVsà3 
our night there three night became fourth night we come our meat 
For three days and nights we remained there. On the fourth day, we left that 

32. sVŒ† bucRe dhà zurde3 zurde3 so kor mVji ige ige 
that pieces took difficultly difficultly that mountain in came came 
place and started to walk with meat into the mountains; and at last we reached 

33. ukVi tVl nilili gin hiyu3 à3s khVc kVrà3s phoi à3is 
come-up on reached because snow was sweeping did snow was 
the top of the mountain. We were sweeping the snow. 

34. }Vrluki phoi à3is khVc kVrà3 zurde3 ukVi S7Vi nVkhV dVji 
autumn snow was sweeping did difficult came these nails burn 
It was autumn snow. It was difficult. Our hands and feet became 

35. khurV dVji ukVi zà3i tVl dithi tVl dithi khe3e3 duŒ† ràl huge 
feet burn came our on reached on reached then two night became 
very cold. And we reached there. When we reached there, we two men 
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36. ek zài à3 du màS7u3i ràl zVŒ† huge muti zài mVn 
one place and two man night place became another place in 
remained in one place and two remained in another place for the night. 

37. DoDVi-bek nà pàtiyu3 cVrDuKgV là ràl huni khe3e3 ràl ek 
place from behind place on night became then night one 
We passed the night just behind the DoDVi-bek in cVrDuKgV. 

38. bVjà3 tem à3s àmVi hV àsu3 àmVi màsumu igVle àmVi S7e 
o’clock time was our hand was our child came our there 
It was one o’clock and I saw a child came and 

39. bheTe àgàr tVl à3 gVtV he3 phisri wà3t }Vr-}Vr hu3t hŒ† yà 
sit fire on and again snow pieces falling rustling became now Oh 
sit just near the fire. Once again we heard snow starting to fall. I said, 

40. xudà nàli pà ke3e3 mVji dhVril mVrgVle mŒ† ni{i là dhVrilo 
God gun there rock in remain friends my sleeping on remain 
“Oh my God, my gun is in the rock and my friends are sleeping.” 

41. à3 mV uthelo }oqV so khiKgnV S7e thi à3 huŒ† e3 t_size ti 
and I got-up big-coat that side he was and now this thing you 
I got up with my big coat. I was afraid that this thing would eat me. 

42. khVgil co3-nilV bàlV pàrà3 S7e tVl ole tho ghVe3 sVhVt mŒ† hà 
eat green hair there that on stand were long time my hand 
Green hairs were standing on his body. For a long time my hand could not 

43. ni cilil me3 àyàt kursi mVne kVlimà3 mVne àmà3 wVr phu 
not reached I verses of-Quran read word read own on phu 
reach (the gun). I read verses from the holy Quran on my own and did phu. 

44. kVre lhVbhor hin mŒ† pà S7o cVTu cVkiyu3 }Vyàli 
did piece-of-wood with I there that touch between-the-legs press 
Then with a piece of burning wood, I touched (the ghost) between the legs. 

45. lhVbhor hà ciok huni à3 mVrgVle mŒ† othilo zàt zVŒ† 
piece-of-wood and noise come and friend my woke after-this we 
I pressed the burning wood and a noise came and my friends woke up. 

46. ni{ nerV che bVi TVk lo S7Vlà3 be ju wàpVs etho 
sleep not did went til morning from-there we then return come 
After this, we could not sleep until morning. From there we then returned. 
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D.2.3 Indus Kohistani (Upper Duber) Story 

Duber Bala Accident Story 

1. DisUk }ilà mà DuTi là duberà3 àsi-mVn àsi jijàlà3 hàspItàl 
one-day ? I duty on Duber-of at-that-time ? Jijal-of hospital 
One day I went from Duber for duty in the Jijal hospital. 

2. mV3z }àsi mànV bVzàr mV suzuki me3 nàzàr iye nàzril 
in-was at-that-time down bazar in suzuki I see come having-seen 
At that time I saw a Suzuki come down into the bazaar. Then I came out to 

3. tàlà3 mà bVS7 ju3Œ† bVli ke3e3 duberà3 C7à màS7 à3so mŒ† punyàk 
then I come out edge then Duber-of three men were my known 
the edge and looked down. There were three men of Duber that I knew. 

4. à3so sà3Œ† mànV gàDi mV3z thu tVlà3 mà mànV wàygVle me3 
were they down vehicle in were then I down coming-toward I 
They were down in the vehicle. Then I went down to them (and) shook 

5. sàyo3 mIlà hà mIlàgVle mini wài cài mài poh bài yà 
them shake hand was-shaking down come tea etc. drink go or 
hands with them. (I told them) come, stop and drink tea and (have) food. 

6. guli hIsàr hoe sà3Œ† hIsàr nŒ† hu3nd ke3e3 me3 sàyo3 dIs 
bread-for stop happened they stop not became then I them to 
(But) they would not stop. Then I said to them, 

7. me3 bàn tus hIsàr nŒ† honth ke3e3 te guli muli khà bài ke3e3 
I said you stop not became then then bread etc. eat go then 
“Why don’t you stop, eat food, then go?” 

8. màn nà3Œ†le sà3Œ† di bàye sà3Œ† me3 roxsVt kàrIl à3 mà 
they-said no they from-there went they I sent-off did and I 
Then they said, “No.” They left there. I sent them off, and I went back to 

9. tàlà3 bo hospVtàli bàigVle gVtV bhe'Tel thu }Vsi-mV3z bàzàr mV3z 
from up hospital-to went again sat was suddenly bazar in 
the hospital and sat there again. Suddenly there was a noise in the bazaar. 

10. }ur }iro hogV tVlà3 mà bVli bV} hu3nd ke3e3 bàzàr 
noise start happened then I edge appeared became then bazar 
Then I came to the edge. All the people in the bazaar 

11. wàlà buT bVnà3th ce pàrV suzuki uLTi thi duberà3 bàzàrà3 nà 
person all said that there suzuki fall is Duber-of bazar from 
were saying that a Suzuki had fallen there. It fell from 
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12. pàrwis khIK moR là à3 tVsi mV3z àTh mà3S7 hàlàq hoge 
another side curve on and it it eight men died happened 
the curve near the Duber bazaar and eight people inside died. 

13. yVne mVriye à3 muTh zVxmi thu à3 sirVf Ek kQlEndVr bVc 
that-is died and another injured was and only one conductor safe 
And another was injured. And only the conductor was uninjured. 

14. hu thu-lu à3 }Vsi-mV UndV àk suzuki golV me3 mVhàlo 
happened was and at-this-time here one suzuki on my father 
At that time, my father was on a Suzuki here. 

15. so suzuki nà mu3tyu bàyà3s gi pàtyo3 suzuki mVn bàyà3s xo mŒ† 
that suzuki ? before he-went if/or after suzuki in he-went but my 
(I did not know) if he went before, after, or in this Suzuki, but (I knew) my 

16. mVhelo hom pàro bàyà3s duberà3 bàzàri ke3e3 me bàn ce mŒ† 
father also there went Duber-of bazar-to then I said that my 
father had also gone to the Duber bazaar. Then I said that my 

17. S7o àbà bàyà3s S7o suzuki mà3 à3 }o suzuki ju màrVk 
that father went that suzuki in and that suzuki ? upside-down 
father went in that Suzuki and the Suzuki rolled over. 

18. hoge }o wV{hIn me3 gi sàmàn yàne pVTi mVTà3 sàmàn 
became that reason I ? stuff namely sticking etc.-of supplies 
So I prepared some bandages, and so on. 

19. bàràbàr kVre me3 tàlà3 àmàmIl dàhàgVlei mVnà bàzàri 
prepare did I then myself caught/took-by-hand down bazar-to 
From there I carried them down to the bazaar, 

20. wàlIl ke3e3 gàDi àk hàràm buTh ithe UndV so kàu3 zài 
bring then vehicle one not-present all came there that which place 
but there was no vehicle available. All (the vehicles) had come to the place 

21. ce suzuki ulTi thi so zài tàlà3 mà piedà ràwàn hogV 
that suzuki fall was that place from-there I on-foot went happen 
where the Suzuki fell down. From there I walked to the 

22. }e i undV jijàlà3 hài skul là muThyu il ke3e3 àk foji 
they come here jijal-of high school of before reached then one army 
Jijal high school. Then an army vehicle came up 

23. gàDi pàtio3 ige me3 tVsi hàdVgVlei se3 orliàgIl sàŒ† bàn 
vehicle behind came I that hold-hand-up they stopped they said 
behind me. I held up my hand and they stopped. They said, 
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24. golu bi thu lu ke3e3 me3 wàpVs S7o zVx suzuki ulTi thi à3 mV3z 
where go are ? then I ? ? ? suzuki fell is and in 
“Where are you going?” Then I said, “A suzuki fell down 

25. zVxmi thu ke3e3 mà bVm thu bài sàyo3 pVTi kàrVgVlVm à3 
injured are then I going am went then dressing doing and 
and in it (people) are injured. And I am going to dress (the injured). And 

26. hŒ† gàRDi nŒ† thi ke3e3 mŒ† àmà mu3 hàregVlVm màyo ke3e3 sà3Œ† 
now vehicle not is then me you with take I-said then they 
now there is no vehicle. Can you take me with you?” 

27. bVn ce ukV botVli ukVley te sà3Œ† gàDi àgàley mŒ† indV 
said that come on-top came-on then that vehicle took me there 
They said, “Get up on top!” Then that vehicle took me 

28. duberà3 bàzàrà3 nà pàtyo3 so moR lV wàl gIl wàl ke3e3 
duber-of bazar from behind that curve on down stopped down then 
to the Duber bazaar. We stopped near the curve (Duber curve), 

29. tVmàm }o bàzàr wàle te }o3Œ† {Vm tho buTh à3 sà3Œ† 
all that bazar people and that ? they-were all and that 
and all the people from the bazaar were there. 

30. moRài bo roRi wàlEc à3 bàn ce zVxmi ze3 pà bàzàri 
dead-bodies up road-to ? and say that injured we there bazar-to 
And the dead bodies were on the road. And they said that the injured were 

31. hàràcele à3 }e3 pàTe màTe yà3 sàmàn dhà pà bàzàri bà 
taken and these sticking etc. of luggage catch there bazar-to go 
taken to the bazaar. “Take the bandages, etc. and go to the bazaar.” 

32. tàlà3 mà ju3Œ† bVli bV} hund ke3e3 mànV dàriyob mVn me3 
from-there I out edge go become then down river in I 
From there I went to the edge of the cliff. Down in the river, 

33. yàne suzuki yà3 Ther àk duk nàzri il à3 muth gi ciz nàzri 
namely suzuki of tire one two saw came and other any thing saw 
I saw one or two Suzuki tires. I saw nothing else. 

34. ni il me3 tàpus kir màyo3 suzuki gi huNi ke3e3 
not came I asked did thought suzuki what-(where) became then 
I asked, “Where is the Suzuki?” 

35. màn so }und gài mV mini bài Geb hu thi dàriyàb 
said that place this in down go disappear happened was river 
Then they said, “The Suzuki fell down here and disappeared in the river.” 
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36. mVn te mà tàlà3 wàpVs gVtV piyàidV UndV duberà3 bàzàri 
in then I from-there return again on-foot here duber-of bazar-to 
Then I walked back to the Duber bazaar. 

37. il ke3e3 Ek gi du zVxmi hotlà mV thu à3 Ek gi du dukàno 
came then one or two injured hotel in are and one or two shop 
One or two injured were in a hotel. One or two were 

38. mu3tyo futfàri là bhetil thu mini gàlàce à3 xVlVk càperà the 
in-front foot-path on sitting were down putting and people around are 
sitting down on the foot path in front of a shop. And people gathered around. 

39. tàlà3 sà3Œ† xVlVk ze3 pàtu kàràgVle wi àh te DeTol 
from-there that people we push did water brought and detol 
From there we pushed the people back. We brought water and Detol and 

40. àh sVfài kVre sà3Œ† zVxmio3 kàse3 mEth 
brought clean did that injured-of someone inside-stuff-(brain) 
cleaned (the wounds). I could see the brain matter of one injured person. 

41. lIlhui à3s kVsi yàne ce cVx-pVx à3so sàyo3 pVTài ze3 
could-see was someone that-is that crushed was them sticking we 
Someone that was crushed, we completely dressed. 

42. kVrài tàm kir ke3e3 sV xVlkei bàn sà3Œ† swàtà3 xVlkei ce 
did finished did then those people said those swat-of people that 
Then they said, “Those from Swat we should 

43. à3Œ† hàreej pàro tàlà3 sà3Œ† zVxmi ze3 gàDi mV3z ukhàlei 
those take there then those injured our vehicle in put/carried 
take to Swat!” Then we put the injured in our vehicle, 

44. sà3Œ† pVro ruxsVt kVrVgil sà3Œ† pVro ruxsVt kVre ze3 i indV 
those there sent-off did those there sent-off did we came here 
(and) we sent them off. (Then) we came back 

45. duberà3 bàzàrà mV3 àluz tà3 duberà3 se muRài ce 
duber-of bazar-to in another our duber-from ? dead-person that 
to the Duber bazaar. There was another dead person from Duber. 

46. kà3u3 à3s sà3Œ† gàDi mVn gVle khuni ruxsVt kàràgIl à3 
the-one was that vehicles in put inside sent-off did and 
We put him in a vehicle and sent him off. 

47. pàTà3 mVRài ze3 pàTà3i roxsVt gàDe mV gVli khuni 
Pattan-of dead-ones we Patan-to sent-off vehicle in put inside 
And the dead from Patan, we put in a vehicle and sent to Patan. 
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48. roxsVt kir à3 jijelà3 moRVi ce kà3u3 à3s tVs jijàle hàril à3 
sent-off did and jijal-of dead that the-one was that jijal-to taken and 
And the ones from Jijal, we sent off to Jijal. 

49. ruxsVt kàre bEh so zài beTIl thu digrà3 Tem thu 
sent-off did we that place sat were late-afternoon time was 
We sat there at that place. It was late afternoon. 

50. }àsi-mV3 pVrà3 xVbàr il ce }ànglV là ce kà3u thu 
at-that-time from-there news came that Shangla on that the-one was 
Then we came to know that one person was from Shangla. 

51. sà3Œ† zVxmi cour à3s sàyo3-mV du intiqàl ho thu à3 du 
those injured four were out-of-these two died happened was and two 
Out of the four who were injured, two died and two 

52. bVc thu à3 so mIKgorà3 hàspàtàli yàne dàxIl kàràce 
safe were and that Mingora-of hospital-to that-is admitted did 
lived and were admitted in the Mingora Hospital. 

53. tVlV tàlà3 be di ze3 xVbVr ige bE di jijeli bezIl 
there from-there we ? us news come we ? jijal-to left 
From there (Mingora) the news came to us. (Then) we left for Jijal. 
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D.2.4 Chilisso, Jalkot 

Chilisso Story 

1. tVnmuThiu à3zo3 sVlV ki sVlV ki pVnje} me}e dhV3zer bV}Vt 
first-of-all our proposal did proposal did fifteen men hunting go-will 
First of all, we made a proposal that we fifteen men go hunting. 

2. ke [Question-1] rVwàne kiu sàthi àme xVrcV3i DVki ek 
do * start did among our-self necessary-things took one 
[Question-1] We took one rifle each and some food (necessary things) with us. 

3. ek nàli DVki DVke be rVwàn huge bhulu bVzi bo bVzi ek 
one rifle took took we start became up to-go up to-go one 
And went up. When we reached near Pashkari Mali 

4. zekVm bV} hon to ro3zVk nili pV}kVri-màyle neyàle le 
one-place appear became and ro3z-one saw name-of-place looked ? 
we saw a ro3z there. When that thing looked at us, it got ready (to run). 

5. so t_siz bVrVbVr ke àzo3 biThi rVwàn hu pà3z guzàr ki 
that thing ready did suddenly shake start became five fire did 
Suddenly it started to shake. I fired five bullets at it, 

6. me so t_siz thu be co3Œ† co3Œ† melV àsV3 mVrVkhu ye 
I that thing was we missed missed target it turned became 
but we missed. It turned. Then it went in front of Kabro. 

7. pVr kVdro3 mumiTiu yo kVdru3 mumiThiu yo kVdre3 dV 
there name-of-person front went name front went Kabro did 
When it came in front of Kadro, he fired and the bullet 

8. Dere ciurVr dV pVrVnili [Question-2] co3Œ† }o3 PVt kie àzà3 
belly under did out-other-side * ? ? left did suddenly 
passed under his belly. [Question-2] Suddenly the ro3z turned and ran away. 

9. so ro3z mVrVk hu yVo nothi àzo3 gio pVdon 
that ro3z turned became went again suddenly went behind 
Again it turned and went behind Pirdad, 

10. perdàdte nàilodi phVTVliu de gVlduth ki so t_siz [Question-3] 
name-of-man fired leg did wounded did that thing * 
and he fired and hit it on the leg and wounded it. [Question-3] When it 

11. gVlduth ke wàpVs àsV3 mVrVko bo kuri-kVmVn à3zo3 rVTi 
wounded did back it turned up mountain-in by-us stop 
became wounded, it turned back toward the mountain and stopped, 
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12. [Question-4] rVTe càper hu3 wàrpàr hà3 nàli gye bVrVbVr 
* stop around became all-sides and gun with ready 
[Question-4] and we surrounded it and made ourselves ready to fire. 

13. hu bheT à3sosom mVmryàze mVnil ce mo bVzVt à t_size 
became sat in-that-time name-of-man said that I go that thing 
At that time, Mamriaz said, “I should go catch that thing. 

14. bàze kV}Vpe ke à{dà nV dVhà3 to cVri gi de à} Topol ke 
to-go grab did catch not catch if shotgun with beat that fell did 
If I cannot catch it, then I will hit it with my shotgun.” 

15. gVlV ki so}V zu phVt ki bVzi se3 bo so ro3z to nàiliu dithi 
put did ? ? left did to-go he up that animal and rifle fired 
He went up to shoot the ro3z. When he pulled the trigger, 

16. nàiliu kVRVkmVn àso nàili ogilzil ne [Question-5] ogilzil ne 
rifle pull-trigger that rifle missed-fire not * misfire not 
the rifle misfired. [Question-5] When it misfired, he grabbed for it, 

17. mi}Vr se kV}Vp ki kV}Vp ki hVte zVu i [Question-6] yVro 
with he caught did caught did in-hand hair came * friend 
but only caught hair in his hand. [Question-6] Friend, 

18. so t_siz dio mini rVwàn hu to mirik-mVrVk ki mutkVsi 
that thing ran down start became and in-that-time did another 
that thing ran down. And no one was able to fire at it. 

19. guzàr kehà3 ne ki}wVr pice bohà3 de mVn à3sà3 higVthi khun dithi 
fire did not name uncle above did in its back inside did 
Only uncle Kishwar fired from above and hit it on its back. 

20. [Question-7] de Topol ki se} phVl ki minV gio minV ge àshà3 
* did fell did it throw did down fell down went it 
[Question-7] And that thing fell down. It went down and Sherpo 

21. corVr }erpo so }erpo dhàlV so ro3z minV wàli wàle be 
down name he name catch that ro3z down brought brought we 
caught it and brought it down. And we brought it to Pashkari. 

22. pV}kVrim buT Tol hund Tol hu so cizV ityàt }àn 
place-name all together became together became that thing care like 
We all gathered and we carefully kept the meat 

23. gi màs bede lVde ityàt gi buT jVm hu khà 
did meat keep cooked care with all together became ate 
and cooked it. And we ate together. 
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24. [Question-8] àshà3 cor pà3z disu3 pVtyu be wVth àndu pV}keryVn 
* we four five days after we came from place-name 
[Question-8] We came from Pashkari after four or five days. 

25. [Question-9] hoi indV kVhe3lIm wV3th hoi so t_sizV3 GoTe 
* ? here Komila came ? that thing particular-thing 
[Question-9] We came to Komila and 

26. so t_siz moli diti [Question-10] à3zo3 tVkribVn du zer rupE 
that thing sold did * to-us about two thousand rupees 
sold that certain special part [Question-10] for two thousand rupees. 

27. ho de so t_siz muli de àzà3n bege kVdro do wVpVs gi 
became did that thing sold did us both Kadro two back went 
When we sold that certain part, both of us, Kadro and I, went back. When we 

28. bVzi khonà ge }VkbVr pice pereni i [Question-11] pVndVmV 
went in went name uncle ghost came * on-the-way 
started back on the way, a ghost came into uncle Shakbar. [Question-11] Then 

29. àzà3n be rVwàn hu khoni gi bVzi khonI pV}kVri mV 
from we start became in went went in place-name in 
we went and reached to Pashkari. 

30. àl deth àl de be beGVm àsgewVr bheTelà3s 
reached did reached did we relaxed on-that-place sat 
When we reached there, we sat and relaxed. 

 

Questions for Chilisso Story 
(English translations) 

   1. What did the men plan? 
  2. When Kadro fired, what happened? 
  3. What happened to the ro3z’s leg? 
  4. Where did the men stand and sit? 
  5. What happened when he pulled the trigger? 
  6. What did he use to catch the ro3z? 
  7. Which man shot the ro3z in the back? 
  8. What did they do with the meat? 
  9. When did they come from Paskari? 
10. When they brought that thing to Komila, what did they do? 
11. What (thing) came into Uncle Shakbar? 
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D.2.5 Gowro, Mahrin village 

Gowro Hunting Story 

1. ek mà}Vk à3s mŒ† phàyu à3s jVmdVro nà3 à3s tVsŒ† [Question-1] 
one person was my cousin was Jumdaro name was his * 
There was a man. He was my cousin. His name was Jumdaro. [Question-1] 

2. so nàt_sàpi nVli ghin egà. so nàli ghin yVigà so edV yVigà khe3n 
he suddenly gun with came he gun with came he here came then 
Suddenly he came for hunting. He came for hunting. When he came here we 

3. mum àgVrbi}el thu mhŒ† mVhà3li thi bi}il [Question-2] se3 mizo tu 
I sat was my mother was sat * she said you 
both, my mother and I, were present. [Question-2] She asked, “Where 

4. ghà3 boyu3 se3 àlo ce mV nàli ghin yVi thu u{u3 pàtyu3 
where going he said that I gun with came was partridge after 
are you going?” He said that he had come for the hunting of the partridge. 

5. [Question-3] u{u3 pàtyu3 yVi thu miyà3 tVsi àlo ce mi}e 
* partridge after came was I him said that man 
[Question-3] He was coming for partridge. I said to him that we should go 

6. ro3 pàt bij betu nàli ghin pVri ke3 se3 àlo ce til 
(name) behind go you-and-I gun with there then he said that walk 
there for the hunting of ro3 (an animal). Then he said, “Let us go there.” 

7. bij pVrV bVige khe3 muS7yu3 àgVrhiro khe3 sVidà àse so sVidà 
go there went then ahead ahead then sayid were that sayid 
And we went. There were sayid people that were dancing. 

8. nVTà3 uthige tVzVi nVTilkVTi ek wVxVt mVz [Question-4] sVyu3 be 
dance started there danced one time in * them we 
After the dance, [Question-4] they saw us off, and we started to go. 

9. roxsVt hu bVige pVrV bVite korso be bV} hun 
saw-off became went there go mountain we appeared became 
We went and came to a mountain. 

10. [Question-5] khen mŒ† jVmdVro cero wo jVmdVro tu bà pVrVu} 
* Then I Jumdaro sent ? Jumdaro you go there 
[Question-5] Then I sent Jumdaro to go to a particular place. 

11. zVimVn bi} hà3 mo uzVikolà ro3 ho3 sVigo3 mhiyà3 mu 
place ? and I down-from-that-place animal was see my face 
And there was a ro3 down from where I was. There was a 
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12. tVl GogVi àsu kulàrbe mu bVS7 hoŒ†gà zVi-so oràhiro khe3nVk 
on mask was down-went I appeared became place hiding side 
mask on my face. I came down to that place and could not see it, but there was 

13. mherok si bVTVmVz pVrà3 ek lheTVk àwàz ghàrV àwàz ghàre 
hole was rocks there one peacock voice doing voice doing 
a hole in the rocks. A peacock was calling from there. 

14. [Question-6] khen me ili so mherdV sVi gheroikhen pVrV lheTVk 
* Then I here that hole see see there peacock 
[Question-6] Then I saw the peacock through the hole. 

15. pVZ7on me lhet tVl guzàr ghui so lheTo ulTi kuli bVigà 
seem I peacock on fired did that peacock fall down went 
I fired at the peacock. The peacock fell down. 

16. [Question-7] tV} pVtVr mo bViyu3 bVi kuli hVlàl ghuà3 
* that after I went went down cut-throat did 
[Question-7] I went down after it and cut its throat. During this time there was 

17. tetàr pVrV guzàr huin kulà3 so lheT ghin mV ukVigà 
in-this-time there fire became from that peacock with I come-up 
also firing off in one direction. I carried the peacock up the mountain. When I 

18. ukVi bhol pVrV gà khen se3 ghu3 ek ro3 àgVrhir khen màrV 
come ? there went then he big one animal see then killed 
reached there I saw that he had killed a big ro3. 

19. S7o tVzVi so ro3 àso3 so t_sàm nà3hàlà3s [Question-8] t_sàm 
was that-place that animal we that skin put-off * skin 
Then we skinned the ro3. [Question-8] While we were skinning it, 

20. nà3hàlà3n bolà3 ek khVdu ghà3s à3 ek gulsVtbVr ghà3s sVyu3 bolà3 
put-off on one Kadu we-say and one Gulsatbar we-say they on 
one Kadu and one Gulsatbar, they (jokingly) threw 

21. bVTàk ghen {Vo3 ghui khen be so ro3 t_sàm nà3hàlà3n [Question-9] so 
stone with threw did then we that ro3 skin put-off * he 
stones on us. And we were busy skinning the ro3. [Question-9] 

22. bolà3 wVigà kul wVigà khen àsu3 so màs tVzVi mVz so 
on came down came then we that meat that-place in the 
He came down and we cooked and ate the meat 

23. lVRmun thu bhyàt khVith te so ro3 kolàrVso3 àRghàt be 
organs were cooked ate then that animal remaining half we 
and organs in that place. The remaining part they divided in half. We, both 
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24. jVmdVro yege so lheT}ok me àpà3 goThi àro [Question-10] 
Jumdaro came that peacock I own home brought * 
Jumdaro and I, came. I carried the peacock to my home. [Question-10] 

25. àRoghà so ro3 jVmdVro nero àRo me àpà3 goThi àsus àsixo tepàt 
half that ro3 Jumdaro took half I own home-to took after this 
Jumdaro took half and I took half to my own home. After that, I came 

26. mV àpà3 goThi yigà the mŒ† mVhà3lo zVndus [Question-11] 
I own home came was my father alive * 
to my home. (At that time) my father was alive. [Question-11] 

 

Questions for Gowro Hunting Story 
(English translations) 

   1. Who was Jumdaro? 
  2. What were he and his mother doing when Jumdaro came? 
  3. What did Jumdaro say? 
  4. What did the sayid people do? 
  5. Where did the two men appear? 
  6. Why could he not see the peacock? 
  7. What happened to the peacock after it was shot? 
  8. What did he do with the ro3 after he killed it? 
  9. What did Kadu and Gulsatbar do? 
10. Where did he bring the peacock? 
11. What condition was his father in at that time? 
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D.2.6 Gowro, Mahrin village 

Gowro Enmity Story 

1. àsà3 pVrozoi bVkàni ghVs me}ok sus so bànDo mVz pVrozVi 
our there Bakani we-called person was he property in there 
There was one person from our place named Bakani. He was making some 

2. bànDok sVnos [Question-1] tVzVi yi te dikhVn xelo so 
property making * that-place came then dikan khel that 
property (a home). [Question-1] The Dikan Khel people came to that place 

3. kàle làderE so gu des bVzàlà deren [Question-2] 
small-beams tore-down he home making big-beams did * 
and tore down the small and big beams of the house. [Question-2] 

4. sVi yi te mVhà3 qVsV ghui hi qVsV huni me àpà3t àlu 
they came then to-me story told that story became I own said 
They came and then told the story to me. I said, 

5. sVbVrghà bi} hu}à3 yà gu wVTizy{ yà duigi kàmVk tu ghi} 
wait sit his or home destroy or another work you will-do 
“Wait and then we will destroy his home or do something else.” 

6. [Question-3] tVsmVz kàluk bVigà mVz selu àRite bVkànis puce 
* in-this one-year went in they fighting name son 
[Question-3] One year passed and they were fighting. Bakani’s son 

7. de te so àsVrjàn nVo àsus mi} màro [Question-4] so mi} 
did then that Asarjan name was man killed * that man 
killed a man whose name was Asarjan. [Question-4] When that man was killed 

8. màrà khe3n tVl xo pulus-mulus yege ek wVxVt mVz be bVnd 
killed then there then police came one time in we hiding 
then the police came there. At that time we were in hiding. 

9. hiyà3se [Question-5] tVl sVyu3 de hVnàn ghes so màru du 
were * there they did Hanan we-called that kill two 
[Question-5] They killed Hanan there. After the two 

10. màre mV bVnd hiyàso pàto àze pi}is niwà3z boyu3s dVràozVi 
killed I in-hiding was after here noon prayer going outside 
were killed, I was in hiding till noontime. Going for prayer, I 

11. nikVi te t_sun-àdus }àre me àdus }i}à yà3 mVz uzVi bVli thi 
came then urinated cut I ablution dry ? ? here edge is 
came outside and urinated. I dried myself and then came to the edge (roof). 
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12. yigà pàrà3 nàlyu3 dithi de3ilV mihi-V} t_sVm tVl riKgàroi [Question-6] 
came there fired did fired my-here back on hit * 
From a certain direction a shot was fired and it hit on my back. [Question-6] 

13. hundiyà3-loindà Tol hoith hundyà3 mV DVKgi tVl gVnDV buli 
from-here-and-there all together became I board on fold lifted 
All came together from here and there and put me on a board, lifted me, 

14. ghVniro pàr àlbVt mV ge àgVr thàndàrok su [Question-7] 
took there Albat in went there police-inspector was * 
took me, and went to Albat. There was a police inspector there. [Question-7] 

15. se3il gi qVsV huni mizu3 hi-hi qVsV hi thi tV}e so 
he-asked what story became I-said this story this is to-him that 
He asked what had happened and I told the story. After I told the story 

16. qVsVmVsV ghàTe mV niro àbboTàbàd tV àbboTàbàd sV pà3z des mi 
story did me took Abbottabad to Abbottabad ? five days my 
I was taken to Abbottabad. I remained for five days 

17. bVise tVl tVzVi àspVtàl mV [Question-8] tiyà3 mV nuTi pulusu3 
went there there hospital in * then me again police 
in the Abbottabad hospital. [Question-8] Then the police 

18. dhà giriftàr ghàru mVtVl àsoi rVpuT [Question-9] giriftàr ghà mV 
catch arrest did on-me was report * arrest did I 
arrested me because there was a report on me. [Question-9] After I was 

19. hVwlàt mVz su mVlVkmàlVs jel mV tVyà3 nuTi dV} dis mV 
jail in was Malakmalas jail in then again ten day I 
arrested, I was put in the Malakmalas Jail. I was there for ten days. 

20. tVzVi su tVyà3 pulusu3 dhà yàt mV pVtà3i mVz cà 
that-place was then police caught brought me Patan-to in three 
Then the police caught me and brought me to Patan. I was in that place 

21. ràl mi tVzVi hoithi pVTàis nuTi mV tVzVi mVtVl rimàD 
night my that-place became Patan again I there on-me remand 
for three nights. In Patan, they remanded 

22. ghàro guzàr-dere àso jobul tVl [Question-10] te3yà3 jVlkoT thVnio 
did beat that injured on * then Jalkot take 
and beat me, even though I was already injured. [Question-10] Then I was 

23. jVlkoT theni te tVzVi so hVwlàt mVz su duwà} dis mi tVzVi ge 
Jalkot took ? there that jail in was twelve day my there pass 
taken to Jalkot. I was there for twelve days. Then they released me 
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24. teyà3 mŒ† zVmànVt hu mV yVi thu 
then me bail became I came was 
on bail. 

 

Questions for Gowro Enmity Story 
(English translations) 

   1. Who was making a property? 
  2. What did the Dekan Khel people do? 
  3. What did he tell the man who came to him? 
  4. What happened to Asarjan? 
  5. Where were they at that time? 
  6. Where did the bullet hit him? 
  7. What happened after he was shot in the back? 
  8. How long did he remain in the hospital? 
  9. Why was he arrested? 
10. What condition was he in? 
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D.2.7 Bateri, Batera 

Bateri Story 

1. yEk dIs mQz o mi xwore bàren Qzo kàno citi sà 
one day I and my sister’s-son Bahren from village holiday of 
One day my nephew and I went from Bahren to Kamad on holiday. 

2. dIsre kà3ëmàtQ ràwàn hundà [Question-1] te tis dIs bà mi sVxà 
day-on Kamed-to went became * in those day on my hard 
[Question-1] In those days, because of a big feud I had, I could not go 

3. du}màni si disà bes nà huinu3 ràre màs e me xwore ge 
enmity so in-day go not became night-in I and my nephew went 
in the daytime. My nephew and I went by night to Monemashe. 

4. monemà}e3 bi oredàt tesà mi màm si pEcu goëT àsu 
Monemashe3 we arrived there my uncle of son house was 
We arrived. My cousin’s house was there. 

5. [Question-2] ther màzxotàn tezà àsu goRe ze khà Qzu ceà zu 
* late night there we food also ate we tea also 
[Question-2] Late at night, we ate there and also drank tea. 

6. phuo [Question-3] àmà sFPà teyàr gyu }esV mosVm àzu 
drank * my self ready made winter season was 
[Question-3] I got ready. It was winter season. 

7. [Question-4] niàl àzu gwoT ge niQlu hàt bhà pà3s pà3s kàltos 
* rifle we oil did rifle hand test 5 5 cartridges 
[Question-4] We oiled the rifle. We checked the rifles and loaded five 

8. àzu niàli ukhyQli [Question-5] à belàz hu3e khà3imàTe bFzà te 
were rifle-in loaded * and we-up now Kamed-to go ? 
cartridges in each gun [Question-5] and then went up to Kamad 

9. mà pe derzo khà se bà'zà [Question-6] khirGe mexEtmà thEr 
I self mother to ? go * which time at 
to see my mother. [Question-6] It was late evening, about 8 or 9 o’clock. 

10. màzxotàn tQkribQn làkà àT noo3 bàjà Tem àsu Qbe tez Qn 
evening almost as 8 9 o’clock time was we there to 
We started to go. 

11. rowàn huVdà à tàme à}ez à}i àsu mo kà thul cokàno 
start became there darkness that way was eyes-in who point strike 
It was so dark that someone could strike your eyes with a point without you 
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12. hun pQtà3 reoNi be tezànu 'ge 'ge ge ke mà wExEt 
also aware not-become we from-there went went ? which ? time 
knowing it. We went from there, at which time we reached 

13. mà PàzElr àli khQ zi kVRe ce be oReDà tà tis nu co Re 
in Faizle Ali uncle of ditch when we reached from that place ? up 
Uncle Faizle Ali’s ditch. When we went up a little through the trees, 

14. rE}i geë tà tu3àmà nàsàpi kV} kV} ho3wà bEni u 
little went then trees-in suddenly sound sound happening bEni tree 
suddenly we heard a noise in the beni tree. 

15. mà [Question-7] àzu boT cEnu khiEndi àlàse kE} kE} ho3ënu 
in * we all three with-gun were sound sound happening 
[Question-7] We all three had rifles when we heard the sound there. 

16. tEs zà}àrà sà mu'sum mà bEni u mà PàV}koRe hu-e the ETE 
there autumn of season in beni tree in seeds there are bear 
In autumn you can find seeds in the beni tree. You can see bears and 

17. ziàthà bà'là ziàThe hàr ki iyà khEro zi 
coming dangerous-animals coming every thing coming lion too 
other carnivores there. Every animal is coming; lions and jackals 

18. àtà solEn zi àtà hàrU Pàti àti te zEë tEti zàmà 
coming jackal also coming every dangerous ? ? there there place 
are also coming there. When we heard the sound, we sat and we thought, 

19. kE} kE} hunu jubà beTge àsule kà3 du}màn thu 
sound sound happening then sat we-thought somebody enemy is 
“Our enemy is going to kill us.” 

20. xo àsu màërà yà àsu kàltuz ukhyàli kàn{à ku3ëre QKgui thi be 
as us killed ? we cartridges loaded trigger on finger put we 
We loaded the rifles and kept our fingers on the triggers. First we 

21. buT C7à jU bheDge bàyimà ce bhàlid tà àse àgQn gho 
all 3 ? sat about-to-sit when look then we in-front-of big 
all three sat down. We were about to sit when we saw a big animal (thing) 

22. àk t_siz iye uthŒ†ëgF rEKe nu ràtu3ë àsu [Question-8] àte be Dàs 
a thing come stood color of red was * as we to-fire 
standing in front of us. It was red. [Question-8] As my friend and I were 

23. gErEK à mEso meëo melgere DVs gEren te mŒ† màmsàpu} mFnis 
about ? I my friend to-fire about ? mine cousin said 
about to fire, my cousin told us 
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24. ce dEs ne gàriàp [Question-9] pàther goT sàlo màni àS7 ci`e 
that fire not fire * there house people say (fut) that 
not to fire. [Question-9] The people at home worried that their 

25. geët tà utuI Œ†owi du}màn o-ko pEn mE diGir tëoŒ†z Vmënà 
went (pst) new their enemy surprisingly path on killed them to 
enemy has killed them suddenly on the path. The people at home will also 

26. GVm sà tàklif tioŒ†zà ho3S7E t_siEs sEz àsu pEtàn hiliàS7 ce 
grief of trouble them-to will-suffer they will-also we behind run on 
suffer the same grief and trouble. They will also run behind us. Someone was 

27. pEru kà3 pEn du mà kŒ† me'àrgju ther dFznà gQrFk 
other-side anybody path (+pl) in who killed that to-fire do 
killed on the paths of the other side (of the valley). We decided not to fire, 

28. thF }àbàk bàyà tho t_siz Qme3 bQzi o} }àbEk be beTàsà 
? some-time sit this thing himself go will some-time we sat 
and sat down thinking that the thing will go (away) by itself. We waited for 

29. so ciz àmà{o gOëàde [Question-10] bE àz ce(gwO) kàëmETe be 
that thing himself went * we up when KaëmaT-to we 
some time and the animal left on its own. [Question-10] When we arrived up 

30. gwoTe woredà dedo àsu àpàV3 làKgir buT qIsà gi 
house reached mother-to we ourselves late all story narrate 
at the house in Kamad, he told the whole story to his mother. His mother said 

31. deàdo à}mànEn cIozà màzob ek du màzob àsà [Question-11] 
mother so-said at-that-place saint 1 2 saint were * 
that there were one or two saints (buried) there. [Question-11] 

 

Questions for Bateri Story (English translations) 

   1. Where had they gone? 
  2. When did they go to Monemashe3? 
  3. What did they do when they reached his cousin’s house? 
  4. What season of the year was it? 
  5. How many cartridges did they load into each gun? 
  6. Who did he go to see? 
  7. What did they hear? 
  8. What color was the animal? 
  9. What did his cousin say not to do? 
10. What did the animal do? 
11. Who did his mother say was there? 
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Appendix D.3 
 

Indus Kohistan Questionnaire 

 
Questions for the individual locations were based on this master questionnaire. 
 
1. Name 
2. Age 
3. Date of Interview 
4. Education 

4b. Medium of Instruction 
5. Clan 
6. Where were you born? 

6b. Where did you grow up? 
7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 
8. What do you call your language? 

8b. Does that have a special meaning? 
8c. Do you have other names for your language? 

9. Do other people have a different name for your language? 
9b. What do they call it? 
9c. Who calls it that? 
9d. Does that have a special meaning? 

10. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 
11. Where do people speak just a little bit differently? 

11b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
11c. Do people from there also come here? 
11d. Do you have a name for this other dialect in your own language? 

12. Where do people speak very differently? 
12b. How much of their speech do you understand? (few words, main 
 ideas, most, all) 
12c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12d. Do people from there come here? 
12e. Do you have a name for this other dialect in your own language? 

13. Where do people speak your own language the most purely? 
13b. Why do you say that is the most pure? 
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14. Where do people speak your own language the best? 
14b. Why do you say that is the best? 
14c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
14d. Do people from there come here? 

15. Where is your language spoken badly? 
15b. Why do you say that it is spoken badly? 
15c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
15d. Do people from there come here? 

16. In which village in this area would you say your language is spoken the 
best? 

17. What do you call the language people speak in Gilgit? 
17b. What do you call the people who live in Gilgit? 
17c. Do people understand you when you speak your own language in 
 Gilgit? 
17d. If a man from Gilgit comes here, can everybody understand his 
 speech? 
17e. Even the women and children? 

18. What do you call the language people speak in Chilas? 
18b. What do you call the people who live in Chilas? 
18c. Do people understand you when you speak your own language in 
 Chilas? 
18d. If a man from Chilas comes here, can everybody understand his 
 speech? 
18e. Even the women and children? 

19. What other places do you travel to? 
19b. Do you go often? 
19c. For what purpose do you go? 
19d. What language do you speak there? 

20. Do many people travel outside from here? 
20b. Where? 
20c. For what reason? 
20d. How often? 
20e. What language would you use there? 

21. Do the women in your home travel to places outside of your village? 
21b. Where? 
21c. For what reason? 
21d. How often? 
21e. What language would they use there? 

22. What do you call your own people? 
22b. Do all ——— people speak the same as you? 
22c. If not, what do they speak? 

23. What other languages are spoken in your area? 
23b. Where do these people live? 
23c. When you talk with these people, what language do you use? 
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24. What do you call the language spoken in Batera? 
24b. How much of that language do you understand? 

25. Where did your own tribe/clan come from? 
25b. When did they come? 
25c. Why did they come here? 

26. Do you speak the same language as your grandfather did? 
27. What is the name of your father’s language? 
28. What is the name of your mother’s language? 
29. What language did you speak in your home as a child with your parents? 
30. What language do you speak in your home now? 

30b. With whom? 
31. What other languages do you speak? 

31b. Where do you speak them? 
31c. With whom do you speak them? 
31d. How well do you speak them? 
31e. How did you learn them? 

32. What do you call the people who speak your own language? 
33. Do all the people in your village speak the same as you? 

33b. What other groups are there? 
33c. Do you know these other languages? 

34. Do your children know any other languages? 
35. What language do you use for: (If not own language, then why?) 

35b. explaining things to women? 
35c. to children? 
35d. for jokes and stories? 
35e. for religious teaching in the mosque? 
35f. for religious teaching at home? 
35g. for political talk? 

36. Do you speak Urdu? 
36b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
36c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
36d. With whom? 
36e. Do you speak it well? 
36f. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 

37. Can you read Urdu? 
37b. Do you often read Urdu? 
37c. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Urdu, would you 
 go? 
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38. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
39. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 
40. How many of the children in your village speak Urdu? 
41. How many of the children in your village read and write Urdu? 
42. How many of the women in your village speak Urdu? 

42b. How many of the women in your village read and write Urdu? 
43. Do you speak Pashto? 

43b. Do you often speak Pashto? 
43c. Where do you usually speak Pashto? 
43d. With whom? 
43e. Do you speak Pashto well? 
43f. Do you find Pashto easy to speak? 

44. Can you read Pashto? 
44b. Do you often read Pashto? 
44c. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Pashto, would you 
 go? 

45. How many of the people in your village speak Pashto? 
46. How many of the people in your village read and write Pashto? 
47. How many of the children in your village speak Pashto? 
48. How many of the children in your village read and write Pashto? 
49. How many of the women in your village speak Pashto? 
50. How many of the women in your village read and write Pashto? 
51. Do your people marry with Pashto-speakers? 

51b. If so, what language is spoken in the home with the children? 
52. Do your people marry with Shina speakers? 

52b. If so, what language is spoken in the home with the children? 
53. Do you want to learn more Urdu or Pashto? Why or why not? 

53b Is there some other language that you would like to learn? 
54. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Urdu? 
55. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Pashto? 
56. In what ways is it an advantage to speak your own language? 
57. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 
58. When your children grow up, what language do you think they’ll use 

most? 
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59. What language is the medium of instruction in the schools here? 
60. What language should be used as the medium of instruction here? 
61. If there were schools in which your language was the medium of 

instruction, would you send your children? 
62. Are there books in your language? 

62b. Have you tried to read them? 
62c. What did you read? 
62d. If not, do you think your language would be easy to read? 

63. What language is best for written material? Why? 
64. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 

64b. Would you? 
65. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
66. Who should learn to read and write your language? 

66b. Is this something for women? 
67. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 

 would you go? 
67b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children?  
67c. If there were classes to teach women how to read your language, 
 would you send your women? 

68. What is the best language for writing things? 
68b. Why do you think so? 

69. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 

70. Do people marry outside your own language very often? 
70b. Are there people from other languages in your own family? 
70c. When your women marry men who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
70d. When your men marry women who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
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71. Is your language broadcast on the radio? 
71b. Do you listen to it? 
71c. Do you understand it? 
71d. Do the women and children understand it? 
71e. Where does it come from? 
71f. Where is the speaker from? 
71g. Does the speaker speak good Kohistani? 
71h. Which type of programs do you like the best? 

 

The following are extra questions used in the Bateri survey: 

72. How often do you cross the river in a year? 
72b. For what reason do you cross the river? 
72c. Do most men cross the river as much as you? 
72d. How often do most women cross the river? 

73. How many people live in all of Batera? 
74. How many villages are Bateri speaking? 

74b. What are the names of these villages? 
75. What is the name of the main valley in Batera? 

75b. Do all the people in that valley speak Bateri as their mother 
 language? 

76. Are some of the Bateri villages far from the river, in the high country? 
76b. Do the people in those high villages speak only Bateri? 
76c. If not, what other languages do they speak? 

77. Do the people in Batera travel to a higher village in the summer? 
77b. What is the name of that village? 

78. Do the people in the higher villages come to the road (KKH) often? 
78b. Are there people who have never come out of Batera? 
78c. What kind of people never come out of Batera? 

79. How do you feel about the Kolai people—do you like them or not? 
79b. Why do you feel this way? 

80. How do you feel about the Seo-Pattan-Jijal-Ranolia people—do you like 
 them or not? 
80b. Why do you feel this way? 
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